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Abstract

This thesis consists of three related studies investigating the practical economic

utility of news analytics in momentum-style equity portfolios. We employ a

dataset of 5.3 million news items relating to historical constituents of the S&P

500 stock index from 2003 to 2018 to examine exploitable relationships between

news media and stock returns over one - six month horizons.

The first study inspects the predictive capacity of news media at the stock level

through firm-specific regression analyses. Tests include single period regressions

subject to a variety of subset and specification robustness tests, extension to multi-

period forecast horizons, and VAR cross-dependency analysis. With rates of sta-

tistical significance comparable to pure noise covariates and weak effect sizes, we

fail to find support for the hypothesis that either news sentiment or news cover-

age are useful predictors of forward return on a firm-by-firm basis.

The second study examines the individual and joint impacts of news sentiment,

news coverage, and stock price momentum on expected return by analysing

the performance of decile portfolios formed through univariate, bivariate, and

trivariate sorts on these variables. The style of news-enhanced trading strate-

gies identified in the literature do not appear to be profitable over our sample

period and investment universe. However, we find some evidence that news

sentiment—if used as a screening mechanism in the short leg of momentum

strategies—can enhance risk-adjusted returns. Overall, this study provides lit-

tle evidential support for the claim that news-derived measures provide useful

conditioning information for the cross-section of returns in naive implementa-

tions.

The third study tests the economic utility of news content using a model-based

portfolio procedure in which portfolios are formed using the output of statistical

models trained over backward-looking filtrations and tested over out-of-sample
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periods. We find that the inclusion of news-based variables in the conditioning in-

formation set, combined with flexible statistical learning algorithms, offers only

modest increase in performance beyond a traditional momentum implementa-

tion. Measures of variable importance suggest that news is secondary to size,

analyst following, and momentum in relevance for predicting future return.

These findings provide little evidence that news analytics are an economically

useful data source in improving quantitative equity strategies operating over

multi-month investment horizons. Our results question the robustness and gen-

eralisability of previous findings, tested over less-stringent investment invest-

ment scopes or in higher-frequency implementations, that find news analytics to

be a straight-forward means of generating excess returns.

Keywords: News sentiment, Media coverage, Textual analysis, Investor senti-

ment, Momentum strategies, Attention, Information diffusion

JEL Codes: G12, G14
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction

This thesis arises from challenges in understanding the practical relevance of

news analytics for quantitative equity portfolios. It presents a detailed litera-

ture survey and three empirical analyses aimed at mitigating these challenges

and providing a more complete understanding of the economic utility of news

analytics in asset management.

The thrust of the thesis can be summarised as follows:

1. It is conceptually and empirically credible that news media exerts some in-

fluence over financial markets.

2. Technological advances have opened a unique avenue of news-based anal-

ysis, so-called news analytics, still in its relative infancy in financial research.

3. The majority of the news analytics literature has focused on high-frequency

applications, limiting its practical relevance to many fund management

practitioners.

4. News-based factor-style portfolios, particularly news-informed1 momen-

tum portfolios, are one of the most promising applications of news analytics

in traditional investment environments.

5. Even in this most relevant subset of the field, the practical implications for

the use of news analytics in low-frequency investment environments are

unclear. This is due in part to both the experimental setting and empirical

constraints of the existing literature.

6. This thesis attempts to bridge some of the described literature gap by pro-

viding a better understanding of the economic relevance of news analytics

in quantitative equity portfolios.

• The first contribution of this thesis is in its choice of empirical setting.

This includes data sources, investment universe, and strategy parame-

terisations that are directly applicable to asset management.

1By news informed, we simply mean that we have conditioned on news information in some way.
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• The second contribution comprises three empirical analyses. Broadly,

these test the firm-level predictive capacity of news analytics, the

performance of literature-motivated news-informed portfolios, and

the extension of “naive” sorting procedures to statistical learning ap-

proaches.

• The third contribution is the synthesis of a wide-spanning literature

into a survey of the relevant research.

Points one to five, the motivation for this thesis, will be briefly described in the

first section of this chapter—Motivation. Point six, the way in which this thesis

engages with the stated motivation, is expanded upon in the second section of

this chapter—Objectives and Contributions of Thesis.

1.2 Motivation

It is conceptually and empirically credible that news media exerts some in-

fluence over financial markets.

Efficient valuation of stock prices hinges on the present expected discounted

value of future cashflows. Empirically, stock price movements are largely un-

explainable in terms of changes in quantitative measures of firms’ fundamentals

(Malkiel, 1977; Shiller, 1981; Mankiw, Romer, and Shapiro, 1985) and discount

rates (Campbell and Shiller, 1988; Hansen and Singleton, 1982) alone, suggesting

that other sources of information are also used as conditioning information by

investors.

Considering the hard-to-quantify nature of many company and world events, it

is not surprising that analysts’ forecasts and publicly disclosed accounting vari-

ables are potentially incomplete sources of information at any given time. News

media, as a high-exposure vehicle for qualitative descriptions of global occur-

rences and firms current and future production activities, is plausibly a source

of value-relevant information with incremental explanatory power for firms’ fu-

ture cashflows above and beyond traditional quantitative variables (Tetlock, Saar-

Tsechansky, and Macskassy, 2008).
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Even when news does not contain value-relevant information, many may still

trade as if it does. Huberman and Regev (2001) document the salient case of En-

treMed, in which a New York Times story citing potential development of cancer-

curing pharmaceuticals saw the firms’ stock price rise from $12.063 at the Friday

close to open at $85 Monday, and close above $30 over the following three weeks.

The enthusiasm generated by the story, which spilled over to other stocks within

the sector, was based on information which had been reported in various sources

such as Nature and the Times over five months earlier. While this is a particularly

dramatic example, news media has long been recognised as an important force

in the movement of financial markets and the relationship between the two has

naturally attracted considerable attention within the academic community.

The earliest attempt to quantify the content of news and its impact on stock prices

appears to have been Niederhoffer’s (1971) analysis of New York Times headlines

and subsequent movements in the S&P Composite Index. While computational

means of content analysis were available to Niederhoffer (Stone, Dunphy, and

Smith, 1966), contemporary technology was such that he deemed its use “not

a worthwhile undertaking"—a more pragmatic solution was to have three peo-

ple categorise and score each headline manually (Niederhoffer, 1971). It is only

within the last decade, through the widespread digitisation of text, vast expan-

sion of online media resources and the evolution of big data technologies, that

quantifying the content of large sets of public information has become feasible.

In particular, modern text-mining capabilities have presented a new dimension

of inquiry, sentiment analysis, through which to examine the financial markets.

The EntreMed example is not only a testament to the role of media in transmit-

ting information in financial markets; the market’s response to the “exceptionally

optimistic” (Huberman and Regev, 2001, pp. 396) article is also a conspicuous

demonstration of the power of language to influence public decision making (em-

pirical evidence for the causal effect of media language on investor behaviour is

provided by Engelberg and Parsons, 2011). This apparent relationship between

the language of news and investor psychology is the primary driver behind much

of the sentiment analysis literature.

As classical asset-pricing models derive demand functions independently of the

distribution of equilibrium prices, they have little to say about information arrival

or sentiment. Alternatively, the influence of news media on the financial markets
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may be framed within the context of rational expectations models, or more specif-

ically, in the context of noise trading. Theoretical models in which traders have

heterogeneous beliefs and information sets often posit the existence of two types

of traders; noise traders who trade on extraneous factors that convey no infor-

mation about the true value of the asset and rational arbitrageurs who trade as

informed Bayesians2 (DeLong et al., 1990; Subrahmanyam, 1991).

The uninformed demand shocks of noise-traders provides the incentive and liq-

uidity necessary for informed trading, facilitating the price formation process

(Kyle, 1985; Foster and Viswanathan, 1993b). This process results in prices im-

pounding the informed traders’ information as well as the noise that carried

there, a property necessary for trade to occur in the first place (Milgrom and

Stokey, 1982; Grossman and Stiglitz, 1976). The bias, or excessive optimism or

pessimism of noise-traders’ expectations of an asset’s value relative to that of a

rational and informed investor is referred to in the finance literature as sentiment.

Conceptually, this gives rise to an often-cited goal of news-based sentiment anal-

ysis; to determine how the content and arrival of news stories impacts investor

sentiment about assets and how to ascertain the aggregate direction of resultant

noise trading in those assets.

Other theoretical models concerned only with rational- though informationally-

incomplete agents link news coverage to returns directly—such as through com-

pensation for imperfect diversification (via investor recognition) (Merton, 1987)

or degree of information asymmetry (to the extent that news media reveals pri-

vate information) (Easley, Hvidkjaer, and O’Hara, 2002; Easley and O’Hara,

2004).

Also relevant to the theoretical framing of news in the financial markets is the

mixture-of-distributions hypothesis (MDH), which posits a direct link between

public information arrival, trading volume and variance through the price evo-

lution process (Clark, 1973; Epps and Epps, 1976; Tauchen and Pitts, 1983). Ac-

cording to the MDH, the period price change and trading volume are mixtures

of independent distributions in which the number of new pieces of information

arriving to the market is the mixing variable. It further predicts that the trad-

ing volume and associated price variance depend on the extent to which traders

disagree in response to the new information. Other models concentrating on the

2Noise traders may also be modeled through a noisy supply, see for example Admati (1985) or
Easley and O’Hara (2004).
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information-variance relationship have further shown that content of news, inso-

far as it is either “good” or “bad”, produces an asymmetric volatility response

which is also associated with volatility persistence (see for example Veronesi,

1999; Engle and Ng, 1993). These models motivate a second path of investigation

within news-based sentiment analysis; to determine how the arrival and content

of news stories impacts the distribution of investor expectations and the resultant

volatility and volume response.

Whether news carries genuine but hard-to-quantify information, influences or

proxies the biases (optimism/pessimism) of noise traders, or captures risks re-

lated to investor recognition and information asymmetry, such causal explana-

tions give credibility to its potential use as a conditioning variable in markets.

Technological advances have opened a unique avenue of news-based analysis,

so-called news analytics, still in its relative infancy in financial research.

As inefficient, boundedly rational, or otherwise noisy trading in response to news

content can result in a price deviation from fundamental values, sentiment anal-

ysis provides a potential means of predicting news-induced arbitrage opportu-

nities and heightened holding risks before they occur. It follows then that quan-

titative proxies for news sentiment may provide important exogenous (Dougal

et al., 2012) conditioning information for the investment decisions of portfolio

managers. This application of sentiment analysis has not been overlooked.

In industry, mainstream news organisations such as Bloomberg and Thomson

Reuters not only distribute stories themselves, but through the use of natural lan-

guage processing and information retrieval technologies now equip traders with

measures of story sentiment, relevance, topic codes, novelty and many other el-

ements of metadata to facilitate trading decisions (Thomson Reuters, 2015; Cui,

Lam, and Verma, 2017). It is this quantitative compression of textual news me-

dia that we refer to as news analytics. The potentially profitable edge provided

by the quantification of news information has likewise influenced academia and

a vast number of studies have now explored the performance of trading strate-

gies based on signals derived from little more than the occurrence and content

of news media. The associated literature spans a diverse range of strategies, as-

sets, markets, news sources, and textual analysis techniques and has yielded an

equally diverse range of results.
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The majority of the news analytics literature has focused on high-frequency

applications, limiting its practical relevance to many fund management prac-

titioners.

Despite its prevalence and methodological diversity, the majority of the news

sentiment literature has treated sentiment as either a daily or intraday variable.

When measured daily, the market impact has typically been observed to dissipate

within five trading days of the measurement or event. When treated as an intra-

day or per story variable, the measurable market response is on the order of min-

utes. While the news sentiment literature has robustly demonstrated these mea-

surable and often exploitable news sentiment effects at high frequencies, these

intra-week and intraday fluctuations, and the trading strategies presented to ex-

ploit them, offer little promise for the use of news sentiment for mid to long-term

investment horizons.

The focus of the textual sentiment literature on daily and intraday horizons is sur-

prising given the treatment of sentiment in the wider finance literature. Empir-

ically, investor sentiment is often treated as a low-frequency variable, examined

over months and years rather than days and minutes (Schmeling, 2009; Brown

and Cliff, 2005; Baker and Wurgler, 2006; Baker and Wurgler, 2007). In some in-

stances this is at least partially due to the availability of survey and accounting

data used to proxy sentiment (Brown and Cliff, 2004), however, two reasons have

commonly been put forward as to why the relationship between sentiment and

price is likely to operate beyond short-term horizons.

First, as suggested by Brown and Cliff (2005) and Schmeling (2007) among oth-

ers, sentiment is a persistent variable; demand from noise traders is likely to be

correlated over time due to positive feedback effects, resulting in cumulative de-

viations from fundamental values. DeLong et al. (1990) provide a theoretical basis

for this phenomenon in which correlation in noise trader sentiment bears upon

equilibrium stock returns. Second, limits to arbitrage can allow persistent mis-

pricings to propagate through time for extended periods before correction. These

limits to arbitrage include the potential difficulty in measuring sentiment-driven

mispricing directly at short horizons (Baker and Wurgler, 2006; Summers, 1986);

the risk that noise traders’ beliefs may take a long time to revert to the mean, only

becoming more extreme in the interim (Black, 1986; DeLong et al., 1990); the in-

teraction of agency costs and capital constraints (Shleifer and Vishny, 1997); and
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fundamental risk as discussed by Shiller (1984) and Campbell and Kyle (1993).

News-based factor portfolios, particularly news-informed momentum portfo-

lios, are one of the most promising applications of news analytics in low-

frequency investment environments.

The view of sentiment as a persistent variable is also consistent with long-

established pricing anomalies including short-medium run momentum, long-

term reversals, closed-end fund discounts, and post earnings announcement

stock price drift, to name a few. Such anomalies, characterised by various forms

of over- and under-reaction, have been addressed by a number of behavioural

and boundedly rational models of security markets inspired by DeLong et al.

(1990). Notable examples from this literature, which include Daniel, Hirshleifer,

and Subrahmanyam (1998), Barberis, Shleifer, and Vishny (1998), and Hong and

Stein (1999), each explain empirical over- and under-reaction anomalies through

different mechanisms of biased or incomplete processing of new information,

such as price movements and corporate events.

It is within this theoretical context that the relatively few studies to empirically in-

vestigate the relationship between news media and stock returns at beyond-daily

horizons are placed. Collectively, they have raised important findings regarding

the predictability of returns as it relates to news and have provided promising

evidence in support of the development of profitable news-augmented trading

systems with investment horizons spanning months and even years.

For instance, it has been shown that the incidence, volume and content of news

stories strongly predicts whether past winners and losers will exhibit stock price

momentum or experience short-term reversals (Chan, 2003; Hillert, Jacobs, and

Mueller, 2014; Sinha, 2016; Huynh and Smith, 2017). Firm-specific news volume

has also been shown to have a cross-sectional pricing effect that lasts for at least 12

months after measurement (Fang and Peress, 2009). News sentiment aggregated

over weekly intervals has been found to be predictive of returns for the following

quarter, while news sentiment aggregated over daily intervals was only found to

be predictive of returns for the following one or two days using the same data

(Heston and Sinha, 2017).
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The practical implications for the use of news analytics in low-frequency

investment environments remain unclear. This is due in part to both the

experimental setting and empirical constraints of the existing literature.

While the above findings have established a number of promising news-based

effects, the utility of news-based variables as conditioning information for ex-

plaining future return movements, and the extent to which this information can

be exploited in realistic trading environments, is still largely unexplored. Very

few of the relevant studies have restricted their test sample to an investable uni-

verse comprising only large, highly liquid firms and none have tested their trad-

ing strategies using only firms belonging to a prominent market index such as

the S&P 500. Such indices describe a clearly defined set of assets with well un-

derstood characteristics and are invested in heavily by funds management practi-

tioners. As such, economic performance and effect size within S&P indices repre-

sents an important benchmark for the economic relevance of news-based effects

which is absent from the extant literature.

Firm-level or longitudinal predictability is not strictly necessary for the type of

cross-sectional predictability exploited by factor sorts. However, it is one path-

way to the formation of rank-based portfolios that is missed by the assumption

of shared factor sensitivities inherent in purely cross-sectional investigations. For

example, if firms of one type exhibit continuation in response to news cover-

age, while firms of another exhibit reversal, a simple sort on news coverage will

likely reveal no relationship between news coverage and expected return, even

if the firm-level relationships were deterministic. Yet, no studies have performed

large-sample firm-level investigations over the horizons of interest, and even pre-

liminary results in this area would be informative.

In the case of cross-sectional approaches, each of the relevant studies have fo-

cused on either individual or specific joint effects of news and momentum vari-

ables. Methodological differences between these studies make it difficult to in-

fer an overall picture of the contributions and relative importance of each of the

conditioning variables in portfolio formation. An investigation in which each of

these variables is studied in individual and joint conditioning procedures, using

a consistent experimental setting, and with relevant robustness tests, is needed to

compare and clarify the news-driven effects documented so far.

As alluded to above, interaction effects between news-based variables and other
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conditioning information such as formation period return, firm-specific charac-

teristics and market uncertainty constitute some of the most significant findings

in the relevant literature regarding the relationship between news information

and firms’ future stock-price performance (see for example Chan, 2003; Sinha,

2016; Smales, 2016). However, such effects have only been explored in simple

monotonic sorting and panel regression frameworks which, while transparent

and intuitive, are restrictive and inflexible from a modelling perspective.

These model-based empirical limitations are unique to this subset of the news

sentiment literature. For instance, clustering methods, artificial neural networks,

support vector machines, decision trees, genetic algorithms and Bayes classifiers

are among the statistical learning techniques that have been used to examine the

predictive capacity of news at daily and intraday horizons (Wüthrich et al., 1998;

Geva and Zahavi, 2014; Schumaker and Chen, 2009; Feuerriegel and Prendinger,

2016; Maragoudakis and Serpanos, 2016). Unlike parametric linear models, non-

parametric and semi-parametric statistical models are highly adaptive and are

able to exploit complex internal structures within the data with minimal distri-

butional and relational assumptions. The extant literature has shown the relation-

ship between news information and stock price behaviour to be a time-varying,

multi-dimensional and nonlinear phenomenon. It is therefore possible that ex-

tending the current work beyond least-squares estimators and double sorting to

larger, more powerful statistical models may yield new and useful insights into

the impact of news in markets.

1.3 Objectives and Contributions of Thesis

1.3.1 Research Aims

The objective of this thesis is to obtain a better understanding of the economic rel-

evance of news analytics in forming realistic equity portfolios. Due to the short-

age of literature at the relevant horizons, inconsistencies in experimental choices

between existing studies, and the often limited empirical approaches applied, the

state of research on this topic is far from conclusive. Clear results on this topic

are of interest to both fund management practitioners and academics. In order
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to engage with the stated objective, this thesis focuses on three broad research

questions, which follow from the motivations of the thesis described above:

• Is news data an economically useful conditioning variable in the formation

of momentum-style equity portfolios?

• Is the economic utility of news data in the formation of momentum-style

equity portfolios enhanced through the use of flexible statistical learning

models?

• Is news data a meaningful predictor of excess returns at the firm level?

In light of these research questions, the contributions of this thesis are outlined

below.

1.3.2 Contributions

All studies employ a proprietary Thomson-Reuters dataset relating to histori-

cal constituents of the S&P 500 stock index from 2003 to 2018. The use of an

institutional-grade news analytics platform represents a realistic option for as-

set managers (compared to say, those based on the archive subscriptions of edu-

cational institutions) and reduces the idiosyncrasies of custom news-processing

techniques often applied in the literature3.

Similarly, the choice of investment universe is important—none of the most

promising news-informed investment strategies cited above have been bench-

marked within a well known index. As discussed by Vanstone and Hahn

(2017), S&P indices offer a clearly defined and highly investable strata with well-

understood characteristics that appeal to fund managers. Testing within such

indices therefore provides a useful benchmark for portfolio managers who priori-

tise liquidity and investability. This also minimises, as far as is reasonably prac-

ticable, the documented performance that can be attributed to market frictions,

while also eliminating survivorship bias. Since equities within major indices at-

tract a large number of institutional investors (Cao, Han, and Wang, 2017), and

3This is not to say custom news processing techniques are without merit. The point is that it
contributes significantly to the difficulty in making cross-study comparisons.
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institutions tend to trade extremely early in the news cycle (Tetlock, 2011; Hen-

dershott, Livdan, and Schuerhoff, 2015), testing within an index is likely to be a

more difficult test for news-based strategies.

Following from this, a major difficulty in drawing practical conclusions from the

current literature is that portfolios based on different features of news, and dif-

ferent combinations of news and momentum, are documented over significantly

varied empirical settings. The first contribution of this thesis is that it documents

the performance of a number of literature-motivated news and momentum port-

folios in the consistent experimental setting described above. More specifically,

we examine the performance of investment strategies employing nonparametric

conditioning on news history and stock price momentum using single, double,

and triple-sorted decile portfolios. The results of this analysis offer little eviden-

tial support for the utility of news analytics in momentum-style or momentum-

enhanced portfolios. Plausibly ex-ante-identifiable strategies, such as those moti-

vated by the literature, failed to generate risk-adjusted excess returns, even after

controlling for the GFC.

The second contribution of this thesis is in its extension of the empirical ap-

proaches typically employed in the literature to construct news-informed port-

folios at the horizons of interest. We move away from the monotonic, sequential

factor-sorts employed previously by conditioning on the output of supervised

statistical learning models trained over a designated subset of data. Starting with

a “classical” OLS-based approach to model-informed portfolio formation before

utilising a wider class of algorithms such as gradient-boosted-trees and neural

networks, we test the predictive utility of news information in an environment

largely uninhibited by prior distributional assumptions. We find that the com-

bined use of news-derived features and flexible statistical learning algorithms

offers only a modest increase in theoretical performance beyond a traditional mo-

mentum implementation. Measures of variable importance suggest that news is

secondary to size, analyst following, and momentum in relevance for predicting

future return.

The third contribution of this thesis is an investigation of the predictive capacity

of news sentiment at the firm level. As previously stated, firm-level predictability

is one pathway to the construction news-informed portfolios that has largely been

overlooked by the low-frequency news analytics literature. We test the longitu-

dinal predictability of forward returns through a series of firm-level regressions,
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including single period, multi-period, and VAR specifications. We find no sup-

porting evidence that either news content or news volume are useful predictors

of future return at the firm-level. Rates of statistical significance for predictive

model coefficients were comparable to those of random covariates, and the ma-

jority of effect sizes were economically irrelevant.

The fourth contribution of this thesis is a literature survey that condenses some

of the most important elements of the news analytics literature into one place.

Financial news analytics is ultimately a multi-disciplinary field, and we argue

that theoretical motivation, natural language processing techniques, approaches

to variable construction, and econometric techniques are distinct and separable

components of a given news-based analysis. Further, we consider an understand-

ing of each of these topics to be of fundamental importance in drawing conclu-

sions from the literature. The survey contained herein is an attempt to provide

an informative summary of each of these topics while also presenting the current

state of the literature through a bibliographic analysis.

Overall, we find that while the use of news analytics in finance has sound mo-

tivations, its deployment in low-frequency equity portfolios does not appear to

offer an economically significant edge—at least not within a highly-investable

stock index such as the S&P 500. The evidence in support of this conclusion is

of course subject to the limitations and constraints of this work. Greater detail

regarding these limitations, as well as suggestions for future research in the area,

are provided in Chapter 7.
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2.1 Structure of Literature Review

The first two sections of this literature review can be considered background in-

formation to the application of textual analysis in finance. The first section, 2.2,

attempts to establish why we may credibly consider public news content to be of

empirical interest in markets ex ante.

The second section, 2.3, is intended to provide the reader with some bearing

of what is commonly referred to as sentiment in the relevant studies. It is also

intended to communicate the large variability in measures of sentiment used

between studies and provide an understanding of what type of information

they may or may not be capturing and why this might influence findings. The

overview of textual analysis techniques is provided upfront so as to allow sub-

sequent discussion of relevant works to focus on experimental design and key

findings rather than detailed explanations of the associated measures of senti-

ment.

Section 2.4 focuses on the different approaches taken to econometric testing of

sentiment within the literature. This section is not concerned with the findings of

the studies, but how the influence of sentiment and other news-based information

has been measured and applied empirically. These topics are important when

considering the state of the literature as it relates to the current work, since differ-

ent variable constructions, econometric techniques and back-testing approaches

have varying degrees of applicability to the economic relevance of news senti-

ment to fund management.

Section 2.5 covers the process used to identify the core collection of publications

selected for full-text review. The corpus of review items is a subset of the wider

finance literature with particular emphasis on the themes relevant to the current

work. In addition to discussing the sourcing and selection of review items, sec-

tion 2.5 includes a brief bibliographic analysis of news sentiment literature and a

discussion of the descriptive statistics of the review corpus.

The subsequent section, 2.6, is concerned with the findings of the relevant stud-

ies themselves. As the textual sentiment literature appears to be free from any

coherent chronological narrative to guide a discussion of the relevant findings,

the studies herein are first grouped according to the time horizons over which

the influence of textual sentiment is examined, and then grouped according to
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whether their findings relate most strongly to expected returns or risk. These

partitions were chosen as they naturally align with my focus on the practical use

of textual sentiment at mid- to long-term horizons while also correlating with

broad groupings in methodological approaches. This section concludes the main

body of the literature review.

2.2 Theoretical Background

While this thesis is not motivated by, or intentionally implicated with, any partic-

ular model or theory governing the role of news media on prices, the theoretical

background to be discussed is nevertheless an important and enriching feature

of the relevant literature.

Theoretical models provide a basis for understanding the potential causal factors

underpinning the themes and findings of the news media analytics literature, and

offer researchers a credible starting point for constraining the empirical specifi-

cations of their analyses in the face of expansive contemporary data sets. Tetlock

(2007), Li (2010a), and Loughran and McDonald (2016) each cite the importance

of economic theory in understanding and progressing text-driven research in fi-

nance.

Every trade requires willing participants on either side. Speculative markets with

only rational and informationally-informed trading result in conditions of ad-

verse selection in which participants are no longer incentivised to trade, and so

the market ceases to function (Akerlof, 1970; Milgrom and Stokey, 1982). Noise

trading (non-informational trading) supplies the liquidity required for informed

trading to exist and thereby carries genuine information into prices, while simul-

taneously ensuring price is only a noisy reflection of value. This partially reveal-

ing property of price is required to incentivise the collection of information in

the first place (Grossman and Stiglitz, 1976). Thus, information asymmetry and

non-informational trading are inextricable properties of financial markets.

As classical asset-pricing models derive demand functions independently of the

distribution of equilibrium prices, they have little to say about these features of

markets or how they may interact in response to public information arrival. Al-

ternatively, noisy rational expectations (RE) models (such as the canonical Kyle,
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1985 model) have provided a rich theoretical framework in which the mechanics

of financial information theory are described.

Admati and Pfleiderer (1988) found that periods of concentrated trading arise

as discretionary liquidity traders elect to trade at the same time as each other to

protect against privately informed traders. The structure of private information

in their model permits the interpretation that privately informed traders are able

to process public information faster and more efficiently than others and hence

identify profitable trading opportunities.

Foster and Viswanathan (1990) examined an interday model in which one in-

formed trader holds a monopolistic information advantage over several liquid-

ity traders. They found that the informed trader will trade on their information

over multiple periods, at an intensity that depends on the quality of public in-

formation. With no public information, the informed will trade in such a way

that the market maker’s price response to new orders is the same and that prices

are equally informative each day. With an informative daily public signal, the

informed trader’s informational advantage depreciates each day and the infor-

mation released through trading decays over subsequent periods.

Holden and Subrahmanyam (1992) developed a multi-period auction model in

which multiple informed traders holding identical information (and being ratio-

nal agents, identically interpreted) trade aggressively against each other, result-

ing in the information being incorporated into prices almost immediately. Their

result approaches a strong form market efficiency for the common information

signal as the interval between auctions approaches zero.

Foster and Viswanathan (1993a) examine variations of the Kyle (1985) model

with non normal belief distributions and find that Holden and Subrahmanyam’s

(1992) result only applies if the informed hold identical information. If the infor-

mation is only correlated (through non-normal beliefs), the original Kyle (1985)

result holds but with conditional heteroskedasticity in price changes and auto-

correlation in volume. They further show that when the assumption of normally

distributed beliefs is discarded, price variance and trading volume are functions

of public information and depend on the degree of unexpectedness of the infor-

mation.

Although the nature of information asymmetry in RE models is such that they are

focused toward the strategic actions of those with a strong information advantage
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in the face of public news arrival and market depth, they have also been used

to more closely examine the actions of other subsets of rational investors. For

example, Wang (1994) and Tetlock (2010) examined models in which one group

of investors has a private informational advantage and incurs privately observed

liquidity shocks (combining the traditional role of the informed and noise traders)

and one group that only observes price and public information signals. They

showed that the role of public information in resolving information asymmetry

induces the uninformed investors to accommodate the liquidity shocks from the

informed and generates abnormal trading. He and Wang (1995) draw similar

insights using a model in which private information takes the form of differential

information—each investor holds some information that other investors do not,

but there is no strategic information advantage.

Collectively, these models suggest that public information will generally act to

resolve information asymmetry, leading to a convergence of beliefs (Foster and

Viswanathan, 1990; Tetlock, 2010; He and Wang, 1995). Commonly observed sig-

nals will be rapidly incorporated into prices (Holden and Subrahmanyam, 1992)

but those with superior information, or information processing capability can

identify profitable trading opportunities (Admati and Pfleiderer, 1988; Foster and

Viswanathan, 1993a). Traders with a long-lived private informational advantage

will trade on their information over multiple periods and at an intensity propor-

tional to the quality of public signals (Foster and Viswanathan, 1993b). These

findings provide a rational basis for considering news-driven trading reactions at

various horizons (see for example, Engle, Hansen, and Lunde, 2012).

A traditional view of asset pricing holds that the actions of noise traders (dele-

gated the role of liquidity shocks in the above models) can have no meaningful

impact on prices, since they will be traded against aggressively by rational arbi-

trageurs who will drive prices close to fundamentals in the process. Black (1986)

however, argued that noise-induced deviations from fundamentals may persist

through time due to the capital constraints and risk aversion of rational investors.

DeLong et al. (1990) and Campbell and Kyle (1993), in the spirit of Black (1986),

developed equilibriums in which random innovations in noise trader bias (i.e.

sentiment) can have a significant bearing on asset return and trading volumes.

As demonstrated by Tetlock (2007), such theories of investor sentiment lead to

testable predictions if news content is taken to reflect investor sentiment. The

theoretical link between noise trader behaviour and public information is made
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explicit by difference of opinion models.

While RE models are guided by the principle that rational agents will interpret

the same information signal identically, investors in difference of opinion (DO)

models have heterogeneous priors and interpret information differentially, al-

lowing them to “agree to disagree” (Kandel and Pearson, 1995; Banerjee and Kre-

mer, 2010). In this light, noise trading need not remain a purely exogenous phe-

nomenon unrelated to valid information but may be provoked in certain ways

due to the misinterpretation of valid information. This notion is invoked heavily

within the news analytics literature, such that measures of ‘textual sentiment’ are

held not only as an empirical proxy for investor sentiment, but as an influencer

of it.

Behavioural finance models motivated by specific cognitive biases and bounded

rationalities have sought to explain empirical anomalies such as stock price mo-

mentum (Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993), event-based return predictability, and

long-term reversals (De Bondt and Thaler, 1985) through investors’ interaction

with different types of public information. For example, the theories of Daniel,

Hirshleifer, and Subrahmanyam (1998), Barberis, Shleifer, and Vishny (1998), and

Hong and Stein (1999) have featured prominently in the low frequency news an-

alytics literature. These models are relevant to the sequential release of informa-

tion, the gradual diffusion of information across different investor groups, and

the joint effects of endogenous and exogenous information. Additionally, as they

characterise different types of stock market under-, and over-reaction, there are

implied cross-sectional implications for the way firms’ attention profiles and me-

dia exposure may affect market expectations, that differ between models.

An alternative perspective sees the role of investor attention and media expo-

sure on stock valuations more directly. Merton (1987) developed a capital market

equilibrium where each investor knows only about a subset of the available se-

curities, and invests efficiently in these securities. Market-clearing requires that

those invested in firms with small investor bases take large undiversified posi-

tions in them. Low-recognition firms must therefore offer their investors higher

returns to compensate them for the increased idiosyncratic risk. Assuming me-

dia attention can influence investor recognition, Merton’s (1987) findings suggest

that all else being equal, firms with higher news exposure will generate lower

returns.
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Easley and O’Hara (2004) showed that the cost of capital increases with the de-

gree of firm information that remains private. Like Merton (1987), their model

suggests firms with greater news coverage will provide lower returns, but only

insofar as the news conveys genuine information. Behavioural models such as

those of Hirshleifer and Teoh (2003) and Peng and Xiong (2006), which empha-

sise the role of investors limited attention toward different types of news content,

also imply cross-sectional effects related to firms’ information environments and

news exposure.

An often-cited theoretical basis for the influence of news on asset variance is the

mixture-of-distributions hypothesis (MDH), which posits a direct link between

public information arrival, trading volume and variance through the price evo-

lution process (Clark, 1973; Epps and Epps, 1976; Tauchen and Pitts, 1983). Ac-

cording to the MDH, the period price change and trading volume are mixtures of

independent distributions in which the rate of information arrival is the mixing

variable. It further predicts that the trading volume and associated price vari-

ance depend on the extent to which traders disagree in response to the new in-

formation. As discussed by Engle, Hansen, and Lunde (2012), MDH is a general

hypothesis capable of subsuming many of the more detailed hypotheses relating

information arrival and transmission characteristics to the behaviour of return

volatility and trading volume.

2.3 Textual Sentiment Techniques in Finance

Textual analysis distinguishes itself from much of the quantitative research con-

ducted in finance due to the crucial process of transforming a collection of char-

acters to a numeric representation of some aspect of information conveyed by

those characters. The nature and complexity of this transformation is necessar-

ily dependent on the type of information one intends to extract from the text.

However, even for relatively modest goals, there are numerous methodological

degrees of freedom that must be fixed before a quantitative representation of text

can be obtained.

Seemingly arbitrary choices from the text source, the earliest stages of document

parsing and pre-processing, through to the final representation of the text can
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have significant impacts on both the accuracy and precision of the output mea-

sure. Loughran and McDonald (2016) pay particular attention to this aspect of

textual analysis and provide a number of finance-specific examples. Manning,

Raghavan, and Schütze (2008, pp. 22-33) provide a detailed discussion of some

early document parsing decisions and their consequences within the broader con-

text of information retrieval.

Moreover, many sources of imprecision are sensitive to firm- and industry-

specific features of language and reporting, resulting in measures which are not

only noisy, but correlated with idiosyncratic and cross-sectional characteristics.

For example, words associated with death and disease are recognised as nega-

tive by a number of word lists used in language processing, but are pervasive in

reportage of pharmaceutical companies. Similarly, company or product names

themselves may be inadvertently mapped to certain categories by the processing

algorithm.

The sensitivity to process embodied by textual analysis in finance exists alongside

the absence of any clear discipline-specific norms or practices; likely a symptom

of the field’s relative infancy. Consequently, the literature is populated by a di-

verse spectrum of methodology choices, the results of which are often not easily

compared or generalised. These factors do not undermine the importance or ve-

racity of the field, nor are they the focus of the current work. Rather, they are

simply a feature of the literature that must be considered; the conclusions drawn

from studies using text-based measures must be interpreted in light of the data

and processes used to develop those measures. This is particularly true given the

myriad of textual analysis techniques employed throughout the financial litera-

ture for which the output falls under the umbrella of sentiment.

Sentiment analysis or opinion mining refers broadly to the process of quantifying

opinions, sentiments, emotions, appraisals and attitudes toward an entity or topic

as expressed in text (Serrano-Guerrero et al., 2015). Although the terms sentiment

analysis and opinion mining tend to be used interchangeably in the wider infor-

mation sciences1, this has not been true within accounting and finance, where

the two terms present different and important connotations. For this reason it is

common for authors to avoid casual use of either of these terms entirely, electing

1Sentiment analysis is widely characterised in the context of opinion-dominated applications
such as product reviews and customer satisfaction. See for example Miner (2012), ch.4, Pang,
Lee, et al. (2008), Liu and Zhang (2012) and Medhat, Hassan, and Korashy (2014).
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Figure 2.1: Textual analysis workflow

instead for less implicative surrogates such as media content, tone, qualitative in-

formation and linguistic content. Regardless, sentiment analysis remains pervasive

and generally accepted terminology in the literature whilst still differentiating

between other forms of content analysis such as document readability and topic

extraction, and is therefore used broadly from this point forward.

The order of the topics covered in this section follow the order of the textual

processing steps required in transforming unstructured text data into numerical

values that can be used for econometric analysis and hypothesis testing, as sum-

marised in Figure 2.1.

2.3.1 Sources of Textual Information

Sentiment analysis is applied in the accounting and finance literature not only to

reflect the opinions and emotions of the author but also to capture a more ob-

jective indication of conditions within firms, institutions and markets (Kearney

and Liu, 2014). In this sense, the type of information intended to be captured

is in large part reflected by the source of the textual data used for the analy-

sis, with most finance research focusing on one of three main sources: corporate

disclosures and filings, unscheduled news and user-generated content (UGC).
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These sources vary not only in the information content of the text but also in

their frequency, timeliness, breadth, depth, and their perception by market par-

ticipants.

Corporate disclosures

As a communication vehicle for management to the public, corporate disclosures

have been a natural and important source of textual data for researchers, offering

a setting in which to understand managements incentives and attain information

about the data generating function of long-studied quantitative data (Li, 2010a).

The language used by managers to describe their firm’s activities and prospects

has been shown to be associated with market response (Henry, 2008; Feldman et

al., 2010; Kothari, Li, and Short, 2009), future firm performance (Davis, Piger, and

Sedor, 2012; Li, 2010b; Loughran and McDonald, 2015) and management fraud

(Purda and Skillicorn, 2015).

This area of the literature has predominantly made use of firms’ annual and in-

terim reports, earnings releases, and conference call transcripts, with a number

of studies focusing on specific sections of these sources such as the Management

Discussion & Analysis (MD&A) section of 10-Ks and 10-Qs. These text sources

are plausibly rich in information relevant to firm fundamentals and valuation,

but as discussed by Kearney and Liu (2014), their quarterly or annual release

schedules result in a low-frequency time-series that is not ideal for many types of

analyses. Additionally, as corporate disclosures are inherently firm specific and

relatively fixed in scope, they do not readily capture broader market conditions

or outside perspectives of the same firms. Kothari, Li, and Short (2009) provided

evidence that investors do not place much weight on favourable disclosures from

management and suggested that investors find alternative sources more credible

or timely, but found counter evidence for small firms which tend to have com-

paratively scarce information environments.

Unscheduled news

Unlike corporate disclosures, media content (or unscheduled news) is produced

by a large number of sources, covers a diverse range of entities and events and is

released at a relatively high frequency. For these reasons, media content offers a

highly flexible medium for sentiment analysis, allowing researchers to study the
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impacts of sentiment aggregated over varying scales of time and entity. For exam-

ple, researchers have studied the influence of news at the firm level (Tetlock, Saar-

Tsechansky, and Macskassy, 2008; Ferguson et al., 2015), industry level (Smales,

2015[b]; Li, Xie, et al., 2014), market level (Tetlock, 2007; Wei et al., 2017), com-

modity level (Clements and Todorova, 2016; Smales, 2015[a]), between currencies

(Nassirtoussi, Aghabozorgi, Teh, et al., 2015), across countries (Griffin, Hirschey,

and Kelly, 2011) and at the global asset-class level (Uhl, Pedersen, and Malitius,

2015). Time horizons vary from intraday (Groß-Klußmann and Hautsch, 2011;

Ho, Shi, and Zhang, 2013), daily (Tetlock, 2011; Garcia, 2013), weekly (Sinha,

2016; Lu and Wei, 2013), monthly (Ammann, Frey, and Verhofen, 2014; Cahan

et al., 2017) and longer (Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller, 2014).

The range and depth of unscheduled news allows for versatile channels of ex-

amination, but it is also less likely to reflect the same density of value-relevant

information captured in corporate disclosures, and often contains information al-

ready revealed by the market price. Hendershott, Livdan, and Schuerhoff (2015)

showed that institutional order flow predicts the occurrence and sentiment of

news announcements and accounts for a significant degree of the price discovery

related to news stories. However, not all sources of unscheduled news are ab-

sorbed with equal efficiency. The literature tends to differentiate between subcat-

egories of unscheduled news with respect to the information content they offer,

with equivalent interpretations of the sentiment derived from these sources.

Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy (2008) and Ahmad et al. (2016) found

that intraday newswires appear to provide more timely and value-relevant in-

formation than stories appearing in lower frequency sources such as newspa-

pers, while Ferguson et al. (2015) found that differences in firm coverage between

newspapers resulted in measurable differences in market response. Other sources

of financial reporting such as post mortem market commentary are considered to

provide entertainment more so than genuine news (Tetlock, 2007) and appeal to

researchers seeking to investigate the impact of news content in a setting where

value-relevant information is less likely to drive results. As Garcia (2013) states,

the type of market commentary studied by Garcia (2013) and Tetlock (2007) is

almost an opinion piece with a primarily non-informational impact.

Other studies have focused specifically on this topic and have attempted to com-

pletely control for the informational and market-endogenous influence of media

sentiment in order to isolate the causal effect of linguistic content itself. Dougal et
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al. (2012) used exogenous scheduling of Wall Street Journal columnists as a proxy

for their individual writing styles to establish a causal relation between finan-

cial reporting and stock performance. Engelberg and Parsons (2011) approached

the same problem by comparing the reaction of investors in mutually exclusive

trading regions to the same information event but with access to different media

outlets. They found that for the same information events, local media coverage

strongly predicted local trading and that the timing of local trading was strongly

related to the timing of local reporting.

The informational content of sentiment derived from different unscheduled news

sources is also important from the perspective of portfolio management, insofar

as it affects the ability to explain historical returns and forecast future market be-

haviour. Tetlock (2011) showed that stock prices respond less to stale news and

that the price response which does occur is shortly reversed. Similarly, Leinweber

and Sisk (2011) showed that removing redundant or stale news increases the per-

formance of news-based signals in explaining future returns. The unscheduled

news sentiment literature is discussed in Section 2.6.

User Generated Content

A relatively recent form of textual information to appear in the finance literature,

coinciding with the wide-spread use of the internet, is the content generated by

users of web-based message boards, blogs and social media. Whereas corporate

disclosures (nominally) reflect the perspectives of inside management, and un-

scheduled news contains the information and insights of market professionals

and financial analysts, user-generated content has often been interpreted as the

“mood” (Bollen, Mao, and Zeng, 2011; Li, Wang, et al., 2014) of the retail investor.

Web-based forums provide an avenue for individual investors to collaboratively

interpret financial press, discuss the fortune of companies, and trade investing

ideas in a largely unregulated environment.

The evidence suggests such platforms play an important role in information cas-

cades, rapidly disseminating public information (Antweiler and Frank, 2004) and

facilitating interpretation of media releases (Das, Martinez-Jerez, and Tufano,

2005). The first studies to investigate the information content of UGC made use

of readily-quantifiable aspects such as message volume (Wysocki, 1999) and user-

prescribed ratings of stocks (Tumarkin and Whitelaw, 2001; Dewally, 2003), it was

not until the seminal work of Antweiler and Frank (2004) that measures of textual
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sentiment of UGC were studied. Since then, there has been a plethora of research

aimed at extracting the “wisdom of the crowds”, and the topic has received much

attention from academia and industry alike.

The popularity of social media and stock forums has made UGC a high-frequency

and flexible source of data, allowing it to be aggregated in time and over enti-

ties in many of the same ways as was discussed with unscheduled news. For

example, UGC has been studied at the individual firm level (Das, Martinez-

Jerez, and Tufano, 2005; Sabherwal, Sarkar, and Zhang, 2011; Leung and Ton,

2015), sector level (Das and Chen, 2007; Nooijen and Broda, 2016; Souza et al.,

2016), market level (Ranco et al., 2015; Nofer and Hinz, 2015; Pineiro-Chousa,

Vizcaino-Gonzalez, and Maria Perez-Pico, 2017), and across countries (Garcia,

2016; Siganos, Vagenas-Nanos, and Verwijmeren, 2014).

A common finding throughout the literature is the existence of significant con-

temporaneous relationships between UGC-derived measures and stock price be-

haviour, and short-term leading relationships between UGC and volatility and

trading volume (see for example Antweiler and Frank, 2004; Das and Chen, 2007;

Sabherwal, Sarkar, and Zhang, 2011; Zhang, Swanson, and Prombutr, 2012; Kim

and Kim, 2014; Sprenger et al., 2014; Karagozoglu and Fabozzi, 2017). However,

findings regarding the extent to which measures of UGC lead returns have been

far less consistent. Antweiler and Frank (2004), Das, Martinez-Jerez, and Tufano

(2005), Das and Chen (2007), Kim and Kim (2014), Sprenger et al. (2014), and

Gabrovšek et al. (2017) find little or no evidence that UGC leads returns, more

commonly finding that the returns drive UGC instead.

Some researchers have found that UGC is indicative of future returns in only a

narrow range of ex post identifiable assets (Zheludev, Smith, and Aste, 2014),

only during certain high-attention events (Ranco et al., 2015), or only among

small, illiquid firms with high retail investor ownership (Leung and Ton, 2015).

Other studies (Bollen, Mao, and Zeng, 2011; Zhang, Swanson, and Prombutr,

2012; Nguyen, Shirai, and Velcin, 2015; Sun, Lachanski, and Fabozzi, 2016) have

collectively found that UGC can be used to explain future return and enhance

forecasting accuracy beyond naive or price-only estimates. Some of the research

in this area has also made use of the social structure within UGC platforms, where

the opinions and expectations of certain individuals exert a greater amount of in-

fluence than others (Cha et al., 2010).
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Sprenger et al. (2014) found that users of the micro-blogging platform Twitter who

provide above-average investment advice are paid more attention by other users

in terms of re-tweets, mentions and followship. Sabherwal, Sarkar, and Zhang

(2011) found that measures of sentiment that were weighted by users’ reputa-

tion credit were more predictive of subsequent market movements than equally-

weighted sentiment measures. Similarly, Nofer and Hinz (2015) found that the

sentiment of Twitter posts weighted by number of the followers of the user was

significantly related to next-day market returns while a simple aggregation of

sentiment was not. Yang, Mo, and Liu (2015) identified financial investment com-

munities on Twitter and found that a weighted sentiment measure which used

posts from these social nodes was a stronger predictor of market behaviour than

general social sentiment measures.

2.3.2 Document Representation

Once the source of textual information has been selected and the data is avail-

able, the unstructured text must be transformed into a machine-readable repre-

sentation that adequately retains the desired information to be extracted from

the document. The collection of steps involved in this transformation may be

referred to as feature processing. The different approaches to feature processing

used in the finance literature can be discussed in terms of three major aspects:

document representation, feature selection, and feature representation.

Document representation, or feature extraction, refers to the early parsing proce-

dure in which documents are broken down into the constituents that will be used

in subsequent processing steps to distill meaning from the data. This is a funda-

mental step in the sentiment analysis pipeline as it essentially determines the type

and amount of the original information available for subsequent analysis. Rela-

tively simple forms of feature extraction typically involve the mapping of a text

dj into a vector of term weights ~dj = 〈w1j, . . . ,w|τ|j〉, where τ is the set of terms (or

features) that occur at least once in the document corpus and wkj represents the

naive weighting of the term tk (Sebastiani, 2002). While more complex forms of

feature extraction map the text to a tree or network of grammatical structures.

One of the simplest document representations used in the finance and account-

ing literature is the verbatim occurrence of targeted phrases, since such a repre-
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sentation does not necessarily require analysis beyond the character level. For a

small number of phrases or small portions of text, it is efficient enough to simply

pattern-match the phrases with very simple regex code. Li (2006) investigated

the relationship between the frequency of the words risk, risks, risky, uncertainty,

uncertain, and uncertainties in the MD&A section of 10-K filings and firms’ subse-

quent stock price and earnings performance. Similarly, Kravet and Muslu (2013)

counted the occurrence of 18 risk related words and their variations in 10-K fil-

ings and examined the firms’ associated market behaviour and analyst forecast

dispersion. Loughran, McDonald, and Yun (2009) counted the frequency of the

word ethic and its variants and the phrases corporate responsibility, social responsibil-

ity and socially responsible in 10-K filings and tested for association with corporate

governance measures and lawsuits.

The verbatim matching of words and phrases in running text, however, is highly

inflexible and quickly becomes inefficient and difficult to parse outside of a nar-

row range of problems. Most approaches to textual sentiment therefore require

analysis beyond the character level, and thus the running text must first be seg-

mented into meaningful units (or tokens), with words being the common choice

of unit. This process of identifying words (or equivalently, their boundaries) is

referred to as tokenisation or word segmentation. In English, a natural choice of

word boundary is the whitespace, however this is generally unreliable, for exam-

ple; words are often attached to punctuation marks which may or may not (as in

the case of abbreviations) denote the end of the word, apostrophes can be used

to contract to words or alternatively imply ownership, hyphenated expressions

may be better understood as single or multiple words, and white spaces may

occur within a single word - such as hot dog or a priori.

During the tokenisation process it is also common to expand clitic contractions

(Jurafsky and Martin, 2016) such as she’ll to the two words she and will. Sim-

ple tokenisation methods include whitespace-based techniques which ignore the

type of issues just described or vocabulary-based methods with simple heuristics

for unknown words. State-of-the art approaches make use of regular expressions

implemented as finite state automaton (Miangah, 2014), or machine learning se-

quence models (Tomanek, Wermter, and Hahn, 2007). The accuracy required by

the tokenisation algorithm is largely dependent on the subsequent choices for

feature selection and dimensionality reduction, as certain choices may render es-

sentially all of the complicating tokenisation cases irrelevant.
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For many approaches to sentiment analysis, word segmentation is the only form

of feature extraction required, and document representation remains at the word

level. This is true of the most common method of document representation used

in textual analysis - the bag of words (BOW) approach, in which the document

corpus is collapsed into a term-document matrix of size n× d, where n is the num-

ber of documents, d is the size of the vocabulary (or lexicon), and the (i, j)th entry

is the frequency of the jth word in the lexicon of document i. The critical assump-

tion underlying the BOW approach is term independence, that is, the order of the

words as they appear in the document is ignored.

Understandably, the loss of sequencing information removes a large amount of

information from the text and limits what kind of analysis can be performed.

However, BOW is far simpler from an algorithmic perspective, is more compu-

tationally efficient, and has superior statistical qualities (Lewis, 1992; Hagenau,

Liebmann, and Neumann, 2013) compared to more complex document represen-

tations. Word-based representations are also highly generalisable, robust, and

can be combined with more sophisticated representations if required.

A common extension to the BOW representation uses continuous sequences of

n words, known as N-grams, as terms in the term-document matrix rather than

individual words (’bag of N-grams’). N-grams can serve as valuable feature sets

since certain words derive much of their meaning from their collocation with

other words and often the surrounding one or two words can provide sentiment-

changing context. N-grams have been used in the finance literature by Tetlock

(2011), Ranco et al. (2015), Hagenau, Liebmann, and Neumann (2013), Yang, Mo,

and Liu (2015), Bollen, Mao, and Zeng (2011), and Butler and Keselj (2009) among

others.

A variation of the N-gram approach is often used which allows for a word dis-

tance greater than zero between words when defining features. Such N-word

combinations are sometimes called skip-grams, which specify a maximum of k

skips over each set of n words. Word combinations can be used as endogenous

statistical discriminators of document sentiment ( e.g. Huang, Liao, et al. (2010);

Hagenau, Liebmann, and Neumann (2013)), but they can also be useful in iden-

tifying targeted phrases without having to match the expression exactly. For in-

stance, Wüthrich et al. (1998) used word combinations and stemming to identify

matches for over four hundred key-word phrases, such as property weak and in-

terest rate cut in online financial news articles. They provide the example of being
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able to identify the key-word record stock drop in a text that contains the phrase

stocks have really dropped. As N-grams and word combinations retain some se-

quencing information, they offer a compromise between the generic BOW and

higher-level string-based representations.

In moving beyond the word level, a natural requirement is the identification of

sentences from running text, known as sentence tokenisation or sentence segmenta-

tion. Sentence segmentation is based largely on punctuation, such as the occur-

rence of the periods (.), (?) or (!), and approximately 90% of the time periods

do mark the end of a sentence (Riley, 1989). The challenging part for a tokeniser

is the remaining 10%, which includes ambiguities such as abbreviations, quota-

tions, and other punctuation-related nuances. Many of these complexities are

shared with the problem of word segmentation, and for this reason word seg-

mentation often influences sentence segmentation (Stanford NLP Group, 2017)

and the two processes tend to be handled together (Jurafsky and Martin, 2016,

ch. 3).

As sentence segmentation can be defined as a sentence boundary binary classi-

fication problem, any rule-based or machine learning classification method can

be applied to the task, with modern approaches leaning toward the latter. Riley

(1989) used decision trees with inputs such as the case and length of the words

either side of a period and the probability of the words to occur at the beginning

or and of a sentence, Palmer and Hearst (1994) and Palmer and Hearst (1997)

use a neural network and the surrounding distribution of part of speech tags,

and Reynar and Ratnaparkhi (1997) and Mikheev (1998) employed maximum

entropy models. While rule-based approaches require a significant hand coding

and tend to be domain-specific (Manning and Schütze, 1999, pp. 135), machine

learning models are highly flexible and can be trained on other languages – see

for example Silla and Kaestner (2004).

Sentence segmentation is generally used in the textual sentiment literature as a

precursor to more advanced feature selection techniques that leverage the se-

quencing information retained within the individual sentences. However, sen-

tences have also been used as units by which to measure sentiment even when

using simple word-based terms. Yu, Duan, and Cao (2013) measured the sen-

timent of company news articles and UGC using sentiment classification at the

sentence level with BOW representation, Feuerriegel and Prendinger (2016) used
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individual words as features to measure the net-optimism of corporate announce-

ments but inverted the polarity of words following negating terms within each

sentence, sentences were also used for negation in this way by Das and Chen

(2007). Kravet and Muslu (2013) measured the riskiness of 10-K filings by count-

ing the number of sentences that contained one or more risk-related keywords.

As sentences represent structurally independent grammatical units capable of

conveying isolated ideas, and as most grammars apply to sentences (Grefenstette

and Tapanainen, 1994), they form the basis for more advanced natural language

processing tasks that aim to abstract meaning from text using these grammars.

Part-of-speech (POS) tagging is a fundamental step in this abstraction process,

and by utilising sentence-level sequencing information, it represents the first ma-

jor departure from the BOW approaches to feature extraction. Parts of speech are

highly relevant to sentiment analysis as they provide a large amount of informa-

tion about the meaning of a sentence, and certain parts of speech, such as ad-

jectives, are particularly important indicators of opinions (Liu and Zhang, 2012).

POS tagging aims to label each word with a tag indicating its appropriate part-

of-speech (also known as word class or syntactic category), such as noun, verb,

adverb in addition to more fine-grained tags like ’noun plural’ or ’phrasal verb’.

It is generally performed after, or as part of, the word and sentence tokenisation

and tagging process.

An important feature of POS tagging that can lead to a much greater sentiment

scoring performance than bag of words approaches is the identification of nega-

tion and intensifiers. Negation occurs when one part of a sentence flips the sen-

timent of the rest. Consider the following phrase: I was not productive enough to

have a good week but I’m staying positive. A modern POS tagger will identify that the

meaning of the word good has been reversed and that but has essentially split the

phrase into to parts. If the words following but were also negative, it would be in-

stead be recognised as a modifier. Intensifiers are words such as very or extremely

that strengthen the meaning of a word. The inability of bag of words approaches

to correctly identify negation may be one reason positive tone has appeared to

offer little explanatory power in financial settings (Tetlock, 2007; Loughran and

McDonald, 2011), since negation is used far more often in reference to positive

words than negative words in financial text (Loughran and McDonald, 2016).

Although a reasonable tagging accuracy can be achieved based on lexical infor-
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mation (the individual word) alone2, words are ambiguous and generally have

more than one possible part-of-speech; for example, heat can be either a noun,

as in the fierce heat of the sun, or a verb, as in next, heat the oven. This is true of

55-67% of word tokens in English running text (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009, ch.

10). POS tagging is therefore a disambiguation task (one of the many in lan-

guage processing) and accurate tagging cannot rely on lexical information alone.

For this reason, modern taggers in some way use both lexical information and

syntagmatic (tag sequencing) information to appropriately determine tags (Man-

ning and Schütze, 1999, ch. 10). Such taggers aim to find a stochastic optimal

sequence of tags YT
1 = t1, . . . , tT, given a word sequence XT

1 = x1, . . . , xT, that max-

imises P(Yn
1 , Xn

1 ).

Common state of the art approaches include Hidden Markov Models—a gener-

ative sequence technique which maximises the likelihood of the observed words

conditioned on tags (the hidden state), and Maximum Entropy Markov Models—

a discriminative sequence technique which computes the posterior of each state

conditioned on the previous state and observed word. Other statistical ap-

proaches to POS tagging include decision trees (Schmid, 1994), neural networks

(Benello, Mackie, and Anderson, 1989), and memory-based learning (Daelemans

et al., 1996). See Jurafsky and Martin (2016) and Manning and Schütze (1999) for a

detailed overview of these POS tagging techniques. POS tagging has been used in

the finance literature to extract features such as nouns (Li, Xie, et al., 2014), noun-

adjective trigrams (Das, Martinez-Jerez, and Tufano, 2005; Das and Chen, 2007),

noun-phrases (Schumaker and Chen, 2009; Hagenau, Liebmann, and Neumann,

2013) and proper-noun phrases (Schumaker, Zhang, et al., 2012), and has been

used for noun-based topic detection (Nguyen, Shirai, and Velcin, 2015). POS-

tagging is also used in high-level open source software such as Stanford CoreNLP

and proprietary commercial systems such as Thomson Reuters News Analytics

and RavenPack News Analytics which are common in the literature.

A named entity in a piece of text is a sequence of words that designates a real-

world entity, such as a person, organisation or location. Named entity recognition

(NER) refers to the combined task of identifying these sequences of words and

classifying the entities by type. Named entities are generally anything that can

be referred to with a proper name but other types of entity have also been defined

2For example, Charniak (1996) showed that a tagger which simply assigned the most common
tag to each word achieved an accuracy of 90%.
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for use in specific domains, such as biological species and substances in molecular

biology (Ohta, Tateisi, and Kim, 2002). There is also general agreement about

the inclusion of times and dates and numerical expressions such as monetary

amounts and percentages (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007). As with the other language

processing systems already discussed, NER systems face ambiguities that make

manually defined rule-based approaches unideal for the task.

Most modern NER algorithms treat the task as a word-by-word sequence labeling

problem (Jiang, 2012) and so are based on the same types of statistical learning

approaches as used for POS tagging, such as Hidden Markov Models (Bikel et

al., 1997), Maximum Entropy Markov Models (Bender, Och, and Ney, 2003), and

Conditional Random Fields3 (Finkel, Grenager, and Manning, 2005). Standard

features used in modern NER systems include lexical items, parts of speech, sur-

rounding bag of words/bag of N-grams, predictive tokens, occurrence on named

entity lists, syntactic chunk labels and shape. Important features for financial

news text include entities lists, predictive tokens, which include markers such as

Inc. and Corp., and shape features, which capture numbers (3M), punctuation

(Yahoo!) and capitalisation (eBay). In the finance literature, NER has been used to

add the occurrence of entity categories (date, location, money, time etc) as an ad-

ditional feature set in itself for subsequent classification (Schumaker and Chen,

2009), to keep track of entities for sentiment attribution within articles (Sinha,

2016), and for event identification and information extraction (Boudoukh, Feld-

man, et al., 2013).

2.3.3 Feature Selection and Dimensionality Reduction

Feature selection refers to the process used to determine the features which retain

the most relevant information for the classification task and remove redundant

data. It is of particular importance in textual analysis applications due to the

high dimensionality and noisiness of word-based representations. Appropriate

feature selection is an effective means to enhance computational efficiency and

classification accuracy of textual analysis algorithms (Forman, 2003).

Two of the most common forms of feature selection, which are generally used in

addition other techniques, are stop word removal and morphological stemming,

3CRFs differ from HMMs and MEMMs in that they are undirected graphical models (as opposed
to directed graphical models), and labels of current observations can depend on future labels.
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or lemmatization. Stop word removal simply removes words such as ’a’, ’the’ and

’of’, which are extremely common but unlikely to provide specific or discrimina-

tory information. This is generally performed using a stop list, a predefined list of

stop words. Stemming and lemmatization aim to reduce inflectional and deriva-

tive forms related to a common base form. Stemming essentially amounts to the

truncation of words to remove affixes while lemmatization is a more nuanced ef-

fort to correctly identify the base lemma or lexeme in the presence of an inflected

form through the use of a vocabulary and morphological analysis. Two common

algorithms for stemming English are the Porter stemmer (Porter, 1980) and the

older Lovins stemmer (Lovins, 1968).

Dictionary-based

Beyond these standard means of dimensionality reduction, an important and

prevalent approach in the finance literature has been the use of dictionary-based

feature extraction. This approach typically filters features based on whether

they occur within predefined lexicons or word lists which have been manually

identified by domain experts to capture particular elements of the text, such as

optimism, pessimism and uncertainty. The resulting feature space is a term-

document matrix containing the incidence or frequency of the word list items

only.

The most frequently used word lists in the accounting and finance literature are

the Henry (2008) word list, the General Inquirer (GI) Harvard IV-4 (H-IV4) word

lists (Stone, Dunphy, and Smith, 1966), the Diction (Hart, 2000) word lists and

the Loughran and McDonald (2011) (LM) word lists. Of these, Diction and H-IV4

were the first word lists available and were used frequently within the earlier lit-

erature; particularly H-IV4 after its use in Tetlock’s (2007) seminal paper. Diction

and H-IV4 are general linguistic word lists premised on sociology and psychol-

ogy and were not developed for use within any one specific domain. As such, the

suitability of their use within accounting and finance has been questioned by a

number of researchers. This is because words that are generally deemed to have

positive or negative connotations (for example) may have entirely different asso-

ciations within the context of accounting and finance (Henry and Leone, 2016).

For instance, Loughran and McDonald (2011) found that almost 75% of the neg-

ative words in H-IV4 do not have a negative meaning in the context of financial

documents, they also note that a number of the H-IV4 terms are likely to proxy
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for specific industries. Similarly, Loughran and McDonald (2015) report that a

large proportion of the terms within the Diction word lists appear to be misclas-

sified when considered in the context of finance. On the other hand, the Henry

(2008) and LM word lists were designed specifically for finance based on the con-

tent of earnings press releases and 10-Ks respectively. These word lists have been

found to be more effective at capturing the targeted attributes of financial texts

(Henry and Leone, 2016; Loughran and McDonald, 2011; Price et al., 2012). The

Loughran and McDonald (2011) word lists are much more comprehensive than

the Henry (2008) word list (85 versus 2,329 negative words, for example) and

appear to be the most heavily used word lists in the finance and accounting liter-

ature since their publication. A more detailed discussion of these word lists and

their usage in accounting and finance is provided by Loughran and McDonald

(2016) and Kearney and Liu (2014).

Minimum Occurrence and Rank-Based Selection

A an alternative to using a predefined source such as a dictionary, it is common

to perform feature selection based heavily on information occurring within the

message corpus. A simple method used by some researchers to avoid unneces-

sarily large feature spaces is to define a minimum rate of occurrence of each term

within the corpus, and remove those terms which occur less-frequently than the

cut-off rate. For example, Schumaker and Chen (2009) and Schumaker, Zhang,

et al. (2012), following Joachims (1998) remove terms occurring less than three

times in the corpus. Alternatively, the rate of occurrence may be used to reduce

the feature set to a specified size by including only the n most common features,

as in Butler and Keselj (2009).

The goal of feature selection is to reduce the size of the feature space whilst

preserving the most information. The intuition behind using term occurrence

is that the more often a term appears within a document, the more likely that

term is to capture the content of the document. However, if a term appears fre-

quently across all documents it provides little information about the content of

the document relative to the others, i.e. it is semantically unfocused. This mo-

tivates the use of inverse document frequency as a second measure of informa-

tiveness and together with term-frequency these measures inform the common

term-frequency/inverse-document-frequency (TF-IDF) weighting scheme. The

TF-IDF weighting scheme rewards occurrence within individual documents but

penalises occurrence across documents.
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A similar principle is applied to statistical weighting schemes that specifically

aim to measure discriminatory power across document classes. Given a labelled

set of training documents, the occurrence of each term within each of the pre-

defined classes is used to form sample estimates of the relative probability of

terms appearing each class. Analogous estimates for the probability of each term

to occur in a given document, the relative class frequencies, and the probability of

a given document belonging to a specific class conditioned on the occurrence of

each term are also formed. These probabilities can be used to measure the infor-

mativeness of each term for the document classification task and typically appear

through the use of one of five measures: information gain or entropy, Fisher’s dis-

criminant (Fisher, 1936), the Gini index, mutual information, and the Chi-square

statistic. A brief definition and overview of these measures is provided by Aggar-

wal and Zhai (2012). These measures and TF-IDF are used for feature selection

in the same manner as occurrence, that is, by retaining only the top n terms with

the highest weights.

Note that unless the generation of labels for the training corpus were defined us-

ing an unsupervised clustering technique, the probabilistic weighting schemes

mentioned above are essentially being trained by some market exogenous in-

formation (such as manual human labelling) or market endogenous information

(such as direction of stock price movement surrounding article release). This is

discussed further in Subsection 2.3.5.

2.3.4 Feature Transformation and Representation

After feature selection has been used to reduce the original set of attributes to

a smaller, information-rich subsample, the remaining features need to be repre-

sented by some numeric value in order for them to be processed by the document

scoring and classification procedure. This is known as feature representation. It is

often the case that representation of the reduced set of features of each document

is the same as the original set i.e. a vector (standardised by document length)

of binary occurrence or frequency of each term within the document. This rep-

resentation is almost always used when document classification is to be based

on statistical learning procedures. For other document scoring and classifica-

tion techniques it is common for the probabilistic term scores used for feature

selection to be retained for feature representation. This may be performed by
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weighting the occurrence and frequency values in the term-document vector by

the relevant score for each term. In the case of dictionary-based feature selection,

each term score may also be weighted as positive or negative according to its

category.

In some cases feature representation also involves creating a new (and smaller)

set of features, i.e. feature transformation4. An example of such a technique is La-

tent Semantic Indexing (LSI)—also known as latent semantic analysis— which

transforms the text space to a new axis system by applying singular value de-

composition to the term-document matrix (i.e. principal component analysis for

text). The resulting axes are a linear combination of the original terms and are

oriented to capture the greatest amount of variation within the dataset. The re-

sulting textual components can be interpreted as latent semantic features.

For instance, Tetlock (2007) applied LSI to Wall Street Journal columns to create

his ‘pessimism factor’, which was taken as the column’s length in the direction of

the first principal component (as applied to the previous 12 months of columns).

probabilistic LSI (PLSI), proposed by Hofmann (2001), extends LSI by assum-

ing a probabilistic generative process for generating the document terms. Latent

Dirichlet allocation (LDA) further extends the PLSI concept by using Dirichlet

priors in a Bayesian framework to generate a topic model that best represents the

data. For an example of the use of LDA in finance see Huang and Zhou (2017).

Linear discriminant analysis is a variant of LSI that aims to capture the features

which best discriminate between classes, rather then explain or generate the data.

A common method uses Fisher’s linear discriminant in an iterative process to

identify the axis system which best separates classes. More information on these

methods and other feature transformation techniques is provided by Crain et al.

(2012) and Aggarwal and Zhai (2012).

2.3.5 Document Scoring and Classification

Once features have been extracted, selected, transformed and represented in a

machine-readable format, document classification and scoring is conducted. The

term ‘document’ here simply refers to the collection of terms used to create the

score. For instance, rather than scoring the collection of words that occur within a

4Whether or not this is considered a feature selection or feature representation process varies
from author to author.
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single article and then combine the article scores over the formation period, some

researchers combine all words from the formation period as a single article.

The are two general ways this has been performed in the literature and they can

be separated by whether document scoring is performed analytically or from a

machine learning algorithm. For analytical scoring, which is frequently used in

conjunction with dictionary-based measures, a commonly used scores consist of

one or a combination of: the sum of positively associated terms, the sum of neg-

atively associated terms, and, if the feature representation was not normalised to

document length, the total sum of terms. Each of these sums will have slightly

different meanings depending on what feature representation was selected (for

example, weighted or un-weighted term occurrence or frequency).

For statistical scoring, the same approach can be taken as with any machine learn-

ing classification procedure—at this point there is nothing special about the fact

that the vector values are representations of some textual attribute. One of the

oldest and most common classification technique used throughout the finance

literature (and sentiment analysis in general) is the naïve Bayes (NB) classifier.

NB classifiers estimate the posterior probability of a class based on the distribu-

tion of terms within the document, with the underlying assumption that terms

occur independently of one another. The probabilities of each class, term and

class-term co-occurrence used for the posterior calculation are informed by the

training set.

Another extremely common classification technique is support vector machines

(SVM), which appear to be more common in the recent literature than NB classi-

fiers. SVM are maximal margin classifiers, and so they identify the feature surface

from the training set that maximises the distance (in whatever the dimension of

the feature space) between classes. Documents are then classified depending on

what ‘side’ of the boundary they are positioned on. Other common classifica-

tion techniques used throughout the literature include neural networks, decision

trees, random forests and k-nearest neighbours (kNN). Reviews of these, and

other classification methods, and their relative performance in the context of text

mining are provided by Sebastiani (2002) and Ravi and Ravi (2015).

An important distinction in the finance literature regarding textual classifica-

tion is whether the training corpus was labelled from exogenous or endogenous
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sources. Generally this is the difference between whether documents were la-

belled manually by a human or based on the market movement surrounding the

documents publication (see Hagenau, Liebmann, and Neumann, 2013 for an ex-

ample of the latter). The latter approach is usually applied such that the market

movement used for labelling is the same as the market movement being predicted

or explained in econometric testing, i.e. same asset and temporal horizon.

In fact, as discussed in Section 2.4, econometric testing and document classifica-

tion are often one and the same so that the classification output is a price score

(either nominal or continuous) rather than a sentiment score. An example of

market-driven labelling it the approach used by Wüthrich et al. (1998), for their

training set they labelled online news headlines published prior to market open

as either up, down or steady, according to whether the market return for that

trading day was above, below or between some threshold. The trained classi-

fier was then used to predict the daily market return using out of sample news

headlines published prior to market open.

Training on market movements appears to be much more common in the high-

frequency and UGC literature (see Nassirtoussi, Aghabozorgi, Wah, et al., 2014;

Nardo, Petracco-Giudici, and Naltsidis, 2016). That said, the system used to gen-

erate the proprietary ‘Composite Sentiment Score’ provided in the frequently

used RavenPack News Analytics data sets was trained on the market response

to article headlines (Shi, Ho, and Liu, 2016).

2.3.6 Natural Language Processing

The feature selection and transformation methods described above are more eas-

ily understood in terms of word or n-gram term-document matrix representa-

tions than the more advanced sentence-level representations used by state-of-

the-art natural language processing (NLP) systems. These systems utilise the dif-

ferent extraction and scoring techniques already discussed, but in a hierarchical

procedure. Following the example in Figure 2.2, the process can be considered in

terms of pre-processing, lexical analysis, syntactic analysis and semantic analysis,

and a different machine learning procedure or rule-based algorithm may be used

for each of these steps. A pre-processing module may perform word and sen-

tence splitting and lemmatisation, a separate lexical analysis module may then
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identify parts of speech and a syntactic parser could then be applied to this out-

put to identify the sentence phrasal structures. In this example the POS tags have

been used to identify a proper noun, a verb and two noun phrases, which is then

interpreted as a verb-phrase relating to a single entity.

AMP underperformed analysts’ expectations last quarter

proper noun,
singular
(NNP)

verb,
past tense
(VBD)

noun,
plural
(NNS)

noun,
plural
(NNS)

possessive
ending
(POS)

adjective
(JJ)

noun,
singular
(NN)

noun phrase
(NP)

noun phrase
(NP)

noun phrase
(NP)

verb phrase
(VP)

sentence
(S)

Sequence of 
words

AMP underperformed analysts’ expectations last quarter
String of 
characters

+ POS tags

+syntactic
structures

-

o
o

-

-

Ent

Ent +Entities and sentiment

Ent

Figure 2.2: Example natural language processing hierarchy. The figure shows the pro-
cessing steps of an advanced NLP system from a raw character string (top), to
a recognised entity and sentiment relationship (bottom).

The most commonly used mathematical system for modelling language structure

is the context-free grammar (CFG) (Jurafsky and Martin, 2016), which is graph-

ically depicted by the node labels and tree structure in Figure 2.2. This form of

CFG parse tree is generally represented in a format called bracketed notation as

shown in Listing 2.1. Another family of grammar formalisms which have become

important in contemporary NLP systems are dependency grammars, in which

syntactic structure is described only in terms of the words and associated set of

directed relations between them (Jurafsky and Martin, 2016). Representation of

the example sentence using a dependency grammar is shown in Listing 2.2.

Listing 2.2: Dependency grammar output

nsubj(underperformed-2, AMP-1)

root(ROOT-0, underperformed-2)

nmod:poss(expectations-5, analyts-3)

case(analyts-3, ’-4)
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Listing 2.1: Context-free grammar output
(ROOT
(S

(NP (NNP AMP))
(VP (VBD underperformed)

(NP
(NP (NNS analysts) (POS ’))
(NNS expectations))

(NP (JJ last) (NN quarter)))
(. .)))

iobj(underperformed-2, expectations-5)

amod(quarter-7, last-6)

dobj(underperformed-2, quarter-7)

After syntactic parsing, semantic analysis modules including NER and a senti-

ment engine may be used to identify and track known entities (AMP in this case)

and map them to semantically relevant text, such as phrases containing sentiment

associated words. In the context of financial news, this allows specific portions

of text within a story that discusses multiple firms to be meaningfully attributed

to the relevant firms. In this example the term underperformed has been identified

as a term with negative sentiment through the relevant sentiment dictionary. As

there are no negations, intensifiers or other sentiment words in the sentence, the

negative association gets carried through hierarchically to the sentence level. Fi-

nally, these features may be used as input to the sentiment classifier, which may

be configured to classify at the paragraph, sentence or entity level depending on

the application.

This type of textual processing and sentiment scoring resembles that used within

proprietary news analytics feeds such as those provided by Thomson Reuters and

RavenPack, and is evidently distinct from bag-of-words approaches. An expla-

nation of the TRNA text-processing engine which includes details of the training

corpus and classification accuracy is provided by Sinha (2016), although it is un-

known whether the system has since been upgraded; Sinha’s description was

based on a 2008 Infonic white paper. The textual analysis techniques utilised in

the works selected for individual review herein are summarised in Tables 2.1 and

2.2.
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2.3.7 Word Embeddings

A breakthrough in the field of textual analysis which has recently gained much

traction in the development and application of language models is the use of

word embeddings. A word embedding is a learned high-dimensional represen-

tation of a word (or less commonly, a phrase). Specifically, each word is repre-

sented as a real-valued vector of a predefined dimension, often on the order of

100-300.

Word embeddings use the distributional properties of the training corpus to

quantify and categorise semantic similarities between terms; words that are used

in similar ways will have similar representations, which implies similar mean-

ings Harris (1954). Intuition regarding the representation of words as vectors,

and examples of vector-orientated reasoning using such vectors, is provided by

Mikolov, Yih, and Zweig (2013).

Two popular approaches for learning word embeddings are the Word2Vec

Mikolov, Chen, et al. (2013) algorithm and the Global Vectors for Word Repre-

sentation (GloVe) algorithm Pennington, Socher, and Manning (2014). Word2Vec

uses a shallow, two-layer neural network to reconstruct (predict) the linguistic

context of words. The prediction task can be formulated in two ways:

• Predict the current word based on its context (surrounding words).

• Predict the surrounding words given a current word.

The neural network learns the word embedding as a means to achieve these pre-

diction tasks.

The GloVe algorithm is an efficient extension of the Word2Vec algorithm. Rather

than using a window to define local context, GloVe constructs a word-context or

word co-occurrence matrix. The learning task is then to learn word vectors such

that their dot product is a good predictor of their co-occurrence.

Having obtained word embeddings, sentiment classification can then proceed

as with other representations. For example, by using the sum or average word

embedding as input features into the learning model, or by feeding each of the

embedding vectors into an RNN, if information regarding the order of words is

to be maintained. In the finance literature, word embeddings are used by Minh
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et al. (2018), Zhang, Zhang, et al. (2018), and Chen, Liao, and Hsieh (2019), among

others.
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Table 2.1: Custom textual analysis techniques

Author Text Source Feature

Extraction

Feature

Selection

Feature

Representation

Dictionary

Wüthrich et al.

(1998)

Wall Street Journal, Financial

Times, Reuters, Dow Jones and

Bloomberg

Unigrams to

5-grams

Phrase lexicon Term weighting Custom

Chan (2003) Dow Jones Interactive Publications

Library - WSJ, NY Times, LA

Times, Globe, Chicago Tribune etc.

Item

occurrence/

stock direction

NA NA NA

Tetlock (2007) Wall Street Journal BOW Dictionary Term frequency

projected onto

first principal

component

H-IV4

Tetlock,

Saar-Tsechansky,

and Macskassy

(2008)

Wall Street Journal, Dow Jones

newswires

BOW Dictionary Term frequency H-IV4

Fang and Peress

(2009)

New York Times, USA Today, Wall

Street Journal and Washington

Post from the LexisNexis database

Item occurrence NA NA NA

Continued on next page
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Table 2.1: Custom textual analysis techniques (continued)

Author Text Source Feature

Extraction

Feature

Selection

Feature

Representation

Dictionary

Kothari, Li, and

Short (2009)

EDGAR, Factiva, Dow Jones

Interactive

BOW Dictionary Term frequency,

term occurrence

Custom, H-IV4

Tetlock (2010) Dow Jones newswires from Factiva

database

BOW Keyword Term occurrence NA

Tetlock (2011) Dow Jones newswires from Factiva

database

Unigrams,

bigrams

Not stated Term occurrence NA

Dougal et al. (2012) Wall Street Journal Journalist, BOW Dictionary Term frequency LM

Garcia (2013) New York Times BOW Dictionary Term frequency LM

Xiong and

Bharadwaj (2013)

Lydia/TextMap (/sim 1000 online

news sources)

words,

sentences

NER, POS tags,

synonym set,

dictionary

Term frequency Lydia/TextMap

Yu, Duan, and Cao

(2013)

Google Blogs, BoardReader,

Twitter, Google News – ABC

News, NYT, USA Today, Fox

News, Reuters, WSJ, WP, CNN,

The Economist and Forbes.

BOW Not stated Term frequency NA

Ammann, Frey, and

Verhofen (2014)

Handelsblatt (German newspaper) BOW Dictionary Term occurrence LM

Continued on next page
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Table 2.1: Custom textual analysis techniques (continued)

Author Text Source Feature

Extraction

Feature

Selection

Feature

Representation

Dictionary

Hillert, Jacobs, and

Mueller (2014)

New York Times, USA Today, WSJ

+ 41 local newspapers, from

LexisNexis database

BOW Dictionary Term frequency LM

Li, Xie, et al. (2014) Macroeconomic and company

news from FINET archive

BOW Dictionary Term weighting

(Dictionary)

H-IV4, LM,

SenticNet

Bianconi, Hua, and

Tan (2015)

New York Times BOW Dictionary Term frequency Custom -

variation of LM

Ferguson et al.

(2015)

Financial Times, Guardian, Mirror

from LexisNexis UK database

BOW Dictionary Term frequency LM

Wang, Chen, and

Wei (2015)

CMoney database BOW Dictionary not reported not reported

Yang, Mo, and Liu

(2015)

Northern Light Single Point online

news portal

BOW Dictionary,

lemmatization

Term weighting

(Dictionary)

SentiWordNet

Ahmad et al. (2016) newspapers, industry and trade

magazines, newswires, financial

blogs, web-based publications

from LexisNexis database

BOW Dictionary Term frequency LM

Kroujiline et al.

(2016)

Factiva database, online news

sources

Not provided Phrase lexicon Term occurrence Custom

Continued on next page
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Table 2.1: Custom textual analysis techniques (continued)

Author Text Source Feature

Extraction

Feature

Selection

Feature

Representation

Dictionary

Strauß,

Vliegenthart, and

Verhoeven (2016)

5 leading Netherlands newspapers BOW Dictionary Term frequency LIWC

Zhang, Härdle,

et al. (2016)

Articles and UGC from NASDAQ

website

BOW with

simple negation

Stemming

(Porter),

Dictionary

Term frequency MPQA, LM, BL

Zhang, Song, et al.

(2016)

NetEase Financial Channel

(Chinese website)

Occurrence only NA NA NA

Chan and Chong

(2017)

News articles and blogs from Finet

website

Words,

sentences

POS tags, term

weights, tree

topological

features,

dictionary

Parse tree H-IV4,

SentiWordNet

Kraussl and

Mirgorodskaya

(2017)

Wall Street Journal, New York

Times, Financial Times

BOW Dictionary Term occurrence Custom -

variation of LM

Manela and

Moreira (2017)

Wall Street Journal Unigrams,

bigrams

Term frequency NA NA

Continued on next page
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Table 2.1: Custom textual analysis techniques (continued)

Author Text Source Feature

Extraction

Feature

Selection

Feature

Representation

Dictionary

Narayan and

Bannigidadmath

(2017)

New York Times BOW Dictionary Term frequency LM

Seng and Yang

(2017)

KMW database - China Times BOW Dictionary,

Chi-square

Term frequency Custom

Wei et al. (2017) China Times and Commercial

Times from InfoTimes database

BOW Dictionary Term frequency Diction (Chinese

translation)

Wu and Lin (2017) Market Observation Post System,

and newspapers and websites

from Taiwan Economic Journal

BOW Dictionary Term occurrence Lu and Wei

(2013) Chinese

word list

Yang, Mo, Liu, and

Kirilenko (2017)

Northern Light Single Point online

business news portal

BOW Dictionary,

lemmatization

Term weighting

(Dictionary)

SentiWordNet

Hillert, Jacobs, and

Mueller (2018)

New York Times, USA Today, Wall

Street Journal and Washington

Post from the LexisNexis database

BOW Dictionary Term frequency LM

Johnman, Vanstone,

and Gepp (2018)

The Guardian BOW Dictionary Term frequency LM

Kelly and Ahmad

(2018)

Wall Street Journal, Financial

Times, Oildrum blogs

BOW Dictionary Term frequency H-IV4, Platts,

Oil and Gas UK

Continued on next page
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Table 2.1: Custom textual analysis techniques (continued)

Author Text Source Feature

Extraction

Feature

Selection

Feature

Representation

Dictionary

Minh et al. (2018) Bloomberg, Reuters Truncated article

(300 words) /

stock direction

Dictionary,

stemming

(Porter)

Term

occurrence, term

weighting, word

embedding

H-IV4

Myskova, Hajek,

and Olej (2018)

Yahoo Finance BOW Dictionary Term frequency LM

Zhang, Zhang, et al.

(2018)

Wind web news BOW Verb/gerund

dictionary,

synonym set

Term

occurrence,

word

embedding

HowNet

Calomiris and

Mamaysky (2019)

Thomson Reuters BOW, 4-grams Dictonary,

stemming

Term

occurrence,

co-occurrence

LM, Custom

Chen, Liao, and

Hsieh (2019)

Online sources including China

Times Finance, Yahoo Finance,

Google Finance, China Electronics

News

Article, BOW,

stock direction

Dictionary, POS

tags

Term

occurrence,

word

embedding

Jiemba, NTUSD,

Custom

Continued on next page
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Table 2.1: Custom textual analysis techniques (continued)

Author Text Source Feature

Extraction

Feature

Selection

Feature

Representation

Dictionary

Glasserman and

Mamaysky (2019)

Thomson Reuters 4-grams Dictionary Term

occurrence,

co-occurrence

LM

Narayan (2019) 100 news sources from Factiva

database

BOW Dictionary Term frequency LM

Pyo and Kim (2019) Online news sources BOW Dictionary Term frequency,

term weighting

(MI)

Custom

Ahmed, Sriram,

and Singh (2020)

Online news sources BOW POS tags,

dictionary,

thesaurus

Term frequency,

term weighting

(Dictionary)

WordNet, R

Hanna, Turner, and

Walker (2020)

Financial Times BOW Dictionary Tern Frequency LM

Zhou et al. (2020) EastMoney.com, Hexun.com,

Finance.sina.com

BOW POS tags,

dictionary,

thesaurus

Term frequency HowNet, Sogou,

custom
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Table 2.2: Use of proprietary textual analysis packages in reviewed works

Author Text Source Package/

Database

Variables Used

Mitra, Mitra, and

Dibartolomeo

(2009)

Company news RavenPack Relevance, ESS

Nuij et al. (2014) Company news ViewerPro Event classification, event

impact score

Uhl (2014) Market and

company news

TRNA Sentiment classification

Borovkova and

Mahakena (2015)

Macroeconomic

news (natural gas)

TRNA Sentiment probability

(positive, negative, neutral),

novelty

Hendershott,

Livdan, and

Schuerhoff (2015)

Company news TRNA Sentiment probability

(positive, negative),

relevance, topic codes

Smales (2015[b]) Industry and

company news

TRNA Sentiment probability

(positive, negative), novelty,

relevance
Smales (2015[a]) Macroeconomic

news (gold)

TRNA Sentiment probability

(positive, negative), novelty,

relevance
Uhl, Pedersen,

and Malitius

(2015)

Company and

macroeconomic

news

TRNA Sentiment probability

(positive, negative)

Khuu, Durand,

and Smales

(2016)

Market and

company news

TRNA Sentiment probability

(positive, negative), novelty,

relevance

Nooijen and

Broda (2016)

Online company

news and social

media

TRMI Social media and news

sentiment indices

Shi, Ho, and Liu

(2016)

Company news RavenPack Relevance, novelty, CSS, ESS

Sinha (2016) Company news TRNA Sentiment probability

(positive, negative), novelty,

relevance

Continued on next page
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Table 2.2: Use of proprietary textual analysis packages in reviewed works (continued)

Author Text Source Package/

Database

Variables Used

Smales (2016) Company news RavenPack MCQ sentiment score,

relevance, novelty

Allen, McAleer,

and Singh (2017)

Company news TRNA Sentiment probability

(positive, negative)

Cahan et al.

(2017)

Company news TRNA Sentiment probability

(positive, negative)

Heston and

Sinha (2017)

Company news TRNA Sentiment probability

(positive, negative, neutral),

novelty

Huynh and

Smith (2017)

Company news TRNA Sentiment probability

(positive, negative),

relevance, novelty, headline

Song, Liu, and

Yang (2017)

Company news TRNA Sentiment probability

(positive, negative),

relevance
Uhl (2018) Macroeconomic

news

TRNA Sentiment probability

(positive, negative)

Audrino, Sigrist,

and Ballinari

(2020)

Company news RavenPack Relevance, ESS, CSS, NIS

Griffith, Najand,

and Shen (2020)

Online news and

social media

TRMI Fear, gloom, joy, stress

Sadik, Date, and

Mitra (2019[a])

Macroeconomic

news

RavenPack Event classification,

relevance, novelty, sentiment

Sadik, Date, and

Mitra (2019[b])

Company news RavenPack Relevance, novelty, ESS

Vanstone, Gepp,

and Harris (2019)

Company news

and social media

Bloomberg News count, positive news

count, negative news count

Al-Maadid et al.

(2020)

Business and

political news

Bloomberg Sentiment classification

Coqueret (2020) Company news

and social media

Bloomberg Sentiment score

Continued on next page
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Table 2.2: Use of proprietary textual analysis packages in reviewed works (continued)

Author Text Source Package/

Database

Variables Used

Gan et al. (2020) Company news TRMI Social media and news

sentiment and buzz indices

Note: MCQ, CSS and ESS represent RavenPack’s multiclassifier for equities, composite

sentiment score, and event sentiment score, respectively (Mitra and Mitra, 2011).
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2.4 Econometric Testing

Each finance study making use of news analytics consists of two broad compo-

nents; attainment of features derived from the arrival and content of news text,

and econometric analysis and hypothesis testing. While the textual analysis tech-

niques (such as the dictionary used) and the econometric models employed for

a given study should be consistent with the overall hypothesis, econometric test-

ing can generally be considered independently from whatever textual analysis

techniques were used. Given this, there are a number of ways presented in the

literature in moving from the attainment of news-based features to econometric

testing. In the context of this discussion, econometric testing broadly refers to

means of predicting or explaining market variables in terms of news variables. It

does not capture hypothesis formation or the suitability of a given econometric

technique in testing a given hypothesis. The econometric techniques used within

the reviewed words are presented in Table 2.3.

2.4.1 Parametric Techniques

In a parameter-focused approach, the testing of hypotheses concerning the rela-

tionship between news flow and market dynamics is largely reduced to an esti-

mation problem. Parametric methods first assume a functional form of the rela-

tionship between the predictors (or independent variables) and response (depen-

dent variable) being examined. This functional form is described explicitly using

a model which is then fitted to the data by estimating the set of model parameters

according to some objective function.

The nature of the relationship between the predictors and response can then be

judged on the basis of the statistical significance and magnitude of the model

parameters and model closeness-of-fit statistics (insofar as the model captures the

true or hypothesised relationship between the predictors and response). Simple

parametric models are relatively inflexible and are likely to mischaracterise the

true functional relationship between the predictors and response. However, they

are highly interpretable and therefore suited to hypotheses requiring inference as

to the role of individual predictors in the modeled system.
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Linear Regression

The most common parametric approach in the news analytics literature is mul-

tiple linear regression—a single equation linear model with multiple predictors,

fit using ordinary or generalised least squares. Typically, the dependent vari-

able used is raw return or abnormal return calculated from the Fama-French

three-factor model or CAPM, and the independent variables include current and

lagged values of the relevant news measures and control variables. Autocorrela-

tion and heteroskedasticity in the residuals are commonly corrected using Newey

and West (1987) or White (1980) standard errors.

Of the relevant studies considered for this review, multiple linear regression is

used as the primary econometric technique by Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky, and

Macskassy (2008), Dougal et al. (2012), Yu, Duan, and Cao (2013), Garcia (2013),

Lu and Wei (2013), Ammann, Frey, and Verhofen (2014), Kothari, Li, and Short

(2009), Ferguson et al. (2015), Hendershott, Livdan, and Schuerhoff (2015), Smales

(2015[b]), Yang, Song, et al. (2015), Bianconi, Hua, and Tan (2015), Strauß,

Vliegenthart, and Verhoeven (2016), Khuu, Durand, and Smales (2016), Shi, Ho,

and Liu (2016), Cahan et al. (2017), Zhang, Härdle, et al. (2016), Wu and Lin (2017),

Narayan and Bannigidadmath (2017), and Seng and Yang (2017). Logistic regres-

sion is used when the response variable is categorical, and one wants to model

the posterior probabilities of each class as linear functions of the inputs. Hen-

dershott, Livdan, and Schuerhoff (2015) uses logistic regression to estimate the

probability of a news event in terms of institutional order volume and the prior

day’s news incidence.

Vector Autoregression

A variant of the single equation regression model is the vector autoregression

(VAR) model, which is used in the literature to capture the linear interdepen-

dencies between the separate time series of dependent variables, news measures

and control variables. That is, the VAR model explains the time series evolution

of each variable in terms of their own lagged values and the lagged values of the

other model variables. Of the articles considered, VAR models have been used by

Tetlock (2007), Uhl (2014), Ahmad et al. (2016), Hendershott, Livdan, and Schuer-

hoff (2015), Wang, Chen, and Wei (2015), Strauß, Vliegenthart, and Verhoeven

(2016), Smales (2016), Zhang, Härdle, et al. (2016), Wei et al. (2017), and Kraussl

and Mirgorodskaya (2017). Xiong and Bharadwaj (2013) used VAR in addition
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to dynamic panel generalised method of moments (GMM) estimate of the same

equation. Properties of the estimated VAR model are often examined through

structural analysis techniques such as Granger causality, (and less commonly)

impulse responses and forecast error variance decompositions (see Uhl, 2014 for

an example of all three). Granger causality is used by Bianconi, Hua, and Tan

(2015), Wang, Chen, and Wei (2015), Strauß, Vliegenthart, and Verhoeven (2016),

Kraussl and Mirgorodskaya (2017), Checkley, Higon, and Alles (2017), and Chan

and Chong (2017).

Volatility Models

Another parametric model commonly used among the studies considered is the
GARCH model and its variants. These are used to examine the relationship be-
tween news and conditional volatility dynamics whilst allowing for well-known
features of financial time series such as volatility persistence, excess kurtosis and
distributional asymmetry. Variants of the standard GARCH model used within
the literature include EGARCH and GJR-GARCH, which allow for asymmet-
ric response of innovations; Markov-switching GARCH (MS-GARCH), which
allows for different volatility regimes, and; FI-GARCH, which allows for long
memory persistence. Models of the GARCH family are used by Shi, Ho, and Liu
(2016), Nooijen and Broda (2016), and Allen, McAleer, and Singh (2017).

Table 2.3: Use of econometric techniques

Author Market Variable Estimation

Horizon

Econometric Technique

Wüthrich et al.

(1998)

Return 1 day Rule-based classifier,

kNN, ANN, linear

regression

Chan (2003) Return 1-36 Months Portfolio analysis

Tetlock (2007) Return, volume 5 days VAR, event study,

trading simulation

Tetlock,

Saar-Tsechansky,

and Macskassy

(2008)

Return, earnings 10 days, 6

quarters

Linear regression, event

study, trading

simulation

Fang and Peress

(2009)

Return 1-12 months Portfolio analysis

Continued on next page
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Table 2.3: Use of econometric techniques (continued)

Author Market Variable Estimation

Horizon

Econometric Technique

Kothari, Li, and

Short (2009)

Return, volatility,

earnings

Contemp., 1

quarter

Linear regression

Mitra, Mitra, and

Dibartolomeo (2009)

Volatility 1 day Linear regression,

prediction

Tetlock (2010) Return, volume 10 days Linear regression

Leinweber and Sisk

(2011)

Return 60 days, 20

days

Event study, trading

simulation

Tetlock (2011) Return 5 days Linear regression

Dougal et al. (2012) Return 1 day Linear regression

Garcia (2013) Return 5 days Linear regression

Xiong and

Bharadwaj (2013)

Return 1 month Dynamic panel GMM,

VAR

Yu, Duan, and Cao

(2013)

Return, volatility 1 day Linear regression

Ammann, Frey, and

Verhofen (2014)

Return,

industrial

production

1 month, 3

months

Linear regression

Hillert, Jacobs, and

Mueller (2014)

Return 6-36 months Portfolio analysis, event

study

Li, Xie, et al. (2014) Return 1 day SVM

Nuij et al. (2014) Return 1, 3, 5 days Genetic algorithm,

trading simulation

optimisation

Uhl (2014) Return 1 month VAR, trading

simulation
Bianconi, Hua, and

Tan (2015)

Volatility,

Co-volatility, VIX

Contemp., 1

day

Linear regression,

Granger causality

Borovkova and

Mahakena (2015)

Volatility, returns 1 day GARCH, HEAVY,

GJR-GARCH, VAR,

Granger causality

Ferguson et al.

(2015)

Return 1 day Linear regression,

trading simulation

Continued on next page
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Table 2.3: Use of econometric techniques (continued)

Author Market Variable Estimation

Horizon

Econometric Technique

Hendershott,

Livdan, and

Schuerhoff (2015)

Return,

institutional

order flow

10 days Logit regression, event

study, linear regression,

VAR, impulse response

Smales (2015[b]) Return Contemp. Linear regression

Smales (2015[a]) Volatility 1 day Linear regression,

TGARCH
Uhl, Pedersen, and

Malitius (2015)

Return Dynamic, 1

week

Trading simulation,

linear regression

Wang, Chen, and

Wei (2015)

Return 5 days VAR, Granger causality,

impulse response

Yang, Song, et al.

(2015)

Return, volume,

volatility

11 days Linear regression

Ahmad et al. (2016) Return up to 250 days VAR

Khuu, Durand, and

Smales (2016)

Return 1 day contemp. Linear regression

Kroujiline et al.

(2016)

Return ≈ 45 days Trading simulation,

model fitting

Nooijen and Broda

(2016)

Volatility, return 1 day EGARCH, MS-GARCH

Shi, Ho, and Liu

(2016)

Volatility, return 1 month EGARCH, linear

regression

Sinha (2016) Return 13 weeks Portfolio analysis,

trading simulation

Smales (2016) VIX, return Contemp.,

1-250 days

VAR, linear regression

Strauß,

Vliegenthart, and

Verhoeven (2016)

Return 1 day VAR, Granger causality

Zhang, Härdle, et al.

(2016)

Volume,

volatility, return

1 day VAR

Zhang, Song, et al.

(2016)

Return, volume 50 days Event study, linear

regression

Continued on next page
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Table 2.3: Use of econometric techniques (continued)

Author Market Variable Estimation

Horizon

Econometric Technique

Allen, McAleer, and

Singh (2017)

Returns 1 day Linear regression,

EGARCH,

GJR-GARCH, entropy,

MI
Cahan et al. (2017) Volatility,

liquidity

volatility

1 month Linear regression

Chan and Chong

(2017)

Return 5 days Granger causality

Heston and Sinha

(2017)

Return 13 weeks Portfolio analysis, event

study

Huynh and Smith

(2017)

Return 1 year Portfolio analysis

Kraussl and

Mirgorodskaya

(2017)

Return, volatility 1 month VAR, Granger causality

Manela and Moreira

(2017)

Return, volatility,

VIX

1-24 months SVR, linear regression

Narayan and

Bannigidadmath

(2017)

Return 1 day Linear regression,

trading simulation

Seng and Yang

(2017)

Volatility 1 year Linear regression

forecasts

Song, Liu, and Yang

(2017)

Return 1 week Neural network,

trading simulation

Wei et al. (2017) Return, trading

value, turnover

ratio, volatility

1 week, 1

month

VAR, portfolio analysis

Wu and Lin (2017) Return,

institutional

order flow

1 month

contemp.

Linear regression

Continued on next page
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Table 2.3: Use of econometric techniques (continued)

Author Market Variable Estimation

Horizon

Econometric Technique

Yang, Mo, Liu, and

Kirilenko (2017)

Return /approx 1 day Genetic algorithm,

trading simulation

optimisation

Hillert, Jacobs, and

Mueller (2018)

Return 1 day Linear regression,

trading simulation

Johnman, Vanstone,

and Gepp (2018)

Return, volatility 1 day Linear regression,

trading simulation

Kelly and Ahmad

(2018)

Return 1 day VAR, trading

simulation

Minh et al. (2018) Price 1-10 days ANN (Two-stream

GRU RNN)

Myskova, Hajek,

and Olej (2018)

Volatility 3 days Tree-based meta

learners / ensembles

Uhl (2018) Implied volatility

(1m – 3y),

Implied skew

1 day Linear regression

Zhang, Zhang, et al.

(2018)

Price 1 day Coupled matrix and

tensor factorisation,

SVM, TeSIA
Audrino, Sigrist,

and Ballinari (2020)

Volatility, VaR 1-22 days HAR, prediction

Calomiris and

Mamaysky (2019)

Return, volatility,

drawdown

1 month, 1 year Linear regression,

penalised linear

regression,

Chen, Liao, and

Hsieh (2019)

Return 1 day ANN (LSTM)

Glasserman and

Mamaysky (2019)

Volatility,

implied volatility

1 month VAR, linear regression

Griffith, Najand,

and Shen (2020)

Return, volatility 1 day VAR, TGARCH,

impulse response

Narayan (2019) Return 1 month VAR, GARCH

Continued on next page
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Table 2.3: Use of econometric techniques (continued)

Author Market Variable Estimation

Horizon

Econometric Technique

Pyo and Kim (2019) Return, implied

volatility,

volatility

1 day VAR

Sadik, Date, and

Mitra (2019[a])

Price 1 day VAR, Kalman filter,

prediction

Sadik, Date, and

Mitra (2019[b])

Volatility 1 day GARCH, EGARCH,

news augmented

GARCH
Vanstone, Gepp,

and Harris (2019)

Price 1 day ANN-AR, prediction

Ahmed, Sriram, and

Singh (2020)

Price 1 day Single layer perceptron,

multi-layer perceptron,

ANN, SVM, DT, RF,

LVQ, GBM, NB

Al-Maadid et al.

(2020)

Return, volatility 1 week HMM, linear regression

Coqueret (2020) Return 0,4,9,20 days Linear regression

Gan et al. (2020) Return, volatility,

volume

1-20 days VAR, impulse response,

Granger causality

Hanna, Turner, and

Walker (2020)

Return, volume 1 day Linear regression

Zhou et al. (2020) Return 1-3 days SVM

Note: Estimation horizons listed with approximate values reflect studies in which the esti-

mation horizon was not fixed but could be estimated, such as dynamic trading signals with

a cited average holding period.

Analytic Models

Although infrequent in the review sample, authors may describe the relationship be-

tween news information and market variables explicitly through an analytic model. In

addition to the clear role of such models in hypothesis formation (see Tetlock, 2010), some

models may be capable of being fit to the data directly. In this case, the model may be

used for forecasting, or for empirically describing news-market dynamics in ways that

weren’t explicit predictions of the model equations (see Kroujiline et al., 2016).
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2.4.2 Nonparametric, Semiparametric and Model-free

Techniques

Cross-sectional Portfolios

The most prominent nonparametric econometric technique within the reviewed litera-

ture is the cross-sectional portfolio approach, in which groups of assets (portfolios) re-

flecting particular portions of cross-sectional input space are compared in terms of a

given response variable. The input space being conditioned on is a cross-sectional lo-

cation in that it represents a particular quantile of the input distribution at a given point

in time, for which the actual values of the underlying variables are not pre-specified and

are likely to vary through time. In practice, the conditioning process amounts to ranking

all assets based on an input variable and selecting particular groups for portfolio con-

struction (often via a long-short portfolio) and comparison. If more than one variable

is being conditioned upon, the ranking and grouping procedure is usually conducted

sequentially, with ranking of subsequent variables occurring within each group of the

previous variable–this is case for all portfolio analyses in the review sample conditioning

on multiple variables, reflected by “Sorting quantiles" column of Table 2.4.

Portfolios are formed based on an input space consisting of news and market data for a

specified lookback window (formation period), with post-formation return (the response

variable) then measured over a given holding period. The time, if any, between the for-

mation event and the holding period is termed the skip period, and may be included

to avoid capturing microstructure effects or specific market activity such as short-term

return reversal. The specification of a portfolio procedure employing a given set of pre-

dictor and response variables can be summarised using the Jegadeesh and Titman (1993)

J/S/K notation, whereby J,S and K represent the portfolio formation, skip and holding

periods, respectively.

In the standard portfolio analysis approach, portfolios are formed at every time interval

(such as monthly), such that the holding periods overlap and each point in calendar time

is associated with the returns of K portfolios. The average return of the overlapping

portfolios results in a time series of returns with useful properties, Fama (1998) writes:

The time-series variation of the monthly abnormal return on this portfolio

accurately captures the effects of the correlation of returns across event stocks

missed by the model for expected returns. The mean and variance of the time

series of abnormal portfolio returns can be used to test the average monthly

response of the prices of event stocks for [K periods]... following the event.
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As the output is a time series of returns, the exposure of the portfolio to common risk

factors, such as the Fama-French three factors and the Carhart four factors, can be esti-

mated by regressing the return series against the contemporaneous value of the relevant

portfolios (market, size, book-to-market and UMD portfolios, for example). To account

for the possibility that the documented strategy has nonlinear risk exposures which are

not captured by the linear factor models, various authors also report benchmark adjust-

ments. This involves constructing portfolios matched on the basis of the specified risk

factors and subtracting the returns contemporaneously generated by the risk-matched

portfolio from the strategy portfolio. Portfolio intrinsic measures such as volatility and

average return per unit of variance are also be used to indicate risk.

The cross-sectional portfolio approach is used primarily within the low-frequency news

analytics literature and is a particularly useful way of examining the economic signif-

icance and exploitability of news-driven pricing effects. The time series of returns pro-

duced by the analysis can be interpreted as the returns of a trading strategy implementing

the portfolio rules over the test period, while the strategy itself implicitly offers regular

and well-defined rebalancing characteristics that are not offered by signal-based strate-

gies. These properties make the technique particularly amenable to portfolio manage-

ment research. Of the reviewed studies, overlapping portfolio analysis is used by Chan

(2003), Fang and Peress (2009), Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller (2014), Sinha (2016), Hes-

ton and Sinha (2017), Wei et al. (2017), and Huynh and Smith (2017). Song, Liu, and

Yang (2017) generate cross-sectional portfolios each week but holding periods are non-

overlapping. Table 2.4 lists the specifications of the cross-sectional portfolios examined

in each of these studies.

Event Study

Event studies are another common model-free econometric method used in the literature

and are generally applied in addition to other forms of analysis. Event studies typically

attempt to measure the impact of different news events on a firm’s stock price or the com-

parative post-formation performance of different portfolios. Most often, an estimate of

the expected or ‘normal’ value of the variable of interest is determined using an average

of recent values or a market model such as the CAPM–in the case of returns. The differ-

ence between the normal value of the market variable and its actual value is calculated

and plotted throughout an event window featuring the event. Of the review sample,

Heston and Sinha (2017), Zhang, Song, et al. (2016), Hendershott, Livdan, and Schuer-

hoff (2015), Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller (2014), Leinweber and Sisk (2011), and Tetlock,

Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy (2008) employed event studies in their analyses.
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Table 2.4: Selected cross-sectional portfolio analyses

Author J/S/K Sorting quantiles Sorting variables

Song, Liu, and
Yang (2017)

1W/0W/1W decile ANN output

Wei et al. (2017) 1M/0M/1M quintile, quintile tone, [PB,TO,MV]
Heston and Sinha
(2017)

1W/[0,1W]/13W decile tone

Huynh and Smith
(2017)

1W/[0,4W]/52W tercile, tercile,
tercile

attention, tone, re-
turn

Sinha (2016) 1W/0W/13W decile tone
Hillert, Jacobs,
and Mueller
(2014)

6M/1M/[6-36M] quintile, tercile,
median

coverage, return,
tone

Fang and Peress
(2009)

[1-6M]/0M/[1-
12M]

binary, median incidence, cover-
age

Chan (2003) 1M/1W/[1-36M] binary, tercile incidence, return

Note: ‘J’, ‘S’, and ‘K’ represent formation, skip, and holding period, respectively.
‘M’ and ’W’ reflect months and weeks repsectively. ‘PB’, ‘TO’, and ‘MV’ repre-
sent price-to-book ratio, turnover, and market value, respectively, as defined in
Wei et al. (2017).

Nonparametric Models

The parametric econometric techniques applied in the literature are generally linear, in

that the response can be expressed in terms of a linear function of the predictors. This

may impose restrictions on the relationship between the response and the dependent

variables, as well as the interactions between dependent variables, that do not capture

the true nature of the data in which the statistical relationships are more complex.

In contrast, nonparametric models do not imply explicit a priori assumptions about the

nature of the functional relationship between the predictors and response. While non-

parametric models may contain parameters, the number and nature of the parameters

are flexible and determined by the data. Due to their flexibility, nonparametric mod-

els are able to estimate a much wider range of news-market functional forms than their

commonly used parametric counterparts and are therefore more capable of exploiting

inherent features of the data. However, this added flexibility comes at the cost of inter-

pretability, as complicated functional forms obscure the relationship between any indi-

vidual predictor and the response. For this reason, nonparametric models are best suited

to hypotheses reducible to prediction tasks for which interpretability is not important.

Wüthrich et al. (1998) trial K-nearest neighbours (KNN) and an artificial neural network

(ANN) for their daily market prediction system, but decide on a probabilistic rule set.
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Song, Liu, and Yang (2017) use an ANN trained with two different learning-to-rank loss

functions for their week-by-week trading strategy. Li, Xie, et al. (2014) use support vec-

tor machines (SVM) for their news calssification and stock prediction system. The use

of nonparametric models within the review sample is limited, suggesting that most hy-

potheses are primarily associated with understanding the impact of different characteris-

tics of news flow rather than the potential for news analytics to optimise forecasting and

trading performance.

Performance-focused analyses appear to be more common in the intraday literature, for

example Fung, Yu, and Lam (2003) and Schumaker and Chen (2009) use SVM; Geva and

Zahavi (2014) use an ANN, a genetic algorithm (GA) augmented decision tree and step-

wise logistic regression; Hagenau, Liebmann, and Neumann (2013) and Li, Wang, et al.

(2014) use support vector regression (SVR); Feuerriegel and Prendinger (2016) use a de-

cision tree; Maragoudakis and Serpanos (2016) use Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

tree-augmented naïve Bayesian classifier, random forest (RF), SVM and an ANN.

Forecast Comparison

A number of the reviewed works use the forecasting performance of different (paramet-

ric or nonparametric) models, either directly or in a trading strategy, to provide evidence

as to the predictive capacity of news content. For example, GARCH models with and

without news-based parameters may be compared on the basis of one-step-ahead value-

at-risk (VaR) forecasts. If the model containing the news-based parameters out-performs

the news-free model, this may be interpreted as a demonstration of the predictive content

of the news information used. Sometimes the forecasting problem can be interpreted as

a classification task (such as directional price predictions), in this case, the relative ac-

curacy of the news-driven model may be compared to the accuracy expected by chance

(Wüthrich et al., 1998). These types of tests are considered nonparametric because the

function relating the news variable(s) to the out-of-sample forecasting performance of

models with different specifications is not made explicit. Forecast comparison is used by

Uhl (2014), Ammann, Frey, and Verhofen (2014), Nooijen and Broda (2016), and Bianconi,

Hua, and Tan (2015). This testing philosophy is also the basis for the use of metaheuris-

tics.

Metaheuristics

Metaheuristic procedures are sometimes employed to algorithmically select the combi-

nation of model type(s), model specifications, inputs and parameters to converge on a

combination that delivers a high-level of performance in terms a predefined fitness func-

tion. As they make few assumptions about the optimisation problem, they are often
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suitable for complex search spaces that are not well understood, relatively unstructured,

and too large to be completely sampled (De Jong, 1988, pp. 122).

Metaheuristics are used in the news analytics literature as a means to test whether news

data, including news-driven events and signals, is a competitive source of conditioning

information for predicting stock movements in the context of a trading system. Nuij et al.

(2014) and Seng and Yang (2017) both employ genetic algorithms (GAs), a metaheuristic

belonging to the larger class of evolutionary algorithms, to find optimum trading rules

among a set of news-driven and market-driven indicators.

Trading Simulations

It is well understood that statistically significant econometric relationships are not nec-

essarily economically meaningful. In order to investigate the economic significance of

news-market relationships and the potential relevance to financial practitioners, many re-

searchers have conducted portfolio analyses and trading simulations based on the news

information being investigated. While such analyses do shed light on the economic size

of an effect and help to frame the investigated relationship in terms of systematic trading

rules, there are number of reasons why they may still fail to reflect the performance of a

realistic investment strategy. The availability of the assets used for testing, proposed re-

balancing frequency, the inclusion of transaction fees, survivorship bias, strategy market

depth and reported evaluation metrics are among the experimental parameters that help

determine the economic relevance of a documented strategy. This discussion focuses on

portfolio analyses and trading simulations with a rebalancing frequency of at least one

week, as the current work is specifically concerned with the economic relevance of low

frequency news-market dynamics.

One of the most important experimental parameters governing the practical value of a

simulated portfolio is the universe of investable assets on which the test is conducted.

The selected market itself may be undesirable to portfolio managers due to liquidity, reg-

ulatory issues, governmental interference or home bias, but as most tests are conducted

with US securities, this is generally not considered a problem. A more relevant issue is the

particular subset of securities used for testing. In particular, the inclusion of small stocks

or otherwise thinly traded securities may introduce spurious results due to microstruc-

ture issues such as bid-ask bounce, and may severely limit the scalability of reported

strategies due to the price impact of large trades.

Sinha (2016) and Heston and Sinha (2017) perform their analyses using all US common

stocks on the CRSP database for which they have news data. Given such a broad uni-

verse of assets, there is a strong possibility that many of the stocks contributing to their

results represent negligible investment opportunities due to availability (short positions)
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and trading frictions. For instance, Chan (2003), who used a random 25% of US common

stocks on the CRSP database, noted that most of his observed news/momentum effect

was on the downside of smaller, less liquid stocks and found that the news-related return

patterns diminished (but remained significant) when accounting for liquidity. To account

for such effects, Fang and Peress (2009) used all stocks listed on the NYSE which “con-

tains mainly large stocks” and 500 randomly selected NASDAQ stocks, and excluded

stocks with a price below $5. Even within this relatively restricted sample of assets, Fang

and Peress cited bid-ask bounce as a having a potentially significant impact on their re-

sults and conducted additional robustness checks to ensure this wasn’t the case. Hillert,

Jacobs, and Mueller (2014) used all stocks in the CRSP database (with news) listed on

NYSE, AMEX, or NASDAQ with prices above $5, and further excluded stocks below the

first (lowest) NYSE size decile.

Uhl (2014), Yang, Mo, and Liu (2015) and Kroujiline et al. (2016), Uhl, Pedersen, and

Malitius (2015) and Smales (2016) presented news-based market-timing strategies based

on the DJIA, SPY, the MSCI WEI, and SPX, respectively. While instruments for these in-

dices (and shares for the case of SPY) are readily accessible and highly liquid, single-asset

market-timing strategies are a seemingly risky proposition for many portfolio managers

and investors; at any one time, all invested wealth fluctuates with the rise and fall of

a single security and an assessment of the portfolio manager’s skill is easily distilled

down to in-or-out decision-making ability. Wei et al.’s (2017) analysis included all stocks

listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange and is therefore likely to contain many small and

infrequently traded assets. Additionally, a strategy’s performance as documented in the

Taiwanese stock market may yield very different results when employed in London or

the US.

The inclusion or exclusion of transaction costs and slippage, whether by fees or price im-

pact, may also affect the realism of a strategy’s reported performance. For example, Tet-

lock (2007) and Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy (2008) found that their strate-

gies would no longer be profitable once round-trip transaction costs exceeded 4.4 and 8

bp respectively. These are both daily strategies, and all else-equal, transaction costs be-

come less important as rebalancing frequency decreases. However, transaction costs may

still have an appreciable impact on the performance of strategies which rebalance less fre-

quently, particularly those holding a large number of securities and rebalancing all posi-

tions upon each investment (such as equal-weighted portfolios). Chan (2003) noted that

his equal-weighted strategy which rebalanced monthly would be economically costly

in practice and presented the results of a more feasible strategy based on buy-and-hold

returns. Fang and Peress (2009) and Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller (2014) also tested equal-

weighted strategies rebalanced monthly, but did not present buy-and-hold alternatives.
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Since the approximate number of positions taken each month is not stated within these

studies, it is difficult to estimate the relative economic impact of rebalancing costs be-

tween them.

Sinha (2016) and Heston and Sinha (2017) employ equal-weighted strategies with weekly

rebalancing and a 13 week holding period. Considering their large and indiscriminate

sample, this rate of rebalancing would likely result in significant transaction costs for

the documented strategy. The strategy proposed by Uhl, Pedersen, and Malitius (2015)

did not use a predefined trade frequency, but averaged eight trades per year over the

sample period and included a per-trade transaction cost of 0.75%. Kroujiline et al. (2016)

tested a forecast-based strategy with an average holding period of 45 and 8 business

days over the two test periods included, and included a transaction cost drag of 0.8%

per annum. Yang, Mo, and Liu (2015) and Smales (2016) also tested strategies with on-

condition trade frequencies, which averaged 20 and 22 trades per year over the sample

period, respectively. Yang, Mo, and Liu included a per-trade transaction cost based on

the historical bid-ask spread and a brokerage fee, but did not provide any details as to

the magnitude of these costs. Uhl (2014) and Wei et al. (2017) tested strategies with a

one-month holding period between trades and did not include transaction costs. As the

strategies tested by Uhl (2014) and Smales (2016) only relied on a single long or short

position each trade, transaction costs represent much less of a potential issue compared

to the other strategies discussed.

An important measure of the true economic size of an effect is the maximum dollar capac-

ity of a strategy designed to exploit it. An upper bound for this value can be determined

by the total traded volume of the securities held by the strategy. This can be reported as

an average daily volume or the returns generated by a rolling portfolio that is assumed to

have invested in the historical traded volume at each rebalance (see Vanstone and Hahn,

2017). Another approach is to estimate the dollar value trade volume that would lead

to a price impact equal to the strategy’s estimated alpha. This is the approach taken by

Fang and Peress (2009), who provide the only estimate of strategy depth out of the stud-

ies examined. They found that the average daily trading volume of the stocks in their

media portfolio had an average trading volume of about $2 million and using the Ami-

hud (2002) illiquidity ratio, estimated that it would take a trade of approximately $0.61

million over a single day to eliminate the strategy’s alpha.

The performance of the strategies presented in the examined literature have been re-

ported in a number of different ways but have generally considered measures of aver-

age return (often in addition to those in excess of some benchmark) and risk exposure.

Fang and Peress (2009) and Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller (2014) reported average monthly

returns using the overlapping portfolio approach of Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) with
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rolling monthly windows, which shows the average return in calendar time of imple-

menting such a strategy. Chan (2003) also used the Jegadeesh and Titman portfolio ap-

proach but reports summed, instead of average returns, which shows how a strategy

performs over time. Sinha (2016) used weekly average returns for overlapping and non-

overlapping positions.

The latter corresponds to the average weekly return of each trade, for each week in the

holding period, and is the primary reporting method used by Heston and Sinha (2017).

Sinha (2016) also presented the cumulative portfolio return over the sample period, i.e.

the strategy’s equity curve. Smales (2016) reported the average forward return of differ-

ent holding periods following the strategy entry signal, using bootstrapping with 10,000

resamples. Wei et al. (2017) presented average monthly portfolio return, which, given the

way the strategy is described, also corresponds to the average return of each trade. Uhl

(2014) and Uhl, Pedersen, and Malitius (2015) reported total return and average per an-

num return, while Yang, Mo, and Liu (2015) and Kroujiline et al. (2016) reported average

per annum return.

Risk exposure is generally reported by either regressing strategy returns against common

risk factors, by subtracting the return of portfolios matched on the basis of those risk fac-

tors (benchmark adjustments), or through portfolio intrinsic measures such as volatility

and average return per unit of variance. Chan (2003), Fang and Peress (2009), Hillert, Ja-

cobs, and Mueller (2014), and Sinha (2016) regressed portfolio time series returns on the

market (CAPM) model, Fama and French (1993) three-factor model, and Carhart (1997)

four-factor models. Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller (2014) also regressed returns on a six-

factor model which included the Carhart four-factor model with additional factors for

short-term and long-term reversal, while Fang and Peress (2009) regressed against the

Pástor and Stambaugh (2003) liquidity factor model. Kroujiline et al. (2016) regressed on

the CAPM.

To account for the possibility that the documented strategy has nonlinear risk exposures

which aren’t captured by the linear factor models, various authors also report benchmark

adjustments. This involves constructing portfolios matched on the basis of the speci-

fied risk factors and subtracting the returns contemporaneously generated by the risk-

matched portfolio from the strategy portfolio. Chan (2003) used size and B/M bench-

marks, Heston and Sinha (2017) used 26-week momentum and size benchmarks, Fang

and Peress (2009) used Daniel, Grinblatt, et al. (1997) (DGTW) benchmarks, and Hillert,

Jacobs, and Mueller (2014) used size, B/M, turnover, industry and DGTW benchmarks.

Uhl (2014), Uhl, Pedersen, and Malitius (2015), Yang, Mo, and Liu (2015), Smales (2016),

and Kroujiline et al. (2016) rely on binary (in-out or long-short) strategies with market-
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based instruments and so rely more on portfolio metrics than factor models. Uhl (2014)

reported market-excess return and Sharpe ratio; Uhl, Pedersen, and Malitius (2015) re-

ported market excess return, volatility, maximum drawdown, tracking error and Sharpe

ratio; Kroujiline et al. (2016) reported Sharpe and Sortino ratios, volatility, 5% monthly

VaR, and maximum monthly drawdown, and Yang, Mo, and Liu (2015) reported volatil-

ity and Sharpe ratio. Smales (2016) reported the coefficient of variation associated with

the bootstrapped mean forward return. Wei et al. (2017) did not report on risk expo-

sure.

In addition to the liquidity and frequency of trade issues already discussed, another con-

sideration concerning position availability is whether certain simulated portfolio posi-

tions could have been taken at all. An obvious case of this kind is the short sale con-

straints enforced during the global financial crisis (discussed by Boulton and Braga-

Alves, 2010; Yerkes, 2011, and many others). Of the strategies discussed, those of Hillert,

Jacobs, and Mueller (2014), Sinha (2016), and Heston and Sinha (2017) relied on the short-

sale of individual stocks during the GFC. Sinha (2016) addressed this by issue by present-

ing additional results with the GFC dates removed from the sample. Hillert, Jacobs, and

Mueller (2014) did not address the GFC directly, but did document portfolio performance

individually for each year in the sample. Heston and Sinha (2017) did not include subpe-

riod results or corrections.

Out of the surveyed literature, the portfolio analysis results of Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller

(2014) are likely to represent the most realistic indication of how a fund manager follow-

ing the strategy may have performed over the sample period. This is largely due to the

investable universe being the strictest in terms of the size and price cut-offs, which sug-

gests that the small cap effect is not as significant as may be the case in the other studies.

However, there are still other factors that obscure the realisable performance of the strat-

egy and limit the applicability to fund managers.

Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller’s (2014) strategy assumes rebalancing of one sixth of all

stocks within the portfolio (one of six overlapping portfolios) each month. For the base-

line analysis, this is 12% of all stocks within their investable universe at the time of rebal-

ancing. It is not clear how many stocks on average this equates to each month, but given

their relatively large sample of stocks for the period (7,815 firms between 1989 and 2010)

trading costs could potentially have an appreciable effect on realisable returns. And, as

the emphasis of the study was on the determinants of momentum and not necessarily on

strategy performance, common portfolio evaluation metrics such as those presented in

the more practitioner-focused studies (see Uhl, 2014; Uhl, Pedersen, and Malitius, 2015;

Kroujiline et al., 2016) were not presented.
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Another potential source of imprecision arises from delistment returns. Shumway (1997)

documented an upward delisting return bias in CRSP’s NYSE and AMEX data due to

missing returns for many stocks delisted as a result of poor performance. Shumway

and Warther (1999) further reported that the bias in the CRSP data is 4.7 times larger for

NASDAQ stocks than that documented by Shumway (1997). Chan (2003) included only

delisted firms for which the dataset included delistment returns, while Fang and Peress

(2009) explicitly accounted for delistment bias in their robustness tests. Hillert, Jacobs,

and Mueller (2014) did not comment on delistment returns or corrections, so it is unclear

what effect it may have had on results. However, as their test sample excluded stocks be-

low certain size break points, and delistment bias in CRSP data is most significant within

the smallest NASDAQ stocks (Shumway and Warther, 1999), the effect of delistment bias

may have been significantly mitigated. Neither Sinha (2016) or Heston and Sinha (2017)

comment on delistment returns or corrections.

Importantly, none of the multi-investment strategies discussed above (i.e. those not trad-

ing a single index) have been benchmarked within a well known index such as the S&P

500. As discussed by Vanstone and Hahn (2017), S&P indices offer a clearly defined and

highly investable strata with well-understood characteristics that appeal to fund man-

agers. Testing within such indices therefore provides a useful benchmark for portfolio

managers who prioritise liquidity and investability. This also minimises, as far as is rea-

sonably practicable, the documented performance that can be attributed to market fric-

tions and eliminates survivorship bias. Since equities within major indices attract a large

number of institutional investors (Cao, Han, and Wang, 2017), and institutions tend to

trade extremely early in the news cycle (Tetlock, 2011; Hendershott, Livdan, and Schuer-

hoff, 2015), testing within an index is likely to be a more difficult test for news-based

strategies. Tables 2.5 and 2.6 summarise the features of selected news-based trading

strategies.

Table 2.5: Summary of Selected News-Based Trading Strategies

Author Investable Universe Per-Trade

Investment

Testing Period

Wei et al.

(2017)

All firms on Taiwan

stock exchange

Quintile of quintile Jan2003 - Dec2012

Heston and

Sinha (2017)

All CRSP US

common stocks

Top and bottom

decile

Jan2003 - Jan2011

Kroujiline et

al. (2016)

SPY SPY 2003 - 2016

Continued on next page
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Table 2.5: Summary of Selected News-Based Trading Strategies (continued)

Author Investable Universe Per-Trade

Investment

Testing Period

Smales (2016) SPX SPX Jan2010 - Dec2012

Sinha (2016) All CRSP US

common stocks

Top and bottom

decile

Jan2003 - Jan2011

Uhl et al.

(2015)

MSCI WEI, 2-5yr US

Government bonds

Either MSCI WEI or

Government bonds

Aug2004 - Dec2003

Yang et al.

(2015)

SPY SPY Jul2012 - Oct2014

Uhl (2014) DJIA DJIA Jan2010 - Dec2010

Hillert et al.

(2014)

NYSE, AMEX and

NASDAQ common

stocks above bottom

NYSE size decile and

stock price > $5 at

the end of the

formation period.

Top (bottom) media

coverage decile and

top (bottom) return

tercile

Jan1989 - Dec2010

Fang and

Peress (2009)

All NYSE common

stocks and 500

randomly selected

NASDAQ stocks,

with prices > $5

Top and bottom

media coverage

terciles

Jan1993 - Dec2000

Chan (2003) Random 25% of all

CRSP US common

stocks, additional

analysis only prices

> $5

Top and bottom

return tercile of all

stocks with news

(that month)

Jan1989 - Dec2000
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Table 2.6: Summary of Selected News-Based Trading Strategies

Author Rebalancing

Frequency

Holding Period Performance Metric Risk Measure

Wei et al.

(2017)

1 month 1 month Average trade return —

Heston and

Sinha (2017)

1 week 13 weeks Average weekly portfolio return Momentum- and size-corrected

Kroujiline et

al. (2016)

Variable Variable: averaged

45 and 8 trading

days in two tests

Mean yearly return, alpha, Sharpe

ratio, Sortino ratio

CAPM, volatility, 5% monthly

VaR, maximum drawdown

Smales (2016) Variable: 15 to 28

time/year in test

1, 5, 10, 60, 250 days Bootstrapped average trade return Coefficient of variation

Sinha (2016) 1 week 13 weeks Average weekly trade return,

average weekly portfolio return,

total portfolio return

CAPM, FF3, FFC4 regressions

Uhl et al.

(2015)

Variable: averaged 8

times/year in test

Variable Total return, average annual

return, Sharpe ratio, tracking error,

information ratio

Volatility, maximum drawdown

Yang et al.

(2015)

Variable: averaged

20 times/year in test

Variable Average annual return, Sharpe

ratio

Volatility

Continued on next page
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Table 2.6: Summary of Selected News-Based Trading Strategies (continued)

Author Rebalancing

Frequency

Holding Period Performance Metric Risk Measure

Uhl (2014) Monthly 1 month Total return, total excess return,

average annual return, Sharpe

ratio

—

Hillert et al.

(2014)

1 month 6 months Average monthly return CAPM, FF3, FFC4, 6F regressions;

Size, B/M, turnover, industry and

DGTW benchmark adjustment

Fang and

Peress (2009)

1 month 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12

months

Average monthly return CAPM, FF3, FFC4, FFC4+PSL

regressions; DGTW benchmark

adjustment

Chan (2003) 1 month 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 24 and

36 months

Average monthly return, average

cumulative monthly trade return

CAPM, FF3, FFC4 regressions;

size, B/M benchmark adjustments

Note: FF3 refers to the Fama and French (1993) model, FFC4 refers to the Carhart (1997) model, PSL refers to the Pastor and Stambough (2003) liquidity

factor, DGTW refers to the original adjustment in Daniel et al. (1997) and 6F refers to a model augmented with factors for short-term and long-term

reversal.
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2.4.3 Aggregate Variable Construction

Most approaches to econometric testing in the news analytics literature make use of vari-

ables constructed from the information contained within multiple news items. This step

is important to consider, as it embeds potentially significant assumptions about the way

investors respond to news. Most aggregate variables used in the literature make use of

some measure of news tone aggregated over the relevant formation period. If individ-

ual items (documents, words or sentences) are scored prior to variable formation, typical

measures take the form

Pos = ∑N
i (Ipos × Spos)

N

Neg =
∑N

i (Ineg × Sneg)

N
Polarity = Pos− Neg

or

= Neg− Pos

Where Ipos (Ineg) is an indicator variable which takes a value of 1 if the item is classified

as positive (negative) and zero otherwise, and Spos (Sneg) is the positive (negative) score

of each document or word.

It is often the case that items are classified categorically as either positive or negative

rather than scored, so that the above measures simply reduce to the fraction of positive

items, the fraction of negative items, and the difference between them, respectively. For

formation periods exceeding one day, these measures are often computed daily before

being averaged or summed over the entire formation period. It is also common for each

document to be weighted by some measure of relative importance such as story relevance

(Shi, Ho, and Liu, 2016), firm market capitalisation (Smales, 2015[b]), or document size

(Calomiris and Mamaysky, 2019).

The commonly used measures described above are invariant to any temporal aspects

of the news flow over the aggregation period, as information pertaining to the order,

dispersion, and recency of the news stories is lost through averaging. This is likely to

be inconsequential for the daily formation periods typically studied, but may carry more

weight over longer formation periods. In this sense, news aggregation techniques may be

thought of in terms of a bias-variance trade-off. Daily measures of news flow tend to be

extremely noisy with respect to low-frequency formation periods, temporal aggregation

can therefore go a long way in extracting the underlying signal of interest (Uhl, Pedersen,

and Malitius, 2015). However, for formation periods spanning a number of months, it

would be surprising if the temporal characteristics of the news flow, such as the relative
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recency of periods of particularly good or bad news exposure, had no bearing on market

behaviour.

For certain analyses, vector autoregressive (VAR) models with multiple lags and joint

significance tests can go some way to alleviate aggregation bias, in that they reduce the

temporal invariance from the entire formation period to the length of each lag and cap-

ture the linear dynamics between lags. Another approach is to weight sentiment scores

by some decaying function of time when aggregating (Sadik, Date, and Mitra, 2019[b]).

Other studies explicitly use changes in temporal characteristics, such as sentiment spikes,

momentum, and trend changes, as news events.

The common sentiment or tone measures presented above do not account for the total

number of stories being considered in each aggregate, which has been shown to be im-

portant for both return, volume and volatility estimates (Ferguson et al., 2015; Mitchell

and Mulherin, 1994; Tetlock, 2010). This information (referred to as news volume, at-

tention, or coverage) can be incorporated into analyses a variety of ways, and is usually

applied as a separate variable or by weighting the sentiment measures defined above.

When measured as a separate variable, the joint effect of news volume with other com-

ponents of news (such as tone) can be examined explicitly (with the exception of nonpara-

metric models). This is usually performed by including interaction terms in the relevant

regressions or by conditioning assets on their relative news volume either before or after

conditioning on other news variables.

In the case of incorporating news volume into measures of sentiment, different ap-

proaches will provide more or less weight to the item count. Antweiler and Frank (2004)

discuss this issue when constructing their measure of ‘bullishness’ from online message

boards and present three alternative specifications. The first takes into account the ra-

tio of positive messages minus the ratio of negative messages, but disregards the total

number of messages. This is equivalent to Polarity as defined above. Their second mea-

sure considers the log of the ratio of positive to negative messages and is approximately

equal to Polarity scaled by the log of the total number of messages. The third measure

is the number of positive messages minus the number of messages. This is equal to

Polarity scaled by the total number of messages and is more sensitive to the total number

of messages than the second measure. Antweiler and Frank found that although their

key results could be produced using each of the specifications, the performance of each

measure was different.

An additional variable construction practice which has been found to be effective in the

small number of studies in which it is applied is the use of residual news scores. This is

similar to the more common practice of standardizing the observed news variable with
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respect to some rolling window (such as previous 12 months), but also accounts for firm

specific characteristics that may explain the average news tone and coverage of the firm.

This ensures that the news-based variables used for analysis are not proxies for firm size,

sector, index membership or other determinants of news exposure.

2.5 Literature Scoping and Bibliometric Analysis

To establish a baseline citation corpus, a systematic search was performed on the Clari-

vate Analytics Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) from 1900 to August 2020 using the

Web of Science platform5. (Note that all citation counts, unless specified otherwise, are as

of August 2020). The SSCI was queried for all peer-reviewed articles with titles, abstracts

and keywords fulfilling any one, or combination of, the following search criteria:

TS = ( ( (sentiment OR tone OR analytics) AND (news OR media) ) AND (

(stock OR market ) AND (volatility OR risk) ) )

TS = ( ( ( (language OR linguistic) AND (content OR tone OR positive OR

negative) ) AND (news OR media) ) AND ((stock OR market) AND (volatil-

ity OR risk) ) )

TS = ( ( ( (language OR linguistic) AND (content OR tone OR positive OR

negative) ) AND (news OR media) ) AND (“stock market" OR “stock return*"

OR “stock price" OR volatility ) )

TS = ( ( (sentiment OR tone OR analytics) AND (news OR media) ) AND

(“stock market" OR “stock return*" OR “stock price" OR volatility) )

TS = ( (news OR media) AND (sentiment OR tone OR analytics) AND “trad-

ing strategy") )

This returned 542 items, to which an additional 10 items (Leinweber and Sisk, 2011;

Chan, 2003; Ferguson et al., 2015; Wüthrich et al., 1998; Sinha, 2016; Mitra, Mitra, and

Dibartolomeo, 2009; Kothari, Li, and Short, 2009; Yang, Mo, and Liu, 2015; Tetlock, 2010;

Manela and Moreira, 2017) were added from other sources, such as Google Scholar. Be-

fore discussing the filtering process used to narrow down the resulting corpus to a subset

of items for individual full-text review, it is instructive to briefly examine some aspects

of the unrefined sample.

5The citation search and review was conducted at two different points in time—the primary
search from 1900-2018, coinciding with confirmation of candidature and publication submis-
sion, and an update from 2018 to August 2020. Due to minor changes in database export
formatting and major changes in the bibliometrix software used, updating certain bibliomet-
ric graphs was found to be a non-trivial exercise. As a result, some bibliometric figures are
based on the primary citation analysis (late 2017 - early 2018) and are labelled as such.
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2.5.1 Literature Growth and Historiographic Analysis

With the increasing pervasiveness of internet platforms, extensive digitisation of text me-

dia and rapid improvements in the technologies used to access, store and process un-

structured data, text analytics and the subfield of sentiment analysis have experienced

increasing growth and attention over the last decade. A simple reflection of this is cap-

tured by the search rate of the term ‘sentiment analysis’ since 2004, illustrated in Figure

2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Search interest of the term ‘sentiment analysis’ through from January 2004 to
December 2017, relative to the peak popularity of the term over the given date
range. Data source: Google Trends (www.google.com/trends).

Interestingly, there has been comparable growth in academic interest regarding the

domain-specific use of news analytics and news sentiment in finance. The annual pro-

duction of peer-reviewed articles returned by the above citation search is shown in Figure

2.4.

While several works exist in the late 90’s and early 2000’s, it can be seen that academic

interest starts to pick up from around 2008-2009 onwards, which is consistent with Tet-

lock’s Journal of Finance paper released in 2007 being the first influential work in the field,

followed the year after by Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy (2008). Starting in

approximately 2003, Thomson Reuters undertook a technological overhaul of their news

process, resulting in a significant increase in the depth, breadth and meta-data content of

their news feed commencing from operational deployment of the system in 2006 onward

(Leinweber and Sisk, 2011). TRNA was subsequently released by 2009 and data began to

emerge in the academic literature in 2011 with Groß-Klußmann and Hautsch (2011) and

Leinweber and Sisk (2011). This coincided with the emergence of other proprietary news

analytics data streams such as RavenPack and their appearance in the literature Mitra,
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Figure 2.4: Number of peer-reviewed articles in topics related to the study of
news analytics in equity markets, from January 1993 to December
2017. Data source: Social Science Citation Index via Web of Science
(www.webofknowledge.com).

Mitra, and Dibartolomeo (2009). As demonstrated in Table 2.2, these systems only ap-

pear to have grown in popularity with the academic community since their emergence,

and form the basis for a large portion of the extant news analytics literature.

Although this database search was designed to capture news-based studies, there is evi-

dently spillover from the UGC literature; not only in the results returned but for interest

in the field more generally. Early works using data obtained from Yahoo! Finance mes-

sage boards (Antweiler and Frank, 2004; Das and Chen, 2007) garnered significant inter-

est in the use of automated content analysis and set the stage for the use of data from more

mainstream UGC platforms as they grew in popularity. Twitter, having been launched

in July 2006 became one such platform, and reached the finance literature with the work

of (Bollen, Mao, and Zeng, 2011) (819 citations at the time of writing). Twitter has now

become the primary data source for UGC-based sentiment analytics in finance and is the

basis for a number of proprietary data streams such as PsychSignal and MarketPsych.

This brief retrospective assessment is loosely supported by an algorithmic historio-

graphic analysis (Garfield, Pudovkin, and Istomin, 2003; Garfield, 2004). The historio-

graph illustrated in Figure 2.5 shows a chronological mapping of the 15 most internally-

cited articles occurring within the unfiltered database result, the size of each node is pro-

portional to the number of internal citations for that article. The key to the historiograph

is shown in Table 2.7, along with local and total citation counts.

The historiograph includes one article based on sentiment extraction from message board

postings (Das and Chen, 2007) and one using Twitter (Sprenger et al., 2014), indicating the
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Figure 2.5: Historiograph of the 15 most internally-cited articles in citation corpus. Figure
generated in R using the Bibliometrix package (Aria and Cuccurullo, 2017)

Table 2.7: Citation Key for Figure 2.5

key Label Year LCS GCS

1998-1 Barberis, Shleifer, and Vishny (1998) 1998 62 1521
2003-1 Chan (2003) 2003 77 334
2005-1 Brown and Cliff (2005) 2005 45 365
2006-1 Kumar and Lee (2006) 2006 29 418
2007-1 Das and Chen (2007) 2007 79 418
2007-2 Tetlock (2007) 2007 237 1091
2008-1 Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy (2008) 2008 147 651
2009-1 Fang and Peress (2009) 2009 89 476
2011-1 Tetlock (2011) 2011 33 148
2011-2 Groß-Klußmann and Hautsch (2011) 2011 42 107
2012-1 Schumaker, Zhang, et al. (2012) 2012 31 121
2012-2 Dougal et al. (2012) 2012 35 127
2013-1 Garcia (2013) 2013 73 217
2013-2 Yu, Duan, and Cao (2013) 2013 26 167
2014-1 Sprenger et al. (2014) 2014 38 136

spillover of UGC alluded to above. The historiograph also includes two papers (Brown

and Cliff, 2005; Kumar and Lee, 2006) from the subset of empirical investor sentiment
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research that has made use of non-textual proxies for sentiment. This branch of the liter-

ature arose only prominently just before the use of textual analysis in finance gained trac-

tion, and is itself motivated in large part by theoretical treatments of market efficiency in

the context of behavioural finance (such as Barberis, Shleifer, and Vishny, 1998, shown).

Although most such citations (correctly) weren’t captured by the news-focused search,

we can test their influence on the evolution of news sentiment literature by including a

few of the major theoretical behavioural finance/noise trader articles (such as those cited

in the motivation section of this document) to the chronological mapping of the citation

list.
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Figure 2.6: Historiograph of the 100 most internally-cited articles in citation corpus with
addition of selected behavioural finance/noise trader works. Figure gener-
ated in R using the Bibliometrix package (Aria and Cuccurullo, 2017)

Figure 2.6 shows a historiograph of the top 100 internally-cited articles returned from

the database search, with the addition of DeLong et al. (1990), Daniel, Hirshleifer, and

Subrahmanyam (1998), and Hong and Stein (1999). From Figure 2.6 we can see that

the news-sentiment literature has evolved out of these earlier components of the finance

literature and was not born entirely from technological development and the ‘big data’

explosion.

The themes attributed to the growth of the literature also align with the keyword oc-

currences of the citation list. We calculated the frequency of keywords specified by the

authors and the KeyWords Plus terms attributed to each study across all items in the cita-
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tion list. KeyWords Plus are association terms assigned by Web of Science, they are the

result of algorithmic subject indexing of citations and reflect the most-commonly recur-

ring words and phrases appearing in the titles of cited papers. Table 2.8 includes the 20

highest occurring keywords and their respective frequencies. Here we can see that social

media and Twitter are commonly mentioned themes across the literature, highlighting

their role in energising text-based sentiment studies in finance. Similarly, terms relating

to predictive analytics, such as machine learning, big data and prediction, also feature

regularly within the corpus. The prominence of investor sentiment, behavioural finance,

information and noise related topic matter again points to the broader fields of finance

from which the news sentiment literature has emerged.

Table 2.8: Keyword frequency across citation search publications

Author Keywords Frequency Keywords Plus Frequency

Investor sentiment 62 Investor sentiment 153
Sentiment 53 News 151
Sentiment analysis 51 Sentiment 120
Social media 48 Returns 113
Stock market 38 Risk 113
News sentiment 32 Information 104
Stock returns 27 Media 98
Twitter 25 Volatility 89
Text mining 21 Market 84
News 20 Cross-section 83
Textual analysis 19 Impact 83
Volatility 18 Prices 56
Analysis 17 Noise 53
Event study 16 Stock returns 52
Big data 15 Model 49
Predictability 14 Information-content 47
Prediction 14 Behavior 43
Stock 14 Attention 41
Machine learning 13 Markets 41
Media coverage 12 Stock 39

Core Features of Citation Corpus

Table 2.9 includes the top ten most cited publications from the corpus with their total

citations and citations per year. Unsurprisingly, there is complete overlap with the most

internally cited publications included in Figure 2.5. The top ten most relevant journals

for the field, in terms of the number of publications in the corpus, are provided in Table
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Table 2.9: Most-Cited Articles - Full Sample

Paper Citations Citations/Year

Barberis N, 1998, J Financ Econ 1521 66.1
Tetlock Pc, 2007, J Financ 1091 77.9
Tetlock Pc, 2008, J Financ 651 50.1
Fang L, 2009, J Financ 476 39.7
Das Sr, 2007, Manage Sci 418 29.9
Kumar A, 2006, J Financ 418 27.9
Brown Gw, 2005, J Bus 365 22.8
Barberis N, 2005, J Financ Econ 335 20.9
Chan Ws, 2003, J Financ Econ 334 18.6
Kothari Sp, 2009, Account Rev 295 24.6

2.10, while the most productive countries are shown in Figure 2.7 with their associated

number of single-country and multiple-country publications. Based on these statistics,

Australia is seen to be a surprisingly relevant source of research for the field. This is

supported by Pacific Basin Finance Journal and Accounting and Finance appearing among

the most relevant sources.

Table 2.10: Most Relevant Sources - Full Sample

Source Article

Journal of Behavioral Finance 19
Journal of Banking & Finance 17
Journal of Financial Economics 17
International Review of Financial Analysis 14
Pacific-Basin Finance Journal 13
Decision Support Systems 12
Emerging Markets Finance and Trade 12
Finance Research Letters 12
Physica A-Statistical Mechanics and its Applications 12
Accounting and Finance 9

Figure 2.8 shows a thematic map of the unfiltered citation corpus, based on co-occurrence

of WoS keywords (Callon, Courtial, and Laville, 1991; Börner, Chen, and Boyack, 2003).

Each theme reflects a keyword cluster derived from application of Louvain’s algorithm

(Blondel et al., 2008) to the co-occurrence network. Each cluster is positioned by centrality

and density as per Cobo et al. (2011). The centrality of a cluster measures the degree of

interaction of a network with other networks and can be understood as the importance

of a theme in the development of the entire research field. Degree measures the internal
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Figure 2.7: Bar chart of the 10 most productive countries in citation corpus by number of
publications

strength of the network, and can be understood as a measure of the theme’s develop-

ment.

Representing themes in centrality-density space allows categorisation according to the

quadrant in which they are placed (Cahlik, 2000; Coulter, Monarch, and Konda, 1998), to

paraphrase Cobo et al. (2011):

• Motor themes (upper-right): Well developed and important for the structuring of a

research field.

• Basic and transversal themes (lower-right): Important for the research field but rela-

tively undeveloped.

• Emerging or declining themes (lower-left): Low-density and low-centrality may rep-

resent either emerging or disappearing themes.

• Highly developed and isolated themes (upper-left): Well developed internal ties but

weak external ties, reflecting themes that are specialised and peripheral in charac-

ter.

We used a simple rule to estimate theme membership of corpus items—if an item has

three or more keywords in common with the keyword cluster representing the theme,
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Figure 2.8: Thematic map of citation corpus via WoS KeyWord Plus co-occurrence net-
works.

we say it is linked to that theme6. By looking at the titles and abstracts of the 20 or

so most heavily cited papers belonging to each theme and the corresponding keywords

used, we were able to get some intuition into the relevant features of the field.

Approximately 45% and 76% of the corpus respectively are associated with clusters one

(“Investor sentiment”) and two (“News”); the largest themes. Cluster one, the most cen-

tral and least-dense theme, mainly reflects broad aspects of empirical and behavioural

finance, while cluster two, with medium centrality and relatively low density, captures

associations relevant to particular sources of information and their processing. Cluster

3 (“Information”) has both high centrality and high density, captured here are the sur-

vey and review items, specific methods for textual analysis, and papers associated with

corporate governance. It is related to 10% of corpus items. Cluster 4 (“Impact”) cap-

tures studies concerned with the impacts of social media and communication networks

not directly associated with stock returns, such as business and branding, sales, product-

level performance, and consumer response. 7% of the corpus are associated with this

theme. Cluster 5 (“Model”), linked to 7% of the corpus, reflects themes related to vari-

6Three was chosen after trying several different values, as it provides a reasonable balance of
distinguishing between themes while retaining members within the smallest themes.
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ance, volatility forecasting, implied volatility, market risk and investor uncertainty. The

top 20 keywords within each them are listed in Table 2.11 with their respective frequen-

cies.

Table 2.11: Keyword Clusters

Cluster

5. Impact 3. Information 1. Investor
Sentiment

4. Model 2. News

Word (freq.) Word (freq.) Word (freq.) Word (freq.) Word (freq.)

Impact (83) Information (104)
Investor-
Sentiment (153) Model (49) News (151)

Firms (14)
Stock-
Market (22) Risk (114)

Bad-
News (18) Sentiment (120)

Dynamics (14) Management (17) Returns (113) Disclosure (18) Media (98)

Word-of-
Mouth (13)

Financial-
Markets (14) Market (85)

News-
Sentiment (13) Volatility (89)

Reviews (9)
Media-
Coverage (12)

Cross-
Section (83)

Time-
Series (12) Noise (53)

Sales (9) Language (10) Prices (56) Announcements (12)
Information-
Content (47)

Decision (9)
Trading-
Volume (10)

Stock-
Returns (52) Heteroskedasticity (9) Behavior (42)

Event (8) Policy (9) Markets (41) Variance (9) Attention (41)

Communication (7) Contagion (8) Liquidity (33) Gold (8) Stock (39)

Online (7) US (8) Performance (32) Overconfidence (8) Talk (35)

This table includes the top 10 most frequently occurring keywords for each of the thematic clusters
shown in Figure 2.8. Cluster labels correspond to the top keyword (first line in Figure 2.8) of each
cluster.

2.5.2 Filtering and Article Selection

To remove irrelevant items and establish a refined corpus subject to individual written

review, the 552 initial items were filtered by removing those that:

1. Did not make use of measures derived from financial news content.

2. Did not examine forward market movements at time horizons of at least one day.
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3. Did not empirically examine movement of market-based variables.

4. Only examined market responses surrounding earnings announcements.

5. Studied only a particular news event (case studies) or events (e.g. airline crashes)

or a particular type of stock (e.g. Islamic stocks).

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, the different categories of unstructured text sources used in

the finance literature to extract measures of sentiment and other text-based analytics dif-

fer from one another in terms of information content, authorship, availability, versatility

and audience. As such, there is no reason to believe that findings relating to one particu-

lar text source are generalisable to the others. As the focus of the current work is the use

of financial news analytics in the context of fund-style investment decisions, this review

is only concerned with those studies making use of financial news text, either by itself or

in combination with other sources; hence the first selection rule above. A similar line of

reasoning was also taken for the different temporal horizons used for analysis; intraday

responses to news items and the strategies used to exploit them, do not confidently tell

us anything about the behaviour of low-frequency dynamics operating over months and

years, if they exist at all. While this may also be true for studies at within-week hori-

zons, many of the seminal works and stylised facts regarding financial news sentiment

emanate from intraweek analyses. The temporal cut-off was therefore taken to be one

trading day; hence the second selection rule above.

Two exceptions were made to rule number one, for publications in which content-derived

measures were not used–Chan (2003) and Fang and Peress (2009)–as these studies have

been particularly influential in the low-frequency literature. Note that our database query

was designed to capture studies relating to the use of news media analytics in equity

markets, opposed to commodity or FX markets. While we have included non-equity

publications that pass the filtering criteria, our publication corpus is unlikely to be com-

prehensive with respect to such studies. These filtering criteria excluded a total of 234

items, leaving 75 items, exceptions included, for review.

2.5.3 Descriptive Statistics of Review Items

Annual Production

Figure 2.9 displays the number of review items published by year. In line with the sci-

entific production of the unfiltered corpus, the majority of review items were published

in the last five years (2015 - 2020). Figure 2.10 illustrates the annual productivity of the

review corpus by the number of total citations attributed to items published in each year.
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Despite the increase in publications in later years, the most significant publication years

remain 2007-2009.
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Figure 2.9: Number of review items published, by year.
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Figure 2.10: Number of total citations of review items, by year

Historiograph

The historiograph illustrated in Figure 2.11 shows a chronological mapping of the ten

most internally-cited review items, the size of each node is again proportional to the

number of internal citations for that article. The key to the historiograph is shown in

Table 2.12, along with local and total citation counts.

From the historiograph we can see that a number of the most prominent works in the

raw database have been retained, but the spillover from UGC-based studies, behavioural

finance, and non-textual investor sentiment has been removed. The earliest work of the
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Figure 2.11: Historiograph of the ten most internally-cited articles selected for review.
Figure generated in R using the Bibliometrix package (Aria and Cuccurullo,
2017).

Table 2.12: Citation Key for Figure 2.11

key Label Year LCS GCS

2003-1 Chan (2003) 2003 19 334
2007-1 Tetlock (2007) 2007 48 1091
2008-1 Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy (2008) 2008 34 651
2009-1 Fang and Peress (2009) 2009 18 476
2009-2 Kothari, Li, and Short (2009) 2009 6 295
2011-1 Tetlock (2011) 2011 10 148
2012-1 Dougal et al. (2012) 2012 8 127
2013-1 Garcia (2013) 2013 20 217
2014-1 Uhl (2014) 2014 5 30
2017-1 Heston and Sinha (2017) 2017 6 29

review items with significant impact is Chan’s (2003) study of news headlines and mo-

mentum. Chan’s analysis did not make use of textual sentiment but the incidence of

news – the sign of the news article was assumed from the sign of the return over the look

back period. It was still not until Tetlock (2007) that textual sentiment was introduced

into the wider finance literature. Tetlock’s (2007) paper most directly influenced Tetlock,

Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy (2008), Dougal et al. (2012), and Garcia (2013), although

it is referenced by all subsequent historiograph items with the exception of Kothari, Li,
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and Short (2009), whose paper does not reference any other review items. As the citation

linkages suggest, Tetlock (2011) is an amalgamation and extension of the major themes

within (Chan, 2003; Tetlock, 2007; Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy, 2008), in that

it is concerned with investor overreaction to uninformative news content at the firm-level.

Fang and Peress (2009) descends from the same three articles, but is most thematically

relevant to (Chan, 2003) in its focus on news volume (rather than content) and methodol-

ogy. Uhl (2014) was one of the earlier papers to aggregate firm-level TRNA sentiment to

forecast market returns, while Heston and Sinha (2017), extending the theme of Chan’s

(2003) study, apply TRNA at the firm-level with conditioning on weekly price momen-

tum. Each of these papers, along with the rest of the review items, are covered in more

detail in Section 2.6 and Tables 2.1 through 2.16.

Core Publications

Table 2.13: Most-Cited Articles - Filtered Sample

Paper Citations Citations/Year

Tetlock Pc, 2007, J Financ 1091 77.9
Tetlock Pc, 2008, J Financ 651 50.1
Fang L, 2009, J Financ 476 39.7
Chan Ws, 2003, J Financ Econ 334 18.6
Kothari Sp, 2009, Account Rev 295 24.6
Garcia D, 2013, J Financ 217 27.1
Yu Y, 2013, Decis Support Syst 167 20.9
Tetlock Pc, 2011, Rev Financ Stud 148 14.8
Dougal C, 2012, Rev Financ Stud 127 14.1
Hendershott T, 2015, J Financ Econ 68 11.3

Table 2.13 includes the ten most-cited items within the review corpus. There is a 50%

overlap with the unfiltered corpus, with the less relevant items being replaced. This

overlap between the raw and filtered corpus suggests that the initial citation parameters

were well calibrated for the current work, while the high overlap between Tables 2.13

(total citations) and 2.12 (local citations) points to the thematic consistency among the

review items being appropriately directed.

Most Productive Countries

Figure 2.12 illustrates the top ten most productive countries for the review corpus, in

terms of number of publications produced, including single-country and multiple coun-

try publications. Here, Australia and USA have the highest number of publications, fol-

lowed by China. Figure 2.13 depicts the corresponding country collaboration network,
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Figure 2.12: Bar chart of the 10 most relevant countries in review corpus by number of
publications

in which edges represent collaborations and node size is proportional to the number of
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Figure 2.13: Country collaboration network of review publications.
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Most Productive Authors

Figure 2.14 includes a timeline of the most productive authors, by number of publica-

tions, within the review corpus. Each point in the chart represents a publication year for

a given author, the size and transparency of which reflect the number of publications and

the citation rate of those publications, respectively. L.A. Smales (Australia) is the most

prolific author with a total of six publications between 2014 and 2016 within the sam-

ple. P.C. Tetlock has produced three very highly cited publications in the field but has

not been active in this area since 2011. G. Mitra’s contributions span the longest period

among these authors, from 2009 to 2020.
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Figure 2.14: Publication timeline of the ten most productive authors in review corpus.

Core Journals of Publications

The 75 review items were recorded by 50 different journals. Of these, 36 have only one

publication in the review corpus. Table 2.14 lists the top 10 journals of the review items

ranked by total citation count.

Keywords of Publications

The selection of review articles contained a total of 22 unique author keywords, of which

34 occurred more than once, and a total of 179 KeyWord Plus terms, of which 61 occurred

more than once. Other terms to capture the themes within the corpus were extracted

manually from the titles and abstracts of the publications. Whitespace was used to de-

fine the boundaries of words occurring in the title and abstract of each publication and
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Table 2.14: Core Journals of Review Publications

Journal Articles Citations

Journal of Finance 4 2435
Journal of Financial Economics 4 478
Accounting Review 1 295
Decision Support Systems 1 167
Journal of Behavioral Finance 4 50
Journal of Portfolio Management 2 50
Journal of Marketing Research 1 49
Pacific-Basin Finance Journal 3 46
North American Journal of Economics and Finance 2 45
Quantitative Finance 4 33

stop words and numbers were removed. Table 2.15 lists the top 20 author keywords, Key-

Words Plus, and manually extracted bigrams, ranked by the number of publications they

were associated with. Bigrams from the title and abstracts as, upon inspection, many of

the most common unigrams were parts of a two-word phrase in the original text.
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Table 2.15: Keyword frequency of review publications

Author Keywords Freq. Keywords Plus Freq. TI/AB Freq.

News sentiment 14 Investor sentiment 20 News sentiment 24
Sentiment 8 Returns 18 Stock market 24
News 6 Market 15 Stock returns 14
Textual analysis 6 Sentiment 15 Financial news 8
Investor sentiment 5 Media 14 Financial markets 7
Sentiment analysis 5 Risk 14 News articles 7
Stock market 5 Cross-section 13 Positive negative 7
Stock returns 5 Impact 13 Predictive power 7
Social media 4 Model 12 Implied volatility 6
Trading strategy 4 News 12 Market returns 6
G14 3 Prices 10 Sentiment analysis 6
Garch 3 Volatility 10 Social media 6
Implied volatility 3 Noise 9 Stock prices 6
News analytics 3 Information 8 Asset prices 5
Predictability 3 Talk 7 Dow jones 5
Vix 3 Information-content 6 Media coverage 5
Analysis 2 Attention 5 Predict stock 5
Behavioral finance 2 Behavior 5 Price movements 5
Efficiency 2 Earnings 5 Returns volatility 5
Financial news 2 Heteroskedasticity 5 Stock price 5

Note: G14 is the Journal of Economic Literature (JEL) topic code for “Information
and Market Efficiency", “Event Studies", and “Insider Trading".

2.6 Empirical Findings

2.6.1 Grouping of Empirical Findings

The purpose of this literature review is to determine the current state of research on the

use of news analytics for low-frequency investment decisions and the economic relevance

of the news data on the outcomes of these decisions. More specifically, we are interested

in the cross-sectional impacts of different firm-specific news environments and the degree

to which these can be exploited in the context of systematic portfolio management. As

portfolio management is fundamentally about balancing risk against performance, the

relationship between news information and expected return and risk is fundamental to

the current work.

A first-level grouping was applied on the basis of the investment or estimation hori-
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zon analysed within each publication, as this feature largely governs the relevance of a

given finding to the current work. Generally, any study in which the aggregation period

of news information was beyond one week was considered low-frequency while those

observing the market response to single items or single days worth of news were consid-

ered high-frequency. Most publications within the review corpus have tended to focus

on either expected return or risk, rather than both, and this feature was used as a second-

level grouping in which to review the literature and discuss findings. The findings of all

review items are summarised in Table 2.16.

2.6.2 High-frequency Findings

News and Expected Return

One of the earliest publications documenting automated analysis of news content for

the purpose of stock market prediction was that of Wüthrich et al. (1998). The authors

showed that statistical classifiers based on the occurrence of predefined phrases in online

news articles could be used to predict the direction of next-day market returns for a num-

ber of international indices. Nuij et al. (2014) found that trading signals derived from the

automated identification of news events at the firm level provide more predictive power

than common technical indicators.

Unlike earlier empirical analyses such as Niederhoffer (1971) and Wüthrich et al. (1998),

which sought to identify specific information events in news items and link them to re-

turns, Tetlock (2007) examined the non-informational influence of news media. Tetlock

(2007) hypothesized that news content could be used to measure investor sentiment. Tet-

lock used the frequency of negatively associated words in occurring in the popular Wall

Street Journal (WSJ) column Abreast of the market (AM) to construct a daily measure of

linguistic media tone, and tested whether this measure was related to the behaviour of

the DJIA through a simple vector autoregression (VAR) framework. Consistent with the

interpretation of media tone as a reflection of investor sentiment, Tetlock found that high

values of media pessimism were associated with lower same-day and next-day stock re-

turns, followed by a reversion to original prices within one week.

Dougal et al. (2012) built upon the conclusions of Tetlock (2007) by showing that the AM

column influenced short-run DJIA returns through market-exogenous content. Dougal

et al. (2012) demonstrated that accounting for the exogenous rotation of AM columnists

with different writing styles explained more than an additional 35% of next-day DJIA

returns, compared to that explained by common control measures. Further evidence

in support of Tetlock’s (2007) hypothesis are provided by Garcia (2013), who studied
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the positive and negative word content of two NYT columns from 1905 to 2005. Garcia

similarly found that media tone leads next-day DJIA returns, and the effect is partially,

but significantly, reversed over the following week. He also showed that the strength

of the relationship between media tone and market returns is time varying and is most

pronounced during economic hardship. Narayan and Bannigidadmath (2017) provided

some evidence suggesting that Garcia’s (2013) NYT news tone data predicts stock returns

across a range of international market indices.

A related analysis was conducted by Hanna, Turner, and Walker (2020), who studied

influence of FT news commentary on the UK blue-chip market from 1899 to 2010. They

found that the tone of the news commentary led next-day market returns throughout the

entire sample, but influenced trading volume only during bull markets.

Johnman, Vanstone, and Gepp (2018) examined the influence of news tone from the busi-

ness section of The Guardian on the FTSE 100 index from 2000 to 2016, and found that

news tone had no significant impact on market return. Kelly and Ahmad (2018) closely

followed Tetlock’s 2007 analysis and used sentiment derived from the WSJ AM column

and the Financial Times Lex column to predict next-day DJIA return using a VAR model.

Pyo and Kim (2019) found evidence of return predictability of the Korean stock market

(KOSPI) using sentiment derived from market-level news items.

In contrast to the market commentary studied by Tetlock (2007), Dougal et al. (2012),

and Garcia (2013), firm-specific news contains qualitative descriptions of value-relevant

events, corporate announcements, and economic releases. In one of the first studies to

investigate news content at the firm level, Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy’s

(2008) analysis of S&P 500 firms showed that the frequency of negative words embed-

ded within firm-level news provides significant explanatory power for future earnings

above and beyond more recent analysts’ forecasts and market price information. Tet-

lock, Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy (2008) demonstrated that the negative word con-

tent of newswires is negatively related to next-day abnormal returns. Leinweber and

Sisk (2011) confirmed a price response to firm-specific news tone qualitatively similar to

that documented by Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy (2008) among S&P 1500

constituents, and additionally found that post-news drift is more pronounced for novel

news items with extreme tone. Zhang, Härdle, et al. (2016) studied the sentiment of on-

line message boards, blogs and news items related to 100 S&P 500 constituents and found

that positive online sentiment is positively related to next-day returns, while negative

sentiment is related to returns with a lag of two days.

A number of studies have also confirmed such firm-level news effects in international

markets. Following the results of Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy (2008), Fer-
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guson et al. (2015) examined the separate and combined effects of the tone and volume of

firm-specific news on stock returns among FTSE100 constituents. They found that pos-

itive (negative) news tone positively (negatively) predicts next-day return, and that the

volume of news amplified these effects. Zhang, Song, et al. (2016) found that the returns

of Chinese stocks responded differently to news tone when mentioned in two different

online financial news columns. Khuu, Durand, and Smales (2016) showed that firm-level

news tone is positively contemporaneously related to stock returns on the Tokyo Stock

Exchange and that the strength of the relationship tends to decrease with firm size. Wang,

Chen, and Wei (2015) found that daily new coverage, news tone and stock returns in the

Taiwanese market, were dynamically related at the company level for up to five days.

Using a sample period from 1989-2010, Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller (2018) found that

increased journalist disagreement of firm-specific news articles is negatively related to

the cross-section of US stock returns. Minh et al. (2018) and Ahmed, Sriram, and Singh

(2020) used used firm-level news sentiment with advanced machine learning methods

to predict price movements of four and two US stocks, respectively. Both studies found

predictive power in the sentiment-based inputs.

Chan and Chong (2017) found that sentiment of online news articles and blogs were as-

sociated with daily closing prices of the Hang Seng Index up to five days in advance.

Li, Xie, et al. (2014) used the sentiment of firm-specific news items to predict the daily

return direction of Hang Seng Index constituents using SVM, and found that word sen-

timent increased prediction accuracy compared to using word frequency alone. Zhang,

Zhang, et al. (2018) and Zhou et al. (2020) demonstrate short-term price predictability of

Chinese stocks using multiple data types, including news content. Chen, Liao, and Hsieh

(2019) found next-day return predictability among four Taiwan 50 Index constituents us-

ing news sentiment. In a 2015-2018 study of ASX 20 Index constituents, Vanstone, Gepp,

and Harris (2019) provide evidence that news sentiment enhances forecasts of stock price,

but not direction, relative to price information alone.

In an analysis of 20 large non-financial US stocks, Ahmad et al. (2016) showed that the re-

lationship between news tone and firm-level stock returns passes through periods of sig-

nificance and non-significance, and that each episode of significance can be characterised

by either a transitory (short-term reversal) or lasting response of returns to news tone. Us-

ing aggregate measures of industry-specific news tone, Smales (2015[b]) showed that the

news-stock return relationship varies through time, across industries, is related to indus-

try beta, and, consistent with the findings of Garcia (2013), is responsive to wider investor

fear. Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller (2018) found that the influence of aggregate firm-level

journalist disagreement on US market returns is strengthened during recessions, support-

ing Garcia’s 2013 findings that used market-level commentary. Gan et al. (2020) showed
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that the influence of aggregate news sentiment on S&P 500 returns declined throughout

their 2011-2017 sample period, while the influence of UGC increased.

Together, the findings of Tetlock (2007) and Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy

(2008) demonstrated that simple and generalizable measures of news content can capture

both market-wide sentiment effects and information about firm fundamentals. Following

these studies a number of researchers have aggregated firm-level news data to produce

market-level measures of news tone which appear to be largely uncorrelated with other

proxies of investor sentiment (Chan, Durand, et al., 2017; Cahill, Wee, and Yang, 2017).

Allen, McAleer, and Singh (2017) studied the daily interaction between DJIA return and

aggregate news sentiment derived from the TRNA database. They found that aggregate

news sentiment is positively associated with daily market returns, and that this relation-

ship was strongest during the GFC. Yang, Song, et al. (2015) found that shocks and trends

in the aggregate tone of US financial news items are positively associated with S&P 500

returns for the following 4 and 10 days respectively. In a trading-focused analysis simi-

lar to Nuij et al. (2014), Yang, Mo, Liu, and Kirilenko (2017) found that indicators based

on the feedback between news and social media sentiment are able to predict S&P 500

returns more effectively than common technical indicators. Gan et al. (2020) and Griffith,

Najand, and Shen (2020) used TRMI aggregate sentiment indices in a VAR framework

to predict S$P 500 index returns, with both studies verifying some degree of predictive

efficacy of sentiment.

Counter-evidence for the news tone-stock price relationship is provided by Strauß,

Vliegenthart, and Verhoeven (2016). They found no consistent relationship between next-

day opening prices and either the tone or volume of news across their sample of 21 high

media coverage firms listed on the Amsterdam exchange. Hendershott, Livdan, and

Schuerhoff (2015) analysed the market response surrounding the arrival of news items

for 1667 NYSE firms and found that institutional trading predicts the occurrence, tone

and news-day return of firm-level news stories. This is consistent with the event studies

of Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy (2008) and Leinweber and Sisk (2011) which

show that the majority of the abnormal returns surrounding news occur in the days prior

to the news item being released. Hendershott, Livdan, and Schuerhoff’s (2015) results

are also consistent with the findings of Tetlock (2011), who showed that overreactions in

response to stale news are driven by individual investors rather than institutions. Evi-

dence of the endogeneity of news is also provided by Gan et al. (2020), who found that

market variables tend to exert stronger impact on sentiment indices than the other way

around. In their analysis of over 1000 stocks on US exchanges, Coqueret (2020) conclude

that news sentiment does not carry meaningful economic value for investors at the stock

level and further observe that stock returns lead sentiment. These findings were stated
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to also be reflected in unreported results of sentiment-driven factor portfolios.

News and Risk

Studies examining the empirical relationship between news content and measures of risk

typically focus on either return variance, idiosyncratic volatility or implied volatility in-

dices. Bianconi, Hua, and Tan (2015) showed that Garcia’s (2013) media pessimism is

dynamically related to the VIX over one to two day horizons and that the VIX appears to

better predict the systematic risk (tail covariance) of large US financial stocks than media

pessimism. In their analysis of 100 S&P 500 firms, Zhang, Härdle, et al. (2016) found that

negative news and UGC sentiment was positively related to next-day trading volume

and volatility and positive sentiment was negatively related to next-day volatility.

Unlike other analyses in the field which have investigated the influence of news on in-

vestor fear using aggregate implied volatility (i.e. VIX), Uhl (2018) broke down investors’

response to news sentiment using individual S&P 500 index options across varying levels

of moneyness and time-to-maturity. He found that as positive (negative) sentiment in-

creases, implied volatility decreases (increases). This effect was shown to decrease with

maturity of the option, and was more pronounced for OTM put options than call op-

tions.

In their study of the Korean stock market, Pyo and Kim (2019) found that the sentiment

of news headlines is negatively associated with the one-day-ahead level of the volatility

index.

Borovkova and Mahakena (2015) and Smales (2015[a]) studied the tone of macroeco-

nomic news and its effect on volatility dynamics in the natural gas and gold futures

markets, respectively. Borovkova and Mahakena (2015) found that incorporating news

sentiment information into one-day-ahead volatility estimates significantly improves the

accuracy of the forecasts. Smales (2015[a]) revealed a strong asymmetry in the impact

of news, with negative news stories demonstrating a larger impact on both returns and

volatility compared to positive messages. He also found that the news-volatility relation-

ship strengthened during periods of economic stress.

Yu, Duan, and Cao (2013) provided evidence that news sentiment and the interaction of

UGC and news sentiment to be statistically significant predictors of next-day idiosyn-

cratic volatility across a sample of 824 US firms. Mitra, Mitra, and Dibartolomeo (2009)

demonstrated how firms’ recent news sentiment history can be incorporated into volatil-

ity factor models to provide next-day volatility estimates that may respond more rapidly

to market developments than similar model specifications without news. Nooijen and

Broda (2016) found that the inclusion of news sentiment into volatility estimates resulted
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in only modest improvements in the accuracy of VaR forecasts for MSCI US Equity Sec-

tor indices. In-sample fits indicated that news sentiment was still a stronger predictor of

volatility relative to social media sentiment.

Johnman, Vanstone, and Gepp (2018) showed that sentiment of The Guardian business is

predictive of the volatility, but not direction, of next day return of the FTSE 100 index. An

in-sample trading strategy exploiting this relationship was shown to outperform buy-

and-hold. In their analysis of UK and European stock indices, Sadik, Date, and Mitra

(2019[b]) showed that incorporation of news sentiment into the GARCH model leads to

superior prediction of volatility than simple GARCH and EGARCH models. This result

was also demonstrated at the stock-level.

Myskova, Hajek, and Olej (2018) used meta-learning models with sentiment variables to

forecast return volatility of 14 large US stocks. They found that article length was a more

useful feature in the predictive models than the story sentiment. Griffith, Najand, and

Shen’s 2020 VAR analysis showed that negative news sentiment strongly predicts condi-

tional market volatility of the S&P 500 index, even when controlling for VIX. Al-Maadid

et al. (2020) found that negative business news from larger GCC economies have domes-

tic and cross-boarder impact on stock return and volatility. Whereas only weak evidence

of causality running from political news to market return could be demonstrated.

2.6.3 Low-Frequency Findings

Expected Return

Whereas the intraweek price effects discussed in the studies above were typically as-

sessed in response to news metrics measured on a per-story or daily basis, a number of

researchers have found low-frequency pricing effects at the firm and market level by ag-

gregating news information over formation periods spanning weeks and months. These

studies have found that when measured at lower-frequencies, news information can ex-

plain future returns at horizons of months and even years. Of these, some have demon-

strated that there exists inefficiencies to news at discrete lags while others have observed

what appear to be slowly building under- and over-reactions to news flow.

Uhl (2014) was among the first to test the impact of news sentiment on stock returns at

timeframes comparable to those used in the investor sentiment literature. He showed

that aggregate news sentiment is incorporated into DJIA returns with a lag of up to three

months, and that conditioning on lagged sentiment improves the accuracy of next-month

market return forecasts. Wei et al. (2017) followed an analysis broadly similar to Uhl
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(2014) in the Taiwan market and found that weekly and monthly news sentiment only in-

fluenced future market returns between particular levels of sentiment. At the firm level,

Wu and Lin (2017) found that monthly abnormal returns in the Taiwanese stock market

are positively related to the volume and tone of news articles released that month. Xiong

and Bharadwaj (2013) found that the impact of positive monthly news flow on the abnor-

mal stock return of large US companies are amplified by firms’ advertising spending.

Uhl, Pedersen, and Malitius (2015) showed that trend changes in the weekly level of

aggregate macro-economic and firm-level news tone forecasts changes in global equities,

and that a signal based on global news tone momentum is an effective means of timing

global equity asset allocations. Using a news-driven, analytic, agent-based market model,

Kroujiline et al. (2016) showed that investors operating on time scales of less than one day

cause prices to rapidly adjust to news releases, whereas nonlinear feedback dynamics

resulting from traders with longer investment horizons results in market inefficiency to

news at longer time scales.

Kraussl and Mirgorodskaya (2017) examined the individual and joint significance of

lagged negative news tone on future stock returns of the S&P 500 and MSCI World In-

dices. Their results suggest that negative news is incorporated into market prices grad-

ually over one-and-a-half years followed by an overreaction and subsequent reversal at

two-and-a-half years. Ammann, Frey, and Verhofen (2014) demonstrated the capacity of

words occurring in the Handelsblatt, a leading German financial newspaper, to predict

Deutscher Aktienindex (DAX) returns at one-month and 3-month horizons. Sub-period

analysis revealed that the significance of certain words varied through time, as did the

ratio of those which were positively or negatively related to return.

Calomiris and Mamaysky (2019) analysed 51 developed and emerging equity markets

over a sample from 1996-2015. Using topic-specific measures of news sentiment and en-

tropy (novelty), they found news content forecasts market-level one-year ahead returns

in sample and out-of-sample, and that the predictive content of sentiment, frequency,

and entropy is time-varying and topic specific. They also found the predictive capacity

of news content to be stronger in emerging than developed markets.

Narayan (2019) studied the impact of oil price news on 45 global equity indices. They

found mixed evidence that oil price news provides marginal predictive power on

monthly market returns, relative to oil price growth rate.

Coqueret (2020) analysed the impact of news sentiment on over 1000 US stocks, for pre-

diction horizons from 4 to 20 days. They found no evidence that news sentiment has

predictive utility for returns at the stock level.
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A repeated result in the low-frequency literature is an observed relationship between

news coverage, past return and stock price continuation or ‘momentum’. Although nei-

ther analysis makes use of measures derived from news content, two important studies

in this area are those of Chan (2003) and Fang and Peress (2009). These studies pro-

vide robust evidence in support of incorporating news data into low-frequency trading

strategies and together they highlight the importance of considering both news flow and

market data in forecasts.

Chan (2003) showed that firms with extreme past return in the previous month tend to

exhibit stock price momentum for up to 12 months if accompanied by news during the

formation period, whereas those without news tend to reverse in the following month.

Chan (2003) suggested that removing no-news stocks from a standard momentum strat-

egy (as in Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993) results in 40%-50% higher returns. Fang and

Peress (2009) revealed that unconditionally, no-coverage stocks outperform stocks with

above-average coverage (by 0.39% per month in their sample). This effect was shown to

be approximately three to four times larger among firms with low market capitalisation

and analyst coverage, high individual ownership and high idiosyncratic volatility. The

effect was also shown to be more stable for longer portfolio formation (6 months) and

holding (12 months) periods. Consistent with Chan (2003), the no-coverage premium

was not found for stocks with high current return.

Building on the findings of Chan (2003) and Fang and Peress (2009), Hillert, Jacobs, and

Mueller (2014) examined the influence of news coverage and content on stock price mo-

mentum in portfolios more closely aligned with the traditional 6/1/1 specification. They

showed that momentum profits are most pronounced in high coverage stocks with con-

cordant news tone, and that this media-driven momentum effect is punctuated by larger

long-term reversals.

Motivated by Gutierrez and Kelley’s (2008) weekly momentum, Sinha (2016), Heston

and Sinha (2017), and Huynh and Smith (2017), studied price continuations arising from

weekly news and stock return events. Sinha (2016) showed that a portfolio that buys

(sells) the top (bottom) decile of stocks ranked on weekly average news tone and holds

for 13 weeks generates excess return. Consistent with the findings of Hillert, Jacobs, and

Mueller (2014), Sinha also found that stocks with extreme past return and concordant

weekly news tone exhibited significantly stronger price continuation than those with dis-

cordant news tone. Heston and Sinha (2017) analysed the same news tone portfolio as

Sinha (2016). They found that when controlling for a news effect (neutral news), the port-

folio is driven primarily by negative news. They also found that most of the delayed

reaction to news occurs around earnings announcements. The portfolio was shown to
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be highly positively correlated with a 6-month momentum strategy (80%) and earnings

surprise strategy.

Huynh and Smith (2017) provide evidence that the 52-week momentum effect of weekly

return is driven by high attention (or low novelty) positive news. They found that the

relationship between news tone on momentum is highly conditional on the attention of

the news. A trading strategy that buys one-week winners with high-attention positive

news, sells one-week losers with low-attention negative news, and holds for 52 weeks, is

shown to be highly profitable over the sample period.

News and Risk

A relatively small number of studies have tested for low-frequency relationships between

news sentiment and volatility. This may be a result of the motivating theory, the MDH,

having been originally proposed as a means of explaining the non-normality of daily

returns, and thus written in terms of intraday price discovery. Another contributing fac-

tor may be that the prominent behavioural models of investor over- and under-reaction,

which provided the theoretical motivation for much of the low-frequency return liter-

ature, do not make strong claims regarding variance. Whatever the case, it is not im-

plausible when considering the longer term impacts of news on expected returns that

analogous relationships hold for dispersion too. Empirically, the existing findings are

mixed, but point toward news tone being a useful predictor of future volatility at longer

horizons, even within simple forecasting models. Studies examining the relationship

between news and implied volatility indices have also revealed a relationship between

news and market estimates of forward volatility.

Cahan et al. (2017) found that the monthly return volatility and liquidity volatility of

NYSE- and AMEX-listed stocks is negatively related to the tone intensity, and positively

related to the volume, of news stories released about the firm in the previous month.

They provided evidence that investor response to news is mitigated by firm accounting

quality. Kothari, Li, and Short (2009) showed that positive (negative) news coverage is

negatively (positively) associated with return volatility and analyst forecast dispersion

over the contemporaneous quarter. In examining the effect of monthly media pessimism

on return volatility, Kraussl and Mirgorodskaya (2017) demonstrated a statistically signif-

icant Granger causal effect of media pessimism on MSCI world volatility for lag subsets

1-12 and 12-24 months, and on S&P 500 volatility for the lag subset of 12-24 months. VAR

analysis revealed that the direction of this effect was positive (increased media pessimism

is followed by an increase in market volatility).

Shi, Ho, and Liu (2016) showed that including the number of positive and negative

news items received in a given month results in significantly different forecasts of next-
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month idiosyncratic volatility, such that it confounds the relationship between estimated

idiosyncratic volatility and abnormal return. Monthly volatility was also found to in-

crease (decrease) with the amount of contemporaneous negative (positive) news. Seng

and Yang (2017) showed that the number of positive and negative news items attributed

to firms listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange is correlated with return volatility at various

horizons. They also provided some evidence that positive and negative news coverage

improves volatility forecasts at horizons from one month to one year.

Smales (2016) showed that aggregate news sentiment was significantly contemporane-

ously related to changes in the VIX at five-minute, hourly and daily frequencies, with

positive (negative) news associated with a decrease (increase) in VIX. He also found daily

news sentiment to be negatively related to changes in VIX at one- and two-day lags. Wei

et al. (2017) found that weekly and monthly aggregate news sentiment only influenced

the Taiwanese implied volatility index (TVIX) between particular levels of sentiment.

Yang, Song, et al. (2015) showed that the occurrence of an aggregate news sentiment

shock is negatively correlated to VIX for the following 10 trading days (with the excep-

tion of day 5), while the occurrence of a sentiment trend is negatively correlated with VIX

for the following 11 trading days.

In their analysis of 51 developed and emerging equity markets,Calomiris and Mamaysky

(2019) showed that topic-specific measures of news sentiment and entropy are signif-

icant predictors of volatility and drawdowns over a one-year forecast horizon. These

results were demonstrated in both in-sample and out-of-sample tests. Glasserman and

Mamaysky (2019) analysed the top 50 global banks, insurance, and real estate firms by

USD market capitalization as well as the S&P 500 index and VIX. They found measures

of news sentiment and novelty forecast one-month volatility at the company and market

level, with the predictive power of news being stronger at the market level. They further

demonstrated that news shocks are impounded into volatility over the course of several

months.

Using VAR impulse response functions over 20 days, Gan et al. (2020) find that although

market volatility and media sentiment mutually cause each other, the evidence suggests

that the feedback effects from market volatility on news on sentiment is the dominant di-

rection. Audrino, Sigrist, and Ballinari (2020) examined the addition of news sentiment

and attention variables in HAR volatility models in the US market at the stock and index

level for prediction horizons spanning one day to one month. They found that the addi-

tion of the sentiment and attention variables improved the fit of the volatility models, but

that sentiment variables only have short-term effects on volatility, with little evidence for

predictive power beyond 2 days.
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2.6.4 Summary of Review Items

Table 2.16: Summary of survey items

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Wüthrich

et al. (1998)

DJIA, Nlkkei 225,

FT100, Hang Seng,

Singapore Straits

Dec

1997-Mar

1998

The occurrence of predefined words and phrases in news headlines can help

predict direction of next-day market return through statistical learning

techniques. A probabilistic rule-based classifier was found to outperform rival

techniques.

Chan (2003) Random 25/% of

CRSP stocks

1980-2000 Stocks with extreme monthly return accompanied by news exhibit stock price

momentum for the following 12 months, while those without news tend to

reverse the subsequent month; the effect is focused among small stocks with

negative return; excluding no-news stocks from a standard momentum portfolio

can significantly improve performance.

Tetlock (2007) DJIA 1980-2008 High values of media pessimism are associated with lower same-day and

next-day stock returns, followed by a reversion to fundamentals within one

week; unusually high or low values of media pessimism lead to temporarily high

market trading volume; media pessimism weakly predicts market volatility;

market responses to media pessimism are unlikely to be due to information

content.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Tetlock, Saar-

Tsechansky,

and

Macskassy

(2008)

S&P 500 constituents 1980-2004 The fraction of negative words in firm-specific news stories explains future

earnings above and beyond stock analysts’ forecasts and accounting data; stock

prices respond to negative words in news items with a one day delay; negative

words in news stories about earnings are more predictive of earnings and return

than negative words in other news stories.

Mitra, Mitra,

and

Dibartolomeo

(2009)

Selected constituents

of EUROSTOXX 50

and Dow Jones 30

17-23 Jan

2008; 18-24

Sep 2008

Incorporation of news sentiment into volatility models can increase the

responsiveness of volatility estimates to market developments.

Kothari, Li,

and Short

(2009)

889 US listed firms 1996-2001 Positive and negative news media impacts cost of capital, return volatility and

analyst forecast dispersion; negative disclosures from management lead to higher

return volatility and analyst forecast dispersion; analysts’ reports and positive

disclosures from management appear to be heavily discounted by the market.

Fang and

Peress (2009)

All firms listed on

NYSE + 500

randomly selected

firms listed on

NASDAQ

1993-2002 Stocks with no media coverage earn higher returns than stocks with high media

coverage after controlling for well-known risk factors including the probability of

informed trading; a profitable zero-cost portfolio can be constructed by going

long no-coverage stocks and short high-coverage stocks; the media coverage

effect is largest among small, low-priced stocks

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Tetlock (2010) NYSE, AMEX and

NASDAQ common

stocks

1979-2007 Ten-day return reversals are significantly lower on news days; ten-day

volume-induced momentum exists only on news days for small and illiquid

stocks; news stories with the most informative characteristics are the most

powerful predictors of lower return reversal; results consistent with model in

which news resolves asymmetrically held information.

Leinweber

and Sisk

(2011)

S&P 1500 consituents 2004-2008;

Jan-Sep 2010

Stock prices respond to the tone of firm-specific news with some delay;

post-news drift is more pronounced for novel news items with extreme tone; post

announce drift varies by firm market capitalisation and industry; going long

(short) stocks with extremely positive (negative) news can form the basis of a

profitable trading strategy.

Tetlock (2011) 10,187 US firms 1996-2008 Stock prices respond to stale news less than novel news; one week return reversal

increases with the staleness of the news; the impact of news staleness on return

reversal is much larger in stocks with above-median individual ownership;

individual investors trade more aggressively on stale news.

Dougal et al.

(2012)

DJIA 1970-2007 WSJ columnists exhibit measurable differences in writing style; unconditional

and conditional columnist fixed effects have significant explanatory power for

next-day market returns.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Garcia (2013) DJIA 1905-2005 Media tone helps predict market returns at the daily frequency, and this

predictability is greater during recessions; the effect of media tone on next-day

return partially reverses over the following four days; news tone leads to an

increase in trading volume.

Xiong and

Bharadwaj

(2013)

141 large US firms 2004-2010 Positive (negative) news sentiment is associated with higher (lower) abnormal

returns at a monthly frequency. Firm advertising amplifies the impact of positive

news on stock price but does not affect the impact of negative news on stock

price.

Yu, Duan, and

Cao (2013)

824 randomly

selected US firms

Jul-Sep 2011 Social media appears to have a stronger effect on stock price than news media;

social media and news media have strong interaction effects on stock price; both

social media and news media appear to be more strongly related to stock price

volatility than abnormal return.

Hillert, Jacobs,

and Mueller

(2014)

All common stocks

traded on NYSE,

AMEX or NASDAQ

subject to price and

size constraints

1989-2010 Stock price momentum increases with firm media coverage; the stock price

momentum of high-coverage firms is stronger for firms with concordant news

tone; the momentum of high-coverage firms reverses in the long run; the

momentum of high-coverage firms appears to be the result of investor

overreaction.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Uhl (2014) DJIA 2003-2010 Changes in aggregate news tone can predict and explain changes in monthly

stock market returns; negative news tone has greater predictive capacity than

positive news tone; aggregate news tone explains and predicts changes in stock

market returns more effectively than market trading volume and certain

macroeconomic factors; a trading strategy based on market forecasts which

incorporate aggregate news tone can significantly outperform the market.

Ammann,

Frey, and

Verhofen

(2014)

DAX 1989-2011 Word count indices of financial news can help predict monthly stock market

returns; the predictive capacity of specific words contained in news varies

through time; the overall prediction accuracy of word count indices varies

through time and has increased since 2000; clustering of word count indices

increases the forecast accuracy of estimates relative to those made with raw word

counts.
Li, Xie, et al.

(2014)

22 Hang Seng Index

constituents

2003-2008 In predicting the direction of daily stock movements using SVM: the use of

sentiment dictionaries outperformed using term frequencies alone, using

multiple dimensions (word categories) of dictionaries outperformed using only

positive and negative categories, LM slightly outperformed H-IV4.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Nuij et al.

(2014)

FTSE 350

constituents

Jan-Apr 2007 Event-based variables extracted from news items are often included in optimal

trading rules selected among technical indicators by genetic algorithms based on

strategy performance; authors present framework for automatically

incorporating news into stock trading strategies.

Smales

(2015[b])

12 US industry

indices

2004-2010 The strength of the relationship between industry-specific news tone and stock

returns varies through time and by industry and is related to the market risk

premium; during periods of high investor fear, the relationship between

industry-specific news and stock returns is weak.

Hendershott,

Livdan, and

Schuerhoff

(2015)

1667 firms listed on

NYSE stock exchange

2003-2005 Institutional order volume predicts the occurrence of news stories; institutional

order flow predicts the tone and stock market reaction of next-day news items;

Institutional order flow predicts event-day returns for unexpected,

value-destroying news events; institutions do not appear to be responsible for

overreactions following hype news.

Ferguson et al.

(2015)

FTSE 100

constituents

1981-2010 Positive and negative news tone predict next-day stock returns; news volume is a

stronger predictor of next-day stock return than news tone; the predictive power

of news tone is stronger among smaller firms and those with high

book-to-market ratios; a trading strategy based on firms’ average daily news tone

generates positive excess return over the sample period.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Uhl, Pedersen,

and Malitius

(2015)

MSCI World 2004-2013 A tactical asset allocation strategy driven by news sentiment momentum

out-performed common benchmarks in terms of total returns, volatility and

maximum drawdown. Macroeconomic and company specific news hold

approximately the same predictive power at global equities level, both combined

performs best.

Wang, Chen,

and Wei (2015)

TSEC-listed

(Taiwanese)

companies

2001-2012 Daily news coverage and tone are related to future daily stock returns for up to

five days; news coverage and amount are autocorrelated; daily news coverage is

related to past stock return for up to five days.

Yang, Song,

et al. (2015)

SPY 2012-2014 Shocks and trends in aggregate news tone predict stock market return and

implied volatility over a number of days; news tone trends are stronger

predictors of stock market movements than news tone shocks; a trading strategy

based on the occurrence of news tone shocks and trends outperforms the market

over the sample period.

Smales

(2015[a])

Gold futures 2003-2012 The tone of macroeconomic news is significantly related to the volatility of gold

futures; the volatility response of gold futures to news is much stronger for

negative news than positive news; the volatility response to news increased

dramatically during the GFC recessionary period.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Bianconi,

Hua, and Tan

(2015)

14 large US financial

firms

1992-2006 Media pessimism impacts financial firms’ tail risk through tail covariance of

other firms’ risk (externality); VIX has a direct effect on systematic risk and via

other firms’ financial distress; media pessimism and VIX exhibit dynamic

feedback at one to two day horizons; VIX appears to have greater predictive

capacity than media pessimism when forecasting systematic risk.

Borovkova

and

Mahakena

(2015)

Natural gas futures 2006-2010 News tone Granger-causes price jumps; news tone is Granger-caused by

volatility (especially downside semi-volatility); arrival of news in non-trading

periods impacts overnight returns; including news tone in volatility models

significantly improves the accuracy of volatility forecasts.

Ahmad et al.

(2016)

20 large non-financial

US firms

2001-2010 The prediction strength of negative news tone on stock returns at the firm level

passes through periods of significance and non-significance; each epsiode of

significance may be characterised by transitory (short-term reversal) or lasting

responses to news tone; market response to newswires appears to be more

permanent than that of other types of news; price response to news is most

pronounced at the one-day horizon.

Zhang,

Härdle, et al.

(2016)

100 S&P constituents 2009-2014 Positive and negative news tone impacts return, volume, and volatility at one to

two day horizons; the strength of the relationship between news tone and market

response varies by sector and firm media coverage; the market response to news

tone is asymmetric.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Strauß,

Vliegenthart,

and

Verhoeven

(2016)

21 firms listed on

Amsterdam

exchange

2002-2013 Neither the tone or volume of news stories stories demonstrate consistent effects

on next-day opening prices; news tone appears to be influences by changes in

opening prices rather than the other way around.

Zhang, Song,

et al. (2016)

242 Chinese stocks Nov 2013-Jan

2014

Market responses to internet news differ depending on the type of the news

(market commentary versus firm-recommendations); firms mentioned in internet

news experience abnormal return and excess trading volume the day of the news.

Khuu,

Durand, and

Smales (2016)

Firms traded on

Tokyo stock

exchange

2003-2012 Negative news sentiment is associated with negative returns at the firm and

market level; the effect of news sentiment is largest among smaller firms; news

sentiment for Japan-listed firms was predominantly negative over the sample

period.

Sinha (2016) US common stocks 2003-2010 Weekly news sentiment predicts stock returns for 13 weeks; drift following

weekly news sentiment is more pronounced for negative news; a portfolio long

(short) stocks with highly positive (negative) news tone generates positive

abnormal returns.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Kroujiline

et al. (2016)

SPY 2003-2016 A news-driven, analytic, agent-based market model with heterogenous investors

is able to capture stock market price dynamics at various horizons; the stock

market exhibits efficiency to news at intraday timescales but becomes inefficient

at longer horizons; a trading strategy based on the model’s forecasts, using

measured news tone as an input, generates significant abnormal returns.

Nooijen and

Broda (2016)

MSCI US Equity

Sector Indices

1998-2013 News and social media tone more strongly predict volatility than returns; news

tone is a better predictor of volatility than social media tone; stock price

sensitivity to news tone varies by sector; news and social media tone appear to

have a larger impact on prices during stressed (high volatility) markets.

Smales (2016) S&P 500 Index 2000-2010 Changes in VIX are significantly negatively related to changes in news sentiment;

the VIX-tone relationship is stronger during periods of high volatility; current

and lagged news tone is significantly positively related to stock returns and

significantly negatively related to VIX; VIX appears better at forecasting future

returns thatn news tone.
Shi, Ho, and

Liu (2016)

NYSE, AMEX and

NASDAQ common

stocks

2000-2011 The idiosyncratic volatility puzzle (negative risk premium) appears to be due to

the confounding relationship between news (volume and tone), abnormal return

and expected volatility; stock return is negatively (positively) related to the

volume of negative (positive) news; idiosyncratic volatility is positvely

(negatively) related to the volume of negative (positive) news.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Allen,

McAleer, and

Singh (2017)

DJIA 2007-2012 Aggregate news tone is positively related to market returns; the news tone-return

relationship was significantly stronger during the GFC; the entropy of news tone

is greater than the entropy of market returns.

Yang, Mo, Liu,

and Kirilenko

(2017)

SPY Aug 2012-Jan

2015

Sentiment feedback indicators extracted from news and social media are

recognised as optimal trading rules (among common technical indicators) by

genetic algorithm selection based on strategy performance; sentiment feedback

indicators may help reduce the maximum drawdown of algortihmic trading

strategies.

Kraussl and

Mirgorod-

skaya

(2017)

MSCI World and

S&P 500 Indices

1990-2012 Media pessism Granger-causes global market returns for 12 to 24 in advance and

volatility for 1-24 months in advance; media pessimism is associated with

positive (negative) market returns 24 to 25 (14 to 17) months in advance and

positive market volatility 1 to 20 months in advance.

Wei et al.

(2017)

All firms on Taiwan

Stock Exchange

2003-2012 Aggregate news tone appears to be related to market behaviour only within a

particular range of news tone. News tone is related to stock return at the firm

level only for a subset of stocks with particular characteristics.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Heston and

Sinha (2017)

US common stocks 2003-2010 Weekly news tone predicts stock returns for 13 weeks, whereas daily news tone

predicts stock returns for only one to two days; drift following weekly news tone

is concentrated on negative news; drift following weekly news tone is slightly

more pronounced for firms with multiple news items; a portfolio long (short)

stocks with highly positive (negative) news tone generates positive abnormal

returns and is highly correlated with 26-week momentum and earnings surpise

decile spreads.

Song, Liu, and

Yang (2017)

512 heavily traded

US stocks

2003-2014 News tone, including news shock and trend indicators, can be incorporated into

relative performance forecasts to produce reliable rankings of the best and worst

performing stocks at one week horizons; these news-informed rankings can be

incorporated into trading strategies that generate positive excess returns over the

sample period.

Huynh and

Smith (2017)

Intersection of TRNA

and TRTH database

2003-2011 Market underreaction to positive news is a driver of weekly momentum returns

(as in Gutierrez and Kelly, 2008); underreaction is greater for stories with high

journalist attention; a trading strategy formed on the basis of news tone and past

return is no longer profitable after high-attention news is controlled for; a

strategy buying (selling) winners (losers) with high attention (low attention)

positive (negative) news is highly profitable in the US and 21 developed markets.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Cahan et al.

(2017)

2683 NYSE- and

AMEX-listed stocks

2003-2011 Contemporaneous and lagged news tone is negatively associated with return

volatility over monthly horizons; positive and negative news tone reduces

liquidity volatility; the liquidity volatility and news tone relationship is

conditional on the firm’s accounting quality.

Seng and

Yang (2017)

Companies listed on

Taiwanese stock

exchange excluding

F-stocks an TDRs

2013-2014 News tone is associated with future stock return volatility at monthly, quarterly,

semmiannual and annual horizons.

Chan and

Chong (2017)

Hang Seng Index Sep

2014-Mar

2015

Tone extracted from online news articles and blogs is associated with market

returns at three- and five-day horizons. SentiWordNet outperforms H-IV4

dictionary in sentiment classification for a range of models. Grammar-based

models outperform word-based models in sentiment classification.

Manela and

Moreira (2017)

S&P 500 Index 1890-2009 Front page macroeconomic and political news captures investor uncertainty.

Time variation in this uncertainty drives expected returns at horizons of 6-24

months. News implied volatility is associated with disaster regime transition

probability.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Narayan and

Bannigidad-

math

(2017)

18 Dow Jones stock

indices

1996-2012 News tone predicts stock returns across Asia-Pacific, Emerging Markets, Japan,

Canada and UK, but not USA. News tone more accurately predicts islamic stocks

than conventional stocks.

Wu and Lin

(2017)

Taiwanese stocks

(TSE)

2001-2014 Foreign institutional investment is associated with the quantity and content of

news. News tone is contemporaneously associated with abnormal return.

Hillert, Jacobs,

and Mueller

(2018)

All common stocks

traded on NYSE or

NASDAQ subject to

price and size

constraints

1989-2010 Journalist disagreement predicts next-day market return. This effect is

strengthened during recessions. Journalist disagreement is predictive of the

cross-section of next-day stock returns; effect is stronger for stocks with greater

sensitivity to dispersion of beliefs and limits to arbitrage. Increased journalist

disagreement is negatively related to return at cross-sectional and market level.

Johnman,

Vanstone, and

Gepp (2018)

FTSE 100 Index 2000-2016 Business news sentiment predicts magnitude (volatility) but not direction of next

day return. Tone of sentiment is negatively related to return magnitude. An

in-sample return strategy exploiting this relationship was shown to outperform

buy-and-hold.

Kelly and

Ahmad (2018)

DJIA, WTI futures 1989-2015 Sentiment has predictive power for next-day market returns. A trading strategy

exploiting the relationship between negative sentiment and negative next-day

return outperforms the index over the test period.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Minh et al.

(2018)

S&P 500 Index, VN

Index, 4 S&P 500

constituents

2006-2013 Sentiment has predictive power for equity returns at index and firm level.

Predictive power is strongest within 24 hours and is negligible beyond one week

of news article. Technical indicators increase performance of sentiment-based

model. TGRU architecture outperforms alternative architectures and models for

prediction task.

Myskova,

Hajek, and

Olej (2018)

14 US mega-cap

stocks

Feb 2016 Meta-Learning approach better predicted volatility than comparison models.

Sentiment variables contributed negligibly to predictive accuracy, while article

length provided some predictive merit.

Uhl (2018) S&P 500 Index 2007-2016 As positive (negative) sentiment increases, implied volatility decreases

(increases). Effect of sentiment on implied volatility decreases with maturity of

the option. Effect is more pronounced for OTM put options than call options.

Zhang,

Zhang, et al.

(2018)

78 Stocks from CSI

100, 13 Stocks in HK

Market

Jan-Dec 2015 A novel coupled matrix and tensor factorization (CMT) method is an effective

way to combine news, social media, and price information for stock prediction.

CMT out-performs comparison models using the same data sources.

Calomiris and

Mamaysky

(2019)

51 developed and

emerging equity

markets

1996-2015 News forecasts market-level one-year ahead returns and drawdowns in sample

and out-of-sample. The predictive content of sentiment, frequency, and entropy

is time-varying and topic specific. Predictive capacity of news content is stronger

in emerging than developed markets.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Chen, Liao,

and Hsieh

(2019)

Four Taiwan 50 Index

constituents

2016-2017 News content predicts daily return at stock level. Custom lexicon trained on

financial data outperformed general lexicon (NTU Sentiment Dictionary) when

predicting daily return direction.

Glasserman

and

Mamaysky

(2019)

Top 50 global banks,

insurance, and real

estate firms by USD

market capitalization

1996-2014 News forecasts volatility at the company and market level. News shocks are

impounded into volatility over the course of several months. Interacted measures

of unusualness and sentiment are the strongest predictors of volatility among the

tested measures. Predictive power of news was stonger at market level than firm

level.
Griffith,

Najand, and

Shen (2020)

S&P 500 Index 1998-2014 Negative sentiment (fear) weakly predicts market return up to five (daily) lags.

Market return also predicts sentiment measures through feedback effects.

Negative sentiment (fear) strongly predicts conditional market volatility.

Narayan

(2019)

45 global equity

indices

1995-2013 Oil price news provides marginal predictive power on market returns relative to

oil price growth rate. Predictive power of news is limited to a subset (17 of 45) of

the tested countries. Results hold through a variety of robustness checks.

Evidence suggests oil price news impacts returns through the expected discount

rate and cashflow channels.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Sadik, Date,

and Mitra

(2019[a])

WTI Crude Oil 2014-2016 Novel incorporation of macroeconomic news into state-space model

out-performs comparison approaches in predicting next-day spot price. Addition

of macroeconomic news enhances model forecasting accuracy beyond novel

model structure. Results are consistent between in-sample and out-of-sample

tests.
Vanstone,

Gepp, and

Harris (2019)

S&P ASX 20

constituents

Jan 2015-Jul

2018

Addition of news features into neural network autoregression (NNAR) models

enhances forecasting accuracy of stock price level but not direction, relative to

NNARs using price information alone.

Ahmed,

Sriram, and

Singh (2020)

Amazon (AMZN)

and Apple (AAPL)

stock

2004-2014 News sentiment improves predictive performance across a range of different

learning algorithms, and almost every one tested. Learning vector quantization

(LVQ) was the best performing model among those tested.

Audrino,

Sigrist, and

Ballinari

(2020)

18 US stocks, DJIA 2012-2016 The addition of sentiment and attention variables improves the fit of HAR

volatility models when controlling for macroeconomic and financial data.

Sentiment and attention variables improve prediction accuracy of HAR volatility

models in out-of-sample forecasts. Meaures of investor attention (rather than

sentiment) have most significant impact on future volatility. Sentiment variables

only have short-term effects on volatility, with little evidence for predictive

power beyond 2 days.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Gan et al.

(2020)

S&P 500 2011-2017 Influence of news media on market dynamics decreased throughout the sample

period, with social media becoming a more influential source of information by

2016. Market variables exert stronger impact on sentiment variables than the

other way around. The link between volatility and sentiment is much more

persistent than that between returns and sentiment.

Sadik, Date,

and Mitra

(2019[b])

12 stocks from

FTSE100 and

EUROSTOXX50

indices

2005-2015 Incorporation of news sentiment into the GARCH model leads to superior

prediction of volatility than simple GARCH and EGARCH models. Positive

(negative) sentiment is negatively (positively) related to next-day volatility.

Zhou et al.

(2020)

Seven China A-share

stocks

Sep 2017-Jun

2018

Combining multiple data sources, including news sentiment, can improve

directional forecasting performance.

Coqueret

(2020)

1009 stocks on US

exchanges

2007-2017 Sentiment does not carry preeminent economic value for investors at the stock

level. News sentiment is not a powerful predictor of future returns at the stock

level and returns appear to drive sentiment rather than the other way around.

Sentiment-driven predictability has increased from 2012 to 2017. In unreported

results, returns of monthly cross-sectional portfolios built on smoothed news

sentiment further suggest that sentiment is not a priced factor.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.16: Summary of survey items (continued)

Author Assets Timeframe Findings

Hanna,

Turner, and

Walker (2020)

UK market blue-chip

index

1899-2010 News sentiment influences trading volume in bull markets, but not in bear

markets. News sentiment influences return in all periods, with mixed evidence

as to whether the effect is different between market states.

Pyo and Kim

(2019)

KOSPI index, KOSPI

VIX, KRW/USD

exchange rate

2011-2017 Positive change in news sentiment predicts positive market return and lower

volatility. Higher sentiment also leads to an appreciation of the exchange rate

and lower exchange rate volatility.

Al-Maadid

et al. (2020)

7 Gulf Cooperation

Council (GCC) stock

market indices

2010-2018 Negative business news from larger GCC economies have domestic and

cross-boarder impact on stock return and volatility. A regime switching model

specification fit the sample data more closely than the benchmark linear model.

Only weak evidence of causality running from political news to stock returns.
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3.1 Data and Processing

3.1.1 Price Data

Daily price, trading volume, market capitalisation (price times number of shares out-

standing), analyst following, book value and index membership data for the historical

constituents of the S&P 500 were sourced from Bloomberg. All market data have been

corrected for capital changes and corporate actions such as stock splits and dividends.

Bloomberg’s historical index membership and pricing data are adjusted for symbology

changes internally and remain consistent between the two. This negates the need to re-

construct price and membership time series for stocks which have changed identifiers

and any potential errors that may be introduced during the process.

The Bloomberg historical constituent data contained 867 unique tickers for the sample pe-

riod, one of which (ticker 1437355D) was removed as no price data was available. Stock

price data missing on the last business day of each month were filled with the last avail-

able price, as long as the last available price was no more than five business days prior

to the date being filled. This resulted in changes to 20 firm-month observations, none

of which coincided with the firms’ index membership. Returns were calculated arith-

metically from price data, unless stated otherwise. Firm characteristics such as market

capitalisation, turnover and price-to-book ratios for multi-period formation periods were

taken as their average value over that period, excluding missing values. In the case of

analyst following, missing observations were zero-filled prior to averaging, as analyst

following in Bloomberg is only recorded when the value is at least one.

3.1.2 News Data

Intraday news data for the period 1 January 2003 to 31 December 2017 is sourced from

Thomson Reuters News Analytics (TRNA). As stated earlier, the use of an institutional-

grade news analytics platform such as TRNA represents a realistic option for asset man-

agers (compared to say, those based on the archive subscriptions of educational insti-

tutions) and reduces the idiosyncrasies of custom news-processing techniques often ap-

plied in the literature. However, it should be noted that other institutional options are

available, and of these TRNA was chosen largely because Thomson Reuters generously

provided access to the data to support academic research in the area.

TRNA transforms unstructured, real-time news from various major news sources into a

machine-readable feed of quantitative scores and meta data. Due to entity level scoring
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(discussed below), the TRNA feed consists of two top-level datasets, a dataset containing

information about each news item, and another containing the analytics scores for the

entities (e.g. companies) covered in each of the news items. The two datasets are linked

through unique identification numbers, resulting in over 40 pieces of data for every firm-

story observation.

A story on the TRNA feed often consists of multiple news items. The first part of a story

may be an alert–a single line containing only essential information about an emerging

story. Several alerts for a single story may be filed in quick succession. Alerts are typically

followed by a story take, which includes a headline and a body. Multiple takes may be

used to describe a particular story if additional text is needed. All parts of a story contain

a common identifier which can be used in conjunction with date/time fields to identify

the story.
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Figure 3.1: Number of stories, takes, and alerts by month for all firms listed on major US
exchanges within the TRNA dataset from 01 Jan 2003 to 31 Dec 2017. Stories
(above) are typically comprised of multiple takes and alerts (stacked, below).

Typically, it is only news agencies such as Reuters News that will publish stories over

multiple news items, while stories from press wires and exchange wires will publish in

a single item and do not issue alerts. Although some authors elect to remove alerts (e.g.

Clements and Todorova, 2016; Sinha, 2016) from their sample, due their short length, we

do not find any compelling reason to do so. And, as discussed below, our aggregation of

news items to the story-level attenuates the influence of alerts in sentiment and coverage

scores, relative to treating them as individual items, and so can be seen as a compromise

between excluding them completely and treating them as stand-alone items. Figure 3.1

visualises the number of stories, takes, and alerts each month, for all firms trading on

major US exchanges.

In addition to timestamps and asset identifiers, the most important fields for the current

work are the sentiment and relevance scores. The primary variable used to characterise

news content both in this paper and the wider literature is a measure of the sentiment
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or tonal valence of the news. The process used within TRNA to construct sentiment

scores involves three main stages: linguistic preprocessing, feature extraction and classi-

fication.

The preprocessing stage includes a number of subroutines that collectively perform a

shallow parse of the news item, transforming the raw text into a representation that

can be mined for sentiment-relevant features. The feature extraction module then tra-

verses the output of the shallow parse and identifies lexical and tonal patterns occurring

within the text. This involves assigning a set of atomic features obtained to each token

(word) and evaluating these features within the context of the sentence in which they

occurred.

Evaluating text at the sentence level in this way means accounting for features of natural

language such as word ambiguity, negation, intensification and subject-object relation-

ships that are ignored by bag-of-word approaches. The output of the feature extraction

phase is a vector representing the sentiment features for the entity being scored. This

feature vector is used as input to the classifier, a three layer neural network trained on

5000 news articles triple annotated by financial analysts. The classifier produces the final

sentiment score for the text, which comprises three real-valued outputs between 0.0 and

1.0 reflecting the probabilities that the story is positive, negative or neutral. As they are

probabilities, these outputs sum to 1.0.

An example of a news item scored positive by the TRNA is the article from Canada

NewsWire concerning Weight Watchers International Inc:

Weight Watchers Ranked #1 in Four Best Diet Categories by U.S. News & World

Report Including “Best Diet for Fast Weight Loss”

which was classified as being positive with a probability of 0.80, negative with a proba-

bility of 0.06 and neutral with a probability of 0.14. An example of a negatively scored

news item is the article from Reuters News concerning Coca-Cola Co:

Lawsuit in U.S. says Coca-Cola downplays risks of sugary drinks

which was classified as being positive with a probability of 0.06, negative with a proba-

bility of 0.81 and neutral with a probability of 0.13.

In contrast to most of the manual news processing techniques used in the literature,

TRNA produces scores at the entity level. This means that only the parts of a news
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story relevant to a particular company will be used to calculate the scores for that com-

pany. This is an important feature considering that many news items will express sev-

eral opinions about multiple subjects. For example, an article discussing two compet-

ing companies may be positive about one and negative about the other and may also

focus on one company much more heavily than the other. The entity-level analysis em-

ployed by TRNA is designed to identify these differences and attribute story sentiment

and relevance to each company accordingly. This is opposed to the document-level anal-

ysis found in Tetlock (2007) and Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller (2014) among others, which

would produce a single score reflecting the overall tone of the story, and be assigned to

one or both companies.
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Figure 3.2: Daily (grey) and 60-day simple moving average (black) aggregate news senti-
ment of S&P 500 Index constituents.

Figure 3.2 shows the mean daily news story sentiment of S&P 500 index constituents for

each day in the sample period, and the 60-day simple moving average of these scores.

It can be seen that market-wide news sentiment is responsive to salient economic and

political events such as the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) and the 2016 US presidential

elections. It is also apparent that aggregate news coverage is positive (at least numeri-

cally) in general throughout the sample period, with negative aggregate story sentiment

appearing only for an eight month period during the GFC.

The relevance of a news item to a given company is a 0.0-1.0 score determined by the

number of times the company is mentioned in the item compared to the number of men-

tions of the most common company and the total number of other company mentions

within the same item. Additionally, if the company is mentioned in the article headline it

will receive a relevance score of 1.0. The relevance score provides a means of attenuating

the noise created by passing mentions and giving more weight to predominant articles.

It is typical in the news analytics literature to remove items below a certain relevance
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threshold. Table 3.1 summarises the effect of different relevance thresholds on the num-

ber of items in our data set. Following Leinweber and Sisk (2011), we exclude all news

items with a relevance below 0.6.

Table 3.1: News item relevance thresholds

Percent Remaining

Type No. Mean Rel Rel=0.6 Rel=0.7 Rel=0.8 Rel=0.9

Alert 1,481,005 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.93 0.93
Take 3,821,806 0.59 0.46 0.45 0.44 0.43
Undefined 194 0.66 0.36 0.36 0.35 0.35

This table summarises the impact of applying different relevance
(Rel) thresholds on the number of news items in the data set for con-
stituents of the S&P 500 Index between January 2003 and December
2017.

TRNA also provides a measure of item novelty, indicating how many news items over se-

lected look-back windows contain textually-similar asset-specific text to the current item.

For example, a seven-day novelty count of two means that there were two news items

within the previous seven days that contained similar asset-specific text to the current

item. Some authors, such as Smales (2015[b]) and Leinweber and Sisk (2011), remove

items with a novelty count above a certain threshold, in order to focus on the arrival

of new information only. Although novelty should be relevant to high-frequency mar-

ket reactions, we are considering the low-frequency impact of news aggregated over

multiple-month formation periods and portfolios employing monthly rebalancing, we

therefore include all news items regardless of their novelty count. Further, it is plau-

sible that content repeated in the news cycle across multiple stories and news agencies

represents particularly important or hard-to-quantify events, while the heightened me-

dia exposure of such events may have an increased effect on investor reaction in itself.

This line of reasoning is consistent with the findings of Huynh and Smith (2017), who

explicitly use novelty count as a measure of journalist attention and find it to be the most

relevant characteristic of news for 12-month forward return.

Construction of news scores

As discussed in Section 2.4 of the literature review, one of the first decisions to be made

when dealing with news data is how news scores should be constructed over multi-

period horizons. One option is to treat the entire formation period as one unit, and

calculate scores by aggregating over the entire period at once. More commonly, daily

scores are computed by first aggregating at the daily level (for interday analyses), and

then combining daily scores over the formation period.
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This is the approach we take, as daily data is straight-forward to work with and provides

a flexible baseline to aggregate over any longer horizon of interest. To summarise our

process: We first calculate sentiment scores for each individual intraday news item and

then hierarchically aggregate scores to the story level, daily level, and finally to our multi-

month formation periods. News items published after market close or on non-trading

days are allocated to the next trading day.

The sentiment score of an individual item (such as an alert or take) is given by its positive

sentiment score minus its negative sentiment score,

item_sentiment = Ppositive − Pnegative. (3.1)

As the sentiment scores are probabilities, each item’s sentiment score will range between

-1 and 1. After computing item-level sentiment, the sentiment of story j is calculated as a

relevance-weighted average of item sentiment:

story_sentimentj =
∑

Nj
i=1 relevancei × item_sentimenti

∑
Nj
i=1 relevancei

, (3.2)

and relevance of story j is taken to be the average relevance of its constituents:

story_relevancej =
1
Nj

Nj

∑
i=1

relevancei. (3.3)

Daily sentiment for a given day d is calculated as the relevance-weighted average of story

sentiment:

daily_sentimentd =
∑Nd

i=1 story_relevancei × story_sentimenti

∑Nd
i=1 story_relevancei

, (3.4)

Finally, to calculate sentiment over a given formation period, we average over all daily

sentiment scores within the formation period, ignoring no-news days:

f ormation_sentiment =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

daily_sentimenti.

Summary Statistics

Median item-level characteristics are detailed in Table 3.2. The number of sentiment

words (“Sent. Words”) is the number of words in a news item that are relevant to the

sentiment score of a particular company. If the entire article is relevant to a given com-

pany, the number of words will equal the number of sentiment words. It can be seen

that alerts and takes tend to have approximately the same sentiment bias on average.
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Undefined items (neither takes or alerts) are discarded from the data set, as they are not

defined in the TRNA documentation and represent a negligible fraction of the data.

Table 3.2: News item summary statistics

Median Value

Item
Type No.

Company
Count

Pos.
Sent.

Neg.
Sent. Sent.

No.
Words

No.
Sentences

No. Sent.
Words

Alert 1465471 1 0.21 0.09 0.10 16 1 16
Take 1765016 1 0.31 0.16 0.11 340 14 199
Undefined 69 1 0.34 0.15 0.16 110 4 95

This table includes item-level summary statistics of news data for con-
stituents of the S&P 500 Index between January 2003 and December 2017.

Summary statistics of story-level features are included in Table 3.3 and histograms of

news attributes by company are provided in Figure 3.1.2. Company news coverage, in

terms of the number of stories relating to the firm over the sample period, is approxi-

mately normally distributed across the index constituents. Additionally, the histograms

show that most firms’ news sentiment is positive on average, with a standard deviation

between 0.4 and 0.55, and with negative skew.

Table 3.3: Summary statistics of news story features

Pos.
Sent.

Neg.
Sent. Sent.

Story
Relevance

No.
Alerts

No.
Takes

No.
Words

No.
Sentences

No. Sent.
Words

Min. 0.02 0.01 -0.78 0.60 0.00 0.00 1.0 1.00 1.00
1st Qu. 0.12 0.05 -0.33 1.00 0.00 1.00 85.0 5.00 70.00
Median 0.30 0.16 0.11 1.00 0.00 1.00 253.0 11.00 169.00
Mean 0.37 0.27 0.11 0.98 0.78 0.94 537.9 21.04 320.51
3rd Qu. 0.56 0.45 0.52 1.00 1.00 1.00 686.0 26.00 417.00
Max. 0.86 0.82 0.83 1.00 66.00 65.00 52122.0 2988.00 41924.00

This table includes summary statistics for features of story-level news items for
constituents of the S&P 500 Index between January 2003 and December 2017.

While market news (and our data) reflects a 24-7 stream of information, the publication of

news largely conforms to a weekly cycle, with the majority of news published during the

work week. Figure 3.4 displays the periodogram (using fast Fourier transform, or FFT)

of mean daily sentiment, boxplot of number of news stories by day of week, and density

estimates of mean story sentiment by day of week. The most significant seasonality in
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Figure 3.3: Histogram of news coverage and first three moments of news story sentiment
across S&P 500 constituents.

daily sentiment as per the FFT occurs at a frequency of seven days. This is also evidenced

by the density plots, which show the relative positivity of news on Mondays, followed

by a decline in sentiment throughout the week until reaching a low on Saturday. From

the boxplots we see that mid-week (Wednesday, Thursday) corresponds to the peak in

terms of news coverage, and relatively few articles are published on weekends. Summary

statistics by day-of-week are provided in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Story features by day-of-week

Mean Median

Weekday Sent No. Sent No.

Mon 0.16 431.98 0.19 428.5
Tue 0.14 510.22 0.17 487.0
Wed 0.13 503.27 0.15 483.0
Thu 0.13 516.71 0.15 493.0
Fri 0.07 380.67 0.10 351.0
Sat 0.00 14.41 0.00 11.0
Sun 0.10 15.75 0.10 13.0

This table includes summary statistics for
story-level news items by weekday for
constituents of the S&P 500 Index be-
tween January 2003 and December 2017.
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Figure 3.4: Day-of-week seasonality of aggregate news characteristics. Top) periodogram
of daily average news sentiment. Bottom) boxplot of number of news stories
by day-of-week. Right) density estimates of average news sentiment by day-
of-week.

To align daily sentiment scores with price data and trading activity, and to protect against

data leakage (look-ahead bias), we allocate news items published after market close (1600

EST) or on non-trading days to the next trading day, as determined by the NYSE. Due

to the removal of weekends, the variation in coverage across weekdays is significantly

reduced. The seven-day seasonality in average sentiment is also attenuated and shifted to

a five-day (4.8) period as shown in Figure 3.5. The corresponding business-day summary

statistics are given in Table 3.5.

Pooled summary statistics for features of daily news sentiment scores are given in Table

3.6. Typically, a firms daily sentiment score reflects the content of two stories, and at

the third-quartile this becomes three. As we would expect from the item and story-level

summaries, daily news scores are most often positive. In cases where more than one story

about a firm is published in a single day, the standard deviation in sentiment between

these items is relatively high at a median value of 0.26—considering the median daily

sentiment score is 0.15.
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Figure 3.5: Day-of-week seasonality of aggregate news characteristics after news-item al-
location to NYSE trading days. Top) periodogram of daily average news sen-
timent. Bottom) boxplot of number of news stories by day-of-week. Right)
density estimates of average news sentiment by day-of-week.

Table 3.5: Story features by business day

Mean Median

Weekday Sent No. Sent No.

Mon 0.15 483.97 0.17 459.0
Tue 0.14 520.45 0.17 494.5
Wed 0.13 508.81 0.15 482.5
Thu 0.12 533.12 0.15 499.0
Fri 0.07 425.63 0.10 388.0

This table includes summary statistics for
story-level news items by business day
for constituents of the S&P 500 Index be-
tween January 2003 and December 2017.

Table 3.6: Summary statistics of daily sentiment scores

Sent.
Stdev

Pos.
Sent.

Neg.
Sent. Sent.

No.
Alerts

No.
Takes

No.
Story

Min. 0.00 0.02 0.01 -0.78 0.00 0.00 1.00
1st Qu. 0.06 0.18 0.07 -0.16 0.00 1.00 1.00
Median 0.26 0.36 0.18 0.15 0.00 2.00 2.00
Mean 0.28 0.38 0.25 0.13 2.07 2.49 2.63
3rd Qu. 0.43 0.55 0.41 0.45 2.00 3.00 3.00
Max. 1.13 0.86 0.82 0.83 449.00 481.00 362.00

This table includes summary statistics for features of
daily news sentiment scores for constituents of the S&P
500 Index between January 2003 and December 2017.
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Table 3.7 presents averages of firm-level features of daily news sentiment scores for each

year of the sample period. For example, the table shows that in 2005 the average skew-

ness of firms’ daily sentiment scores across the year was -0.25.

Table 3.7: Summary statistics of daily sentiment scores by year

Mean Company Value

Year
No.
Company

No. News
Days.

No.
Story.

Mean
Sent.

Stdev
Sent.

Skew
Sent.

Kurt.
Sent.

2003 477 72.86 163.87 0.18 0.37 -0.47 -0.09
2004 487 71.78 166.34 0.20 0.34 -0.47 0.06
2005 489 94.08 250.93 0.19 0.31 -0.25 0.33
2006 502 94.73 257.51 0.19 0.32 -0.28 0.33
2007 512 101.17 277.75 0.13 0.35 -0.14 -0.42
2008 511 122.91 368.15 -0.06 0.37 0.53 0.33
2009 502 119.97 356.98 -0.03 0.36 0.48 0.33
2010 492 112.84 278.75 0.06 0.38 0.07 -0.33
2011 493 87.06 220.83 0.20 0.38 -0.60 0.00
2012 496 84.29 212.12 0.20 0.39 -0.60 -0.01
2013 504 91.25 217.46 0.23 0.37 -0.63 0.02
2014 500 95.34 230.30 0.23 0.37 -0.70 0.23
2015 518 93.24 255.45 0.15 0.41 -0.54 -0.20
2016 522 87.42 235.91 0.17 0.44 -0.62 -0.34
2017 523 79.98 208.58 0.21 0.41 -0.74 0.06

This table includes summary statistics for of daily news sen-
timent scores for constituents of the S&P 500 Index between
January 2003 and December 2017. Columns three to eight re-
flect (cross-sectional) average values of the listed company-
level summary statistics (longitudinal) for that year.

Sensitivity of Sentiment Scores

In addition to reflecting the inherent structure of TRNA data, aggregating items to the

story-level prior to aggregating to the daily-level ensures that stories with a larger num-

ber of takes and alerts are not weighted more heavily than stories published in a single

take and similarly avoids the problem of biasing sentiment toward news agencies (i.e.

Reuters News) that release alerts. Yet, beyond this data processing decision, there are

still methodological choices to be made with respect to story sentiment scores. For in-

stance, it was previously stated that some authors elect to remove alerts from TRNA data

before calculating news sentiment or volume measures, due to them being single-line
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items. Applying similar logic, we could have calculated story scores by weighting each

item by its length, in addition to its relevance.

Table 3.8: Summary of absolute differences between sentiment specifications

Takes-Only
Vs. Story

Story Vs.
Word-Weighted

Takes-Only Vs.
Word-Weighted

Min. 0.00 0.00 0.00
1st Qu. 0.00 0.00 0.00
Median 0.00 0.00 0.00
Mean 0.03 0.02 0.02
3rd Qu. 0.00 0.00 0.00
Max. 0.86 0.69 0.61

This table includes summary statistics of absolute
differences between three approaches to calculating
news story sentiment. Takes-Only is calculation af-
ter removing alerts, Story includes both takes and
alerts (default), and Word-Weighted includes takes
and alerts with additional weighting of each item
given by the number of sentiment words it contains.
Statistics were calculated using a random sample of
10,000 news stories.

Fortunately, we found very little difference between alternative aggregation techniques.

As evidence for this, Table 3.8 details summary statistics for the absolute differences in

news sentiment scores across the three aforementioned approaches: 1) the “baseline”

approach, which includes takes and alerts in the aggregate relevance-weighted sentiment

score, 2) the baseline calculation following removal of alerts, and 3) weighting each item

by the number of sentiment words it contains, in addition to weighting by item relevance.

Note that the third quartile absolute difference between the three approaches is zero (to at

least two decimal places), with mean absolute difference less than or equal to 0.03. Table

3.9 presents the correlation matrix between the three sentiment measures, the near-unity

elements of which further convey the similarity between the approaches. Sensitivity to

variable construction is covered again in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.1.3 Bloomberg and Thomson Reuters Mapping

Bloomberg and Thomson Reuters identifiers were matched through Thomson Reuters’

record matching service at permid.org/match. The service allows users to upload entity

information in terms of local identifiers in csv format which is then matched server-side,
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Table 3.9: Correlation between sentiment specifications

Story Takes-Only Word-Weighted

Story 1.00 0.98 0.99
Takes-Only 0.98 1.00 0.99
Word-Weighted 0.99 0.99 1.00

This table represents the correlation matrix between
values obtained using three different approaches to
calculating news story sentiment. Takes-Only is calcu-
lation after removing alerts, Story includes both takes
and alerts (default), and Word-Weighted includes takes
and alerts with additional weighting of each item
given by the number of sentiment words it contains.
Statistics were calculated using a random sample of
10,000 news stories.

returning a csv containing the output of the matching algorithm. The matching report

contains the Reuter’s PermID, match level (one of “Possible”, “Good”, “Excellent”, or

“No Match”), and a match score (0 - 100).
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Figure 3.6: Chronological range of TRNA data coverage for sample firms. The histogram
shows the distribution of beginning and end dates of news coverage across
firms.

We used company name and ticker, provided by Bloomberg, as inputs to the matching

service. For the 867 input companies, the output contained 772 Excellent matches, 93

Possible matches, and two unmatched companies. Each company match was then ver-

ified manually. This resulted in 50 manual PermId changes. Figure 3.6 illustrates the

distribution of data availability across the index constituents via histogram of start-dates

and end-dates of TRNA coverage for each firm. The high density peaks at either end of

the sample period suggests that the news data for most firms spans the entire sample

period.
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Longitudinal Analysis

Firm-level predictability is one pathway to the construction of news-informed portfolios

that has largely been overlooked by the low-frequency news analytics literature. De-

pending on the degree of predictability offered by news, firm-specific models may in-

form longitudinal trading strategies or simply provide a better basis for portfolio sorts

than the non-parametric conditioning studied so far. However, a basic prerequisite to

such use-cases is some demonstration that news has predictive capacity at the firm-level.

This is the focus of the current analysis, which is primarily regression-based. Implemen-

tations of “momentum-style” portfolios, as previously referenced, are not examined until

Chapters 5 and 6.

Herein, we test the longitudinal predictability of forward returns through a series of firm-

level regressions, including single period, multi-period, and VAR specifications. We find

no supporting evidence that either news content or news volume are useful predictors

of future return at the firm-level. Rates of statistical significance for predictive model

coefficients were comparable to those of random covariates, and the majority of effect

sizes are economically irrelevant.
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4.1 Introduction

The focus of the current work is cross-sectional analysis, due to it being the basis of the

momentum literature and its amenability to practical portfolio construction techniques.

However, the application of news sentiment to firm-level predictability remains an im-

portant consideration in any determination regarding its potential utility to portfolio

managers. Furthermore, firm-level predictive regressions can serve as a useful precursor

and point of comparison to deeper cross-sectional analyses by revealing methodological

sensitivities, conditional relationships, and calibrating expectations.

We performed a series of firm-level predictive regressions for historical S&P 500 index

constituents, using monthly news sentiment and news coverage as regressors and one-

month excess return as the dependent variable. We then subjected these regressions to

a variety of subset and specification robustness tests. Our results from these monthly

regressions do not support the hypothesis that news leads returns at the monthly hori-

zon.

We then extended the formation and prediction horizons of our tests, using a momentum-

style regression specification. Rates of statistical significance of news regressors and the

explanatory power of the extended horizon models were similar to the baseline regres-

sion, presenting no compelling evidence of predictability.

Finally, we dropped the assumption of exogeneity of news and turned to a richer dy-

namic model described by firm-level six-lag vector autoregressions (VARs). The VAR

models were analysed on the basis of individual and joint coefficient hypothesis tests,

causality tests, and forecast error variance accounting. The results demonstrated autode-

pendence and cross-dependence between news sentiment and news coverage, though

very little evidence of predictive cross-dependency from news to excess return was

found. If anything, return was found to be a stronger predictor of news than vice versa.

Overall, our analysis fails to find evidence that news sentiment or news coverage are use-

ful for longitudinal prediction of excess returns at the firm-level, for one- to six-month

horizons.

The existing research on firm-specific predictability using news variables has been fo-

cused on short (typically daily) prediction horizons, with mixed results. Ferguson et al.

(2015), Zhang, Härdle, et al. (2016), and Wang, Chen, and Wei (2015) found that news

tone and coverage are related to next-day returns among FTSE 100 constituents, 100 S&P

500 constituents, and TSEC-listed Taiwanese companies, respectively. In small samples of

two and four stocks respectively, Ahmed, Sriram, and Singh (2020) and Minh et al. (2018)
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found that news variables improved the performance of machine learning models in pre-

dicting daily return. Ahmad et al. (2016) showed evidence of time-varying predictability

using news sentiment in daily returns of 20 large non-financial US firms.

Counter-evidence concerning daily firm-level return predictability is offered by Van-

stone, Gepp, and Harris (2019), Strauß, Vliegenthart, and Verhoeven (2016) and Coqueret

(2020). Using neural network autoregression, Vanstone, Gepp, and Harris (2019) found

news sentiment improved the forecasting accuracy of stock price level, but not direction,

among S&P ASX 20 constituents. Strauß, Vliegenthart, and Verhoeven (2016) found that

neither the tone or volume of news stories had any effect on the next-day opening prices

of 21 firms listed on the Amsterdam exchange. Coqueret (2020) performed daily predic-

tive regressions on 1009 stocks on US exchanges and concluded that firm-specific news

sentiment is not an economically relevant predictor of forward returns.

To our knowledge, no studies have examined firm-level predictability at horizons of one-

month or more. Xiong and Bharadwaj (2013) and Wu and Lin (2017) study the impact

of news on return at monthly frequency, but they study contemporaneous effects only.

Coqueret (2020) tested prediction horizons up to one month, but the dependent variables

still consisted of daily news scores. Similarly, Ahmad et al. (2016) examined the impulse

response of news up to a 250-day horizon, using a daily VAR specification. In our view,

given the literature on price momentum and existing results on ‘news momentum’, these

specifications are less plausible than ones in which dependent and independent variables

are aggregated over comparable horizons.

Our baseline regression and subsequent robustness tests are most similar to Coqueret

(2020), we then extend the analysis by investigating predictability in multi-period

‘momentum-style’ regressions. Our use of VAR is most similar to Ahmad et al. (2016) in

being at the firm level, and most resembles Uhl (2014) and Kraussl and Mirgorodskaya

(2017) in the subsequent tests performed.

4.2 Data

Price data for historical constituents of the S&P 500 index was sourced from Bloomberg,

and news data was sourced from Thomson Reuters News Analytics. Market return and

the risk-free return were sourced from Ken French’s data library. Data was processed us-

ing the methodology described in Chapter 3. Briefly, this involved aggregating intraday

news items (alerts and takes) to the story level, and then aggregating the intraday stories

to the daily level. Items released after market close were attributed to the next trading
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day. Story-level and daily sentiment scores were calculated as relevance-weighted aver-

ages. The number of stories for each firm were also recorded, resulting in a daily series

of sentiment scores and news coverage for each firm. Unless stated otherwise, sentiment

scores over horizons longer than one day are given by a simple average of the daily scores

over the period, while news coverage is given by the total number of stories released over

the period.

When no news data is present in a given month, sentiment is carried forward from the

previous month, up to a maximum of five months. The assumption being that sentiment

about a firm remains constant until new news media is published. Alternatives to this

forward-filling procedure are discussed in later sections. We remove firms that have news

data in less than 20% of the months for which they were index constituents, prior to the

forward-filling of sentiment.

The coverage variable (number of stories) was transformed as f (x) = log(1 + x). We

made this transformation choice by applying the Box and Cox (1964) procedure to the

coverage series of all (filtered) firms and recording the scaling parameter (λ) that gave the

highest likelihood estimate. The mean and median lambda estimates were close enough

to zero (0.2 and 0.042, respectively) to warrant the log transform.

D(Sentiment) D(No. Story)

Sentiment No. Story

−12 −8 −4 0 −12 −8 −4 0
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of ADF statistics for original (top) and first-differenced (bottom)
news variables. The test is performed with constant and linear trend with
maximum lag of floor((T − 1)1/3). The dotted line in each plot corresponds
to the 0.05 significance level (Hamilton, 2014, Table B.6 Case 4).

All series were standardised (centered and scaled) at the firm level after any transforma-

tions were applied, prior to use in any regressions. The exception is the momentum-style

regressions discussed later, for which the momentum variables were summed post stan-

dardization (however, these variables, being sums of standardised variables, have an
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expectation close to zero anyway).

We tested the stationarity of our variables to avoid performing our regressions with vari-

ables of different integration order. Specifically, we performed the Augmented Dickey-

Fuller (ADF) unit root test on the sentiment, return, and coverage series for each stock.

Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of ADF statistics for news sentiment and coverage, pre-

and post-differencing.

The null hypothesis of a unit root was rejected at the 5% level in 88%, 35% and 33% of

cases for return, sentiment, and coverage, respectively. Notably, these results suggest

that more often than not, sentiment and coverage are integrated processes. Conducting

the ADF test on the first differences of these variables resulted in a rejection rate of 99%

for both variables at the 5% level, indicating that they are at most I(1) processes. This

also confirms that by taking first differences across all stocks, we are not introducing

non-stationarity into those for which the existence of a unit root was initially rejected.

We consider using first-differences to be a conservative choice, and expect that most of

the raw sentiment and coverage series are in fact stationary, despite the failure to reject

the existence of a unit root in a majority of cases. This is both from visual inspection

of many of the series and taking into account the low power of unit root tests in finite

samples, particularly for autocorrelated series (Cochrane, 1991; DeJong et al., 1992). For

instance, in simulations of 10,000 stationary ARIMA(1, 0, 1) series, with coefficients based

on the average model fit across all stocks, unit roots were rejected in only 75% of cases

at the 5% level, and 54% of cases at the 1% level. The number of observations in these

simulations were sampled from the number of observations in our data set, which ranges

from 36 to 180, after filtering. In any case, we find no meaningful differences in baseline

regression results whether we use the raw or differenced news variables, and continue

with the differenced versions.

4.3 Baseline regression

Our baseline procedure tests the in-sample predictive content of news variables through

longitudinal firm-specific regressions. For each firm we test the following predictive

specification:

r̃t+h,i = αi + β1i Sentt−h,i + β2i Coveraget−h,i, (4.1)

where r̃ is the excess return of the firm relative to the market, Sentiment is firm-specific

news sentiment, and Coverage is the number of news stories related to the firm. The

subscript i denotes firm i.
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Our baseline regression uses a one-month return horizon and variable formation period.

As the sampling frequency of the data for the regressions is monthly, this keeps obser-

vations non-overlapping, and the relatively short horizon is a generous starting point

from which to demonstrate any predictive content of news. We use the standard OLS

regression procedure, with HAC standard errors following Andrews (1991).

In Figure 4.2 we plot the histogram of beta estimates and test-statistics for the beta coef-

ficients in the baseline regressions, along with the boxplot of adjusted r-squared values

which shows the 25th, 50th (median), and 75th percentiles, with outliers plotted indi-

vidually. The Durbin-Watson test for autocorrelation in residuals (Durbin and Watson,

1950a; Durbin and Watson, 1950b; Durbin and Watson, 1971) resulted in the null of no

autocorrelation being rejected in 6.4% of cases at the 5% level and 2.4% of cases at the 1%

level, which is reasonable given our use of HAC robust standard errors.
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Figure 4.2: Left) Histogram of coefficients (top) and test statistics (bottom) and, Right)
boxplot of adjusted R2 values, for the Equation 4.1 regression model.

As far as predictability is concerned, important metrics are the proportion of t-statistics

that reach a significant two-sided threshold, and the distribution of adjusted r-squared.

These are also summarised in Table 4.1.

From the histogram of t-statistics it is clear that in the vast majority of cases, neither news

sentiment or coverage are statistically significant predictors of forward return. Table 4.1

confirms that news sentiment is significant at the 5% level in approximately 8% of cases

and at the 1% level in approximately 1% of cases. News coverage is significant at 5%

level in approximately 6% of case and at the 1% level in approximately 0.8% of cases.
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The low number of significant coefficients is accompanied by low explanatory power of

the model; the median adjusted r-squared is negative, with less than one quarter of the

regressions yielding a value near 1%. Another feature of the regression data is that the

coefficients are approximately centered around zero. This matters for predictability; ex

ante we would not know the sign of these relationships for any given firm and makes it

more difficult to describe a plausible conceptual model of how news influences returns

on a month-to-month basis.

Due to the large number of tests being performed, we provide a synthetic point of com-

parison. While we know what rates of significance to expect under theoretically-pure

conditions given the null hypothesis of zero predictability, there are well known reasons

why our results could depart from these expectations—even when there is no true pre-

dictability. We therefore benchmark regressions against simulated results based on an

identical empirical setup, but using random regressors. For news sentiment and news

coverage we use a randomly resampled set of the original values. This maintains the em-

pirical distribution of the regressors but disrupts any potential predictive relationship.

From Table 4.1 it is apparent the randomised features compare very closely to the realised

features in terms of explanatory power and rate of statistical significance. This is further

evidence against the predictive capacity of the firm-specific regression model.
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Table 4.1: 1-Month Predictive Regression Summary

t-statistic

Sentiment Coverage R2 Adj. R2

Panel A: Realised covariates

Min. -3.4072 -3.4352 0.0000 -0.0547
1st Qu. -0.6272 -0.7419 0.0050 -0.0110
Median 0.0909 0.0259 0.0124 -0.0043
Mean 0.1327 0.0259 0.0215 0.0009
3rd Qu. 0.9027 0.7713 0.0264 0.0065
Max. 3.5272 3.7518 0.2580 0.2227
Prop.|t| > 2 0.0773 0.0621
Prop.|t| > 3 0.0091 0.0076

Panel B: Random covariates

Min. -3.6975 -2.9853 0.0000 -0.0499
1st Qu. -0.6737 -0.6974 0.0046 -0.0110
Median 0.0139 0.0224 0.0111 -0.0051
Mean -0.0033 -0.0042 0.0200 -0.0005
3rd Qu. 0.6875 0.6674 0.0244 0.0049
Max. 3.3191 3.2176 0.2222 0.1884
Prop.|t| > 2 0.0561 0.0621
Prop.|t| > 3 0.0045 0.0045

This table presents distributional summaries of
test-statistics and adjusted R2 for the predictive re-
gression represented by Equation 4.1. Panel A de-
tails results using observed news variables. Panel
B details results using simulated noise as in place
of the news variables. Test-statistics are based on
Newey-West corrected standard errors.
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4.4 Robustness Checks

In the following analyses we apply alternate specifications and cut the data in different

ways to apply pressure to the null result regarding firm-specific predictability with news

variables.

4.4.1 Specification Robustness

Here we investigate whether our results revealing the low predictive capacity of news

variables are merely a product of the way the variables were constructed. We do this by

testing four additional model specifications (specification 1 being the baseline model):

• Specification 2: Only the negative component of sentiment scores are used. This

is motivated by the finding in the literature that negative tone may be a less noisy

signal of news content than positive tone (Tetlock, 2007; Loughran and McDonald,

2011; Ferguson et al., 2015). For the sake of comparison, we multiply the negative

sentiment score by negative one so that its direction is consistent with the original

sentiment score.

• Specification 3: Rather than forward-filling, missing sentiment observations are

filled using the median firm sentiment that month. Observations are then median-

centered (using original median). This is equivalent to zero-filling median-centered

data. As all observations are centered using the cross-sectional median, this speci-

fication controls for market-wide sentiment.

• Specification 4: When aggregating daily sentiment scores to the monthly level, in-

stead of taking the simple average, daily sentiment is weighted by the number of

stories driving the sentiment score for that day.

• Specification 5: News coverage or volume is represented by the number of days

with news, rather than the number of stories released.

Figure 4.3 presents the histogram of test statistics for the sentiment variable coefficient

across each of the regression specifications. While some variation exists, the distribution

of test-statistics between specifications appears to be overwhelmingly similar. This is

supported by corresponding summary statistics for each specification provided in Table

4.2.

Although the pooled distributional characteristics are similar between specifications, it

could still be the case that the differences at the firm-level are meaningful. While this
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Figure 4.3: Histogram of test statistics for sentiment variable for alternate variable speci-
fications of the Equation 4.1 regression model.

would not change our overall conclusions about the predictive capacity of news senti-

ment, it could point to a sensitivity to variable construction that would become relevant

later.

Table 4.3 shows the correlation matrix of firms’ sentiment test statistics between regres-

sion specifications. The high correlation across the different regressions indicate that the

significance and direction of influence of sentiment for each firm is robust to variations

in variable definition.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the distribution of adjusted r-squared values for each specification

through violin plots. Consistent with the results concerning test statistics, there are no

meaningful differences in explanatory power across the regressions.
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Figure 4.4: Violin plots of adjusted R2 statistics for sentiment variable for alternate vari-
able specifications of the Equation 4.1 regression model.
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Table 4.2: Summary of sentiment coefficient t-statistics

Spec. 1 Spec. 2 Spec. 3 Spec. 4 Spec. 5

Min. -3.4072 -4.3976 -2.9015 -2.8863 -3.2795
1st Qu. -0.6272 -0.8628 -0.6361 -0.5903 -0.6811
Median 0.0879 -0.1435 0.0667 0.0170 0.0776
Mean 0.1272 -0.1437 0.0992 0.0922 0.1208
3rd Qu. 0.8974 0.6759 0.8703 0.8751 0.9289
Max. 3.5272 3.1690 3.3876 3.5739 3.3700
Prop. |t| > 2 0.0765 0.0841 0.0642 0.0703 0.0688
Prop. |t| > 3 0.0092 0.0138 0.0061 0.0076 0.0092

This table presents summary statistics for test-statistics
of news sentiment coefficients for regression specifi-
cations one through five. Test statistics are based on
Newey-West corrected standard errors.

Table 4.3: Correlation of sentiment coefficient t-statistics

Spec. 1 Spec. 2 Spec. 3 Spec. 4 Spec. 5

Spec. 1 1.00 0.91 0.96 0.91 0.99
Spec. 2 0.91 1.00 0.88 0.84 0.90
Spec. 3 0.96 0.88 1.00 0.88 0.95
Spec. 4 0.91 0.84 0.88 1.00 0.90
Spec. 5 0.99 0.90 0.95 0.90 1.00

This table represents the correlation matrix of test-
statistics of news sentiment coefficients for regres-
sion specifications one through five. Test statistics
are based on Newey-West corrected standard er-
rors.

4.4.2 High-coverage Subset

It is plausible that impact of news on return is more prominent among firms with the

most consistent news flow. At the same time, sparsity may empirically dampen results

due to the filling of missing observations.

To investigate this further, we partition results based on news coverage, and compare

firms in the high-coverage subset with those in the low-coverage subset. Specifically, we

calculate the average number of news days for each firm over the sample period, and sort

into three groups; those in the tercile with the highest (lowest) average news coverage are

taken to be the high coverage (low coverage) subset. Breakpoints were determined after

the minimum coverage threshold was applied, so that each tercile had the same number
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of firms.
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Figure 4.5: Histogram of coefficient test statistics for high coverage (top tercile) and low
coverage (botom tercile) stocks, for the Equation 4.1 regression model. News
coverage breakpoints are based on the average number of news days each
month for that stock.

Figure 4.5 compares the histogram of test statistics for coverage and sentiment for the

high- and low-coverage groups. The test statistics for both groups are centered around

zero, and predominantly bound within ±2. In short, there does not appear to be mean-

ingful differences across the subsets or between the subsets and the aggregate results, in

terms of significance. However, one difference worth noting is the higher rate of signifi-

cance for the sentiment variable among low coverage firms at both levels of significance.

The low coverage group also has a larger average R2 than the high coverage group. This

difference is not explained by a temporal bias between the groups, nor differences in the

number of observations. It may be the case that the less frequently a firm has news, the

larger the impact of that news on stock prices. In any case, the rate of significance is still

low, comparable to what we would expect by chance, with only a marginally positive

adjusted R2.

4.4.3 Residual News

News coverage, and to a lesser degree, news sentiment, are partially explained in the

cross-section by firm characteristics such as market capitalisation. This is discussed fur-

ther in Chapter 5, but for now we want to correct for this explainable component of

news in our regressions. The rationale being that the market may only respond to “un-

expected” news—the difference between realised news and that expected on the basis of
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Table 4.4: Regression statistics by news coverage group

Mean

Variable |t| > 2 |t| > 3 Coef. R2 Adj. R2

High Coverage
Coverage 0.0545 0.0091 -0.0001 0.0158 -0.0008
Sentiment 0.0636 0.0045 0.0015

Medium Coverage
Coverage 0.0636 0.0000 -0.0004 0.0182 -0.0009
Sentiment 0.0636 0.0091 0.0012

Low Coverage
Coverage 0.0682 0.0136 0.0008 0.0304 0.0045
Sentiment 0.1045 0.0136 0.0005

This table presents baseline regression summary statis-
tics for firms grouped by news coverage tercile. Test
statistics are based on Newey and West (1987) standard
errors.

firm characteristics. To do this, we perform the following cross-sectional section regres-

sion each month:

ln (1 + no. stories) = β1 ln (Size) + β2 ln (1 + Analyst) + β3BM + εCoverage, (4.2)

Sentiment = α1 ln (1 + Analyst) + α2BM + εSentiment (4.3)

We then use the residual terms, εCoverage and εSentiment, in place of the original variables.

Missing values are replaced with the median residual. Table 4.5 documents the sum-

mary statistics for the residual based regression. Again, rates of statistical significance

are on the order of what we expect from noise, and coefficients of determination are very

small.

4.4.4 Firm Characteristics

While there were no meaningful differences in predictability between high- and low-

coverage firms, other attributes, such as market capitalisation, may interact with the way

investors respond to media coverage and lead to greater predictability in certain subsets

of the market.
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Table 4.5: 1-Month Predictive Regression with Residual News

t-statistic

Sentiment Coverage R2 Adj. R2

Min. -3.3798 -3.5100 0.0000 -0.0554
1st Qu. -0.6702 -0.6598 0.0054 -0.0109
Median 0.0777 0.0346 0.0116 -0.0046
Mean 0.0960 0.0424 0.0216 0.0011
3rd Qu. 0.8623 0.7983 0.0259 0.0066
Max. 4.2101 3.8362 0.2577 0.2247
Prop.|t| > 2 0.0750 0.0510
Prop.|t| > 3 0.0135 0.0105

This table presents distributional summaries of
test-statistics and adjusted R2 for the baseline pre-
dictive regression using residual news variables.
Test-statistics are based on HAC standard errors
Andrews (1991).

Table 4.6 presents median regression statistics for market partitions defined by market

capitalisation, price-to-book ratio, analyst following, and turnover. Terciles were formed

by first standardising each firm characteristic cross-sectionally in each month to prevent

temporal biases resulting from mean non-stationarity, and then taking the firm’s total

average of the standardised variable. Terciles with approximately the same number of

firms were chosen on the basis of these averages.

Considering the absolute value of test-test statistics, it is apparent that no group is asso-

ciated with a significantly higher rate of statistical significance. In terms of the coefficient

estimates, the greatest variation occurs across breakpoints defined by price-to-book ratio

and analyst following. This is also reflected in the adjusted r-squared values. However,

the magnitude of the values remain so small that it is hard to derive any meaning from

the differences.

4.4.5 Subperiod Analysis

Previous studies have found the news-return relationship to be time-varying. This is

not too surprising—the characteristics of news coverage itself develop, and investor con-

sumption and response to news is entangled with the continual evolution of the digital

landscape and changes in the information environment more broadly. In any case, the

length of the time series is a logical and commonly used dimension for subset analysis.
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Table 4.6: Predictive Regression Summary by Firm Characteristic

Abs. t-statistic Coefficient

Tercile Coverage Sentiment Coverage Sentiment Adj.r2

Panel A: Mkt Cap

1 0.7195 0.8249 0.0003 0.0003 -0.0047
2 0.7750 0.7301 -0.0000 0.0007 -0.0047
3 0.7889 0.7533 0.0002 0.0005 -0.0037

Panel B: Price/Book

1 0.8147 0.8208 -0.0012 0.0006 -0.0045
2 0.7669 0.8948 0.0007 0.0009 -0.0034
3 0.6684 0.6842 0.0003 -0.0001 -0.0045

Panel C: Analyst

1 0.8116 0.8550 0.0009 0.0005 -0.0037
2 0.7210 0.8063 -0.0008 0.0002 -0.0056
3 0.7502 0.6911 0.0003 0.0008 -0.0039

Panel D: Turnover

1 0.7496 0.8072 0.0004 0.0001 -0.0050
2 0.8019 0.8073 0.0000 0.0011 -0.0042
3 0.7361 0.7069 0.0002 0.0002 -0.0041

This table presents median test-statistics, coefficients, and
adjusted R2 for the 4.1 regression model, for terciles sorted
by firm characteristic. Terciles are numbered such that 1 cor-
responds to the largest values for the firm characteristic and
3 the smallest. Test-statistics are based on Newey-West cor-
rected standard errors.

A natural breakpoint in the current sample is the GFC—by testing predictability in pre-

GFC and post-GFC environments, we are able to compare two natural subperiods while

also removing any distorting effect the GFC may have had on results.

The first subperiod is from the beginning of the sample (Jan 2003) to until the fall of

Lehman Brothers (Sep 2008). The second subperiod is from the end of the recessionary

period as defined by NBER (Jun 2009) until the end of the sample. We also remove an

extra month from each subperiod such that neither the dependent nor independent vari-

ables are formed from the GFC data.

Figure 4.6 illustrates the histogram of test statistics for coverage and sentiment coeffi-

cients for the two subperiods. The proportion of sentiment test statistics with absolute
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Figure 4.6: Histogram of coefficient test statistics for pre- and post-GFC subperiods, for
the Equation 4.1 regression model.

value greater than two is 0.070 and 0.083 for the pre- and post-GFC periods, respec-

tively. As shown in Table 4.7, the proportion of coverage test statistics with absolute

value greater than two is 0.092 and 0.097 for the pre- and post-GFC periods, respectively.

Again, there does not appear to be an important difference in the regression results be-

tween the two subsets.

Table 4.7: Regression statistics by subperiod

Median

Variable |t| > 2 |t| > 3 Coef. R2 Adj. R2

Jan 2003 - Sep 2008

Coverage 0.0699 0.0175 0.0014 0.0272 -0.0044
Sentiment 0.0917 0.0131 -0.0001

Jul 2009 - Dec 2017

Coverage 0.0838 0.0058 -0.0002 0.0167 -0.0066
Sentiment 0.0975 0.0156 0.0006

This table presents baseline regression summary statistics
for pre- and post-GFC subperiods. Test statistics are based
on Newey and West (1987) standard errors.

4.5 Extended Forecast Horizon

One of the main questions underlying this thesis is whether news flow is a relevant condi-

tioning variable for forward returns over horizons comparable to other common factors,
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i.e. 6 - 12 months. In this section we turn our attention to a regression specification that

more closely addresses that question. We use the structure of Equation 4.1 (repeated

below),

r̃t:t+k ∼ γ1X1,t:t−k + γ2X2,t:t−k + εt:t+k,

but now with a formation period of k = 6. The complication of evaluating such a spec-

ification lies in the fact that our sampling frequency is higher than our aggregation fre-

quency, resulting in deterministically overlapping observations.

The problem of inference in the presence of overlapping observations and estimation of

long horizon predictability is widely recognised in the financial literature. For example,

Mankiw and Shapiro (1986), Kendall (1954), Stambaugh (1993), and Stambaugh (1999) all

examine the pathologies of OLS estimators in serial-dependent processes.

In addition to the generally applicable heteroskedasticity and auto-correlation consistent

covariance estimators of Newey and West (1987) and Andrews (1991) among others, a

number of papers develop procedures aimed more specifically at (overlapping) regres-

sions with multi-period horizons. Richardson and Smith (1991) develop an estimation

procedure that explicitly models the moment conditions arising from overlapping obser-

vations, with excellent small-sample properties. However, the assumptions under which

their approach is developed do not reasonably extend to the current case.

Hodrick (1992) generalises the approach of Richardson and Smith (1991) and suggests

a procedure in which implied long-horizon coefficients are derived from short-horizon

regressions. The derivation is complicated and the procedure is not straight-forward to

implement and scale, which appears to be why it has received relatively little uptake in

the empirical finance literature. Valkanov (2003) and Hjalmarsson (2006) propose rescal-

ing the OLS t-statistic by a factor of 1/
√

j, where j is the number of overlapping periods.

This addresses the problem of downward biased standard errors but is demonstrably

conservative (Boudoukh, Israel, and Richardson, 2019).

A recent approach in a similar vain to Hodrick’s (1992) estimator is presented by Britten-

Jones, Neuberger, and Nolte (2011). They make use of the fact that the multi-period

horizon regression equation can be represented in terms of single-period observations,

and suggest inference be performed on the latter. The benefit of using the transformed

regression is that it explicitly accounts for the autocorrelation induced by the determin-

istic aggregation scheme, leaving a less complex residual structure to be estimated and

corrected for, if required. Their results suggest that OLS estimates on the transformed

regression provide better small sample properties than common corrective procedures,
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such as White (1980), Newey and West (1987), and Hansen and Hodrick (1980), applied

directly to the original regression.

Boudoukh, Israel, and Richardson (2019) argue that the efficiency gain of using overlap-

ping observations is often negligible and is counteracted by the difficulty in getting ro-

bust estimates. Predictive regressions with overlapping regressors are the target of their

paper, but their analysis is based on an AR(1) process, with AR parameter chosen based

on the fraction of overlap between adjacent observations of the regressor. This process

gives ith order autocorrelation of ρi = ρi
1, however, the structural autocorrelation induced

by overlapping observations is ρi = (j˘i)/j for 1≤ i ≤ j− 1, and zero otherwise, which is

a much less persistent series.

As the efficiency of different estimators depends significantly on the dynamic structure

of the regressor (Boudoukh and Richardson, 1994), and no results exist for our particular

case, we perform a series of simulations with the aim of choosing a reasonable (existing)

approach to estimate our regression.

4.5.1 Monte Carlo Simulations

Here we perform Monte Carlo simulations in which the underlying data generating pro-

cess of forward returns takes the following form:

r̃t:t+k ∼ γ1X1,t:t−k + γ2X2,t:t−k + εt:t+k,

where r̃t:t+k, is the k period forward log return, and the regressors reflect the trailing k

period aggregate given by Xt:t−k = ∑k−1
i=0 Xt−i. This ‘momentum’ DGP is modeled through

the following single-period return process:

r̃t ∼ γ1X1,t−k + γ2X2,t−k + εt+1

We perform this simulation with k = 6 under five scenarios:

1. No predictability at any horizon (γ1 = γ2 = 0). X1 and X2 are independent N(0,1)

variables, and εt+1 is distributed N(0,1)

2. No predictability at any horizon (γ1 = γ2 = 0). X1 is an ARIMA (1, 0, 1) process

with unit variance, AR parameter 0.1 and MA parameter -0.9. This is representative

of our differenced sentiment score. X2 is an ARIMA (2, 0, 1) process with unit

variance, AR parameters (-0.3, -0.3), and MA parameter -0.7. This is representative

of our differenced news coverage score. εt+1 is distributed N(0,1).
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3. Predictability given by (γ1 = γ2 = 0.1). X1 and X2 are independent N(0,1) variables

as in (1), and εt+1 ∼ N(0,σε), with σε chosen so that R2 is 20%.

4. Predictability given by (γ1 = γ2 = 0.1). X1 and X2 follow ARIMA processes as in

(2), and εt+1 ∼ N(0,σε), with σε chosen so that R2 is 20%.

5. No predictability at any horizon (γ1 = γ2 = 0). X1 and X2 are independent N(0,1)

variables, and disturbances are heteroskedastic through εt+1 ∼ X1,tN(0,1).

The specifications for the simulated ARMA dependent variables were determined by

first fitting an ARMA model to the news series of each stock. The model order for each

individual series was chosen on the basis of AIC using a stepwise selection procedure

(Hyndman and Khandakar, 2008). The model order to use for the simulation was se-

lected as the (rounded) average order across all models chosen by the stepwise selection

procedure. A model of this order was then fitted to the news series of each stock. The

most common of these models up to the sign of the coefficients was then selected, and

the median coefficient values were taken to be the simulation coefficients. This process

was applied separately for news sentiment and news coverage.

In each simulation case, we present results of covariance estimators applied to the over-

lapping OLS regression: the standard ‘OLS’ estimator, the ‘HC3’ refinement of White’s

(1980) heteroskedasticity-consistent estimator (Long and Ervin, 2000), the ‘NW’ estima-

tor (Newey and West, 1987) with automatic bandwidth selection described in Newey

and West (1994), and the HAC estimator with quadratic spectral kernel as per Andrews

(1991) (‘HAC’). We then present results for the Britten-Jones, Neuberger, and Nolte (2011)

transformed regression using the same four estimators: ’OLS’, ‘HC3’, ’NW’, and ’HAC’.

We use implementations of the covariance estimators described in Zeileis (2004). Each

scenario was performed separately with T = 100 and T = 180. 10,000 simulations were

performed for each scenario.

For each covariance estimator and each scenario we report the bias, standard deviation,

root mean squared error (RMSE), and the true confidence levels of the nominal 99%,

95%, and 90% regression coefficient confidence intervals. For simplicity of presentation,

results are detailed for γ1 only, as results for γ2 were essentially the same as for γ1 across

all values. Results for γ2 are available upon request.

Table 4.8 shows results for simulation case 1. As expected, the overlapping OLS esti-

mator is strongly downward biased. This is reduced by the NW estimator, but remains

significantly biased. The smallest bias is achieved by the transformed regression with

OLS estimator, followed by the HAC estimator applied to the original regression. These

results are reflected for both T = 100 and T = 180.
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Table 4.8: Monte Carlo Simulations: No return predictability, IID Regressors.

Obs. Variance Est. Bias Std. RMSE 99% 95% 90%

Overlapping Regression
180 OLS -0.082 0.012 0.083 0.793 0.664 0.581

HC3 -0.083 0.015 0.084 0.785 0.658 0.575
NW -0.033 0.030 0.045 0.946 0.865 0.798
HAC 0.014 0.055 0.057 0.982 0.942 0.895

Transformed Regression
OLS -0.002 0.017 0.017 0.988 0.948 0.898
HC3 0.000 0.021 0.021 0.988 0.948 0.901
NW -0.017 0.030 0.034 0.970 0.906 0.850
HAC -0.005 0.027 0.028 0.984 0.935 0.880

Overlapping Regression
100 OLS -0.115 0.024 0.117 0.792 0.662 0.576

HC3 -0.116 0.027 0.119 0.780 0.651 0.566
NW -0.065 0.047 0.081 0.910 0.816 0.745
HAC 0.004 0.162 0.162 0.964 0.910 0.861

Transformed Regression
OLS -0.003 0.032 0.032 0.991 0.946 0.903
HC3 0.002 0.040 0.040 0.991 0.948 0.904
NW -0.036 0.051 0.062 0.951 0.880 0.818
HAC -0.010 0.050 0.051 0.982 0.931 0.875

The single period data generating process for this specification is r̃t ∼
γ1X1,t−k + γ2X2,t−k + εt+1, where X1,t and X2,t are ∼ N(0,1), γ1 = 0, and
γ2 = 0. The overlapping regression specification is r̃t:t+k ∼ γ1X1,t:t−k +
γ2X2,t:t−k + εt:t+k, with k=6. Results listed refer to estimates of γ1. For each
estimator, the bias, standard error, root mean square error, and true confi-
dence levels of 99%, 95% and 90% are shown.

Table 4.9 shows results for simulation case 2, where there is auto-dependency in the pre-

aggregation regressors. Again, the transformed regression with OLS estimates exhibits

the smallest bias and RMSE. Good results are also achieved in the overlapping regression

with HAC estimator. It can be seen that use of NW or HAC estimators on the transformed

regression have a detrimental effect on standard errors.

Table 4.10 includes results for simulation case 3, where the regressors are predictive and

normally distributed iid. In this case, best results are achieved for T = 100 and T = 180

with the transformed regression and HAC estimator. For T = 180 this is followed by

the original regression with HAC estimator and then the transformed regression with

OLS estimator. For T = 100, the transformed regression with HAC estimator is followed
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Table 4.9: Monte Carlo Simulations: No return predictability, ARIMA Regressors.

Obs. Variance Est. Bias Std. RMSE 99% 95% 90%

Overlapping Regression
180 OLS -0.024 0.022 0.033 0.976 0.915 0.852

HC3 -0.023 0.026 0.034 0.975 0.916 0.851
NW -0.017 0.034 0.038 0.978 0.922 0.860
HAC -0.002 0.040 0.040 0.986 0.942 0.888

Transformed Regression
OLS 0.000 0.018 0.018 0.990 0.954 0.901
HC3 0.003 0.024 0.024 0.989 0.953 0.903
NW -0.012 0.032 0.034 0.978 0.925 0.870
HAC -0.003 0.031 0.031 0.984 0.939 0.887

Overlapping Regression
100 OLS -0.035 0.040 0.054 0.975 0.910 0.849

HC3 -0.030 0.048 0.057 0.974 0.913 0.850
NW -0.037 0.057 0.068 0.967 0.901 0.838
HAC -0.003 0.074 0.074 0.982 0.935 0.881

Transformed Regression
OLS 0.001 0.034 0.034 0.992 0.952 0.904
HC3 0.007 0.045 0.046 0.990 0.954 0.906
NW -0.028 0.055 0.061 0.967 0.909 0.849
HAC -0.007 0.056 0.057 0.982 0.935 0.882

The single period data generating process for this specification is r̃t ∼
γ1X1,t−k + γ2X2,t−k + εt+1. X1,t is an ARIMA (1, 0, 1) process with AR=0.1,
MA=-0.9. X2,t is an ARIMA (2, 0, 1), process with AR=(-0.3, -0.3), and
MA=-0.7. γ1 = 0, and γ2 = 0. The overlapping regression specification is
r̃t:t+k ∼ γ1X1,t:t−k + γ2X2,t:t−k + εt:t+k, with k=6. Results listed refer to esti-
mates of γ1. For each estimator, the bias, standard error, root mean square
error, and true confidence levels of 99%, 95% and 90% are shown.

by the transformed regression with OLS estimator and then overlapping regression with

HAC estimator.

Table 4.11 includes results for simulation case 4, where the regressors are predictive and

auto-dependent. In this case, best results are achieved for T = 100 and T = 180 with

the transformed regression and HAC estimator, followed by the original regression with

HAC estimator and then the transformed regression with OLS estimator.

Table 4.12 shows results for simulation case 5, with no predictability, iid regressors, and

heteroskedastic errors. As expected, the heteroskedasticity increases the bias of most esti-

mators. In the original regression, the HC correction does not go far in correcting for this
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Table 4.10: Monte Carlo Simulations: Return predictability, IID Regressors.

Obs. Variance Est. Bias Std. RMSE 99% 95% 90%

Overlapping Regression
180 OLS -0.023 0.003 0.023 0.788 0.659 0.574

HC3 -0.023 0.004 0.024 0.781 0.655 0.572
NW -0.009 0.009 0.013 0.946 0.865 0.792
HAC 0.004 0.015 0.016 0.983 0.941 0.899

Transformed Regression
OLS 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.995 0.967 0.927
HC3 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.995 0.967 0.927
NW -0.003 0.009 0.009 0.974 0.919 0.860
HAC 0.001 0.008 0.008 0.989 0.950 0.901

Overlapping Regression
100 OLS -0.033 0.007 0.033 0.792 0.658 0.572

HC3 -0.033 0.008 0.034 0.781 0.651 0.566
NW -0.018 0.014 0.023 0.910 0.818 0.740
HAC 0.001 0.036 0.036 0.964 0.910 0.860

Transformed Regression
OLS 0.005 0.010 0.011 0.995 0.968 0.927
HC3 0.006 0.012 0.014 0.995 0.968 0.931
NW -0.008 0.016 0.018 0.949 0.890 0.830
HAC 0.001 0.015 0.015 0.985 0.944 0.895

The single period data generating process for this specification is r̃t ∼
γ1X1,t−k + γ2X2,t−k + εt+1, where X1,t and X2,t are ∼ N(0,1), γ1 = 0.1, and
γ2 = 0.1. The overlapping regression specification is r̃t:t+k ∼ γ1X1,t:t−k +
γ2X2,t:t−k + εt:t+k, with k=6. Results listed refer to estimates of γ1. For each
estimator, the bias, standard error, root mean square error, and true confi-
dence levels of 99%, 95% and 90% are shown.

bias unless the deterministic autocorrelation is corrected for, either through HAC stan-

dard errors or by transforming the regression. For this DGP, the HC3 estimator applied to

the transformed regression is essentially unbiased and has the closest true confidence in-

tervals, followed by the OLS regression with HAC estimator, and thirdly the transformed

regression with HAC estimator.

In summary, the transformed regression with OLS estimator, and the overlapping regres-

sion with HAC standard errors gave good results across each of the cases. Additionally,

the HC3 estimator improves standard errors in the presence of heteroskedasticity with

very little degradation in its absence. The estimator which exhibits the lowest bias and

tightest confidence intervals under the case of no predictability is the transformed regres-
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Table 4.11: Monte Carlo Simulations: Return predictability, ARIMA Regressors.

Obs. Variance Est. Bias Std. RMSE 99% 95% 90%

Overlapping Regression
180 OLS -0.008 0.006 0.010 0.976 0.909 0.843

HC3 -0.007 0.007 0.010 0.975 0.908 0.843
NW -0.006 0.009 0.011 0.977 0.917 0.856
HAC -0.001 0.011 0.011 0.985 0.939 0.883

Transformed Regression
OLS 0.005 0.006 0.008 0.996 0.969 0.928
HC3 0.006 0.007 0.009 0.996 0.968 0.927
NW -0.001 0.009 0.009 0.986 0.940 0.888
HAC 0.001 0.009 0.009 0.989 0.950 0.900

Overlapping Regression
100 OLS -0.010 0.012 0.015 0.973 0.910 0.848

HC3 -0.009 0.014 0.016 0.973 0.913 0.849
NW -0.011 0.016 0.020 0.966 0.900 0.836
HAC -0.001 0.021 0.021 0.982 0.934 0.879

Transformed Regression
OLS 0.008 0.011 0.013 0.996 0.970 0.934
HC3 0.010 0.014 0.017 0.996 0.967 0.933
NW -0.003 0.016 0.017 0.976 0.926 0.874
HAC 0.001 0.016 0.016 0.985 0.943 0.895

The single period data generating process for this specification is r̃t ∼
γ1X1,t−k + γ2X2,t−k + εt+1. X1,t is an ARIMA (1, 0, 1) process with AR=0.1,
MA=-0.9. X2,t is an ARIMA (2, 0, 1), process with AR=(-0.3, -0.3), and MA=-
0.7. γ1 = 0.1, and γ2 = 0.1. The overlapping regression specification is
r̃t:t+k ∼ γ1X1,t:t−k + γ2X2,t:t−k + εt:t+k, with k=6. Results listed refer to es-
timates of γ1. For each estimator, the bias, standard error, root mean square
error, and true confidence levels of 99%, 95% and 90% are shown.

sion with OLS standard errors. This estimator also exhibits the lowest RMSE across all

regressions, even when its bias is not. We continue with the transformed regression and

HC3 standard errors, to account for cases of heteroskedasticity1.

1In Breusch and Pagan (1979) tests against heteroskedasticity in the residuals of the transformed
regression, with the null of no heteroskedasticity was rejected in 14% of cases at the 5% level
of significance.
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4.5.2 Extended Horizon Results

Table 4.13 includes the distributional summary of test-statistics and r-squared values for

the six-month regression. As was done for the one-month regression, we include results

obtained from using randomly resampled covariates in place of the realised observations

for a synthetic point of comparison.

The proportion of significant test-statistics is similar between the two sets, and both are

close to what we would expect rejection rates to be at the associated levels of signifi-

cance. The R2 statistics between the two sets are also very similar, and both are similar

to the baseline regression figures. Based on the upper bounds of R2 statistics we should

expect to see meaningfully higher values for the extended horizon results (Ross, 2009;

Zhou, 2010; Huang and Zhou, 2017). The reason we do not here is because we used

the transformed regression, which gives numerically identical coefficient estimates to the

overlapping specification but not the variance explained.

Based on these results, news momentum does not appear to be longitudinally predictive

of forward returns at the six month horizon.
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Table 4.12: Monte Carlo Simulations: No return predictability, IID Regressors, Het-
eroskedasticity.

Obs. Variance Est. Bias Std. RMSE 99% 95% 90%

Overlapping Regression
180 OLS -0.095 0.012 0.096 0.760 0.621 0.546

HC3 -0.092 0.015 0.093 0.776 0.640 0.562
NW -0.036 0.033 0.049 0.939 0.863 0.798
HAC 0.019 0.354 0.355 0.979 0.937 0.896

Transformed Regression
OLS -0.015 0.014 0.021 0.980 0.924 0.868
HC3 0.002 0.023 0.023 0.990 0.948 0.902
NW -0.018 0.032 0.036 0.968 0.908 0.854
HAC -0.004 0.030 0.030 0.982 0.933 0.887

Overlapping Regression
100 OLS -0.136 0.022 0.138 0.741 0.611 0.529

HC3 -0.133 0.027 0.136 0.751 0.619 0.537
NW -0.077 0.049 0.091 0.897 0.798 0.727
HAC 0.006 0.707 0.707 0.954 0.895 0.841

Transformed Regression
OLS -0.024 0.028 0.036 0.980 0.925 0.863
HC3 0.000 0.042 0.042 0.990 0.947 0.897
NW -0.043 0.054 0.069 0.941 0.869 0.806
HAC -0.015 0.052 0.054 0.977 0.919 0.865

The single period data generating process for this specification is r̃t ∼
γ1X1,t−k + γ2X2,t−k + εt+1, where X1,t and X2,t are ∼ N(0,1), γ1 = 0, and
γ2 = 0. Heteroskedasticity is introduced via εt+1 ∼ X1,t · N(0,1). The over-
lapping regression specification is r̃t:t+k ∼ γ1X1,t:t−k +γ2X2,t:t−k + εt:t+k, with
k=6. Results listed refer to estimates of γ1. For each estimator, the bias, stan-
dard error, root mean square error, and true confidence levels of 99%, 95%
and 90% are shown.
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Table 4.13: 6-Month Predictive Regression Summary

t-statistic

Sentiment Coverage R2 Adj. R2

Panel A: Realised covariates

Min. -2.7600 -3.2627 0.0000 -0.0846
1st Qu. -0.6988 -0.7772 0.0053 -0.0197
Median 0.0240 -0.0907 0.0130 -0.0121
Mean -0.0112 -0.0971 0.0226 -0.0088
3rd Qu. 0.6963 0.5719 0.0281 -0.0011
Max. 5.0849 2.8001 0.3640 0.3305
Prop.|t| > 2 0.0549 0.0565
Prop.|t| > 3 0.0031 0.0063

Panel B: Random covariates

Min. -3.0561 -4.2830 0.0001 -0.0831
1st Qu. -0.6288 -0.7302 0.0051 -0.0215
Median 0.0331 -0.0769 0.0119 -0.0124
Mean 0.0296 -0.0819 0.0202 -0.0116
3rd Qu. 0.7045 0.5275 0.0242 -0.0035
Max. 2.6789 2.9219 0.2157 0.1553
Prop.|t| > 2 0.0435 0.0373
Prop.|t| > 3 0.0016 0.0031

This table presents distributional summaries of
test-statistics and adjusted R2 for the predictive
regression represented by Equation 4.1 with six-
month prediction and formation periods. Panel A
details results using observed news variables. Panel
B details results using simulated noise as in place of
the news variables. Test-statistics are based on OLS
estimates of the Britten-Jones, Neuberger, and Nolte
(2011) transformed regression.
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4.6 VAR Analysis

So far, we have assumed exogeneity of the news variables in evaluating their predictive

capacity for future returns. By taking advantage of vector autoregression models (Sims,

1980) we can relax this assumption while obtaining a richer understanding of the joint

dynamics governing news coverage, sentiment, and stock return. Unlike autoregressive

distributed lag models, VARs are natural tools for forecasting and are widely used in the

economic literature for this purpose (Christiano, 2012).

VAR have also been used heavily in the news sentiment literature, but rarely at the firm

level. Ahmad et al. (2016) applies individual VAR models to 20 US non-financial firms

and Strauß, Vliegenthart, and Verhoeven (2016) applied individual VAR models to 21

firms on the Amsterdam stock exchange. Both studies were performed at the daily level.

To our knowledge, no other studies have examined the relationship between news and

stock prices using firm-level VARs at the scale of the current analysis.

It was stated earlier that based on unit root tests, monthly news sentiment and coverage

are often (in 35% and 33% of firms, respectively) I(1) processes. If sentiment and cov-

erage form a cointegrating relationship with price, then vector-error-correction models

(VECM), rather than VAR, would be an appropriate fit. We therefore performed Engle-

Granger cointegration tests for price, news sentiment, and news coverage, across all

stocks meeting the filtering requirements. The null hypothesis of no cointegration was

rejected at the 5% level in only 1.3% of firms, and at the 1% level in zero firms, indicating

that VECM is inappropriate.

The VAR to be fit to each firm can be expressed as follows:

yt = A1yt−1 + · · ·+ A1yt−p + ut

where yt is a 3× 1 vector of endogenous variables (return, sentiment, and coverage), ut is

a spherical disturbance term of the same dimension, and p is the lag order. The coefficient

matrices A1, . . . , Ap are of dimension 3× 3. We continue to work with first differences of

the news variables to ensure that all variables are of the same integration order (return

being I(0)).

The next issue is selection of the lag order. In order to compare results across all models,

we require the same lag order for each firm. With a maximum lag of six, the average

optimum lag (in terms of AIC) was three, and with a maximum lag of 12, the average

optimum lag was 5, with approximately 75% of firms having an optimum lag order of six

or less. Experimenting further, we found that the proportion of firms with higher opti-

mum lag orders increased as the maximum lag of the search increased. As the number of
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parameters increases exponentially with the lag length, and we are dealing with at most

180 observations per firm, a lag order of six was chosen as a reasonable compromise be-

tween bias and variance. Ahmad et al. (2016) followed a similar process to select their

maximum lag order. As a VAR with three endogenous variables and six lags contains 54

parameters, we removed firms with less than 65 observations. VAR equations were fit

via OLS using the implementation described by Pfaff (2008).

Having selected and fit the models, the next issue is how to calculate standard errors

for the various significance tests. HAC covariance estimators such as Newey and West

(1987) require estimation (and subsequent summation) of many autocovariances from

the estimated residuals. In absence of strong positive autocorrelation, biases in these

estimates can result in overall covariance estimates that are downwardly biased relative

to the “true" covariance and even to estimators that simply ignore the autocorrelation (as

we saw in the earlier Monte Carlo analysis). This is to say that use of HAC covariance

estimates is not necessarily the conservative choice, particularly when the number of

parameters is large relative to the number of observations, as is the current case with

our VAR models. Heteroskedasticity consistent (HC) estimators such as (White, 1980)

are not as noisy, as they do not estimate the cross-product terms required to account

for autocorrelation. Depending on the sample size and presence of autocorrelation and

heteroskedasticity, HC estimators may offer the most robust compromise between OLS

and HAC estimators.

In multivariate ARCH-LM (Lütkepohl, 2006; Engle, 1982) tests with five lags, the null

hypothesis of no heteroskedasticity was rejected in 19% of firms at the 5% level. In ad-

justed Breusch-Godfrey tests (Edgerton and Shukur, 1999) with five lags, the null of no

autocorrelation was rejected at the 5% level in 31% of firms. It is not intuitive to us

what these intermediate nominal rates of residual autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity

imply about the relative bias or noisiness of different estimators for our system, so we

compared the standard errors for OLS, HC (White, 1980; Cribari-Neto and Silva, 2011),

and HAC (Andrews, 1991) estimators applied to the VAR models.

The first row of Table 4.14 displays the mean standard error across all parameters in each

of the return, sentiment, and coverage equations. The second and third rows display the

average ratio of the HC and HAC standard errors relative to the OLS standard errors,

respectively. Consistent with our concern of applying HAC estimates to our relatively

large-parameter/low-sample-size models, HAC standard errors are in fact smaller than

those of the OLS estimator. On the other hand, accounting for heteroskedasticity alone

significantly increases the standard error estimates on average. We continue with HC

standard errors as they are the most conservative in this case, though results do not qual-

itatively change when using OLS estimates.
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Table 4.14: Mean standard errors for VAR submodels

Return Sentiment Coverage

OLS 0.040 0.468 0.411
HC/OLS 1.213 1.157 1.145
HAC/OLS 0.998 0.983 0.978

This table lists the mean standard errors for
each of the VAR equations for the OLS esti-
mator (first row), and the mean ratio of HC4m
(Cribari-Neto and Silva, 2011) and HAC (An-
drews, 1991) standard errors relative to the
OLS estimates (second and third rows, respec-
tively).

Parameter significance

Table 4.15 presents the mean estimated coefficients for the full VAR model. Panels are

separated by the dependent variable of the sub model, and coefficients are grouped by

regressor variable (first column) and lag (columns two - seven). In light of our results

from the baseline regression, average estimates provide information on the consistency

of the relationship across firms. An average close to zero suggests that the direction of

the effect is unpredictable prior to conditioning on the firm. The largest aggregate effects

appear to be the negative autocorrelation in sentiment and news coverage, and the largest

effect in the return equation are the second and sixth lags of return. The aggregate effect

of return on news sentiment appears to be larger than the effect of news sentiment on

return. Coverage appears to be driven by coverage and sentiment.

Table 4.16 presents rates of statistical significance of the estimated coefficients for the full

VAR model, at the 5% level of significance. For the return model, rates of significance are

low for all variables. The persistence of sentiment and coverage is reflected in the signif-

icance rates, with the majority of firms exhibiting statistically significant autocorrelation

in these variables up to the fourth lag. The highest rate of cross-variable significance is

from the first lag of returns in the sentiment equation, at 11.8%.

Joint tests

As we are interested in relatively low-frequency news-return relationships and potential

news-driven analogues to stock price momentum, we are less concerned with the im-

pact of individual lags of news variables than that of the entire formation period as a

whole. To represent this interest in terms of statistical inference, we perform a joint hy-

pothesis test of the coefficients for all lags of news sentiment in the return equation of the
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Table 4.15: Mean Parameter Estimates: Individual VAR Coefficients

Lag

Regressor 1 2 3 4 5 6

Panel A: Return Equation

Return -0.015 -0.040 -0.010 -0.006 -0.007 -0.039
Sentiment 0.024 0.021 0.026 0.017 0.008 0.005
Coverage 0.000 0.004 -0.004 -0.013 -0.019 -0.004

Panel B: Sentiment Equation

Return 0.065 0.021 0.003 -0.012 -0.019 -0.019
Sentiment -0.711 -0.542 -0.380 -0.277 -0.182 -0.090
Coverage 0.005 0.006 -0.022 -0.003 -0.009 -0.032

Panel C: Coverage Equation

Return -0.002 -0.002 -0.001 -0.007 -0.009 0.000
Sentiment -0.023 -0.024 -0.042 -0.033 -0.013 -0.015
Coverage -0.841 -0.728 -0.408 -0.354 -0.275 -0.047

This table lists mean paraneter estimate for each term in
the full VAR equation. Each panel displays the model
for that regressor, in terms of its own lags and the lags
of the other regressors. Standard errors are based on
heteroscedasticity-consistent covariance estimates (Cribari-
Neto and Silva, 2011).

VAR. We repeat this test for each explanatory variable in each VAR equation to provide

a full picture of the joint cross-relationships. Table 4.17 lists the rates of significance for

each of the joint hypothesis tests, at the 5% and 1% levels. Firstly, we can see that each

explanatory variable is more reliably explained by its own lags than those of the other

variables. We can also see that return and news coverage tend to be more relevant for

explaining sentiment than the other way around. For instance, at the 5% level, news sen-

timent coefficients are jointly significant in the return equation 6.7% of the time, while

return coefficients are jointly significant in the sentiment equation 10.2% percent of the

time. Consistent with our results from the momentum-style regression, we do not have

compelling evidence that news drives return at the firm-level.

Causality Tests

To further disentangle the dynamic interactions between returns and news flow, and to

more precisely investigate whether news sentiment and coverage contribute to return
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Table 4.16: Significance Rates: Individual VAR Coefficients

Lag

Regressor 1 2 3 4 5 6

Panel A: Return Equation

Return 0.022 0.031 0.031 0.049 0.016 0.031
Sentiment 0.033 0.024 0.035 0.031 0.026 0.037
Coverage 0.022 0.028 0.033 0.035 0.033 0.041

Panel B: Sentiment Equation

Return 0.118 0.037 0.033 0.035 0.031 0.028
Sentiment 0.994 0.945 0.740 0.488 0.289 0.093
Coverage 0.035 0.053 0.067 0.055 0.047 0.041

Panel C: Coverage Equation

Return 0.057 0.026 0.033 0.033 0.028 0.028
Sentiment 0.071 0.045 0.079 0.053 0.045 0.037
Coverage 0.992 0.978 0.720 0.636 0.526 0.069

This table lists the fraction of significant p-values for
each coefficient estimate in the full VAR equation. Each
panel displays the model for that regressor, in terms of its
own lags and the lags of the other regressors. Standard
errors are based on heteroscedasticity-consistent covari-
ance estimates (Cribari-Neto and Silva, 2011).

forecasts above and beyond returns alone, we perform Granger causality tests between

each of the VAR variables. Table 4.18 details the fraction of firms for which each regressor

(table columns) statistically significantly Granger-causes the remaining variables. News

sentiment and coverage Granger-cause returns in 10.4% of cases at a 5% level of signif-

icance and in 3.3% of firms at a 1% level of significance. At a similar rate, returns are

shown to Granger-cause news sentiment and news coverage in 10.8% and 3.2% of firms

at 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively. Consistent with the joint coefficient test

results, news coverage appears to drive news sentiment more than the other way around,

with the highest rate of Granger causality originating from coverage at both levels of sig-

nificance.

Also provided in Table 4.18 are analogous results for instantaneous causality, which cap-

tures logical, rather than causal, dependency (Jaynes, 2003, pp. 92). At both levels of

significance we see high rates of instantaneous causality relative to Granger causality.

One way to interpret this is that contemporaneous, rather than predictive relationships
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Table 4.17: Significance Rates: VAR Joint Hypothesis Tests

Dependent Variable

Regressor Return Sentiment Coverage

α = 0.05

Return 0.183 0.102 0.057
Sentiment 0.067 0.998 0.112
Coverage 0.061 0.134 0.998

α = 0.01

Return 0.087 0.030 0.012
Sentiment 0.014 0.988 0.031
Coverage 0.014 0.049 0.998

This table lists the fraction of significant p-
values under the null hypothesis that all coeffi-
cients of the regressor variable in explaining the
dependent variable are zero. Rejection rates are
provided for 95% and 99% confidence intervals.
Test are based on heteroscedasticity-consistent
covariance estimates (Cribari-Neto and Silva,
2011).

dominate the system dynamics. The highest rate of instantaneous causality is from news

sentiment, in providing information about return and coverage. Which, given the rates

for sentiment and coverage causality in the direction of returns, appears to be largely

driven by the sentiment-coverage dynamic.

Forecast error decomposition

Another angle through which to investigate predictive content given our VAR results is

through forecast error variance decomposition (FEVD), which separates VAR innovations

into a set of uncorrelated disturbances of the component variables. FEVD allows users

to analyse the contribution of one variable to the h-step forecast error variance (MSE) of

another, thereby isolating its relevance as a forecasting variable. Table 4.19 documents

the mean forecast error decompositions for returns, news sentiment, and news coverage

over a 12-month forecast horizon. These numbers are also visualised as bar charts in

Figure 4.7.

We can see that after nine months the relative contributions have reached their terminal

values. On average, by the end of the forecast horizon, 91% of the forecast error variance

of returns is accounted for by its own innovations, and 9% by combined sentiment and
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Table 4.18: Significance Rates: VAR Causality Tests

Cause

Test Return Sentiment Coverage
Sentiment &
Coverage

α = 0.05

Granger 0.108 0.126 0.140 0.104
Instantaneous 0.394 0.531 0.287 0.287

α = 0.01

Granger 0.031 0.033 0.049 0.033
Instantaneous 0.203 0.315 0.138 0.138

This table lists the fraction of significant p-values under the null
hypothesis of no causality from the regressor (column variable) to
the remaining dependent variable(s), for Granger and instaneous
causality tests (Granger, 1969; Lütkepohl, 2006). Rejection rates
are provided for 95% and 99% confidence intervals. Test are based
on heteroscedasticity-consistent covariance estimates (Cribari-Neto
and Silva, 2011).

coverage innovations. At the six month horizon, these values 93% and 7% respectively.

Similar results are found for news sentiment and coverage—at a six month horizon, 89%

of news coverage forecast error variance and 90% of sentiment forecast error variance

are accounted for by their own values, with only 13% being driven by innovations of

the other variables at the nine month horizon. In line with our previous results, return

appears to be a marginally stronger predictor of news than the other way around, with

greater forecast error variance attributable to return than either sentiment or coverage at

all lags.
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Table 4.19: VAR Forecast Error Decomposition

Forecast Horizon (Months)

Regressor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Panel A: Return Forecast

Return 1.00 0.98 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91
Sentiment 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Coverage 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05

Panel B: Sentiment Forecast

Return 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07
Sentiment 0.96 0.96 0.94 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87
Coverage 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06

Panel C: Coverage Forecast

Return 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06
Sentiment 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
Coverage 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.92 0.91 0.89 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.86

This table lists the mean proportion of forecast error variance explained by each of the
VAR regressors, up to a horizon of 12 months. Panels indicate the variable being forecast.
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Figure 4.7: Aggregate forecast error variance decomposition for return, news sentiment,
and news coverage forecasts, over a 12 month horizon.
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4.7 Discussion

In this analysis we investigated the extent to which news sentiment and news coverage

are useful conditioning variables for future excess returns at the firm level, for histori-

cal constituents of the S&P 500 index. We began with a one-month predictive regression

model in which forward return was regressed against single-period lags of news senti-

ment and coverage. Rates of statistical significance for both news variables were similar

to those with random regressors and the average explanatory power of the model was

close to zero. Additionally, coefficient estimates for both variables were centered around

zero, a feature that undermines the usefulness of either as a predictor in the given con-

text.

This result was subject to a series of robustness tests involving variations of specification,

and cross-sectional and temporal subset analysis. None of these robustness tests led to

qualitatively different result. A possible exception was a two-three fold increase in the

rate of statistical significance for news sentiment and higher R2 for low-coverage firms

relative to high-coverage firms. As the rates of statistical significance were still low in

absolute terms (10.45% and 1.36% at the 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively),

with an average adjusted R2 of 0.45%, we leave further exploration of this result to future

analysis.

We then tested the predictive capacity of news in a momentum-style regression in which

cumulative six-month excess return was regressed against six-month aggregates of news

sentiment and news coverage. Informed by a series of Monte Carlo simulations, this

overlapping regression was performed using a Britten-Jones, Neuberger, and Nolte

(2011) transformed specification. Rates of statistical significance and R2 of this extended

horizon regression were similar to those of the baseline regression and were not mean-

ingfully different from an analogous specification with random regressors.

Dropping the assumption of exogeneity of news, we fit firm-level VAR models to each

firm, linking return, news sentiment, and news coverage up to six lags. Analysing rates of

statistical significance in individual coefficient estimates suggested autodependencies to

be a far stronger driver of system behaviour than predictive cross-relationships. This was

confirmed in joint hypothesis tests for each variable pairing, Granger and instantaneous

causality tests, and forecast error variance decomposition analysis.

All-in-all, we fail to find evidence for the hypothesis that commonly used news

variables—sentiment and coverage—are useful predictors of future returns at the firm-

level, at one- to six-month horizons. However, the apparent lack of longitudinal pre-

dictability does not preclude useful cross-sectional relationships. We investigate the util-
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ity of news as conditioning variable in a cross-sectional context in the following analy-

sis.
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Portfolio Sorts

Several studies have provided evidence that firms’ news exposure is an economically

useful data source in the formation of low-frequency equity portfolios. Together, they

suggest news sentiment and attention are important features in predicting the continu-

ation or ‘momentum’ of stock prices in the cross-section. However, a major difficulty in

drawing practical conclusions from this literature is that it comprises strategies based on

different features of news, and different combinations of news and momentum, docu-

mented over significantly varied empirical settings. Moreover, none of the relevant stud-

ies were conducted on a highly liquid, well-understood index—leaving the comparison

and generalisability of these results on shaky ground.

In this analysis, we test the performance of news-informed portfolios motivated by the

aforementioned literature, in a consistent and institutionally-relevant experimental set-

ting. More specifically, we examine the performance of investment strategies employing

nonparametric conditioning on news sentiment, news attention, and stock price momen-

tum using single, double, and triple-sorted decile portfolios.

Our results offer little evidence that news provides economically valuable conditioning

information in momentum-style or momentum-enhanced portfolios at the horizons stud-

ied. Plausibly ex-ante-identifiable strategies, such as those motivated by the literature,

failed to generate risk-adjusted excess returns in our sample, even after controlling for

the GFC.
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5.1 Introduction

Research on market responses to news and price information suggests that the strength of

firms’ stock price continuation is highly dependent on the news exposure of the firm dur-

ing the formation period. Chan (2003) found that among stocks with extreme monthly

price movements, those which were accompanied by news exhibited strong price con-

tinuation for over 12 months following the event, while those without news tended to

reverse in the following month. Using a formation and holding period of six months,

Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller (2014) found that firms with high media coverage exhibited

significantly stronger momentum than low media coverage firms, and that momentum

was stronger still when the tone of the news was consistent with the direction of past

return. Similar findings have been made in the context of weekly momentum, where

it has been shown that sorting firms on the basis of news content characteristics such

as tone and journalist attention generates significant abnormal returns and outperforms

analogous strategies sorting on past prices alone (Huynh and Smith, 2017; Sinha, 2016).

Fang and Peress (2009) found a cross-sectional relationship between news coverage and

expected stock return that was most stable over formation and holding periods of six and

12-months, respectively. For ease of reference, the major findings and portfolio specifica-

tions of these studies are summarised in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

Table 5.1: Summary of selected portfolio analyses

Author Major Finding

Heston and Sinha (2017) Buying (selling) stocks with highly positive (negative)
news tone generates positive abnormal returns.

Huynh and Smith (2017) Buying (selling) winners (losers) with high attention (low
attention) positive (negative) news generates positive
abnormal returns.

Sinha (2016) Buying (selling) stocks with highly positive (negative)
news tone generates positive abnormal returns.

Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller
(2014)

Stock price momentum is strongest for firms with high
media coverage and is stronger still for those also with
concordant news tone.

Fang and Peress (2009) Stocks with no media coverage generate higher returns
than stocks with high media coverage.

Chan (2003) Momentum returns for stocks accompanied by news are
significantly larger than those without news.

These findings point toward the potential use of news analytics to enhance the perfor-

mance of portfolio managers operating momentum-style investment strategies. How-
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Table 5.2: Specifications of selected cross-sectional portfolio analyses

Author J/S/K Sorting variables

Heston and Sinha (2017) 1W/[0,1W]/13W tone
Huynh and Smith (2017) 1W/[0,4W]/52W attention, tone, return
Sinha (2016) 1W/0W/13W tone
Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller (2014) 6M/1M/[6-36M] attention, return, tone
Fang and Peress (2009) [1-6M]/0M/[1-12M] incidence, attention
Chan (2003) 1M/1W/[1-36M] incidence, return

Note: J, S, and K represent formation, skip, and holding period, respectively. M and
W reflect months and weeks, repsectively.

ever, from the perspective of a practitioner interested in making use of such research, a

number of important practical considerations remain unresolved. For instance, from the

current literature it is unclear what role news tone, news volume, stock price momentum,

and the interaction between these variables, play in the performance of momentum-style

portfolios or the horizons over which these variables matter. Furthermore, the economic

relevance of news-enhanced strategies, in terms of dollar capacity and performance when

constrained to only large, highly liquid firms and realistic trading constraints, is not un-

derstood. These uncertainties are largely due to differences in experimental design be-

tween the relevant studies—sources of news, variable definitions, data filtering, forma-

tion and holding periods, universes of stocks, and sample periods—that preclude inter-

study comparisons, generalisations and inference.

In this analysis we attempt to alleviate these uncertainties by benchmarking the perfor-

mance of news-enhanced portfolios in a consistent experimental setting and under realis-

tic trading constraints. This allows direct assessment of the relative economic significance

of the different components of news data shown to be of influence in the previous liter-

ature. We choose as our universe the uniquely investable and ex ante-identifiable strata

that is the S&P 500. By considering only the constituents of major S&P indices, we ensure

stock selection criteria are defined ex ante, realistic, obtainable and are relevant to both

academics and practitioners.

Factor-style or quantile-conditioned portfolios are used as the primary subject of inves-

tigation in this chapter. We believe this is appropriate for several reasons. First, they are

the basis for the overlapping portfolio approach used heavily within the academic mar-

ket anomaly literature, and thus provide a widely recognised and econometrically sound

approach to testing predictability in the cross-section of returns. Second, and equally im-

port for this thesis, is the practical relevance of the approach to portfolio formation. This
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real-world viability is evident in the proliferation of factor-based investment products—

a $1.9 trillion industry projected to grow to $3.4 trillion by 2022 (BlackRock, 2021). The

quantile conditioning approach is also the basis for major practitioner-focused texts on

active portfolio design and management (Grinold and Kahn, 2000; Fabozzi, Focardi, and

Kolm, 2010; Qian, Hua, and Sorensen, 2007; Chincarini and Kim, 2010).

The core of this analysis involves tests of univariate, bivariate, and trivariate portfolios

formed on the basis of price momentum, news sentiment, and news attention. Some of

the formation procedures we test have been examined previously in the literature while

others have not. We investigate changes to sorting order, the use of residual news vari-

ables, and provide risk-adjusted returns under several factor models. We investigate

the impact of the GFC on strategy performance and provide results for pre-, post-, and

ex-GFC periods. We document results for additional formation procedures based on nu-

merical rather than cross-sectional breakpoints, and for sentiment portfolios utilising a

temporal weighting scheme whereby more recent news is given higher weight.

To the question of whether conditioning on news variables can enhance or outperform

momentum returns, our results are mixed. In univariate sorts, momentum wins. In

double and triple sorts, there were portfolios that outperformed over the sample, but

we don’t consider these to be plausible investment choices ex-ante. In particular, we

document large variation within the tercile of stocks with the lowest news sentiment;

those with high news attention and/or momentum outperform, while those with low

news attention and/or momentum underperform, and a strategy that buys (sells) the

former (latter) generates significant risk-adjusted returns over the sample.

In additional tests, we find evidence that there is value in using news sentiment as a

screening mechanism within a traditional momentum framework. Beginning with a stan-

dard momentum portfolio, the adjusted procedure seeks to remove stocks with discor-

dant news sentiment, i.e. momentum winners (losers) with numerically negative (pos-

itive) news sentiment. Such a portfolio (and several variants) generate statistically sig-

nificant risk-adjusted returns over the ex-GFC sample. The effect of sentiment-based

screening is found to be independent from momentum screening (timeseries momen-

tum), which has almost no effect in our sample. However, due to the positive bias of our

news data, removing positive sentiment stocks from the short side requires a portfolio

with variably higher concentration.
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5.2 Data and Methodology

5.2.1 Data

The data sourcing and processing used for this analysis is as described in Chapter 3, and

we again rely on price return, news sentiment, and news coverage (or attention) as our

variables of interest. We differ slightly from the previous analysis in our calculation of

the formation period sentiment score—rather than aggregating to monthly observations

and then averaging the monthly scores over the formation period (e.g. six months), we

simply take the average of all daily scores within the formation period at once. In the

previous analysis we began with monthly regressions and needed to be deliberate about

the timeseries properties of regressors. This is not the case for the current analysis, and

aggregating from the daily level allows us to be more granular when applying temporal

weighting schemes later on. In any case, we find only very slight numerical differences,

and no qualitative differences, between the two approaches.

5.2.2 Portfolio Construction

Our central analysis compares the performance of decile portfolios formed through uni-

variate and bivariate sorts on past news sentiment, stock return, and news attention (cov-

erage). In most cases we document the long-only performance of each decile individu-

ally, as well as a zero-cost portfolio constructed from the extremes. The performance of

individual deciles is useful in examining the cross-sectional distribution of returns with

respect to the conditioning variable(s), and is of interest to practitioners bound to long-

only investment strategies. Zero-cost portfolios are standard practice in the literature

analyzing the determinants of the cross-section of stock returns and are the main focus of

related studies examining the performance of news-driven portfolios.

Here we briefly describe our portfolio formation procedure using two examples–a sin-

gle sort on news sentiment and a double sort on sentiment and momentum. On the last

trading day of the month, we sort all current index members by their formation period

news sentiment and divide them into ten equal groups. The high news sentiment portfo-

lio buys all firms in the top (most positive) sentiment group, and the low news sentiment

portfolio buys those in the bottom (most negative) news sentiment group. The high-low

sentiment portfolio buys those in the top sentiment group and sells those in the bottom

sentiment group, with equity distributed equally within and between the long and short

legs.
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To construct portfolios with exposure to the joint effects of news sentiment and momen-

tum, we use a sequential double-sorting procedure. On the last trading day of the month,

we sort all current index members by their formation period news sentiment and di-

vide them into three equal groups. Within each of these news sentiment terciles, firms

are then sorted by their formation period return (momentum) and divided into a fur-

ther three groups. This results in nine portfolios, each representing different portions of

the sentiment-momentum feature space. The high-sentiment, high-momentum portfolio

buys firms in the top momentum tercile of the top sentiment tercile. The high-sentiment,

low-momentum portfolio buys firms in the bottom tercile of the top sentiment tercile.

The difference in performance of these two portfolios is captured by a high-sentiment

momentum portfolio, which buys (sells) the top (bottom) momentum tercile within the

top sentiment tercile. In this example, as we sorted firms on news sentiment first, and

momentum second, we would refer to news sentiment as our primary sorting variable

and momentum as our secondary sorting variable.

Note that since the feature space is being defined cross-sectionally (i.e .“high” means rel-

atively high) and because sorting occurs sequentially, the resulting relationships between

variables are conditional, with sorting order dictating the direction of conditioning. For

example, sorting on sentiment and then momentum helps answer the question “what

is the effect of past return, conditioning on high, mid, or low news sentiment history?",

rather than “what is the effect of news sentiment history, conditioning on high, mid or

low past return?". For each portfolio formed through two-way sorting, we also present

results to the analogous portfolio formed using the reversed sorting order.

Our reasons for using a sequential sorting procedure are threefold: it results in portfolios

with clear, intuitive interpretations, it is the standard approach in the relevant literature,

and it allows for granular investigation of conditional relationships unavailable to other

portfolio formation procedures. However, the double-sorting procedure does not neces-

sarily let us examine the most extreme unconditional combinations, such as stocks with

the highest joint combination of sentiment and momentum, and can only practically be

applied to a small number of variables for the given universe. This latter point is due

to the fact that group size decreases geometrically with each sorting layer (which also

places a limit on the “sharpness” of our conditional statements). We address some of

these concerns by performing additional tests with simultaneous ranking and numeric

thresholds in section 5.3.6.

The tercile breakpoints were chosen so that each of the resulting return terciles contain
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approximately the same number of stocks as a decile portfolio1, while conditioning on

each sorting variable with equal cross-sectional precision.

For the baseline analysis we use a formation and holding period of six months, with no

skip period between. Portfolios are equal-weighted at the time of formation and posi-

tions are held until the end of the holding period without rebalancing. To be considered

for portfolio formation, each stock must have began trading before the beginning of the

formation period and must have traded within the last five trading days at the time of

formation. If a stock loses index membership during the holding period, we exit the po-

sition at the close of the last day of membership and assume a 0% return on the proceeds

for the remainder of the holding period.

5.2.3 Testing Procedure

We evaluate each trading strategy using the calendar-time overlapping portfolio ap-

proach of Jegadeesh and Titman (1993). In this approach, portfolios are formed every

month such that each strategy contains portfolios with overlapping holding periods.

That is, at a given point in time, a strategy with a holding period of K months will hold

the portfolio formed in the current month as well as those formed in the previous K-1

months. Additionally, at the end of each month, the portfolio formed K months ago will

be closed. Thus, the weights on 1/K of the stocks in the strategy are revised each month,

while the rest are carried over from the previous month.

The time-series of the average return of the K portfolios in each calendar month cap-

tures the effects of the correlation between portfolios and can be appropriately used to

test the average monthly return generated by the portfolio formation procedure over the

K months following formation(Fama, 1998; Chan, 2003). Test statistics are given by the

time-series mean of the overlapping return series divided by the time-series standard er-

ror. Risk-adjusted returns are attained by regressing excess portfolio returns on contem-

poraneous factors according to the relevant factor model being used. These regressions

are conducted in a panel format comprising each of the K portfolio return series. Stan-

dard errors are corrected using Driscoll and Kraay’s (1998) spatial correlation consistent

(SCC) estimator as implemented by Millo (2017). We briefly explain this choice.

Consider the panel regression:

rit = xᵀitβββ + εit

1The difference is between group sizes of 1/9th of the index for the double sorting procedure
and 1/10th of the index for the decile portfolios, which is approximately five stocks for the
S&P 500 and 2 stocks for the ASX 200.
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In addition to heteroskedasticity, residuals in a panel setting can be correlated between

observations in three main ways:

Group effects (Firm effects): Residuals are correlated through time for a particular firm

(time-series dependence), so that E[εitεis|xxxit, xxxis] 6= 0, ∀t 6= s.

Time effects: Residuals are correlated across firms in a given time period (cross-

sectional dependence), so that E[εitεjt|xxxit, xxxjt] 6= 0, ∀i 6= j.

Persistent common shocks: Residuals are correlated between different firms in different

time periods. These correlations are assumed to decay over time such that they

may be ignored after a maximum lag length L, so that E[εitεjs|xxxit, xxxjs] = 0, if i 6= j

and |t− k| > L.

Failing to account for these effects can lead to significantly under-estimated standard er-

rors and consequent over-rejection using standard hypothesis tests. Petersen (2009) con-

trasts various approaches to panel data commonly applied in the empirical finance and

asset pricing literature. He shows that in the presence of both firm and time effects, the

application of Newey-West (adapted for panel data), Fama-Macbeth, and Fama-Macbeth

corrected for first-order autocorrelation, procedures leads to downward biased estimates

of standard errors. Petersen (2009), Thompson (2011), and Cameron, Gelbach, and Miller

(2011) show that standard error estimates robust to firm and time effects can be achieved

by clustering residuals by time and group simultaneously.

The standard errors obtained from the multi-way clustering procedure are robust to

any correlation structure within each group or within each time period, but rely on the

asymptotics in each direction: the number of clusters, rather than just the number of ob-

servations, is assumed to go to infinity. Thompson (2011) extends the two-way clustering

approach to accommodate persistent common shocks as defined above. Thompson’s es-

timator is robust to cross-sectional and time-series dependence within groups and time

periods, respectively, and dependence between different groups in different time periods,

up to a maximum lag L.

Kernel-based methods account for dependence structures in essentially the same way

as clustering approaches, but weight correlations by a distance-decreasing smoothing

function (Foote, 2007). The underlying assumption being that correlations between ob-

servations decay as the lag distance between them increases. The Newey and West (1987)

nonparametric estimator, developed for the time series context, is a well-known example

of this. Driscoll and Kraay’s (1998) spatial correlation consistent estimator extends the

Newey-West estimator to a panel time series context, allowing for very general forms of

cross-sectional and temporal dependence. More specifically, the SCC estimator is robust
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to contemporaneous and lagged cross-sectional dependence as well as serial dependence,

provided that these correlations decay quickly enough in the time dimension, which is

therefore assumed to be relatively large. However, unlike the multi-way clustering ap-

proaches, the SCC estimator does not rely on group asymptotics and so the number of

firms relative to time periods does not affect convergence.

For multi-way clustering approaches, the practical minimum group size necessary for

suitable standard error estimates appears to range from between 25 to 50 depending on

the situation (see Cameron and Miller, 2015; Thompson, 2011). For the SCC estimator,

Driscoll and Kraay (1998) show that a time dimension of 50 leads to comparable finite

sample performance as standard time series HAC estimators. As most of the strategies

we test have a group size (number of holding period months, K) between 6 to 12, with

approximately 170 time periods, we use the SCC estimator for these regressions. Newey

and West (1987) and Driscoll and Kraay (1998) use the Bartlett kernel as their weighting

function. We apply the quadratic spectral kernel following the results of Andrews (1991),

with a bandwidth parameter (maximum lag length) of the closest integer equal to or

greater than T1/4 (Greene, 2005; Driscoll and Kraay, 1998). Figure 5.1 compares common

kernels for a range of lag/bandwidth values, normalised by asymptotic variance (Figure

1 in Andrews, 1991).
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of common heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent es-
timator smoothing kernels as a function of lag/bandwidth, normalised by
asymptotic variance (Andrews, 1991).
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Sentiment and Momentum

Table 5.3 presents mean monthly returns for decile portfolios sorted separately by sen-

timent and momentum. These figures suggest that the unconditional relationships be-

tween expected return and the sorting variables, if they exist, are not monotonic (and are

therefore also nonlinear) within the observed sample. Both sentiment and momentum

do, however, appear to contain information on the worst performing stocks; the lowest

sentiment and momentum deciles are the only long-only portfolios with a mean monthly

return statistically indistinguishable from zero (the fact that none of the decile sorts pro-

duce a negatively performing portfolio is also telling of the sample period being exam-

ined). In terms of capturing high performing stocks with a single variable, sentiment

appears to do a better job than momentum, as the highest sentiment decile produces a

higher mean return with greater statistical significance than the top momentum decile.

Neither of the high-minus-low (HML) portfolios generate a statistically significant re-

turn, indicating that the difference in performance between the top and bottom deciles is

not large or stable enough to represent a profitable arbitrage opportunity.

Panel A of Table 5.4 presents returns to momentum portfolios formed within high, mid

and low sentiment terciles. Surprisingly, it is really only within low sentiment stocks that

momentum winners outperform momentum losers in terms of absolute returns. This

is the opposite of what we might expect from the weekly momentum results of Huynh

and Smith (2017). Further, low sentiment momentum winners appear to outperform

high sentiment momentum winners, which is again in contrast to the results of Hillert,

Jacobs, and Mueller (2014) and Huynh and Smith (2017), who find positive sentiment

momentum winners to outperform low sentiment momentum winners.

Panel B of Table 5.4 presents returns to sentiment portfolios formed within high, mid

and low momentum terciles. We see that it is only within low momentum stocks that

sentiment is related to performance in the way we expect; a portfolio formed from mo-

mentum losers with high sentiment achieves a mean expected return of approximately

1% per month, while the return to a portfolio of momentum losers with low sentiment

is statistically indistinguishable from zero. This is in contrast to Sinha’s (2016) weekly

sentiment portfolios, which performed much stronger among momentum winners than

momentum losers.

In both panels, the best and worst performing terciles are those within the lowest pri-

mary grouping. Taking into account the results of the unconditional sorts, this suggests
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Table 5.3: Univariate Sentiment and Momentum Returns

Sentiment Momentum

Decile mean p (t-stat) mean p (t-stat)

High 0.0101** 0.0042 (2.9028) 0.0088* 0.0167 (2.4172)
2 0.0088** 0.0097 (2.6165) 0.0093** 0.0038 (2.9373)
3 0.0092** 0.0055 (2.8154) 0.0086** 0.0055 (2.8152)
4 0.0096** 0.0035 (2.9618) 0.0093** 0.0025 (3.0678)
5 0.0088** 0.0097 (2.6168) 0.0096** 0.0019 (3.1594)
6 0.0081* 0.0230 (2.2950) 0.0098** 0.0024 (3.0835)
7 0.0091* 0.0124 (2.5287) 0.0098** 0.0050 (2.8451)
8 0.0104** 0.0044 (2.8888) 0.0093* 0.0145 (2.4692)
9 0.0107** 0.0054 (2.8205) 0.0090* 0.0328 (2.1520)
Low 0.0071 0.0720 (1.8105) 0.0077 0.1640 (1.3979)
High-Low 0.0031 0.1442 (1.4672) -0.0001 0.9884 (-0.0146)

Index (SPY) 0.0077* 0.0108 (2.5767)

This table presents raw monthly returns for equal-weighted portfolios
sorted separately by news sentiment and stock return (momentum). Port-
folios are constructed using formation and holding periods of six months,
with no skip period.

that stocks with the highest sentiment consist of both momentum winners and momen-

tum losers. In particular, the worst performing stocks are those with the combination of

lowest sentiment and lowest momentum. However, we see again that none of the long-

only portfolios are negative, and none of the zero-cost portfolios are profitable over the

sample.

5.3.2 News coverage

The determinants of news flow

The amount of news coverage, or news attention, received by firms has been shown to be

significantly related to the cross-section of returns (Fang and Peress, 2009), and in partic-

ular the performance of momentum portfolios (Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller, 2014; Chan,

2003; Huynh and Smith, 2017). A consistent finding across these studies is that momen-

tum strategies are more profitable among firms with a high amount of news coverage,

which is either evidence of over- or under-reaction, depending on who you ask. In this
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Table 5.4: Sentiment and Momentum Returns: Bivariate Comparisons

Secondary Sort

High Mid Low High-Low

Primary
sort Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat)

Panel A: Primary sort on sentiment

High 0.0084** (2.6134) 0.0096** (3.0899) 0.0100* (2.5169) -0.0025 (-1.1285)
Mid 0.0085** (2.6390) 0.0090** (2.8888) 0.0086* (1.9781) -0.0020 (-0.6603)
Low 0.0101** (2.9909) 0.0101** (2.9712) 0.0080 (1.6818) -0.0007 (-0.1816)

HH-LL -0.0019 (-0.4845)

Panel B: Primary sort on momentum

High 0.0088** (2.7052) 0.0083** (2.6323) 0.0097** (2.8208) -0.0010 (-0.7474)
Mid 0.0101** (3.1950) 0.0091** (2.8890) 0.0097** (3.0320) 0.0005 (0.5444)
Low 0.0101* (2.4422) 0.0086 (1.9522) 0.0077 (1.6975) 0.0023 (1.4303)
HH-LL -0.0003 (-0.0950)

This table presents raw monthly returns for double-sorted stock portfolios sorted by news
sentiment and momentum. In panel A, news sentiment terciles are formed by sorting firms
by their formation period news sentiment. Within each tercile, firms are then sorted by for-
mation period return (momentum). The HH-LL portfolio buys (sells) stocks in the highest
(lowest) momentum tercile within the highest (lowest) sentiment tercile. In panel B, the
sorting order is reversed–momentum terciles are formed by sorting firms by their forma-
tion period returns. Within each tercile, firms are then sorted by formation period news
sentiment. The HH-LL portfolio buys (sells) stocks in the highest (lowest) sentiment tercile
within the highest (lowest) momentum tercile. Portfolios are constructed using formation
and holding periods of six months, with no skip period.

section we examine the relationship between news attention and returns, and the joint ef-

fects of news attention with momentum and news tone, within S&P 500 index members.

Fang and Peress (2009) and Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller (2014) found that news coverage

was partially explained by various firm characteristics and Chan (2003) noted that stocks

with news in a given month are on average much larger than those that do not. If un-

corrected, these relationships can lead to inadvertent use of news coverage as a proxy for

size or other firm characteristics. We therefore investigate whether this is an issue within

our sample.

Panel A of Table 5.5 shows the determinants of news attention (log number of stories)2

2The log-transform of news coverage follows from Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller (2014), but is also
justified by the Box and Cox (1964) procedure—see section 4.2.
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Table 5.5: Sentiment and Momentum Returns: Bivariate Comparisons

Model spec.
Size

1
Analyst

2
BM

3
1+Analyst

4
4+BM

5

Panel A: News attention as dependent variable

Size 0.5049*** 0.4089*** 0.4212***
(24.0999) (17.8426) (17.6472)

Analyst following 0.3965*** 0.2082*** 0.2142***
(15.6719) (9.8483) (9.7223)

Book-market 0.0432 0.1179***
(1.6607) (4.6178)

Adj. R-sq 0.2549 0.1572 0.0019 0.2890 0.3026

Panel B: News sentiment as dependent variable

Size -0.0440* -0.0039 -0.0243
(-2.3060) (-0.1849) (-1.1128)

Analyst following -0.0897*** -0.0879*** -0.0855***
(-4.9946) (-4.4125) (-4.3496)

Book-market -0.1194*** -0.1276***
(-6.7691) (-6.8952)

Adj. R-sq 0.0019 0.0080 0.0144 0.0080 0.0240

This table presents raw monthly returns for double-sorted stock portfolios sorted by
news sentiment and momentum. In panel A, news sentiment terciles are formed by
sorting firms by their formation period news sentiment. Within each tercile, firms are
then sorted by formation period return (momentum). The HH-LL portfolio buys (sells)
stocks in the highest (lowest) momentum tercile within the highest (lowest) sentiment
tercile. In panel B, the sorting order is reversed–momentum terciles are formed by sort-
ing firms by their formation period returns. Within each tercile, firms are then sorted by
formation period news sentiment. The HH-LL portfolio buys (sells) stocks in the highest
(lowest) sentiment tercile within the highest (lowest) momentum tercile. Portfolios are
constructed using formation and holding periods of six months, with no skip period.

on the basis of cross-sectional regressions, with standard errors clustered by firm and

month Petersen (2009)3. As the mean value of each of the regression variables varies

through time during the sample, and to assist interpretation of the regression coefficients,

all regression variables were standardised by month to have mean of zero and standard

deviation of one.

3We use two-way clustering here as, unlike our portfolio regressions, the panel is of sufficient
length and width to satisfy the asymptotic assumptions.
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Specification 1 shows that firm size (log market capitalisation) is positively associated

with news coverage and explains over 25% of the variation in coverage among S&P 500

members alone. In specification 2, firms’ (log) analyst following is also found to be asso-

ciated with news coverage, explaining over 15% of the variation between firms. Fang and

Peress (2009) and Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller (2014) find that analyst following is nega-

tively related to news attention, whereas our results show the relationship to be positive.

This could be due to differences in the sample period, the news sample, or our particular

universe of stocks. Huynh and Smith (2017), who use a related but not entirely analo-

gous measure of news attention as their dependent variable, also find analyst following

to be positively related to attention. Huynh and Smith (2017) use TRNA and a sample

period that is contained within ours, but employ a much wider universe of US stocks.

This suggests that effect is not due to our focus on index constituents.

When size and analyst following are applied together, as in specification 4, the coefficient

magnitude and t-statistics for both variables decrease, indicating that the two explanatory

variables are correlated. Adding book-to-market ratio to the model, as in specification 5,

increases R2 from 29% to just over 30%. To control for these correlations between firm

characteristics and news attention, we follow the approach of Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller

(2014) in specifying a measure of residual attention, εAttention, which we define through

the following regression (specification 5 in Table 5.5)4:

ln (1 + no. stories) = β1 ln (Size) + β2 ln (1 + Analyst) + β3BM + εAttention (5.1)

This regression is performed at the end of every month, resulting in a centered time

series of residual news attention for each stock. To aggregate residual news attention over

the formation period, we simply sum the monthly values together. If a firm’s residual

attention cannot be calculated for a given month due to missing firm (as opposed to news)

data, the value is excluded from the summation. If a firm’s residual cannot be calculated

for the entire formation period, the stock is excluded from that month’s ranking.

Panel B of Table 5.5 presents the determinants of news sentiment, using the same method-

ological setup as panel A. Compared to the amount of coverage, firm characteristics do a

poor job at explaining the tone of the coverage, with a maximum adjusted R2 of less than

2.5% for the specifications tested. This result is consistent with those of Huynh and Smith

(2017), who get the same R2 for the same specification on weekly data. Notably, size adds

no explanatory power to the regression, and drops out of significance when accounting

4The transformation f (x) = ln(1 + x) is used instead of f (x) = ln(x) for story count and analyst
following to handle instances in which these variables equal zero.
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for analyst following. To calculate residual news sentiment, εSentiment, we perform the

following rolling monthly regression:

Sentiment = α1 ln (1 + Analyst) + α2BM + εSentiment (5.2)

Another way to understand the relationship between firm characteristics and news expo-

sure is to examine the distribution of firm variables across groups of stocks sorted by the

news variables of interest. Being nonparametric, this method does not impose any struc-

ture on the underlying relationships, and can be used to gauge the effectiveness of the

linear specification used to define our residual news scores. Table 5.6 presents time series

averages of firm characteristics for stock quintiles sorted by raw (panel A) and residual

(panel B) media attention.

From panel A it can be seen that mean firm characteristics vary significantly across the

raw news attention quintiles, with size and analyst following increasing monotonically

with attention and book-to-market ratio increasing monotonically with the exception of

the highest attention quintile. In panel B the distribution of firm variables is much more

even across quintiles, and both the magnitude and significance of the differences between

the highest and lowest attention groups have dropped considerably. Our measure of

residual attention appears to have the properties for which it was designed, and we make

use of this measure going forward.

Table 5.7 presents time series averages of firm characteristics for stock quintiles sorted

by raw (panel A) and residual (panel B) news sentiment. Panel A shows that the varia-

tion of firm variables across sentiment quintiles is much less pronounced than for media

attention, with the exception of book-to-market ratio, which decreases monotonically as

sentiment increases. There is also evidence of weak non-linearity in the distribution of

size and analyst following, as the firm values tend largest in quintiles 3 and 4. In panel

B, the distribution of firm variables across the residual sentiment quintiles is now more

even, although the effect is subtle for firm size and analyst following, which still retain

their nonlinearity. The main effect can be seen for book-to-market ratio which shows

little variation across the residual quintiles. Due to the relatively weak relationship be-

tween firm characteristics and news sentiment captured by the regression, and to keep

our portfolio formation procedure as simple as possible, we do not make use of residual

sentiment in our main analysis. We find that using residual sentiment in place of raw

sentiment results in only minor numerical differences and does not qualitatively change

our results.
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Table 5.6: Firm characteristics by raw and residual news attention

Quintile Size (ln) Analyst (ln) Book-market

Panel A: Quintile sorts on raw news attention

1 10.5522 2.5012 0.4503
2 9.6524 2.1868 0.4764
3 9.3459 2.0224 0.4526
4 9.1464 1.8399 0.4355
5 8.9906 1.6144 0.4139
1-5 1.5616*** 0.8867*** 0.0364***
t-stat 1-5 115.9936 85.4268 4.4447

Panel B: Quintile sorts on residual news attention

1 9.4252 1.9927 0.4594
2 9.6281 2.1011 0.4515
3 9.6238 2.0814 0.4480
4 9.5526 2.0546 0.4459
5 9.4573 1.9769 0.4248
1-5 -0.0321*** 0.0158*** 0.0346***
t-stat 1-5 -6.0272 4.0193 4.0373

This table shows time series averages of the monthly
mean of firm characteristics for portfolios of S&P 500 in-
dex members sorted by news attention (panel A) and
residual news attention (panel B). News attention is given
by ln(1+no. stories) and residual attention is the residual
from month-to-month regressions of news attention on
Size (log market capitalisation), Analyst (log analyst fol-
lowing) and BM (equity book-to-market ratio). The sam-
ple period is from Jan 2003 to Dec 2017.
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Table 5.7: Firm characteristics by raw and residual news sentiment

Quintile Size (ln) Analyst (ln) Book-market

Panel A: Quintile sorts on raw news sentiment

1 9.3332 1.8803 0.3812
2 9.5825 2.0377 0.4204
3 9.6730 2.1084 0.4308
4 9.6958 2.1224 0.4793
5 9.4952 2.0705 0.5182
1-5 -0.1619*** -0.1902*** -0.1370***
t-stat 1-5 -10.7616 -18.4712 -20.8546

Panel B: Quintile sorts on residual news sentiment

1 9.3604 1.9739 0.4315
2 9.6026 2.0813 0.4401
3 9.6612 2.1102 0.4630
4 9.6776 2.0998 0.4670
5 9.4550 1.9811 0.4285
1-5 -0.0946*** -0.0071 0.0030
t-stat 1-5 -6.2342 -1.6699 0.6846

This table shows time series averages of the monthly
mean of firm characteristics for portfolios of S&P 500 in-
dex members sorted by news sentiment (panel A) and
residual news sentiment (panel B). News sentiment is
cumputed as the average of daily news sentiment scores
and residual news sentiment is the residual from month-
to-month regressions of news sentiment on Analyst (log
analyst following) and BM (equity book-to-market ratio).
The sample period is from Jan 2003 to Dec 2017.
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News attention: univariate sorts

Table 5.8 reports mean monthly returns to decile portfolios sorted by separately raw

and residual news coverage. The two different measures of news coverage are shown

to produce markedly different results in unconditional sorts, especially at the extremes

where most portfolio formation procedures would focus. The low performance of stocks

with high raw media coverage is broadly consistent with the findings of Fang and Peress

(2009), who also used a raw measure of news coverage in their analysis. We show the

returns to raw coverage portfolios merely as a point of comparison, and do not discuss

them any further.

As for the residual attention portfolios, a notable feature of the results is the high perfor-

mance of the three decile portfolios with the most attention. This is broadly consistent

with the findings of Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller (2014), who find a positive relationship

between residual news coverage and performance. In our sample however, performance

flattens out beyond decile 4 and returns do not exhibit any further unconditional rela-

tionship to news coverage.

Table 5.8: Raw and residual attention returns

Raw attention Residual attention

Decile mean p (t-stat) mean p (t-stat)

High 0.0078* 0.0319 (2.1639) 0.0108* 0.0229 (2.2970)
2 0.0098** 0.0046 (2.8738) 0.0110** 0.0052 (2.8314)
3 0.0114** 0.0031 (2.9994) 0.0099** 0.0082 (2.6762)
4 0.0083* 0.0307 (2.1798) 0.0090** 0.0098 (2.6123)
5 0.0079* 0.0261 (2.2440) 0.0084* 0.0134 (2.4985)
6 0.0092* 0.0112 (2.5643) 0.0088* 0.0104 (2.5911)
7 0.0094** 0.0070 (2.7310) 0.0081* 0.0147 (2.4641)
8 0.0091** 0.0080 (2.6824) 0.0088** 0.0062 (2.7728)
9 0.0090** 0.0069 (2.7360) 0.0090** 0.0036 (2.9514)
Low 0.0098** 0.0024 (3.0850) 0.0080** 0.0085 (2.6615)
High-Low -0.0017 0.3046 (-1.0298) 0.0034 0.1811 (1.3431)

This table presents raw monthly returns for equal-weighted portfolios
sorted separately by raw and residual news attention. Portfolios are con-
structed using formation and holding periods of six months, with no skip
period.
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News attention and momentum

Table 5.9 reports mean monthly returns to double-sorted portfolios sorted by residual

news coverage and momentum. Panel A shows the performance of momentum port-

folios conditioning on high, mid and low news coverage tercile. As expected from the

prior literature, the performance of momentum winners is stronger among high coverage

stocks than low coverage stocks. Unlike prior literature, this is also true for the momen-

tum losers in our sample–there is almost no difference between momentum winners and

momentum losers after conditioning on high or low news coverage.

Panel B of Table 5.9 documents the performance of news coverage portfolios condition-

ing on high, mid or low momentum tercile. In both high and low momentum terciles,

the high news coverage portfolio outperforms the low coverage portfolio, with the dif-

ference between the two being largest among high momentum stocks. In both panels,

the biggest performance differential is in the direction of news coverage, suggesting that

news attention subsumes momentum as a ranking variable in this sample.
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Table 5.9: Attention and Momentum Returns: Bivariate Comparisons

Secondary Sort

High Mid Low High-Low

Primary
sort Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat)

Panel A: Primary sort on residual attention

High 0.0102** (2.9030) 0.0108** (2.9237) 0.0103* (2.0088) -0.0020 (-0.5517)
Mid 0.0081* (2.5018) 0.0097** (3.1242) 0.0076 (1.8652) -0.0002 (-0.0818)
Low 0.0082** (2.7266) 0.0092** (3.1796) 0.0081* (2.1961) -0.0005 (-0.2063)

HH-LL 0.0018 (0.8631)

Panel B: Primary sort on momentum

High 0.0103** (2.9612) 0.0081* (2.5106) 0.0083** (2.7222) 0.0020 (1.7739)
Mid 0.0097** (2.8330) 0.0097** (3.0678) 0.0096** (3.2577) 0.0002 (0.2357)
Low 0.0099* (1.9850) 0.0084 (1.9698) 0.0083* (2.1408) 0.0020 (1.0382)
HH-LL 0.0012 (0.4852)

This table presents raw monthly returns for double-sorted stock portfolios sorted by
residual news attention and momentum. In panel A, news sentiment terciles are formed
by sorting firms by their formation period residual news attention. Within each tercile,
firms are then sorted by formation period return (momentum). The HH-LL portfolio buys
(sells) stocks in the highest (lowest) momentum tercile within the highest (lowest) residual
attention tercile. In panel B, the sorting order is reversed–momentum terciles are formed
by sorting firms by their formation period returns. Within each tercile, firms are then
sorted by formation period residual news attention. The HH-LL portfolio buys (sells)
stocks in the highest (lowest) sentiment tercile within the highest (lowest) momentum ter-
cile. Portfolios are constructed using formation and holding periods of six months, with
no skip period.

News attention and news sentiment

In this section we investigate the joint effects of news sentiment and residual news at-

tention, without further conditioning on past return. As it stands, this does not appear

to have been tested in the literature. Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller (2014) and Huynh and

Smith (2017) examine momentum profits in triple sorted portfolios with exposures to dif-

ferent combinations of attention and sentiment, but do not study sentiment and attention

independent of momentum.

Table 5.10 documents returns to portfolios double-sorted by residual news coverage and

sentiment. Panel A presents the performance of news coverage portfolios conditioned on
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Table 5.10: Attention and Sentiment Returns: Bivariate Comparisons

Secondary Sort

High Mid Low High-Low

Primary
sort Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat)

Panel A: Primary sort on residual attention

High 0.0103* (2.5968) 0.0096* (2.4095) 0.0116** (2.7939) -0.0014 (-0.9315)
Mid 0.0088* (2.5486) 0.0090** (2.6932) 0.0079* (2.2727) 0.0011 (0.7096)
Low 0.0092** (3.0183) 0.0086** (2.9211) 0.0077* (2.2737) 0.0013 (0.9143)

HH-LL 0.0027 (1.7392)

Panel B: Primary sort on sentiment

High 0.0101** (2.6907) 0.0090* (2.5782) 0.0090** (3.0697) 0.0013 (0.8989)
Mid 0.0087* (2.1483) 0.0091** (2.7415) 0.0083** (2.7461) 0.0008 (0.4804)
Low 0.0122** (2.8908) 0.0081* (2.2613) 0.0081* (2.3930) 0.0045** (2.8076)
HH-LL 0.0020 (1.4299)

This table presents raw monthly returns for double-sorted stock portfolios sorted by resid-
ual news attention and raw news sentiment. In panel A, news sentiment terciles are formed
by sorting firms by their formation period residual news attention. Within each tercile,
firms are then sorted by formation period news sentiment. The HH-LL portfolio buys
(sells) stocks in the highest (lowest) sentiment tercile within the highest (lowest) residual
attention tercile. In panel B, the sorting order is reversed–sentiment terciles are formed by
sorting firms by their raw formation period news sentiment. Within each tercile, firms are
then sorted by formation period residual news attention. The HH-LL portfolio buys (sells)
stocks in the highest (lowest) sentiment tercile within the highest (lowest) momentum ter-
cile. Portfolios are constructed using formation and holding periods of six months, with no
skip period.

high, mid or low news sentiment. Here, the performance of high coverage stocks is great-

est among those with low news sentiment, whereas the performance of low coverage

stocks increases with increasing sentiment. Additionally, the difference in performance

between high coverage and low coverage stocks is widest among those with low news

sentiment, primarily due to the extreme positive returns of low-sentiment, high-coverage

stocks within the sample.

Panel B shows the performance of sentiment portfolios conditioned on high, mid or low

news coverage. The performance of low sentiment stocks is again shown to decrease

significantly with news coverage, with the high coverage, low sentiment portfolio per-

forming the best in the sample, and low coverage, low sentiment stocks performing the
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worst. Within high coverage stocks, those with low sentiment outperform those with

positive sentiment, and this is reversed among low coverage stocks. A behavioural story

might be that investors negatively overreact to firms which receive a high volume of neg-

ative news and these stocks rebound energetically following the mispricing. Though if

this were the case, we would expect high attention stocks with low past returns to exhibit

similar performance, or to at least superior performance to those with high past returns;

we see neither of these things.

News attention, news sentiment and momentum

So far, we have seen that neither attention, sentiment or momentum are particularly

strong unconditional predictors of future return, although they each appear to be pos-

itively related to return at the extremes. Among momentum winners, we saw that low

sentiment was associated with higher returns, and the opposite was true for momentum

losers. Similarly, we saw among high sentiment stocks, momentum was negatively as-

sociated with future return. Among low sentiment stocks, momentum was positively

associated with future return.

Joint sorts involving attention revealed that the greatest variance in expected return oc-

curred along the attention axis of low sentiment stocks. In particular, firms with low

sentiment and high attention exhibited extreme positive returns. We also found that after

accounting for attention, momentum had almost no bearing on future return.

From these results alone, it is unclear whether the relationship between sentiment and

momentum is still present after accounting for attention, or whether the relationship

between attention and momentum is conditionally dependent upon sentiment. In this

section we attempt to shed light on these questions by analysing the returns to portfolios

sorted by sentiment, attention and momentum. We first rank all stocks by their news

sentiment. We take the top tercile as our high sentiment group and the bottom tercile as

our low sentiment group, and then within each group we further sort firms into terciles

based on their residual attention. Finally, the stocks within each of these attention terciles

are sorted by momentum into a further three groups. This can be thought of as conduct-

ing a double-sort, as in panel A of Table 5.9, within the top and bottom thirds of stocks

ranked by news sentiment. The upper half of Table 5.11 presents returns to the attention-

momentum portfolios formed within the high sentiment group, and the bottom half of

Table 5.11 presents the returns to attention-momentum portfolios formed within the low

sentiment group.

From the double sorts on attention and momentum (Table 5.9) it appeared that momen-

tum had almost no effect on returns after accounting for attention. Table 5.11 shows

that after conditioning on sentiment, the relationship between momentum and returns
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Table 5.11: Attention, Sentiment and Momentum Returns: Trivariate Comparisons I

Momentum Tercile

High Mid Low High-Low

Attention
Tercile

Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat)

Panel A: High sentiment

High 0.0098** (2.7433) 0.0104** (2.8455) 0.0101* (2.0637) -0.0020 (-0.5839)
Mid 0.0074* (2.1482) 0.0095** (2.8913) 0.0097* (2.3189) -0.0031 (-1.1746)
Low 0.0082** (2.7641) 0.0104*** (3.6349) 0.0090* (2.4609) -0.0015 (-0.6608)

HH-LL 0.0005 (0.2243)

Panel B: Low sentiment

High 0.0126** (3.2962) 0.0119** (3.0784) 0.0111* (2.1025) -0.0005 (-0.1308)
Mid 0.0091** (2.6245) 0.0101** (3.0343) 0.0065 (1.5088) 0.0017 (0.5521)
Low 0.0072* (2.1083) 0.0086** (2.8564) 0.0068 (1.7008) -0.0004 (-0.1499)

HH-LL 0.0054* (2.0146)

This table presents raw monthly returns for triple-sorted stock portfolios sorted by resid-
ual news attention, news sentiment, and momentum. Stocks are first sorted by news sen-
timent The top tercile is taken to be the ’high sentiment’ group (Panel A), and the bottom
tercile is taken to be the ’low sentiment’ group (Panel B). Within each sentiment group,
firms are then sorted into terciles by residual news attention. Momentum portfolios are
then formed within each attention group. Portfolios are constructed using formation and
holding periods of six months, with no skip period.

is much more pronounced. Indeed, as each portfolio now consists of fewer stocks com-

pared to the double-sorts (one third), we should expect greater variance between the

portfolios, regardless of whether the sorting parameter(s) has any true bearing on re-

turns. Yet the fact that both attention and momentum behave in the same manner as

in their respective double-sorts with sentiment suggests that the three variables contain

non-overlapping components of information about expected return and can be combined

without one being completely subsumed by another5. As in Table 5.10, the greatest vari-

ance in expected returns occurs within low sentiment stocks, between those with high

attention and those with low attention. Here we see that momentum helps further sep-

arate the over-performers from the under-performers, with high-attention momentum

winners significantly out-performing low-attention momentum losers.

Next, we investigate the relationship between sentiment and attention after conditioning

5Is there another simple statistical way to test this point? I.e. conditional independence.
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Table 5.12: Attention, Sentiment and Momentum Returns: Trivariate Comparisons II

Attention Tercile

High Mid Low High-Low

Sentiment
Tercile

Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat)

Panel A: High momentum

High 0.0105** (2.9435) 0.0077* (2.2450) 0.0082** (2.6972) 0.0025 (1.5741)
Mid 0.0080* (2.3827) 0.0084** (2.6221) 0.0083** (2.6572) -0.0003 (-0.2120)
Low 0.0122** (3.3114) 0.0085* (2.4566) 0.0071* (2.1472) 0.0051** (2.8049)

HH-LL 0.0032 (1.6301)

Panel B: Low momentum

High 0.0108* (2.3210) 0.0095* (2.2954) 0.0097** (2.6166) 0.0015 (0.8090)
Mid 0.0077 (1.5250) 0.0089* (2.1838) 0.0086* (2.1365) -0.0002 (-0.0715)
Low 0.0105* (2.0123) 0.0054 (1.2028) 0.0062 (1.4884) 0.0045 (1.8843)

HH-LL 0.0044* (2.0934)

This table presents raw monthly returns for triple-sorted stock portfolios sorted by resid-
ual news attention, news sentiment, and momentum. Stocks are first sorted by momen-
tum The top tercile is taken to be the ’high momentum’ group (Panel A), and the bot-
tom tercile is taken to be the ’low momentum’ group (Panel B). Within each momentum
group, firms are then sorted into terciles by news sentiment. Residual attention portfolios
are then formed within each sentiment group. Portfolios are constructed using formation
and holding periods of six months, with no skip period.

on momentum. We first rank all stocks by momentum. We take the top tercile as our high

momentum group and the bottom tercile as our low momentum group, and then within

each group we further sort firms into terciles based on their news sentiment. Finally, the

stocks within each of these sentiment terciles are sorted by residual news attention into a

further three groups. This can be thought of as conducting a double-sort, as in panel B of

Table 5.10, within the top and bottom thirds of stocks ranked by momentum. The upper

half of Table 5.12 presents returns to the sentiment-attention portfolios formed within

the high momentum group, and the bottom half of Table 5.12 presents the returns to

the sentiment-attention portfolios formed within the low momentum group6. Consistent

with our earlier findings, the greatest variance in expected return is between different

attention terciles of low sentiment stocks, and appears to be relatively unaffected by the

stock’s momentum.

6In untabulated results I find that conditioning just conditioning again on attention captures
high performance better than momentum, but momentum is better at forecasting low perfor-
mance.
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Table 5.13: Attention, Sentiment and Momentum Returns: Trivariate Comparisons III

Sentiment Tercile

High Mid Low High-Low

Momentum
Tercile

Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat)

Panel A: High attention

High 0.0105** (2.8752) 0.0083* (2.3878) 0.0122** (3.2539) -0.0020 (-0.9616)
Mid 0.0105** (2.9774) 0.0090* (2.3817) 0.0121** (3.1591) -0.0016 (-1.1070)
Low 0.0115* (2.3198) 0.0080 (1.4349) 0.0106* (1.9834) 0.0011 (0.4403)

HH-LL -0.0029 (-0.6437)

Panel B: Low attention

High 0.0086** (2.8363) 0.0083** (2.7163) 0.0068 (1.9696) 0.0014 (0.7416)
Mid 0.0106*** (3.6956) 0.0083** (2.8538) 0.0086** (2.8948) 0.0020 (1.8271)
Low 0.0090* (2.4995) 0.0086* (2.2889) 0.0053 (1.2635) 0.0032 (1.6510)

HH-LL 0.0023 (0.7741)

This table presents raw monthly returns for triple-sorted stock portfolios sorted by resid-
ual news attention, momentum, and news sentiment. Stocks are first sorted by residual
news attention. The top tercile is taken to be the ’high attention’ group (Panel A), and
the bottom tercile is taken to be the ’low attention’ group (Panel B). Within each attention
group, firms are then sorted into terciles by momentum. Sentiment portfolios are then
formed within each momentum group. Portfolios are constructed using formation and
holding periods of six months, with no skip period.

Table 5.13 presents returns to triple-sorted portfolios sorted first by residual news at-

tention, then by momentum, and finally by news sentiment. This can be thought of as

conducting a double-sort, as in panel B of Table 5.4, within the top and bottom thirds of

stocks ranked by residual news attention. This is analogous to the triple sorting proce-

dure used by Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller (2014), although they use quintiles, terciles and

a median split for attention, momentum and sentiment, respectively.

Table 5.14 presents returns to triple-sorted portfolios sorted first by residual news atten-

tion, then by sentiment, and finally by momentum. This can be thought of as conducting

a double-sort, as in panel A of Table 5.4, within the top and bottom thirds of stocks ranked

by residual news attention. This is analogous to the triple sorting procedure used by

Huynh and Smith (2017). In general, the results in Tables 5.13 and 5.14 are qualitatively

the same as those already discussed; changing the sorting order does not significantly

affect results, although sorting on either sentiment or momentum first appears to result

in greater conditional differences between the subsequent sorting variables compared to
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Table 5.14: Attention, Sentiment and Momentum Returns: Trivariate Comparisons IV

Momentum Tercile

High Mid Low High-Low

Sentiment
Tercile

Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat)

Panel A: High attention

High 0.0089* (2.5088) 0.0099** (2.8471) 0.0101* (2.1308) -0.0043 (-1.2518)
Mid 0.0086* (2.3997) 0.0093** (2.6983) 0.0091 (1.8166) -0.0024 (-0.6545)
Low 0.0120** (3.2655) 0.0115** (2.9933) 0.0094 (1.8104) 0.0003 (0.0828)

HH-LL -0.0029 (-0.6856)

Panel B: Low attention

High 0.0086** (2.7301) 0.0102*** (3.4620) 0.0091* (2.3948) -0.0018 (-0.7636)
Mid 0.0078* (2.5156) 0.0092** (3.1217) 0.0101** (2.7745) -0.0032 (-1.2424)
Low 0.0076* (2.2905) 0.0084* (2.5972) 0.0063 (1.3660) 0.0004 (0.1160)

HH-LL 0.0010 (0.2833)

This table presents raw monthly returns for triple-sorted stock portfolios sorted by resid-
ual news attention, news sentiment, and momentum. Stocks are first sorted by residual
news attention. The top tercile is taken to be the ’high attention’ group (Panel A), and the
bottom tercile is taken to be the ’low attention’ group (Panel A). Within each attention
group, firms are then sorted into terciles by news sentiment. Momentum portfolios are
then formed within each sentiment group. Portfolios are constructed using formation
and holding periods of six months, with no skip period.

sorting first on attention.
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5.3.3 GFC and sub-period analysis

Our sample period contains the global financial crisis (GFC). This is particularly relevant

to our analysis due to the asset universe consisting entirely of S&P 500 constituents and

our investigation of long-short portfolios, which would have been disrupted by the SEC

short-sale ban from 2008-09-19 to 2008-10-08. Furthermore, momentum portfolios are

known to crash severely in market rebounds, following large market declines.

Before accounting for the GFC in the portfolio simulations, it is useful to take a birds-

eye view of a strategy’s performance throughout the sample period. We use the zero-

cost momentum portfolio for illustration purposes due to its simplicity and sensitivity

to the GFC and aftermath. Figure 5.2 depicts the cumulative holding period return of

a momentum portfolio as a function of formation period date. Note that each point on

the vertical axis represents the total holding period return to an individual portfolio, not

the return on the total overlapping strategy. Since the horizontal axis represents portfolio

formation date, the associated cumulative return is forward-looking. Overlayed in red

is the GFC period, from the fall of Lehman Brothers (2008-09-15) to the emergence of the

US out of the recession induced by the financial crisis (2009-06-30), as classified by NBER

(NBER, 2018; Sinha, 2016).
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Figure 5.2: This figure shows the rolling holding period return to a 6/0/6 decile momen-
tum portfolio as a function of formation date. On the last trading day of each
month, the portfolio buys (sells) the decile of stocks with the highest (lowest)
six-month return, and holds positions for the following six months without
rebalancing, with no skip period. As the x-axis represents formation period
date, the y-axis depicting holding period returns is forward-looking. Over-
layed in red is the GFC period, from the fall of Lehman Brothers, 2008-09-15,
to the emergence of the US out of the recession induced by the financial crisis,
2009-06-30, as classified by NBER (NBER, 2018; Sinha, 2016)

From Figure 5.2 the sharp decline in holding period performance of momentum port-

folios formed throughout the recessionary period is clear. Consistent with Daniel and

Moskowitz (2016), we find that the most severe momentum drawdowns occurred in the
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three month period from March to May of 2009, when momentum losers significantly

outperformed momentum winners. The portfolios formed close-to or during this period

were the worst off; those formed in March and April lost over 150% of their equity, while

the portfolio formed in February lost over 60%.

Whether or not such crashes are foreseeable and can be avoided (see Barroso and Santa-

Clara, 2015; Daniel and Moskowitz, 2016), the GFC is an outlier period for many of the

tested portfolios within our sample. To better understand how these strategies behave

most of the time, and to avoid having results dominated by a small number of observations,

we analyse portfolio returns in different sub-periods with respect to the GFC.

To correct for results directly influenced by the GFC, we discard all data from during

the short-sale ban. All positions are closed at the onset of the ban, and investment does

not commence until the formation period no longer includes the ban. For the baseline

strategies, this means that complete overlapping portfolio returns do not start again until

almost 12 months (formation + holding period) following the end of the short-sale ban.

The holding period returns to the long and short legs of the zero-cost momentum port-

folio are shown in Figure 5.3, with affected or truncated holding periods represented by

triangles.
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Figure 5.3: This figure shows the cumulative holding period return of the long and short
legs of a decile momentum portfolio. On the last trading day of each month,
the portfolio buys (sells) the decile of stocks with the highest (lowest) six-
month return, and holds positions for the following six months without re-
balancing, with no skip period. Holding periods truncated or influenced by
the GFC are represented by triangles.

Figure 5.4 shows monthly return observations of the long and short legs of the zero-cost
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momentum strategy. Observations occurring during the designated GFC-affected period

are again represented by triangles.
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Figure 5.4: This figure shows the monthly return of the long and short legs of a decile
momentum portfolio. On the last trading day of each month, the portfolio
buys (sells) the decile of stocks with the highest (lowest) six-month return,
and holds positions for the following six months without rebalancing, with
no skip period. Observations designated to the GFC period are represented
by triangles.

Table 5.15 documents mean monthly returns to long-only (High) and high-minus-low

(HML) decile portfolios of stocks sorted separately by momentum, sentiment and resid-

ual attention, for pre-GFC (2003-01-01 to 2008-08-31), GFC (2009-09-01 to 2009-09-30),

post-GFC (2009-10-01 to 2017-12-31), and ex-GFC (pre- and post-GFC) periods. In ab-

sence of the GFC, momentum has been the most profitable long-only portfolio, but has

underperformed the high sentiment and high attention portfolios since the GFC. The

high attention portfolio, which generated the lowest mean return of the long-only strate-

gies in the ex-GFC sample, has generated the highest return since the GFC. Among the

long-short strategies, momentum is the top performer, although the sentiment portfolio

has performed better in the post-GFC period. Due to our relatively small sample size, the

lack of statistical significance in pre-GFC and GFC periods is not surprising.

Table 5.16 presents mean monthly returns to long-only and long-short portfolios double-

sorted by combinations of momentum, sentiment and residual attention. Here we have

adopted a labeling methodology that hasn’t been used up to this point in the text, to

differentiate the sort order, sorting variable, and tercile, of the tested portfolios. W (L)

represents top (bottom) tercile momentum stocks, Pos (Neg) represents top (bottom) ter-

cile sentiment stocks, and High (Low) represents top (bottom) tercile attention stocks. The
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Chapter 5 Portfolio Sorts

Table 5.15: Sub-period returns to momentum, sentiment and attention portfolios

Mom
High

Sent
High

Attn
High

Mom
HML

Sent
HML

Attn
HML

0.0095 0.0082 0.0061 0.0113 0.0030 0.0012
Pre-GFC

(1.6303) (1.6722) (1.0537) (1.8462) (0.9567) (0.3948)

-0.0198 -0.0029 0.0115 -0.0605 -0.0010 0.0285
GFC

(-0.8605) (-0.1094) (0.2657) (-1.2930) (-0.1133) (1.1695)

0.0129** 0.0133** 0.0138** 0.0018 0.0037 0.0016
Post-GFC

(3.1320) (3.3708) (2.9397) (0.4799) (1.2771) (0.7437)

0.0117*** 0.0114*** 0.0110** 0.0052 0.0035 0.0015
Ex-GFC

(3.4709) (3.7244) (3.0128) (1.6042) (1.5939) (0.8310)

This table presents raw monthly returns (t-statistics in brackets) for decile
portfolios sorted separately by past return (Mom), news sentiment (Sent) and
residual news coverage (Attn), for four subperiods within the sample. High
represents a long-only portfololio of the top decile for the given sorting vari-
able and HML represents a zero-cost portfolio that buys (sells) the top (bottom)
decile for that variable. Pre-GFC is the period from 2003-01-01 to 2008-08-31,
GFC is the period from 2008-09-01 to 2009-09-30, Post-GFC is the period from
2009-10-01 to 2017-12-31, and Ex-GFC includes the Pre- and Post-GFC periods.

order of the labels reflects the order in which the stocks were sorted.

Thus, the LPos portfolio sorts on momentum and then sentiment, and buys momentum

losers (bottom tercile) with positive sentiment (top tercile); this is the lower left portfolio

in Panel B of Table 5.4. Similarly, the WHigh portfolio sorts on momentum and then

attention, and buys momentum winners (top tercile), with high attention (top tercile);

this is the upper left portfolio in Panel A of Table 5.9. The NegHigh portfolio sorts stocks

by sentiment and then attention, and then buys negative sentiment (bottom tercile) stocks

with high attention; this is the lower left portfolio in Panel B of Table 5.10. The LPos - LNeg

portfolio buys the LPos and sells the LNeg portfolio. The WHigh - WLow portfolio buys

the WHigh and sells the WLow portfolio. The LPos - LNeg portfolios buys the NegHigh and

sells the NegLow portfolio.
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Table 5.16: Sub-period returns to double-sorted momentum, sentiment and attention
portfolios

LPos WHigh NegHigh
LPos

-LNeg
WHigh
-WLow

NegHigh
-NegLow

0.0103* 0.0046 0.0083 0.0029 0.0025 0.0023
Pre-GFC

(2.1105) (0.9160) (1.7703) (1.0499) (1.0856) (1.1192)

-0.0108 0.0111 0.0119 0.0030 0.0025 0.0221
GFC

(-0.4377) (0.2835) (0.3039) (0.3577) (0.5346) (1.5926)

0.0135** 0.0134** 0.0148** 0.0019 0.0017 0.0036*
Post-GFC

(3.3537) (3.2690) (3.3778) (0.9313) (1.3125) (2.2503)

0.0124*** 0.0102** 0.0124*** 0.0023 0.0020 0.0031*
Ex-GFC

(3.9684) (3.1934) (3.8061) (1.3815) (1.7040) (2.4795)

This table presents raw monthly returns (t-statistics in brackets) for portfolios
double-sorted by past return, news sentiment and residual news coverage, for
four subperiods within the sample. Key: W (L) = high (low) momentum, Pos
(Neg) = high (low) news sentiment, High (Low) = high (low) residual news cov-
erage. I.e. LPos buys momentum losers with high sentiment, and LPos-LNeg
buys (sells) momentum losers with high (low) sentiment. WHigh buys momen-
tum winners with high residual news coverage, and so on. The double-sorting
procedure for each portfolio is as described in Tables 5.4, 5.9, and 5.10. Pre-GFC
is the period from 2003-01-01 to 2008-08-31, GFC is the period from 2008-09-01
to 2009-09-30, Post-GFC is the period from 2009-10-01 to 2017-12-31, and Ex-
GFC includes the Pre- and Post-GFC periods.
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5.3.4 Alternate portfolio formation procedures

Concordant news portfolios

Up to this point, the numerical values of the news sentiment scores have had no bearing

on portfolio formation, as portfolios have relied only on ranks. The same is true for past

return. However, it may be the case that the valence of news scores are more important

for news-momentum interaction effects than the magnitude of the scores. For example, a

momentum winner with negative news may have negative expected return, even if that

news is among the most positive of the winners. Here we test a variation of the standard

momentum strategy, in which only stocks with concordant news tone (a news tone score

in the same direction of the trade position) are held. Since we are conditioning on the

valence of the scores provided by Thomson Reuters, we do not center firms’ formation

period sentiment scores for these tests.

One approach to implementing such a strategy is to first form a standard decile momen-

tum portfolio, then simply remove stocks from the long (short) leg of the portfolio with a

numerically negative (positive) news tone score, and redistribute equity equally among

the remaining positions in that leg. We label this portfolio A1. One might further imple-

ment an analogous time-series momentum rule: remove stocks from the long (short) leg

of the portfolio with numerically negative (positive) momentum, and redistribute equity

equally among the remaining positions in that leg. We label this portfolio A2.

A second approach is to seek replacements for the stocks removed from the long (short)

leg of the portfolio by moving outside the top (bottom) momentum decile and including

the next highest (lowest) ranked stock with concordant news tone. This approach com-

promises on momentum ranking to maintain as close as possible to the original number

of stocks in each leg. We label this portfolio B1. One can again remove stocks from the

long (short) leg with numerically negative (positive) momentum. We call this portfolio

B2. For comparison, we also test a portfolio (C1) in which only stocks with concordant

momentum are held and in which news tone is not considered.

Table 5.17 documents mean monthly returns for each of the portfolios described above,

as well as the standard decile momentum portfolio (Mom). Portfolios A1, A2 and B2 each

generate statistically significant returns in the ex-GFC period, indicating that filtering out

positions with discordant news sentiment does lead to a superior momentum portfolio

for the sample period. The relatively poor performance of portfolio B1 suggests that this

benefit is lost if discordant news stocks are replaced with those with discordant momen-

tum, while the performance of C1 indicates that removal of discordant momentum stocks

itself has almost no effect.
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Table 5.17: Subperiod returns to concordant momentum portfolios

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 Mom

0.0126 0.0127 0.0079 0.0117* 0.0113 0.0113
Pre-GFC

(1.9480) (1.9560) (1.5868) (2.0534) (1.8450) (1.8441)

-0.0561 -0.0430 -0.0460 -0.0480 -0.0635 -0.0595
GFC

(-1.0758) (-0.9287) (-1.0903) (-1.0514) (-1.3155) (-1.2908)

0.0077 0.0077 0.0041 0.0058 0.0019 0.0018
Post-GFC

(1.7522) (1.7394) (1.1576) (1.5365) (0.5133) (0.4799)

0.0095* 0.0095* 0.0055 0.0079* 0.0053 0.0052
Ex-GFC

(2.5976) (2.5921) (1.9009) (2.5026) (1.6255) (1.6026)

This table presents raw monthly returns (t-statistics in brackets) of six vari-
ants of zero-cost momentum portfolios, for four subperiods within the sam-
ple. Mom is a standard decile momentum portfolio that sorts all stocks by
momentum and buys (sells) those in the highest (lowest) decile. Portfolio A1
takes the decile momentum portfolio and removes winners (losers) with neg-
ative (positive) news sentiment. Portfolio A2 follows the procedure of A1, but
also removes winners (losers) with negative (positive) momentum. Portfolio
B1 takes a list of stocks sorted by momentum, and moves through the ranks
from each end, discarding winners (losers) with numerically negative (posi-
tive) news sentiment until it reaches 50 stocks in each leg or runs out of stocks
with concordant news. Portfolio B2 follows the procedure of B1, but also re-
moves winners (losers) with negative (positive) momentum. Portfolio C takes
the decile momentum portfolio and removes winners (losers) with negative
(positive) momentum. Pre-GFC is the period from 2003-01-01 to 2008-08-31,
GFC is the period from 2008-09-01 to 2009-09-30, Post-GFC is the period from
2009-10-01 to 2017-12-31, and Ex-GFC includes the Pre- and Post-GFC periods.
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Given that news sentiment is strongly positively skewed over most of the sample period

(see Chapter 3), we would expect that the increased performance of the concordant port-

folios is primarily due to the removal of stocks with positive news sentiment from the

short side. This is confirmed by Figure 5.5, which illustrates the mean cumulative hold-

ing period return for all stocks in each leg of the standard momentum strategy compared

to the subset with concordant news sentiment (i.e. the long and short legs of strategy A1).

On average, over the entire sample period, a portfolio of momentum winners performs

about as well as a portfolio of momentum losers. Excluding the GFC-affected period,

momentum winners are noticeably superior, but the difference is not large. In both peri-

ods, the subset of momentum losers with negative news sentiment are shown to perform

much worse, on average, than the population of momentum losers.
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Figure 5.5: This figure shows mean buy-and-hold cumulative returns for the long and
short legs of two variants of a momentum portfolio, throughout the six-month
holding period. Mom losers are the decile of stocks with the lowest return
over the previous six months. Mom winners are the decile of stocks with the
highest return over the previous six months. Negative sent mom losers is the
subset of Mom losers with numerically negative news sentiment. Positive sent
mom winners is the subset of Mom winners with numerically positive news
sentiment. News sentiment is measured as the mean daily sentiment score
over the six-month formation period.

Despite their superior returns, the concordant portfolios, as tested, do not reflect realistic

trading strategies; the number of stocks in each leg are unknown in advance, tend to be

unbalanced between legs, and vary significantly through time. For example, the number

of positions in each leg of portfolio A1 throughout the sample period is shown in Figure

5.6. The average number of long (short) positions held by the portfolio is 41 (19), and

reaches a minimum of 12 (1). In this regard, portfolio B2 is only slightly more reasonable,
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with an average of 49 (30) long (short) positions and reaching a minimum of 2 (5). A more

practical implementation of the concordant momentum strategy may select a small but

fixed quantile of the lowest sentiment losers; this would concentrate holdings on average,

and sacrifice some of whatever benefit lies in shorting only those stocks with numerically

negative sentiment, but would avoid single-asset legs and provide a known and constant

level of concentration. We test such a strategy in Section 5.3.6, but for now we continue

to investigate the apparent importance of news valence within momentum losers.
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Figure 5.6: This figure shows the number of long and short positions in a portfolio that
buys momentum winners with numerically positive news sentiment and sells
momentum losers with numerically negative news sentiment. Momentum
and news sentiment are measured over a six month formation period.

The effect obtained by removing momentum losers with numerically negative news sen-

timent suggests that there exists a nonlinearity in the response to news sentiment scores

that is not captured by firms’ relative (cross-sectional) positioning alone. However, due

to the positive bias in news sentiment scores, screening for numerically negative news

is likely equivalent to increasing the “precision” of the sentiment conditioning step. To

investigate whether the response to negative sentiment is nonlinear, or whether we are

just conditioning on a smaller portion of an approximately linear relationship, we sort

the decile of momentum losers by news sentiment into a further five groups, and form a

portfolio from each group. This is the same set up as the third column of Panel B, Table

5.4, except that rather than group by tercile and then tercile, we have grouped by decile

(momentum losers) and quintile (the five sentiment groups).

Figure 5.7 depicts the mean monthly return for each sentiment group within the momen-

tum losers. The relationship between mean return and news sentiment appears to be

nonlinear, with all of the variance occurring at the extremes. Consistent with our previ-

ous results from the concordant portfolios, the greatest curvature is when moving into

the stocks with the lowest sentiment–from group four to group five.

Yet, this does not necessarily indicate there is anything meaningful about negative scores;

the difference between the second-lowest and lowest sentiment stocks may be larger, on
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Figure 5.7: This figure depicts the performance of five sentiment quintile portfolios,
formed within the decile of momentum losers, ordered from highest (1) to
lowest (5) sentiment. Each month stocks are sorted by momentum and split
into deciles. Within the lowest performing momentum decile (momentum
losers), stocks are sorted by news sentiment and split into a further five
groups. The mean monthly return of each portfolio are shown, joined by a
loess smoothing function for visual aid. A six month formation period is used
for momentum and sentiment, and portfolios are held for six months, with no
rebalancing.

average, than the distance between other groups. Further, we do not know if moving

from group four to group five actually captures the change in sign from positive to neg-

ative news sentiment. We can check these conditions by looking at the mapping from

sentiment group to sentiment scores directly.

In Figure 5.8 the mean sentiment score, at the time of portfolio formation, is shown for

each of the momentum loser sentiment quintiles throughout the sample period. We can

see that group five does in fact capture the transition from positive to negative sentiment

news items; the mean sentiment at formation is negative for the vast majority of the

sample period, while that of group four is positive approximately half the time. The

magnitude of the difference between group five and group four tends to be larger than

the difference between the intermediate groups, but the difference between groups one

and two is larger still, so this is unlikely to explain the results.

In summary, these results suggest that within our sample negative sentiment news scores

attributed to firms with poor past returns contain information beyond their relative mag-

nitude in the cross-section. This points to the potential benefits of non-arbitrary sorting

procedures when relying on relative strength measures related to news sentiment, or the

use of flexible learning algorithms capable of identifying such irregularities implicitly.
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Figure 5.8: This figure shows the mean news sentiment scores, at portfolio formation, for
the five momentum loser portfolios depicted in Figure 5.7. Each group, rep-
resenting a quintile of stocks ranked by news sentiment from highest (group
1) to lowest (group 5), has been formed from within the decile of momentum
losers. A six month formation period is used for momentum and sentiment,
and portfolios are held for six months, with no rebalancing.

5.3.5 Risk Adjustments

In this section we document risk-adjusted returns for a number of key portfolios analysed

in previous sections. Here we adopt the same naming convention used in Tables 5.15 and

5.16 of Section 5.3.2.

Table 5.18 documents risk-adjusted returns to long-only (High) and high-minus-low

(HML) decile portfolios of stocks sorted separately by momentum, sentiment and resid-

ual attention, for the full sample (Panel A) and the full sample excluding the GFC-affected

subperiod (Panel B). None of the long-only portfolios yield positive risk-adjusted return

in either period, despite their strong performance in raw returns (for comparison, SPY

generated a mean monthly return of 77 basis points over the complete sample period).

Thus, the additional return produced by long-only portfolios can be attributed to in-

creased exposure to market risk. On the other hand, the standard long-short momentum

portfolio yields statistically significant positive alpha for both the market and three-factor

models over the Ex-GFC period, and is the only univariate zero-cost portfolio to do so.

Table 5.19 presents risk-adjusted returns to long-only and long-short portfolios double-

sorted by combinations of momentum, sentiment and residual attention. As in Section

5.3.3, W (L) represents top (bottom) tercile momentum stocks, Pos (Neg) represents top

(bottom) tercile sentiment stocks, and High (Low) represents top (bottom) tercile attention

stocks. The order of the labels reflects the order in which the stocks were sorted. The

risk-adjusted results for the double-sorted portfolios are qualitatively the same as for the

single-sorted portfolios; strong raw returns translating to insignificant alphas. The ex-

ception here is the portfolio of low momentum stocks with high sentiment (LPos), which
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Table 5.18: Risk-adjusted returns to sentiment, momentum and attention

TS Mean CAPM FF3 FF5

α (t-stat) α (t-stat) α (t-stat) α (t-stat)

Panel A: All

Sent H 0.0101** (2.9048) 0.0015 (1.2569) 0.0014 (1.5500) 0.0018* (1.9977)
Mom H 0.0088* (2.4174) 0.0004 (0.2677) 0.0004 (0.2323) 0.0006 (0.3554)
Attn H 0.0108* (2.2933) -0.0003 (-0.1655) 0.0000 (0.0161) 0.0010 (0.5920)
Sent H-L 0.0031 (1.4729) 0.0026 (1.3253) 0.0021 (1.4527) 0.0026 (1.7349)
Mom H-L -0.0001 (-0.0157) 0.0025 (0.5919) 0.0021 (0.4669) 0.0011 (0.2688)
Attn H-L 0.0033 (1.3222) -0.0008 (-0.4225) -0.0006 (-0.3181) 0.0012 (0.5501)

Panel B: Ex-GFC

Sent H 0.0115*** (3.7266) 0.0014 (1.2906) 0.0016 (1.8183) 0.0020 * (2.4462)
Mom H 0.0117*** (3.4711) 0.0015 (1.1499) 0.0019 (1.4870) 0.0015 (1.1446)
Attn H 0.0110** (3.0082) -0.0008 (-0.5915) -0.0006 (-0.4312) -0.0000 (-0.0284)
Sent H-L 0.0035 (1.5998) 0.0025 (1.2727) 0.0026 (1.7251) 0.0033 * (2.0620)
Mom H-L 0.0052 (1.6026) 0.0061 * (2.1820) 0.0063 * (2.2337) 0.0047 (1.7915)
Attn H-L 0.0014 (0.7986) -0.0026 (-1.9177) -0.0025 (-1.8212) -0.0013 (-1.0289)

This table presents raw and risk-adjusted returns (t-statistics in brackets) to portfolios
sorted separately news sentiment, momentum and residual news attention. α is the in-
tercept term in each of the factor regressions. TS Mean is the raw time series mean return,
CAPM is the market model, FF3 is the Fama and French (1993) model, and FF5 is the
Fama (2015) model. Sent H, Mom H, and Attn H are long-only decile portfolios that buy
the top decile of stocks sorted by new sentiment, momentum and residual news coverage,
respectively. Sent H-L, Mom H-L, and Attn H-L are their zero-cost long-short equivalents,
which buy (sell) the top (bottom) decile of stocks sorted by news sentiment, momentum
and residual news attention, respectively. Panel A documents results for the full sample
period. Panel B documents results for the full sample, excluding observations between
2008-09-01 and 2009-09-30.

produced small, significant risk-adjusted return for each of the factor models in the Ex-

GFC period.

Table 5.20 presents risk-adjusted returns to long-only and long-short portfolios triple-

sorted by combinations of momentum, sentiment and residual attention. Unlike the

single- and double-sorted long-only portfolios, the portfolios combining low sentiment,

high attention, and positive momentum (NegHighW and WNegHigh) generate positive,

statistically significant adjusted returns over both sample periods. Additionally, the zero-

cost portfolio that buys low sentiment stocks with high attention and positive momen-

tum, and sells those with low attention and low momentum (NegHighW - NegLowL), pro-

duces significant adjusted returns for the market and three factor models in the Ex-GFC
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Table 5.19: Risk-adjusted returns to double-sorted momentum, sentiment and attention
portfolios

TS Mean CAPM FF3 FF5

α (t-stat) α (t-stat) α (t-stat) α (t-stat)

Panel A: All

LPos 0.0103** (2.9595) 0.0017 (1.6450) 0.0018 (1.7176) 0.0020 (1.8921)
WHigh 0.0102* (2.4456) 0.0002 (0.1638) 0.0004 (0.2616) 0.0005 (0.3524)
NegHigh 0.0122** (2.8892) 0.0021 (1.5963) 0.0025 (1.7496) 0.0022 (1.5988)
LPos-LNeg 0.0024 (1.4361) 0.0016 (1.0652) 0.0014 (0.9915) 0.0014 (0.9569)
WHigh-WLow 0.0020 (1.7437) 0.0001 (0.0407) 0.0001 (0.1138) 0.0010 (0.8107)
NegHigh-NegLow 0.0045** (2.7913) 0.0019 (1.4801) 0.0020 (1.4722) 0.0024 (1.5144)

Panel B: Ex-GFC

LPos 0.0124*** (3.9667) 0.0021* (2.0563) 0.0024* (2.3920) 0.0022* (2.1297)
WHigh 0.0102** (3.1980) -0.0002 (-0.2282) -0.0001 (-0.0557) 0.0004 (0.3960)
NegHigh 0.0124*** (3.8038) 0.0017 (1.4863) 0.0019 (1.9572) 0.0015 (1.4659)
LPos-LNeg 0.0023 (1.3877) 0.0014 (0.8495) 0.0016 (1.0204) 0.0018 (1.1013)
WHigh-WLow 0.0019 (1.6722) -0.0005 (-0.3709) -0.0004 (-0.3178) 0.0003 (0.2880)
NegHigh-NegLow 0.0031* (2.4560) 0.0007 (0.6448) 0.0007 (0.6846) 0.0008 (0.7046)

This table presents raw and risk-adjusted returns (t-statistics in brackets) for portfolios
double-sorted by momentum, news sentiment and residual news attention. α is the in-
tercept term in each of the factor regressions. TS Mean is the raw time series mean return,
CAPM is the market model, FF3 is the Fama and French (1993) model, and FF5 is the
Fama (2015) model. Key: W (L) = high (low) momentum, Pos (Neg) = high (low) news
sentiment, High (Low) = high (low) residual news coverage. I.e. LPos buys momentum
losers with high sentiment, and LPos-LNeg buys (sells) momentum losers with high (low)
sentiment. WHigh buys momentum winners with high residual news coverage, and so
on. The double-sorting procedure for each portfolio is as described in Tables 5.4, 5.9, and
5.10. Panel A documents results for the full sample period. Panel B documents results
for the full sample, excluding observations between 2008-09-01 and 2009-09-30.

period and for the market model in the complete period. Unlike the zero-cost momentum

portfolio, it also produces significant positive raw returns in both periods.

Although we have presented subperiod and risk-adjusted returns to a number of prof-

itable double-sorted and triple-sorted portfolios, we do not believe these strategies reflect

realistic trading opportunities over the sample period due to their ex-ante implausibil-

ity. In our eyes, it would not have made sense to an investor in 2003 (any more than it

does now) to invest in low sentiment stocks with high momentum, or to sell momentum

winners with low sentiment and low attention but high momentum, for example. We

document additional tests for such portfolios only for completeness.
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Not withstanding the implausibility of a number of tested portfolios, the implementation

of something analogous to the concordant portfolios examined in Section 5.3.4 seems rea-

sonable; A momentum trader, having selected their short positions based on price infor-

mation alone, foregos those that are trailing positive or optimistic news stories. Or, hav-

ing obtained an additional information source (news), a momentum trader concentrates

their positions among those in which both “signals” (trend and news) are in agreement.

This is still quite a naive strategy, since momentum winners with high sentiment perform

worse than those with low sentiment, in our sample (Table 5.4).
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Table 5.20: Risk-adjusted returns to triple-sorted momentum, sentiment and attention
portfolios

TS Mean CAPM FF3 FF5

α (t-stat) α (t-stat) α (t-stat) α (t-stat)

Panel A: All

NegHighW 0.0125** (3.3008) 0.0037* (2.2145) 0.0039* (2.4852) 0.0033* (2.2403)
WNegHigh 0.0122** (3.3097) 0.0036* (2.2029) 0.0038* (2.3728) 0.0034* (2.3105)
LPosHigh 0.0108* (2.3166) 0.0000 (0.0184) 0.0003 (0.1384) 0.0010 (0.5905)
NegHighW -
NegLowL

0.0052 (1.9281) 0.0047 * (1.9659) 0.0046 (1.8965) 0.0038 (1.8064)

WNegHigh -
WNegLow

0.0050** (2.7898) 0.0031 (1.4263) 0.0032 (1.4882) 0.0036 (1.6788)

LPosHigh -
LNegLow

0.0062 (1.4921) -0.0032 (-1.5926) -0.0029 (-1.3596) -0.0027 (-1.4875)

Panel B: Ex-GFC

NegHighW 0.0145*** (4.2816) 0.0043* (2.4120) 0.0046** (2.8035) 0.0031* (2.1495)
WNegHigh 0.0143*** (4.3315) 0.0042* (2.4709) 0.0045** (2.8428) 0.0033* (2.4096)
LPosHigh 0.0109** (3.0789) -0.0002 (-0.1360) 0.0001 (0.0714) 0.0012 (0.8158)
NegHighW -
NegLowL

0.0068** (2.6777) 0.0055* (2.3101) 0.0058* (2.4489) 0.0040 (1.9529)

WNegHigh -
WNegLow

0.0048* (2.5928) 0.0023 (1.0062) 0.0024 (1.0841) 0.0023 (1.0770)

LPosHigh -
LNegLow

0.0072* (2.0418) -0.0032 (-1.4720) -0.0031 (-1.4347) -0.0028 (-1.4705)

This table presents raw and risk-adjusted returns (t-statistics in brackets) for portfolios
triple-sorted by momentum, news sentiment and residual news attention. α is the inter-
cept term in each of the factor regressions. TS Mean is the raw time series mean return,
CAPM is the market model, FF3 is the Fama and French (1993) model, and FF5 is the Fama
(2015) model. Key: W (L) = high (low) momentum, Pos (Neg) = high (low) news senti-
ment, High (Low) = high (low) residual news coverage. The order of keys reflects sorting
order. NegHighW buys momentum winners (W) within the high attention tercile (High)
of stocks with low news sentiment (Neg). NegHighW - NegLowL buys the NegHighW
portfolio and sells momentum winners (W) within the low attention tercile (Low) of neg-
ative sentiment stocks (Neg). See Table 5.11 for details of sorting procedure. WNegHigh
buys high attention stocks within the negative sentiment tercile of momentum winners.
WNegHigh - WNegLow buys the WNegHigh portfolio and sells low attention stocks within
the negative sentiment tercile of momentum winners. See Table 5.12 for details on sorting
procedure. LPosHigh buys high attention stocks (High) within the positive sentiment ter-
cile (Pos) of momentum losers (L). LPosHigh - LNegLow buys the LPosHigh portfolio and
sells low attention stocks within the negative sentiment tercile of momentum losers. See
Table 5.12 for details on sorting rocedure. Panel A documents results for the full sample
period. Panel B documents results for the full sample, excluding observations between
2008-09-01 and 2009-09-30.
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In addition to the concordant portfolios already presented, we also test a more practi-

cal implementation of the same idea, that buys (sells) the quintile of decile momentum

winners (losers) with the highest (lowest) news sentiment. Positions are concentrated to

10-11 stocks on each leg, but this number remains constant through time. We label this

portfolio is D. Table 5.21 documents risk-adjusted returns for concordant portfolios A1,

A2, B1, B2, and D, for the full sample and ex-GFC periods. Each of the concordant port-

folios are shown to produce statistically significant risk-adjusted returns for each of the

models in the ex-GFC period.

Table 5.21: Risk-adjusted returns to concordant momentum portfolios

TS Mean CAPM FF3 FF5

α (t-stat) α (t-stat) α (t-stat) α (t-stat)

Panel A: All

A1 0.0043 (0.8066) 0.0071 (1.5615) 0.0066 (1.3612) 0.0058 (1.2475)
A2 0.0053 (1.0757) 0.0079* (1.9887) 0.0074 (1.7080) 0.0070 (1.7667)
B1 0.0014 (0.3339) 0.0032 (0.8930) 0.0027 (0.7055) 0.0025 (0.6679)
B2 0.0035 (0.7634) 0.0056 (1.4795) 0.0051 (1.2411) 0.0050 (1.3161)
D 0.0047 (0.9168) 0.0069 (1.6610) 0.0062 (1.4327) 0.0057 (1.3688)

Panel B: Ex-GFC

A1 0.0095* (2.5976) 0.0105** (3.1471) 0.0107*** (3.3334) 0.0097** (3.0593)
A2 0.0095* (2.5921) 0.0105** (3.1350) 0.0107*** (3.3195) 0.0097** (3.0406)
B1 0.0055 (1.9009) 0.0053* (1.9731) 0.0056* (2.2839) 0.0054* (2.1853)
B2 0.0079* (2.5026) 0.0080** (2.7440) 0.0084** (3.1701) 0.0078** (2.9027)
D 0.0090* (2.0938) 0.0092** (2.5908) 0.0093** (3.0656) 0.0087** (2.6604)

This table presents risk-adjusted returns (t-statistics in brackets) of four vari-
ants of zero-cost momentum portfolios, for two subperiods within the sample.
Portfolio A1 takes a decile momentum portfolio and removes winners (losers)
with negative (positive) news sentiment. Portfolio A2 follows the procedure
of A1, but also removes winners (losers) with negative (positive) momentum.
Portfolio B1 takes a list of stocks sorted by momentum, and moves through
the ranks from each end, discarding winners (losers) with numerically nega-
tive (positive) news sentiment until it reaches 50 stocks in each leg or runs out
of stocks with concordant news. It then removes winners (losers) with nega-
tive (positive) momentum. Portfolio D takes the decile momentum portfolio
and buys (sells) the fifth of winners (losers) with the most positive (negative)
news sentiment. Panel A provides results from the whole sample period and
Panel B provides results for the whole sample period, excluding the period
from 2008-09-01 to 2009-09-30.
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5.3.6 Additional tests

Unconditional sorts

The multi-way sorting procedures which have been the focus of this study do not neces-

sarily capture the highest unconditional combinations of each variable. For example, if

momentum is negatively correlated with news sentiment, then the highest momentum

tercile may be the lowest in terms of sentiment. Depending on how these variables are

jointly distributed over the cross-section of stocks, extremes in the unconditional combi-

nation of each variable may not occur in the extremes of the primary ranking variable—a

fact related to the “mixing“ versus “integrating” approaches to factor portfolio construc-

tion discussed by Fitzgibbons et al. (2017).

Table 5.22: Returns to uncondtional triple-sorted portfolios

Distance Summation Product

Decile Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat)

High 0.0095** (2.8207) 0.0095** (2.7189) 0.0096* (2.4966)
2 0.0081* (2.4022) 0.0087* (2.5848) 0.0090* (2.5588)
3 0.0101** (3.0293) 0.0097** (2.8944) 0.0096** (2.8116)
4 0.0099** (3.0172) 0.0096** (2.9345) 0.0099** (2.8772)
5 0.0093** (2.8722) 0.0096** (2.8479) 0.0099** (2.8698)
6 0.0098** (2.9090) 0.0094** (2.7153) 0.0100** (2.9686)
7 0.0092** (2.6765) 0.0097** (2.7778) 0.0093** (2.7995)
8 0.0091* (2.5104) 0.0099** (2.7003) 0.0091** (2.6595)
9 0.0097* (2.4501) 0.0089* (2.3288) 0.0085* (2.4037)
Low 0.0069 (1.5993) 0.0067 (1.6712) 0.0069 (1.7534)

High-Low 0.0019 (0.6802) 0.0025 (0.9731) 0.0026 (1.0935)

This table presents raw monthly returns to decile portfolios ranked by news
sentiment, momentum and residual news coverage. Each portfolio forma-
tion procedure sorts on each variable individually and combines individual
rankings unconditionally (sorting-order invariant). Distance interprets in-
dividual ranks as cartesian coordinates and calculates the ‘distance’ from
the origin (

√
rank2

i + rank2
j + rank2

k). Summation is the sum of individual
ranks (ranki + rank j + rankk). Product is the product of individual ranks
(ranki × rank j × rankk).

This feature of the sequential sorting process is of secondary importance when the pur-

pose is to investigate specific joint effects and conditional relationships, as is the case

with the current study. Nevertheless, we test a number of jointly sorted (or integrated)

portfolios designed to capture the unconditional magnitude of each variable. Table 5.22
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documents raw monthly returns to decile portfolios sorted by news sentiment, momen-

tum and residual news attention, using three different simultaneous sorting procedures.

Stocks are first sorted by each variable independently so that each stock has a momentum

rank, a sentiment rank and an attention rank. The three sorting procedures then differ in

how these ranks are combined.

The ‘distance’ approach interprets each variable as a coordinate axis, and a stock’s set of

ranks as a coordinate in this n-dimensional space (here n=3). A stock’s score is then given

by its distance from the origin:

distance =
√

rank2
i + rank2

j + rank2
k

The ‘summation’ score of a stock is simply the sum of its ranks:

summation = ranki + rank j + rankk

Similarly, the ‘product’ score of a stock is given by the product of its ranks:

product = ranki × rank j × rankk

In each of these equations, the subscripts i, j, and k refer to sorting variables.

What we are looking for is either strong monotonicity or a statistically significant return

on the long-short portfolio. Yet none of the unconditional sorting procedures lead to

especially different results from the conditional sorts. As expected from our previous

results, the combination of low sentiment, low momentum, and low attention gives rise

to the lowest performance. Beyond this, there is no discernible relationship between the

joint rank scores and mean return. Table 5.23 documents returns to unconditional pair-

wise sorts for the three variables, using the distance method to calculate the combined

score. Again, none of the pairwise combinations are seen to move together uncondi-

tionally with expected return. This is consistent with the fact that the news-informed

momentum literature has so far been focused on conditional relationships.
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Table 5.23: Returns to unconditional double-sorted portfolios

Mom & Sent Attn & Sent Mom & Attn

Decile Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat)

High 0.0088** (2.7000) 0.0102** (2.9205) 0.0087* (2.3835)
2 0.0091** (2.9601) 0.0089** (2.6384) 0.0095** (2.9978)
3 0.0090** (2.9716) 0.0093** (2.8257) 0.0086** (2.7992)
4 0.0090** (2.7603) 0.0095** (2.9396) 0.0092** (3.0460)
5 0.0092** (2.8562) 0.0085* (2.5267) 0.0096** (3.1313)
6 0.0102** (2.9658) 0.0079* (2.2662) 0.0099** (3.1115)
7 0.0099** (2.8417) 0.0092* (2.5458) 0.0097** (2.8014)
8 0.0094* (2.4795) 0.0103** (2.8626) 0.0092* (2.4464)
9 0.0094* (2.2510) 0.0107** (2.8080) 0.0090* (2.1466)
Low 0.0076 (1.5474) 0.0072 (1.8387) 0.0076 (1.3939)

High-Low -0.0007 (-0.1658) 0.0031 (1.4483) -0.0021 (-0.1880)

This table presents raw monthly returns to decile portfolios pairwise ranked
by news sentiment, momentum and residual attention. Stocks are first
sorted by each variable individually. A stocks score for a given pair of vari-
ables is then calculated as the root sum of squares of the individual ranks
(
√

rank2
i + rank2

j ).

Temporal weighting of news information

As outlined in Section 5.2, news sentiment scores used throughout this study are com-

puted by first aggregating news sentiment at the daily level, and then averaging the daily

observations over the formation period. For visual reference, Figure 5.9 displays mean

news sentiment scores for Apple Inc (ticker: AAPL) computed over daily, monthly, and

six monthly formation periods. The aim of the aggregation procedure is to reduce the

noise embedded within the raw, high-frequency observations and capture the underly-

ing trend of the news content. Notwithstanding the construction of the per-item and

daily sentiment scores, an unweighted average is the simplest way to do this.

Yet, if news content has any relationship to future performance, it is reasonable to as-

sume that more recent news items will bear more heavily on the trajectory of a firm than

older news items—especially given that we are operating with a formation period of six

months. In this section, we investigate the effect of applying a time decay our news ob-

servations when constructing portfolios.

We first obtain monthly sentiment scores for each month in the formation period by av-

eraging the daily news scores within each month. We then take a weighted average of
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Figure 5.9: This figure shows mean news sentiment scores for Apple Inc (ticker: AAPL)
calculated over daily, monthly and six monthly formation periods.

the monthly observations, such that the weight applied to each month in a given for-

mation period decreases exponentially as a function of its lag-length from the current

month. We use a weight ratio (WR) to describe the rate of this decay; a weight ratio of

two implies that the sentiment score of the current month is weighted twice as heavily

as the sentiment score of the oldest month in the formation period when calculating the

combined score. These scores are then used to construct portfolios in the same manner

as our original sentiment scores.

In order to use a weighting scheme such as temporal decay in data with missing observa-

tions, one needs to define a neutral direction in which to apply the decay. If missing data

in a given formation period is excluded from the weighted average, this has the same

effect as taking the missing values to be equal to zero. In the case of a positive mean

variable with sample space on either side of zero (such as news sentiment), applying a

decay toward zero generally translates to treating older observations as “more negative”.

In the context of the current study, this means that firms with only older news items will

appear to have relatively low news sentiment, rather than merely dampened news sen-

timent. This is another reason one might consider mean- or median-centering the sen-

timent data, or otherwise making a deliberate decision as to what should be considered

a neutral score, and whether missing values represent that neutral score. As discussed

previously, we use median-centering due to our focus on cross-sectional groupings.

Table 5.24 documents mean monthly returns for sentiment decile portfolios using differ-

ent weight ratios to construct the sentiment scores used for ranking. Note that a weight

ratio of one is simply an equal-weighted average of each month. While the weighting

schemes differ numerically, there is no qualitative significance to weighting recent obser-

vations of news sentiment more heavily than old ones. In each case, deciles one, eight

and nine are the three highest performing portfolios, while decile 10 is the worst per-

forming.
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Table 5.24: Returns to news sentiment with temporal decay

WR=1 WR=2 WR=4 WR=6

Decile Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat) Mean (t-stat)

Panel A: All

High 0.0103** (2.9530) 0.0106** (2.9952) 0.0105** (2.9805) 0.0104** (2.9673)
2 0.0090** (2.6983) 0.0088** (2.6541) 0.0088** (2.6661) 0.0088** (2.7044)
3 0.0094** (2.9312) 0.0095** (2.9379) 0.0096** (3.0003) 0.0099** (3.0458)
4 0.0099** (3.0521) 0.0098** (3.0933) 0.0096** (2.9927) 0.0093** (2.9046)
5 0.0088* (2.5949) 0.0088* (2.5900) 0.0087* (2.5737) 0.0087* (2.5368)
6 0.0083* (2.4164) 0.0079* (2.3192) 0.0081* (2.3984) 0.0084* (2.5027)
7 0.0097** (2.7849) 0.0092** (2.6337) 0.0094** (2.6841) 0.0093** (2.6682)
8 0.0109** (3.0365) 0.0115** (3.2355) 0.0113** (3.1529) 0.0111** (3.0950)
9 0.0102** (2.7300) 0.0103** (2.7396) 0.0102** (2.6941) 0.0104** (2.7483)
Low 0.0080* (2.0557) 0.0080* (2.0621) 0.0083* (2.1271) 0.0082* (2.1128)

High-Low 0.0024 (1.1357) 0.0025 (1.2127) 0.0022 (1.0760) 0.0022 (1.0687)

Panel B: Ex-GFC

High 0.0117*** (3.8209) 0.0119*** (3.8613) 0.0117*** (3.8273) 0.0117*** (3.8165)
2 0.0104*** (3.6779) 0.0102*** (3.5885) 0.0103*** (3.6281) 0.0103*** (3.6602)
3 0.0105*** (3.7795) 0.0104*** (3.7756) 0.0104*** (3.7951) 0.0107*** (3.8693)
4 0.0108*** (3.9722) 0.0109*** (4.0423) 0.0109*** (4.0351) 0.0106*** (3.9450)
5 0.0100*** (3.6283) 0.0101*** (3.6662) 0.0099*** (3.5914) 0.0098*** (3.5281)
6 0.0094*** (3.4473) 0.0091*** (3.3823) 0.0093*** (3.4497) 0.0097*** (3.6214)
7 0.0108*** (3.9944) 0.0105*** (3.7890) 0.0106*** (3.8430) 0.0106*** (3.8200)
8 0.0117*** (4.1352) 0.0122*** (4.3726) 0.0120*** (4.3424) 0.0116*** (4.2063)
9 0.0115*** (3.8760) 0.0114*** (3.8469) 0.0114*** (3.8373) 0.0116*** (3.8974)
Low 0.0090** (2.6733) 0.0091** (2.6876) 0.0092** (2.7306) 0.0092** (2.7512)

High-Low 0.0029 (1.3239) 0.0029 (1.3570) 0.0026 (1.2315) 0.0025 (1.1975)

This table presents raw monthly returns to stock portfolios sorted by news sentiment
using four different termporal weighting schemes to aggregate sentiment over the for-
mation period. The starting point for each portfolio is monthly observations of firm news
sentiment, representing the average daily sentiment of all news days for the firm that
month. Each portfolio then takes a weighted average of the monthly scores over the pre-
vious six months. The weight applied to each month in over given formation period
decreases exponentially as a function of time. The weight ratio (\\textit{WR}) represents
the rate of the temporal decay. Specifically, the weight ratio defines the ratio of the weight
given to the most recent observation, to that of the oldest. Panel A documents results for
the full sample. Panel B documents results for the full sample excluding the period from
2008-09-01 to 2009-09-30.
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5.4 Discussion

A number of promising news-informed momentum strategies have been presented in

the literature, but results are currently dispersed across studies using a wide variety of

news sources, investment universes, formation and holding periods, variable construc-

tion techniques and testing methodologies. A major aim of the current analysis was to

benchmark and validate variants of such strategies in a highly-liquid, ex-ante-identifiable

investment universe with a consistent experimental set up. As this was not intended to a

replication study, our portfolios are not direct analogues of those presented in the litera-

ture but they do capture the most important features.

Specifically, we tested the performance of long-only and long-short portfolios formed us-

ing single, double, and triple-sorting procedures based on news sentiment, price momen-

tum, and news attention. With the minor exception of the univariate sentiment portfo-

lios, which outperformed momentum under on a risk-adjusted basis under the five-factor

model (but not single or three-factor models), none of the literature-motivated strategies

delivered significant excess returns within our sample. Additional tests that applied a

temporal weighting scheme to sentiment did not qualitatively impact results, nor did the

application of joint sorting procedures, or changes to the sorting order of the portfolios.

These results were also qualitatively unaffected when controlling for the GFC, which was

a particularly bad time for momentum strategies.

An unexpected feature of our results was the large variation in the performance of port-

folios formed from low-sentiment (bottom tercile) stocks; conditioning on news attention

and momentum within the low-sentiment subset produced the type of results we may

have expected from momentum-attention portfolios selected from the complete sample.

A portfolio of low sentiment (bottom tercile) stocks that bought high-attention momen-

tum winners and sold low-attention momentum losers generated statistically significant

risk-adjusted returns over the ex-GFC sample. However, we do not find this particularly

informative for two reasons. First, we are bound to find regions of any feature space (mo-

mentum, sentiment, and attention in this case) that generated outperforming portfolios,

ex-post. Second, we were not operating under any behavioural model that would have

made conditioning on low sentiment stocks a plausible first step for identifying both win-

ners and losers. Still, it does raise the question as to whether this relationship could have

been identified in-sample and subsequently exploited out-of-sample by a data-driven

approach.

In further tests, we found evidence of news sentiment being an effective screening mech-

anism within a traditional momentum framework; losers with positive sentiment signif-

icantly outperform those with negative sentiment which makes the removal of positive
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sentiment losers from the short leg of a momentum strategy profitable. The breakpoint

in performance appears to correspond to the numerical sign of the aggregate sentiment

score, although it is difficult to isolate the impact of sharper conditioning (more extreme

sentiment) from the numerical sign change. Several variants of ‘concordant’ momentum

portfolios that seek to remove stocks with sentiment (or sentiment and momentum) in

the opposite sign of the portfolio leg were found to generate statistically significant risk-

adjusted returns over the ex-GFC period. This comes at the cost of having a variable

number of stocks in the portfolio or selecting a more concentrated sorting procedure up

front.

Overall, our findings do not reflect the enthusiasm for news-based conditioning observed

in the related literature. While our results are not inconsistent with those of such analyses

(due to experimental differences), they do put into question the generalisability and ro-

bustness of the apparently profitable trading strategies described therein. That said, our

results leave some room for the utility of news-based features in momentum portfolios—

ex-ante plausibility of any given relationship expressed in the data is arguably irrelevant

if such relationships are persistent enough to be exploited by data-driven (i.e statistical)

approaches to portfolio formation, and this may be the case for the profitable low senti-

ment portfolios described above. Further, the use-case of removing discordant sentiment

items appears to be a simple means of improving the performance of momentum portfo-

lios and may warrant further investigation.
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Model-Based Portfolios

The non-parametric or “naive” news-informed portfolios tested in Chapter 5 provided

little evidence of news data being a useful predictor for the cross-section of returns over

the horizons of interest. Yet, it could be argued that the monotonic sorting procedures

employed there and in the relevant literature represent too narrow a hypothesis space of

predictive relationships—that the assumptions embedded in the tests are too restrictive.

By turning to more flexible modelling approaches, such as the machine-learning tech-

niques found in the high-frequency news analytics literature, predictive relationships

may be more likely to be uncovered should they exist.

In this section, we extend the factor-sorting approach used previously by conditioning

on the output of supervised statistical learning models trained over a designated subset

of data. Starting with a “classical” OLS-based approach to model-informed portfolio

formation before applying a wider class of algorithms such as gradient-boosted-trees and

neural networks, we test the predictive utility of news information in an environment

largely uninhibited by prior distributional assumptions.

We find that the combined use of news-derived features and flexible statistical learning

algorithms offers only a modest increase in theoretical performance beyond a traditional

momentum implementation. Measures of variable importance suggest that news is sec-

ondary to size, analyst following, and momentum in relevance for predicting future re-

turn.
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6.1 Introduction

In the first analysis, we investigated the firm-level, or longitudinal, predictive capacity

of news in a linear regression setting. In the second analysis, we studied the impact of

news sentiment, coverage, and price momentum on the cross-section of returns. There

we used the model-free or non-parametric approach, common in the factor literature, of

conditioning on our information using single-, double-, and triple-sorted quantile port-

folios and studying their performance.

Here we continue to focus on the cross-sectional effects of news contents and momentum,

but in a setting that encompasses and extends the previous approaches. We use statistical

models to learn cross-sectional relationships from the data (insofar as they exist within

the chosen models’ hypothesis space) and distill these relationships into predictions for

each firm. We then use the factor portfolio approach to assess the efficacy and economic

utility of the modelled relationships, by conditioning on these model predictions.

The use of statistical models allows us to flexibly incorporate a number of variables and

their interactions in a supervised manner that cannot necessarily be captured by the rel-

atively crude partitioning of variable space reflected by decile portfolios. Yet, by con-

ditioning on model predictions via the factor portfolio framework, we allow any infor-

mational value of the model to be expressed nonparametrically and assessed for its eco-

nomic relevance. We start with a straight forward implementation of this idea using OLS

regression, as described by Haugen and Baker (1996), before moving on to more modern

approaches.

6.2 In-Sample Prediction

We begin by turning to the most straight-forward (model-based) assessment of cross-

sectional informativeness—the Fama-MacBeth regression (Fama and MacBeth, 1973),

known outside of Finance as the mean-groups estimator (Pesaran and Smith, 1995; Pe-

saran, Shin, and Smith, 1999). In continuing from the previous analysis, we use six-month

excess return as the dependent variable, with news sentiment, news coverage, price mo-

mentum, and all first-order interactions, as regressors. Each regressor is measured over

a trailing six-month horizon.

Table 6.1 details Fama-Macbeth regression statistics with HAC corrected standard er-

rors (Andrews, 1991). All variables were standardised each period, so that regression
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Table 6.1: Fama-Macbeth Regression Statistics

Variable Estimate Std. Error t value P value

Sent -0.0080 0.0048 -1.6681 0.0972
Mom 0.0396 0.0415 0.9541 0.3414
Coverage -0.0076 0.0054 -1.4202 0.1574
Sent:Mom -0.0241 0.0058 -4.1608 0.0001***
Mom:Coverage 0.0004 0.0080 0.0544 0.9567
Sent:Coverage 0.0064 0.0031 2.0966 0.0375*

This table presents Fama-Macbeth regression coefficient
statistics for the predictive regression of six month excess
return against news sentiment, news coverage, price mo-
mentum, and all first-order interactions. Standard errors
and test statistics are based on HAC standard errors An-
drews (1991). All variables were standardised to have
zero mean and unit variance in each period.

coefficients can be interpreted in terms of cross-sectional standard deviation for both pre-

dictor and response variables. We can see that momentum has the large effect size of

the variables, though is not statistically significant. The second-largest effect is that of

the sentiment-momentum interaction variable, which is significant below the 1% level.

The sentiment-coverage interaction has a small effect, significant at the 5%. Neither the

momentum-coverage interaction nor any of the individual variables are statistically sig-

nificant at 5% or below.

The cross-sectional regression reveals at least one significant predictor of forward excess

return. However, as this represents an in-sample result it does not necessarily mean that

it could have been exploited over the sample. Similarly, coefficients that vary through

time with an average near zero, will not be statistically significant using the means-group

estimator, but may still vary slowly enough, and with large enough magnitude, for them

to be capitalised on by an investor. The out-of-sample prediction framework used by

Haugen and Baker (1996), which we consider next, helps us address these concerns.

6.3 Standard Linear Approach

Before turning to what might be considered a less traditional approach to empirical fi-

nance, we begin our model-driven portfolio analysis within the context of OLS regres-

sion.
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Specifically, we follow the framework set out by Haugen and Baker (1996) in developing

a dynamic model for expected stock returns and using it to make return forecasts. Unlike

Haugen and Baker (1996), we only use variables related to stock price momentum and

news media for our forecasts.

The expected return model is essentially a rolling Fama-Macbeth regression. Each month,

we perform the following OLS regression to determine the monthly payoffs (cross-

sectional regression coefficients) of the independent variable (‘factors’):

rj,t = ∑
i

γ̂i,txj,i,t−1 + εj,t (6.1)

where

• rj,t = excess rate of return to stock j in month t,

• γ̂i,t = regression coefficient or payoff to factor i in month t,

• xj,i,t−1 = exposure (firm characteristic such as 6-month momentum) to factor i for

stock j at the end of month t− 1,

• εj,t = unexplained component of return for stock j in month t.

This provides a history of the regression coefficients (‘payoff histories’) for each of the

factors. The payoff histories can then be used to make out-of-sample forecasts by aver-

aging the regression coefficients observed in the previous 6 months prior to the month to

be forecast:

E(rj,t) = ∑
i

γ̄i,txj,i,t−1 (6.2)

where,

• E(rj,t) = is the expected return to stock j in month t,

• γ̄i,t =
1
N ∑N

k=1 γ̄i,t−k is the expected payoff to factor i in month t (arithmetic mean

of the estimated payoff over the previous N months), xj,i,t−1 is the exposure (firm

characteristic such as 6-month momentum) to factor i for stock j at the end of month

t− 1.
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We diverge from the Haugen and Baker (1996) setup by using a six-month prediction

horizon for the cross-sectional regressions. This means that the expected returns model

is essentially lagged by six months, rather than one month, as the dependent variable

is only available for model fitting once it has been observed. I.e. the filtration at time t

can only include trailing variables. In order to keep the formation period equal to that

used by Haugen and Baker, we average the N = 6 most recent models to form the current

expected return model.
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Figure 6.1: Timeseries of rolling expected return model coefficients.

We continue to use forward six month excess return as the independent variable, and six-

month sentiment, six-month coverage, six-month price momentum, and all first-order

interactions, as dependent variables. This is the same model used in the Fama-MacBeth

regression, so the monthly coefficients are exactly those calculated in the first step of

the Fama-MacBeth procedure. The timeseries of the coefficients for the expected returns

model are shown in Figure 6.1. Consistent with the Fama-Macbeth regression results,

the coefficient for the sentiment-momentum interaction term is the most consistent in its
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Table 6.2: Expected Return Decile Portfolio Performance

Decile

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1-10

Annual Return
2006 14.2% 16.7% 14.5% 14.9% 17.5% 16.1% 17.9% 18.1% 18.3% 13.5% 0.6%
2007 -15.1% -6.5% -4.3% 2.7% 1.8% 4.7% 5.4% 7.2% 7.6% 10.4% -24%
2008 -45.5% -34.7% -33.5% -30.3% -32.9% -34.9% -35.4% -41.8% -46.2% -55.6% 19.5%
2009 20.8% 23.2% 28.4% 33.1% 33.8% 39.1% 50.2% 54.6% 68.6% 88.4% -66.6%
2010 22.9% 19.8% 20% 20.9% 21.2% 20.8% 19.6% 22.8% 23.3% 24.2% -1.1%
2011 -1.8% 2.5% 3.3% 3.6% 1.6% 0.6% -0.2% -0.2% -1.8% -2.7% 1.2%
2012 15.9% 16.6% 16.8% 19.2% 17.3% 14.5% 15.2% 14.7% 17.1% 19% -2.9%
2013 44.8% 38.9% 38.8% 36.4% 34.6% 35.4% 33.6% 32.9% 31.5% 35.8% 7.7%
2014 12.7% 13.3% 12.3% 14.6% 14.9% 14.7% 16.9% 16.2% 14.5% 13.7% 0.3%
2015 -8.4% -1.3% 1.2% -1.3% 1.7% -2.4% -0.2% -2.9% -3.1% -7.5% 0.2%
2016 12.2% 9.8% 8.8% 12.4% 9.1% 13% 16.5% 19% 22.1% 27.3% -11.4%
2017 15.7% 15.7% 18.5% 19.8% 20% 20% 16.9% 19.7% 19.9% 17.8% -0.5%

Average returns
7.4% 9.5% 10.4% 12.2% 11.7% 11.8% 13.0% 13.3% 14.3% 15.4% -6.4%

Annualised risk
17.6% 15.0% 14.5% 14.3% 14.6% 15.1% 15.9% 17.4% 18.9% 23.3% 18.9%

This table presents annual returns for decile portfolios formed on the basis of a rolling linear
expected return model. Portfolio performance is calculated using the overlapping portfolio pro-
cedure with a holding period of six months.

margin from zero, while the momentum coefficient has the largest swings. The remaining

terms stay quite close to zero for the majority of the sample.

Each month we use the expected return model to forecast the expected returns for all in-

dex constituents, and form equal-weighted decile portfolios based on these forecasts. The

top decile (1) contains the high expected return stocks, while the bottom decile (10) con-

tains the low expected return stocks. We also form a zero-cost high-minus-low portfolio

from the top and bottom deciles. Positions are held for six-months without rebalancing.

The strategy performance is based on the overlapping portfolio procedure discussed in

the previous analysis.

Table 6.2 details the performance for each of the decile portfolios formed using the ex-

pected return model. The performance for each decile is almost perfectly opposed to the

forecasts—the ‘top’ decile generates the worst return while the ‘bottom’ decile generates

the highest. Although the risk of the bottom decile is also higher, the expected returns

model is volatility blind (i.e. we were not forecasting risk-adjusted return), so this does

not help the case for the model’s performance. And, despite the higher volatility, the

bottom decile still outperforms the top on a risk-adjusted basis. Increasing the model ag-
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gregation period to 12 months does not change this fact, and barely changes the overall

ranking of the deciles. From these results we can conclude that the in-sample statistics do

not translate into a profitable trading strategy given a straight-forward implementation

of the model estimated using only trailing data.

6.3.1 Model comparison and extensions

Although the expected returns model lost money, it is still relevant to ask whether the

inclusion of news sentiment and coverage added value to the model, whether it could

be improved with a more flexible modeling technique, and whether any of these out-

perform an ex ante-defined model-free portfolio formation procedure (i.e. a traditional

momentum procedure).

To asses whether the addition of news variables improved performance (within the con-

fines of the linear regression setting), we test a linear model in line with the Haugen-Baker

procedure described, but with momentum as the only regressor. The resulting model dif-

fers from the traditional momentum approach to the extent to which the momentum beta

changes sign—when positive, it is identical to standard momentum, when negative, the

rankings are reversed.

To assess whether the model is being limited by the linear constraint, we perform a simi-

lar procedure, but make use of a generalized additive model (GAM) (Hastie and Tibshi-

rani, 1986; Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990) in place of the standard OLS regression. A GAM

is a generalized linear model with a form something like:

E(Y|X1, X2, . . . ) = A` + f1(X1) + f2(X2) + f3(X1, X2) + . . .

Where Y is a response variable, f j’s are unspecified smooth (nonparametric) functions of

the covariates Xi, and A` represents any strictly parametric model components. When

fitting a GAM, the basic structure of the model must be defined up front, as with stan-

dard linear regression. However, we need only specify the model in terms of ‘smooth

functions’, with the overall shape of each function being left to the fitting procedure.

GAMs can be represented using basis expansions for each smooth, each with an associ-

ated penalty controlling smoothness. In practice, this penalized likelihood maximisation

problem is solved by penalized iteratively re-weighted least squares (PIRLS), with the

degree of penalization (the smooothing parameters) estimated using generalized cross-

validation or restricted maximum likelihood (REML) (Patterson and Thompson, 1971;

Laird and Ware, 1982).
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We use the GAM implementation described in Wood (2011), a very readable overview of

which is given in Wood (2017). For correspondence with the linear approach, we use the

same general model specification used for the OLS regression. Namely, the main effects

plus first-order interaction structure described earlier. The difference being that each of

these terms are now represented by smooth functions of tensors and tensor products,

respectively.

Finally, for the traditional momentum strategy, the expected return model is simply each

firm’s six-month price momentum, standardized across firms. To recap, the four models

are summarised as follows:

Nonparametric Momentum: rt:t+h ∼ Momt

Linear Model, Momentum: rt:t+h ∼ γt ·Momt

Linear Model, Full Specification: rt:t+h ∼ γ1,t ·Momt + γ2,t · Sentt +

γ3,t · Coveraget + γ4,t · (Sentt ·Momt) + γ5,t · (Sentt · Coveraget) +

γ4,t · (Coveraget ·Momt)

GAM, Full Specification: rt:t+h ∼ f1,t(Momt) + f2,t(Sentt) + f3,t(Coveraget) +

f4,t(Sentt, Momt) + f5,t(Sentt,Coveraget) + f4,t(Coveraget, Momt)

A simple way to compare the performance of each expected returns model is to compare

their information coefficients throughout the sample period. The information coefficent

(IC) is a widely-used practitioner-focused measure of forecast effectiveness, and is given

by the cross-sectional correlation between forecasts and the realised returns (Grinold,

1989; Grinold and Kahn, 2000). We calculate IC using the Spearman rank correlation, as

we are concerned with rank-order rather than the numerical accuracy of the estimates.

Figure 6.2 plots the cumulative IC for each of the models. Cumulative IC, rather than the

raw series, is used in illustration as it is a much easier way to visualise overall perfor-

mance (Yashchin, Philips, and Stein, 1997; Philips, Yashchin, and Stein, 2003), in the same

way that price is more visually intuitive than a monthly return series.
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Figure 6.2: Cumulative rank information coefficient of of comparison expected returns
models.

First, we can see that the naive momentum model is the only one that maintains a positive

forecasting edge over the sample, while all the dynamic approaches lose any initial fore-

casting capacity from 2008 (GFC) onwards. The disparity between the nonparametric and

parametric momentum approach implies that a trailing estimate of momentum’s payoff

is a poor guide to its current payoff. In the case of momentum, which has been recog-

nised as a profitable trading strategy since at least ten years prior to the commencement

of the current sample (Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993), there is justfication in stubbornly

sorting stocks on past return despite the dynamic expected return model’s evidence to the

contrary. However, this justification does not exist for sentiment or coverage, hence, a

rolling expected returns model is a defensible attempt to capture predictive value in the

absence of strong prior assumptions.

We can also see that the addition of news variables to the linear momentum model does

improve accuracy, with most of the forecasting benefit occurring post-GFC. Forecasts are

improved further still by the allowance of nonlinear relationships via the GAM. One

reason we might see such relative outperformance is through regularization alone; the

GAM fitting procedure employs a penalty to control smoothness, therefore, if no cross-

sectional relationships are observed, a penalized model could outperform by being more

biased, i.e. closer to a constant or null model, than the linear one.

One way to see whether the flexibility of the GAM is being utilised, or is simply acting

as a more regularized linear model, is to inspect the effective degrees of freedom (edf)

for each of the model terms. The edf of a term will equal 1 if the model penalised the

smooth term to a linear relationship and 0 if the term is penalized to exclusion, while

nonlinearities are reflected by edfs greater than 1.
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Figure 6.3: Effective degrees of freedom of the GAM expected returns model.

Figure 6.3 displays the rolling 12 month moving average edf for each of the model terms

throughout the sample period. News sentiment and news coverage exhibit modest non-

linearity on average, and appear to be captured relatively well by a linear relationship,

although the edf for sentiment appears to increase throughout the sample. The low edf

of the sentiment-coverage interaction suggests that this term is largely redundant after

the main effects have been accounted for. The relationship between forward return and

momentum is consistently nonlinear from the GAM’s perspective; this is consistent with

the portfolio analysis results of the previous section, with most of the action occurring

at the extremes. The sentiment-momentum and momentum-coverage interactions go

through periods where the relationship to forward returns exhibit significant nonlineari-

ties, though the stability of these relationships is clear. All-in-all, the GAM takes advan-

tage of its access to greater degrees-of-freedom relative to the linear OLS model, with a

mean edf of nine (compared to six for the linear model).

In this section, we found evidence of news content being a predictor of returns in the

cross-section, through an in-sample Fama-MacBeth regression analysis. However, at-

tempts to exploit these relationships in an out-of-sample context failed, with a blind mo-

mentum strategy outperforming all model-based approaches. Our results also suggested

that, despite the overall failure of the forecasts, nonlinear dependencies between the

variables of interest may exist, and appear to improve forecasting accuracy in a rolling-

window framework.

One possible criticism of the Haugen-Baker approach is that it is too dynamic, or other-

wise ill-equipped for dealing with a six-month forecast horizon, due to the six-month lag
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between the most recent observations of the dependent variable and deployment of the

expected returns model. While it is no-doubt possible to adjust the aggregation horizon

of the method and find improvements, this quickly ceases to become an out-of-sample

exercise. To this point, and consistent with Haugen and Baker, we find significant sensi-

tivity to the adjustment of such parameters. For instance, using a 36-month aggregation

horizon for the expected return model, as used by Blitz, Huij, and Martens (2011), we find

that the full linear model and GAM do outperform the naive momentum strategy, with

the GAM still outperforming the linear model and the linear momentum-only model

fairing the worst.

An alternative, and arguably more natural and robust approach, is to perform the stan-

dard train/validation/test split of the data upfront, and proceed along the usual lines of

training and validating a model on the training and validation sets, and selecting a single

model to test on the hold-out set. If the distribution of the training and validation sets

are significantly different from the test set, the model will do poorly. However, this is

a problem that comes with the territory, and we have already demonstrated the sliding

window approach that is the nominal remedy for this issue.

6.4 Machine Learning Approach

In the previous section, we followed a procedure that estimated a cross-sectional model

of future returns each month and averaged the N most recent of these to form the current

expected returns model. For the nonparametric model used (GAM), model hyperparam-

eters were set using a generalized cross-validation procedure (GCV) (Golub, Heath, and

Wahba, 1979; Wahba, 1980) on the cross-sectional slice of the estimation month. However,

this approach doesn’t easily accommodate a more extensive use of machine learning.

Estimation of independent models each month limits the number of observations to be at

most 500 (the number of index constituents), which for certain models is a small amount

of data and may result in erroneous estimation of the prediction error (due to the slope

of the training curve) and poor navigation of the bias-variance trade-off.

Accounting for time variation through model averaging is inherent in the Fama-Macbeth

procedure and naturally extends to generalized linear models such as GAM. However,

this is an unusual way of using the data in a machine-learning context and has no direct

analogy for other classes of model, such as tree-based approaches. An argument could

be made for an ensemble prediction approach that averages the predictions of indepen-

dent cross-sectional models rather than the models themselves, but for large models this
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imposes a significant computational burden and we face the same data limitation cited

above.

Further, the degree of model averaging in the previous approach, i.e. the choice of N in

the above description, was ultimately ad-hoc1. In this section, models will be trained

across a multi-period block of data, and hence time-variation of parameters within the

training set will be accounted for implicitly. This does not guarantee (or even imply)

better results, but it does remove a decision variable to which results are apparently sen-

sitive, since the size of the training and validation set is dictated by the requirement to

leave enough data for adequate out-of-sample testing. It also allows us to confidently

apply a wider range of statistical models, as the data used to train and validate any par-

ticular model has increased.

6.4.1 Methodology

Overview

Our general procedure is to train a set of statistical models on a subsample of the data

(all data prior to January 2012), with model evaluation and hyperparameter tuning per-

formed within this period through cross-validation.

The performance of these models is then compared on the basis of in-sample statistics,

and the best model is chosen for out-of-sample assessment (January 2012 - December

2017) against the benchmarks. The out-of-sample assessment is a portfolio-based anal-

ysis in which the chosen model makes rolling return predictions that are then used to

construct decile portfolios.

Predictor Variables and Data Preparation

Our analysis utilises a relatively small set of available features:

• 6 month price momentum

• 12 month price momentum

• 6 month news sentiment

• 12 month news sentiment

1In the current analysis our choice was not ad-hoc; we followed the decisions made in the litera-
ture, but we say the choice was ultimately ad-hoc, as the estimation horizon used in the studies
we followed was not founded on any particular conceptual or empirical claim.
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• 6 month news coverage

• 12 month news coverage

• market capitalisation

• analyst following

This is the same set of variables used for the previous approach, but with the addition

of the 12-month variants of news sentiment, news coverage and momentum, and market

capitalisation and analyst following. The variable set is expanded as we now have much

more data being used to train any given model. Further, the models tested in the first

section required ex-ante specification of any interaction terms. Including all first-order

interactions of the expanded set of variables increases the number of model terms from

six to 36, making analysis unwieldy2.

As before, we take the natural logarithm of news volume and market capitalisation to

improve the distributional characteristics of these variables.

As we are concerned with cross-sectional forecasts and not market-timing, we standard-

ise each variable by period (i.e. cross-sectional z-score). The median, rather than mean,

was used for centering. Unlike the mean, the median is robust to outliers and leaves

an equal number of companies either side of zero, which is intuitively appealing in the

context of factor portfolio construction. This scaling results in most observations being

bound between plus and minus three. Standardised values falling further than four stan-

dard deviations from the median for each period were binned at (plus or minus) four,

in order to mitigate the impact of extreme values on model training and performance

statistics.

For observations in which the recorded news volume was zero over the respective for-

mation horizon, news sentiment was filled with the medians for that variable and date.

Initially, a -1/1 dummy variable was added to indicate whether a company had a news

volume of zero and had hence been median-filled. However, early tests indicated that

this variable had no explanatory power so it was removed for simplicity.

2However, the question could still be posed “if the additional variables warrant inclusion ex-
ante at all, what effect may they have had on the conclusions of the first analysis?”. As a
compromise, we performed the original analysis with with a model that included the addi-
tional predictors, but not their interactions. This kept the model specification relatively simple
while still accounting for any benefit of the news variables that could be attributed to them
being a proxy for market cap or analyst following. We found no qualitative difference from
the results discussed, with the rank-order of all models remaining the same. However, the
GAM ended with positive cumulative IC near that of the naive momentum strategy. As such,
our conclusions from the first section do not change, but we now have additional evidence
that the GAM was not providing value merely through regularization.
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To further remove temporal variation in the cross-sectional distribution of each variable,

additional tests were conducted using variable rankings instead of raw values, prior to

standardisation. Monthly data was used for all model fitting and hyperparameter selec-

tion.

Learning Models

The following classes of model were considered on the training/validation set:

• Linear Penalized regression

• Penalized regression with polynomial features

• Gradient-boosted trees (GBM)

• Densely connected, feed-forward neural network

• KNN regression

Additional details on the training and hyper-parameter selection of each class are pre-

sented along with the their respective results. The learning task was framed as a regres-

sion problem, with the prediction target being standardised six-month forward return.

Model Evaluation and Comparison

Hyperparameter tuning for each model class was based on cross-validated information

coefficient (IC). The information coefficient of a factor (or forecast in this case) is given

by the average cross-sectional correlation of the factor with the target (forward return)

in each period. Compared to RMSE, information coefficient more closely reflects what

we care about in practice when constructing factor portfolios, namely that predictions in

each period correspond to holding period returns.

As adjacent observations are highly overlapping (monthly sampling with 6 month fore-

cast horizon), cross validation was performed using a variation of hv-block sampling

(Racine, 2000). In this procedure, each validation fold is a contiguous block, and tem-

porally overlapping observations between the training and validation set are removed.

Further details regarding this choice are provided in Appendix 6.7.

Having set hyperparameters for each model class (e.g. regularization term in penalized

regression, number of trees in GBM, and so on) using IC, the different model classes

were compared. For this comparison, a broader range of statistics were used. These

include: the distribution of predicted values, the balanced accuracy of winner and loser

deciles, the distribution of predicted deciles among realised deciles, the realised return

distribution of predicted winners and losers, and in-sample backtest results.
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6.5 Model Training and Evaluation

6.5.1 Penalised Linear Regression

Three different penalised regression models were tested:

• Lasso Regression

• Ridge Regression

• ElasticNet Regression (α = 0.5)

For each of these models the regularisation parameter was varied using 100 different

values, logarithmically spaced, between 10−3 (less regularisation) and 101.5 (more regu-

larization).

Figure 6.4 shows the cross-validation estimate of IC for each model, as a function of

regularization parameter. It can be seen that the IC of all tested models is negative, which

suggests that we should take the worst model and reverse the scores. More seriously

though, it suggests that the linear relationships that hold, on average, in one part of the

data, do not generalise.
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Figure 6.4: Cross-validated rank IC estimates for penalised linear regression models.

This is not only the case for performance in terms of IC. Of all linear models tested, the

one with the lowest RMSE was the mean model; all coefficients are zero except for the

intercept term representing the unconditional mean of the target variable.
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6.5.2 Penalized Polynomial Regression

Here the three penalised regression models listed above were tested, but with the ad-

dition of second-order polynomial transformations of all original variables, including

interaction terms. The regularisation parameter was varied using 100 different values,

logarithmically spaced, between 10−3 and 101.8.
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Figure 6.5: Cross-validated rank IC estimates for penalised polynomial regression mod-
els.

Figure 6.5 shows the cross-validation curves for the polynomial regression models.

Again, most hyperparameter choices result in a negative IC, with the best performing

model achieving only a marginally positive IC.

6.5.3 KNN Regression

The tuning parameter for the KNN algorithm, which directly controls the bias and vari-

ance of the resulting model, is the number of the neighbours (k) used to make the predic-

tion for each observation. As the number of neighbours increases, so does the model’s

bias—approaching the mean model as k→ n.

The KNN cross-validation curve is shown in Figure 6.6. The IC estimates for the KNN

models are only marginally positive, with highest IC being the model with k = 25.

6.5.4 GBM

The primary hyperparameters for GBMs are the number of boosting iterations (number

of trees), maximum interaction depth of each tree, and shrinkage (regularization).
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Figure 6.6: Cross-validated rank IC estimates for KNN regression models.

The value chosen for interaction depth should reflect the level of dominant interactions

in the data. While this is generally not known, in most situations this tends to be low,

and an interaction depth between three and seven works well, with little improvement

to be gained beyond this range (Friedman, 2002).

As the shrinkage parameter (ν) controls the learning rate of the boosting procedure, there

is a trade-off between ν and the number of trees (Friedman, 2001); smaller values of ν

lead to a larger number of boosting operations for the same trading risk. Empirically, the

best strategy has been to set ν to be small (ν < 0.1) and choose the number of trees by

early stopping (Friedman, 2001; Friedman, Hastie, and Tibshirani, 2009).

We apply a grid-search with ν = {0.01, 0.05, 0.1}, interaction depth = {1, 2, 4, 6}, and no.

trees = {100, 500, 1500, 2500, 3500, 5000}. The subsampling rate for stochastic gradient

boosting (Friedman, 2002) was set at 0.5, which is a typical recommended value (Fried-

man, Hastie, and Tibshirani, 2009). The minimum number of observations per node was

taken to be 10—the default for the R implementation (Greenwell et al., 2019).

The model giving the highest IC, still only marginally positive, had 5000 trees, an interac-

tion depth of four, and shrinkage of 0.05. The results of the cross-validation grid-search

procedure are illustrated in Figure 6.7.

Ranking Model The procedure described above was also used to select a GBM model

using the rank of feature and target ranks, rather than their normalised values. Sacrificing

the dispersion properties of the data (since the features and target were already standard-

ised each period) can further assist to prevent over-fitting and focus on quantile-based

relationships.
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Figure 6.7: Cross-validated rank IC estimates for GBM regression models.

The best performing GBM model with ranked data used 5000 trees, an interaction depth

of four, and a shrinkage of 0.10. The results of the cross-validation grid-search procedure

for the rank-based GBM model are shown in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: Cross-validated rank IC estimates for GBM regression models with ranked
inputs.

6.5.5 ANN

The ANN architectures tested were single layer feed-forward networks of five, eight, 16,

and 32 hidden units, with a relu activation function used for the hidden layer. All models

were trained with mini batch gradient descent with an adaptive learning rate using the

adam algorithm (Kingma and Ba, 2014). Models were tested with and with out dropout

applied to the hidden layer (50% dropout rate) and early stopping (Prechelt, 1998) was
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used to set the number of epochs used for the final model. Each model was trained with

and without PCA transformation of the features (within each fold). Mini batch sizes of

32, 64, 128, and 256 were also tested.

The highest rank IC was achieved by the five unit architecture with dropout, however,

due to the very low variance of the model, the predictions could not reliably be split into

deciles (due to repeated predictions), rendering it unsuitable for portfolio application.

The next best model was the eight unit architecture, with dropout, trained using a mini

batch size of 128 and using PCA transformed inputs.

As with the other classes of model, the best performing ANN only achieved a very mod-

est cross-validated IC—0.021 in this case. Figure 6.9 shows the cross-validated rank IC,

averaged over the 128 and 256 mini batch sizes, for three training epochs, with and with-

out dropout, and with PCA transformed inputs.
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Figure 6.9: Cross-validated rank IC estimates for ANN models using PCA transformed
features, averaged over mini batch sizes of 128 and 256.

6.5.6 Variable Importance

A useful feature of GBMs is they allow straight-forward estimation of the relative influ-

ence of individual input features in the variation of the prediction over the joint input

variable distribution, i.e. a measure of an input’s relative importance.

As described in Friedman (2001), relative influence can be estimated as the average im-

provement in the split criterion (MSE in this case), across all splits in all trees, made by

each variable. The variables with the largest improvement in the split criterion are con-

sidered the most important.
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Figure 6.10 displays the relative influence of feature variables in the GBM and rank GBM

models. Relative importance for each model has been scaled such that the total relative

influence adds to 100.

Market capitalisation is the most influential predictor of forward return in both models.

This is likely to be a result of both its effect as a risk factor in itself (e.g. SMB) and its

moderation of other variables, such as news coverage, which are largely explained firm

size and analyst coverage (which is also in the top four for both models) (see for example,

Hillert, Jacobs, and Mueller, 2014).

In the standard GBM model the next two of the top four most influential predictors are

the 12- and six-month momentum. Whereas 12-month news coverage and sentiment oc-

cupy these positions under the rank model. This may suggest that useful information

is lost when considering only the rank of momentum returns in lieu of the distribution,

or that news-based variables are relatively more meaningful when “de-noised” through

ranking. Interestingly, under both models the six-month news variables are less influen-

tial than their 12-month counterparts.
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Figure 6.10: Relative influence of input variables in GBM models

6.5.7 Model Comparison

Firstly, it is worth noting the distribution of performance across the models for each of

the cross-validation periods, illustrated in Figure 6.11. For instance, it is apparent that the

performance of all models varies considerably across the folds—median (mean) rank IC

is negative for three (four) out of the ten folds. This points to significant time-variation

in the relationships between the predictors and forward return throughout the sample

period. Additionally, it can be seen that the eighth fold corresponds to particularly poor
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performance for all models. This is the fold for which the validation period spanned

2009-08-31 to 2010-05-28, capturing the aggressive rebound immediately following the

GFC.
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Figure 6.11: Cross-validated rank IC estimates for all models across training-validation
folds.

Having chosen the hyperparameters for each class of model, a final model must be se-

lected for the out-of-sample analysis. As we have already tested a large number of

models against the validation set(s) and optimised for rank IC, we use another metric

to choose between the models.

While the IC is calculated over the entire cross-section of assets and predictions each pe-

riod, what we rely on most in our portfolio implementation is that the highest (lowest)

quantile predictions correspond to the highest (lowest) quantile of forward returns; we

are insensitive to the prediction-observation correspondence in the intermediate quan-

tiles.

To reflect this, in each period of the validation set, we subtract the average forward return

of the decile of assets with the lowest predicted return from the average forward return

of the decile of assets with the highest predicted returns, and average the result over all

periods. Like all other cross-validated metrics, this gives a score for each validation fold

which are then averaged to give the final score for each model. We refer to this metric

as the “decile difference” and it is analogous to an imprecise long-short backtest over the

validation set.

Variation in the decile difference between models is largely explained by rank IC. We in-

troduce decile difference mainly to guard against another layer of over-fitting while being

slightly more precise about the desired predictive characteristics of our final model.
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Figure 6.12: Cross-validated decile difference versus rank IC estimates for all models
across training-validation folds.

The cross-validated performance of each model in terms of RMSE, MAE, Rank IC and

Decile Difference, are detailed in Table 6.3. The RMSE and MAE values for the GBM

Rank model have been excluded, as the target was of different scale (being rank) to the

other models. ANN was the best performing model in terms of the Decile Difference and

Rank IC, and so was chosen for the out-of-sample testing.
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Table 6.3: Cross-Validated Model Performance

Model Rank IC Decile Difference RMSE MAE

ANN 0.021 0.072 0.962 0.746
GBM 0.008 0.013 1.005 0.755
GBM.Rank 0.013 0.026 - -
KNN 0.010 0.033 0.991 0.751
Linear -0.067 -0.187 0.955 0.723
Linear.Poly 0.007 0.045 0.955 0.723

This table presents cross-validated performance metrics for
each of the models trained on the training/validation set.
Rank IC is the average cross-sectional rank correlation be-
tween predictions and targets, Decile Difference is the aver-
age difference between the mean target value correspond-
ing to the highest prediction decile, and those in the lowest
prediction decile.

6.6 Out-of-Sample Results

Table 6.4 documents the risk-adjusted performance of decile portfolios sorted by ANN-

predicted forward return, for the training, test and full sample periods. Risk-adjusted re-

turns are comparable across both periods, suggesting that we did not over-fit the model

to the training data. In particular, the risk-adjusted performance of the high-minus-low

portfolio is essentially the same in both periods, although neither is statistically signifi-

cant.

Figures 6.14 and 6.14 illustrate the performance of the high-minus-low and high ANN

portfolios in terms of cumulative log excess return. The return of high-minus-low port-

folio is measured against the risk-free rate, while the return of the high portfolio is mea-

sured against the market. Cumulative summation plots, such as those of excess return or

information ratio, provide a means to easily visually detect changes in performance, via

changes in the slope of the cumulative sum. Consistent with the tabulated results, there

does not appear to be any significant changes in performance between the training and

test periods for either of the portfolios.

Table 6.5 includes the excess return and risk-adjusted performance for each of the ANN

decile portfolios over the test period. The top-decile portfolio (long-only) generates sta-

tistically significant risk-adjusted return for the Fama and French (1993) three-factor and

the Fama (2015) five-factor risk models. The high-minus-low portfolio generates statisti-

cally significant risk-adjusted returns under the five-factor model.
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Table 6.4: Returns to ANN portfolios: Train, Test, and Full samples

Train Test Full

Decile α (t-stat) α (t-stat) α (t-stat)

High 0.0033* (2.0345) 0.0020 (1.3994) 0.0019 (1.8055)
2 0.0016 (1.1717) 0.0007 (0.6381) 0.0003 (0.2838)
3 0.0010 (0.7300) 0.0005 (0.4854) 0.0000 (0.0239)
4 0.0013 (0.6269) 0.0003 (0.3371) -0.0002 (-0.1687)
5 0.0013 (1.4871) -0.0001 (-0.0624) 0.0004 (0.6078)
6 0.0011 (1.6159) -0.0000 (-0.0134) 0.0002 (0.3907)
7 0.0012 (1.4270) -0.0004 (-0.5012) 0.0001 (0.1837)
8 0.0008 (1.0165) -0.0006 (-0.6384) -0.0002 (-0.3347)
9 0.0003 (0.2979) -0.0006 (-0.6681) -0.0008 (-1.0822)
Low -0.0015 (-1.1087) -0.0011 (-0.7461) -0.0024* (-2.2112)
High-Low 0.0024 (1.1935) 0.0029 (1.2942) 0.0028* (1.9771)

Mom High 0.0004 (0.1628) 0.0019 (1.2645) 0.0001 (0.0608)
Mom Low -0.0012 (-0.2828) -0.0043 (-1.3095) -0.0043 (-1.7072)
Mom High-Low -0.0022 (-0.2957) 0.0056 (1.4402) 0.0023 (0.5424)

Sent High 0.0032* (2.0732) 0.0007 (0.4803) 0.0012 (1.0478)
Sent Low 0.0006 (0.3888) -0.0052 (-1.8537) -0.0022 (-1.4172)
Sent High-Low 0.0008 (0.3896) 0.0054 (1.6549) 0.0024 (1.2408)

This table presents risk-adjusted (CAPM) monthly returns for equal-
weighted portfolios sorted by ANN model predictions. Portfolios were
constructed using formation and holding periods of six months, with no
skip period. Train is the period over which the model was trained (2004-
01-30 to 2011-12-30), Test is the out-of-sample period (2012-07-31 to 2017-
12-29), and Full is the full sample period (2004-01-30 to 2017-12-29. Re-
turns to the High, Low and High-minus-Low Momentum ((Mom)) and
Sentiment ((Sent)) portfolios are provided for comparison.

Table 6.5 also includes excess and risk adjusted returns for the the high, low, and high-

minus-low portfolios for univariate momentum and sentiment sorts. Broadly, the ANN

portfolios perform favourably against the momentum and sentiment portfolios, except

under the three-factor model, for which the low, and high-minus-low sentiment portfo-

lios are statistically significant at the 5% level while neither of the corresponding ANN

or momentum portfolios are.

Tables 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8 document the factor loadings of the high, low, and high-minus-low

ANN portfolios, respectively, over the training and test periods.

The high ANN prediction portfolio loads significantly on the market, HML, and SMB
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Figure 6.13: Cumulative logarithmic excess return of the ANN ‘zero-cost’ high-minus-
low portfolio.
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Figure 6.14: Cumulative logarithmic excess return of the long-only high ANN portfolio.

factors under the three-factor model in both training and test sets. Under the five-factor

model, the high ANN prediction portfolio loads significantly on the same three factors

during the training period, but loses exposure to the HML factor in the testing period,

loading more significantly on the CMA factor instead.

The low ANN prediction portfolio has relatively less factor exposure than the high port-

folio, its only significant loading being market beta. This is true across both sample pe-

riods. The high-minus-low ANN prediction portfolio has a similar factor profile to the

long-only high portfolio over the training sample, but loses most of its factor exposure in

the test sample. The only significant loading of the high-minus-low portfolio in the test

sample, across any model, is the SMB factor (and alpha under the five-factor model).
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Table 6.5: Returns to ANN portfolios: Test Sample

TS Mean CAPM FF3 FF5

Decile α (t-stat) α (t-stat) α (t-stat) α (t-stat)

High 0.0143*** (3.8055) 0.0020 (1.3994) 0.0029* (2.2806) 0.0032** (3.0453)
2 0.0134*** (3.6811) 0.0007 (0.6381) 0.0014 (1.4353) 0.0015 (1.6616)
3 0.0137*** (3.6512) 0.0005 (0.4854) 0.0010 (1.1081) 0.0012 (1.2845)
4 0.0131*** (3.6295) 0.0003 (0.3371) 0.0007 (0.7669) 0.0008 (1.1089)
5 0.0123*** (3.5564) -0.0001 (-0.0624) 0.0001 (0.1781) 0.0003 (0.3417)
6 0.0121*** (3.5478) -0.0000 (-0.0134) -0.0001 (-0.1228) 0.0001 (0.1344)
7 0.0120*** (3.4638) -0.0004 (-0.5012) -0.0006 (-0.7177) -0.0004 (-0.5433)
8 0.0118** (3.4219) -0.0006 (-0.6384) -0.0007 (-0.8806) -0.0006 (-0.7725)
9 0.0115** (3.3587) -0.0006 (-0.6681) -0.0008 (-0.8716) -0.0008 (-0.8379)
Low 0.0107** (3.0887) -0.0011 (-0.7461) -0.0014 (-0.9438) -0.0012 (-0.8821)
High-Low 0.0035 (1.4755) 0.0029 (1.2942) 0.0040 (1.8694) 0.0042* (2.0015)

Mom High 0.0140*** (3.6914) 0.0019 (1.2645) 0.0025 (1.7336) 0.0028* (2.0955)
Mom Low 0.0106 (1.9540) -0.0043 (-1.3095) -0.0043 (-1.4230) -0.0038 (-1.3473)
Mom High-Low 0.0034 (0.7206) 0.0056 (1.4402) 0.0062 (1.7204) 0.0060 (1.6772)

Sent High 0.0128*** (3.6114) 0.0007 (0.4803) 0.0010 (0.7979) 0.0010 (0.8505)
Sent Low 0.0089 (1.7436) -0.0052 (-1.8537) -0.0052* (-2.0123) -0.0046 (-1.8375)
Sent High-Low 0.0039 (0.9744) 0.0054 (1.6549) 0.0057* (2.1897) 0.0051 (1.8198)

This table presents raw and risk-adjusted excess monthly returns for equal-weighted port-
folios sorted by ANN predictions, over the out-of-sample (test) period (2012-07-31 to 2017-
12-29). α is the intercept term in each of the factor regressions. TS Mean is the excess time
series mean return (return above risk-free rate), CAPM is the market model, FF3 is the Fama
and French (1993) model, and FF5 is the Fama (2015) model. Portfolios are constructed using
formation and holding periods of six months, with no skip period. Returns to the High, Low
and High-minus-Low Momentum ((Mom)) and Sentiment ((Sent)) portfolios are provided for
comparison.
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Table 6.6: Sub-period factor regressions the high ANN prediction portfolio

α MKT HML SMB RMW CMA

Panel 1: Training Sample

0.0064
TS

(1.0517)
0.0033* 1.1685***

CAPM
(2.0345) (27.4171)
0.0030* 1.0305*** 0.2394** 0.3187***

FF3
(2.4313) (28.9691) (2.8764) (4.0915)
0.0027 1.0433*** 0.2330** 0.3209*** 0.0615 0.0339

FF5
(1.7950) (22.1930) (2.8792) (4.0256) (0.6169) (0.3609)

Panel 2: Test Sample

0.0143***
TS

(3.8055)
0.0020 0.9827***

CAPM
(1.3994) (13.1768)
0.0029* 0.9131*** 0.1090* 0.2878***

FF3
(2.2806) (18.5661) (2.0257) (3.8928)
0.0032** 0.9241*** -0.0222 0.3087*** 0.0606 0.3200*

FF5
(3.0453) (20.0184) (-0.3373) (4.1794) (0.7446) (2.5172)

This table presents raw and risk-adjusted returns (t-statistics in
brackets) to the decile of stocks with the highest ANN prediction. α
is the intercept term in each of the factor regressions. TS Mean is the
excess time series mean return (return above risk-free rate), CAPM
is the market model, FF3 is the Fama and French (1993) model, and
FF5 is the Fama (2015) model. MKT represents the market return
minus the risk-free rate. SMB represents the small-minus-big fac-
tor. SMB represents the high-minus-low factor. RMW represents
the robust-minus-weak factor. CMA represents the conservative-
minus-agressive factor. Training Sample is the period from 2004-01-
30 to 2011-12-30, and Test Sample is the period from 2012-07-31 to
2017-12-29.
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Table 6.7: Sub-period factor regressions the low ANN prediction portfolio

α MKT HML SMB RMW CMA

Panel 1: Training Sample

0.0017
TS

(0.2644)
-0.0015 1.2460***

CAPM
(-1.1087) (35.0838)
-0.0016 1.2432*** -0.0606 0.0579

FF3
(-1.1382) (20.5672) (-0.4168) (0.7537)
-0.0015 1.2338*** -0.0358 0.0626 -0.0198 -0.1215

FF5
(-0.8382) (16.2826) (-0.2350) (0.7731) (-0.1158) (-0.9958)

Panel 2: Test Sample

0.0107**
TS

(3.0887)
-0.0011 0.9527***

CAPM
(-0.7461) (37.1112)
-0.0014 0.9611*** 0.1314 -0.0516

FF3
(-0.9438) (39.4574) (1.3966) (-0.8651)
-0.0012 0.9663*** 0.0650 -0.0631 -0.0395 0.1690

FF5
(-0.8821) (41.7893) (0.7138) (-0.9063) (-0.5399) (1.9042)

This table presents raw and risk-adjusted returns (t-statistics in
brackets) to the decile of stocks with the lowest ANN prediction. α
is the intercept term in each of the factor regressions. TS Mean is the
excess time series mean return (return above risk-free rate), CAPM
is the market model, FF3 is the Fama and French (1993) model, and
FF5 is the Fama (2015) model. MKT represents the market return
minus the risk-free rate. SMB represents the small-minus-big fac-
tor. SMB represents the high-minus-low factor. RMW represents
the robust-minus-weak factor. CMA represents the conservative-
minus-agressive factor. Training Sample is the period from 2004-01-
30 to 2011-12-30, and Test Sample is the period from 2012-07-31 to
2017-12-29.
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Table 6.8: Sub-period factor regressions the high-minus-low ANN prediction portfolio

α MKT HML SMB RMW CMA

Panel 1: Training Sample

0.0023
TS

(1.0925)
0.0024 -0.0420

CAPM
(1.1935) (-1.2329)
0.0022 -0.1740*** 0.2713* 0.2713*

FF3
(1.3513) (-4.8070) (2.4090) (2.4860)
0.0012 -0.1354** 0.2405* 0.2744* 0.1705 0.1568

FF5
(0.5570) (-2.6014) (2.0497) (2.5344) (0.8747) (1.0194)

Panel 2: Test Sample

0.0035
TS

(1.4755)
0.0029 0.0478

CAPM
(1.2942) (0.6066)
0.0040 -0.0312 -0.0204 0.3435**

FF3
(1.8694) (-0.5827) (-0.1628) (3.2622)
0.0042* -0.0243 -0.1006 0.3714** 0.0854 0.1908

FF5
(2.0015) (-0.4707) (-0.8440) (3.0292) (0.7237) (1.1243)

This table presents raw and risk-adjusted returns (t-statistics in
brackets) to the decile of stocks with the highest ANN predic-
tion. α is the intercept term in each of the factor regressions. TS
Mean is the excess time series mean return (return above risk-free
rate), CAPM is the market model, FF3 is the Fama and French
(1993) model, and FF5 is the Fama (2015) model. MKT represents
the market return minus the risk-free rate. SMB represents the
small-minus-big factor. SMB represents the high-minus-low fac-
tor. RMW represents the robust-minus-weak factor. CMA repre-
sents the conservative-minus-agressive factor. Training Sample is
the period from 2004-01-30 to 2011-12-30, and Test Sample is the
period from 2012-07-31 to 2017-12-29.
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6.7 Discussion

In this analysis, we examined model-driven portfolio formation procedures based on

news sentiment, news coverage, and price momentum. We tested the hypothesis that

news-informed portfolios using flexible statistical models outperform the simple news

and momentum portfolios explored in the previous chapter. Our findings suggest that

news sentiment and coverage do not offer a simple means of improving price momentum

stategies, even when used in conjunction with modeling procedures that can flexibly

accommodate many forms of nonlinear dependencies.

We began with a traditional in-sample Fama and MacBeth (1973) predictive regression

analysis of six-month forward return that included news sentiment, news coverage, price

momentum, and their first order interactions as explanatory variables. The regression

results revealed statistically significant predictive power in sentiment-momentum and

sentiment-coverage interactions.

We next employed a rolling linear regression framework, as set out by Haugen and Baker

(1996), to test whether these predictive effects were exploitable out-of-sample. The per-

formance of decile portfolios formed on the basis of the linear expected returns model

demonstrated that this was not the case—if the expected return model had any predic-

tive capacity at all, it appeared to be in the wrong direction.

Using the same rolling regression procedure, we then compared the news-informed lin-

ear regression model to three alternatives; a traditional momentum approach, a linear

regression model using only momentum, and a news-informed GAM model. Using cu-

mulative IC as a guide to model efficacy, we found that the inclusion of news variables

improved performance beyond the momentum-only regression model and further im-

provement resulted from nonlinearities captured by the GAM. Yet, all statistical models

faired worse than the traditional momentum strategy, which was the only strategy to end

the sample with a positive cumulative IC.

We then moved to a testing procedure amenable to a larger class of statistical models;

the Haugen and Baker (1996) style analysis, while natural from a linear regression per-

spective, represents an unusual and somewhat limiting use of data when a wider array

of models are being considered. We adopted the common approach to statistical predic-

tion in which the dataset is initially split into training/validation, and testing sets, with

model training and tuning being performed on the former and testing on the latter. The

main differences from the previous approach being that the training/validation window

is static (and dictated by the size of the testing sample), and training is not constrained to

monthly strata.
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The best performing model from the training/validation set, a single layer neural net-

work, was then tested out-of-sample using the overlapping portfolio procedure. The

model performed well out-of-sample, with the long-only portfolio delivering statistically

significant alpha under Fama-French three- and five-factor models. However, excess

return was not statistically significant for the single-factor model (CAPM), and perfor-

mance was only very modestly better than that of the naive momentum strategy. The

long-short model portfolio only delivered statistically significant alpha under the five-

factor model and was comparable to (but less than) the naive long-short sentiment strat-

egy under most models.

The long-only model portfolio loaded significantly on HML, and SMB style factors dur-

ing the training sample, and on SMB, and CMA style factors during the test sample. The

long-short model portfolio did not load significantly on any style factors in either sam-

ple.

In summary, while there appears to be some durable performance benefit incorporating

news-based variables into model-driven momentum portfolios, the gains are unlikely to

outweigh the additional costs and complexity for many practitioners.

Appendix A: Choice of Sampling Technique for

Cross-Validation

6.7.1 Introduction

For any model intended to be applied in practice, generalisation error, that is its predic-

tion efficacy on new data, is paramount. A crucial step in model selection and evaluation

is therefore estimation of this quantity. As terminology in this area can be confusing, it is

useful to define some quantities of interest up front.

Training error is the average loss over the training sample

err =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

L(yi, f̂ (X))

Generalization error or test error is the prediction error of a model f̂ (X), produced on train-

ing set T , over an independent test sample
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ErrT = E
[

L(Y, f̂ (X))|T
]

where L(·) is the loss function and x,Y are feature and target variables, respectively.

Although estimation of ErrT is our goal, most methods estimate the expected prediction

error.

Err = E
[

L(Y, f̂ (X))
]
= E[ErrT ],

i.e. the expected generalization error over all training sets. As discussed by Friedman,

Hastie, and Tibshirani (2009), estimating the conditional quantity ErrT effectively does

not seem possible given only the information in the training set.

Ideally, we would split our data into three parts: a training set, a validation set, and a test

set. In this situation, the training set is used to fit the models, the validation set is used

to estimate the prediction error for model selection, and the test set is used to assess the

generalization error of the final model.

In the current case, we have insufficient data to usefully split it into three parts and so we

must approximate the independent validation step by efficient sample re-use. For this we

will use cross-validation, which is likely the most widely used approach for estimating

the prediction error Err.

K-fold cross validation begins by splitting the data into K equal-sized parts. For each of

these parts, the model is trained on the other K-1 parts of the data, and the prediction

error is then calculated on the part not used for training. The average of the K estimates

of the prediction error is then the cross-validation estimate of prediction error and model

tuning parameters are selected so as to minimise this value.

K = 5 or K = 10 are generally recommended as a good compromise between the bias

and variance of the cross-validation estimate of prediction error (Breiman and Spector,

1992; Kohavi, 1995). We proceed with choice of K = 5 due to the lower computational

burden.

A complication in the current case is that our data consists of highly overlapping obser-

vations. Due to our formation and prediction horizons spanning 12 months each, tem-

porally adjacent observations for a given stock will contain information that differs by

only 1 out of the 365 days that comprise the observation window. If observations from

the training and validation folds are overlapping, overfit predictions will appear unre-

alistically good. This is why cross-validation is explicitly based on the premise of using

independent data for the training and test samples.
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As a result, we have to be deliberate in how we select our training and validation sam-

ples, and we will see that the usual approach of unconstrained random sampling is un-

suitable.

To visualise different sampling procedures, we will use a dummy grid of 90 periods and

30 tickers, which reflects approximately the same ticker/period ratio as our actual train-

ing set.

6.7.2 Random Sampling

As alluded, the typical approach to K-fold cross-validation is to select folds by randomly

shuffling the data. Figure 6.15 shows the locations of validation and training observa-

tions for one (of 5) hypothetical cross-validation folds using unconstrained random sam-

pling.

Date
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Figure 6.15: K-fold cross-validation with unconstrained random sampling as applied to
panel data.

If temporally adjacent (x-axis) observations for a given ticker (y-axis) contain a significant

amount of overlap, it is easy to see that there will be very little new or "unseen" data in the

validation set. This means that our estimate of prediction error will behave like training

error, which consistently decreases with model complexity.

The prediction error estimated using this sampling approach will therefore lead us to

select models of increasing complexity (variance), as overfitting is not being penalized.

This can be verified by applying the random sampling cross-validation procedure to the

training of a kNN regression model using a subset of our actual training data. The effec-

tive degrees of freedom of a kNN model is approximately N/k, where N is the number
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of training observations and k is the number of ’neighbours’ used, giving us a direct

measure of model variance to compare.

Figure 6.16 shows the 5-fold cross-validation error and test set error for a kNN regres-

sion model with k = 1,10,20,50,100. The training and cross validation sample includes

observations, sampled weekly, up to and including 2016-12-31. The test set consists of

observations, sampled weekly, from 2010-01-01 to 2011-12-31. Both of these are subsets

of our actual training set.

The cross-validation estimate decreases montonically with increasing model

complexity—as expected, while the test error increases monotonically with model

complexity. Note that both the error (RMSE) and model degrees of freedom have been

normalised to the 0-1 interval for clarity.

In the following sections, we will go on to discuss some intuitive alternatives to uncon-

strained sampling for dealing with dependent observations.
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Figure 6.16: Expected prediction error and realised test error versus model complexity
for kNN regression with unconstrained K-fold cross-validation.

6.7.3 Randomly Selected Unique Observation Sets

The dependency issue arises because our sampling frequency is higher than our predic-

tion horizon, so an obvious solution may be to remove intermediate (overlapping) obser-

vations from the data set. However, this just equates to limiting sampling frequency to

the horizon of the target.

With long outcome horizons, as is the current case, this leads to a very coarse data set,

and is generally not recommended (De Prado, 2018). Furthermore, the starting point for
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such an approach, such as the last day of the month, is arbitrary. Unless we are prepared

to throw-away the majority of our data, we must find alternative ways to sample from

it.

One approach is to sample randomly, but restrict subsequent draws to observations that

do not overlap with previous draws. This results in a set of non-overlapping (or partially-

overlapping within a predefined range) observations that can then be broken into train-

ing and validation sets. To make use of the full data set (in expectation) and/or to obtain

the desired number of folds, this procedure must be repeated.

Figure 6.17 shows one observation set generated in this way on the dummy data. In this

case, observations for a given ticker were constrained to be at least five periods apart (top

panel) or 11 periods apart (bottom panel). Note that the sample has not further been split

into training and validation folds.

It is apparent that we lose a majority of our original data set in generating the non-

overlapping set. This means that we require many more cross-validation folds to use

the entire data set in expectation. In addition to being computationally expensive, per-

forming cross-validation using only a small fraction of the data for each fold may give a

poor estimate of the prediciton error, depending on the slope of the training curve at that

sample size (Friedman, Hastie, and Tibshirani, 2009).

h =
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h =
 11
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Figure 6.17: Random sampling of panel data with subsequent draws restricted by mini-
mum temporal distance, h.

6.7.4 Random Validation, Restricted Train

As we are primarily concerned with overlapping observations between training and val-

idation sets, we can relax the sampling procedure to allow overlapping observations
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within training and validation sets.

One way to create folds with these characteristics is to select the validation set using

random sampling then remove the h overlapping observations preceding and following

the observations in the test set. In the single series (i.e. not panel data) context, this is

known as modified or non-dependent cross-validation (Chu and Marron, 1991; Bergmeir

and Benítez, 2012). Figure 6.18 shows this method applied to the dummy sample, with

h = 1 and h = 11.
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Figure 6.18: Random sampling of validation set, and overlapping observations, within h
periods, removed from test set.

While this method offers an improvement for small degrees of separation (h), we can see

that very few observations are left for the training set using the parameters specified.

The visualisation illustrates that training data are often unable to find a place within

large regions of the dataset sparsely populated by validation observations. By randomly

selecting the entire validation set first, we are unable to retain (even approximately) the

desired (K− 1)/1 training/validation ratio.

6.7.5 Iterative Restrictive Sampling

We can vary the previous approach by iteratively selecting training and validation and

observations that conform to our separation requirements. That is, we alternatively select

training and validation observations in a (k− 1)/1 ratio, with each draw restricted to be

at least h periods away from observations already added to the other (i.e. training or

validation) set. This way we can sample in a (k − 1)/1 ratio and maintain the desired

train-validation split.
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Figure 6.19: Iterative, random sampling of validation and test sets, with subsequent
draws restricted to be at least h periods apart from the other (training or
validation) set.

This method works reasonably well on the dummy data, as most observations are used

in each split and the desired train/test ratio is retained. However, like all the methods

discussed so far, as the horizon of overlap increases relative to sampling frequency, it

becomes more computationally expensive and less data-efficient.

6.7.6 hv-Block Sampling

A simpler and more scalable way to approach this type of sampling (allowing overlap

within but not between sets) is to select the validation set as a block, and remove training

observations within h periods. Taking v as the length of the validation set, this is similar

to the hv-block cross-validation procedure described by Racine (2000).

By selecting the validation set in temporal blocks, the overlapping data to be removed is

reduced to a contiguous buffer either side of the validation set. In the case of our actual

training set, this means that two years of data are removed for each fold, which is approx-

imately 25% of the entire training set. The hv-block sampling procedure is illustrated in

Figure 6.20 for five-fold cross-validation, with h = 11.

6.7.7 Group Sampling

The final option we will consider, which again allows overlapping observations within,

but not between, test and validation folds, is to sample observations by group. This ex-

ploits the fact that our primary concern is the structural temporal dependency introduced
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Figure 6.20: hv-block sampling (h = 11) for five-fold cross-validation, in which valida-
tion sets are selected in non-overlapping contiguous blocks and training sets
are the remaining data after removal of observations within h periods of the
validation set for that fold.

.

through analysis of a target horizon longer than our data sampling rate, rather than any

incidental cross-sectional relationship between assets. Group sampling is the most data

efficient that maintains (within-asset) temporal separation between training and valida-

tion sets, as it allows all the data to be used.
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Figure 6.21: Group sampling for five-fold cross-validation, in which training and valida-
tion sets are partitioned by randomly selected groups (tickers).

.

If the relationship between features and predictors is not stable through time (non-

stationary joint distribution), but is stable across assets, then this type of sampling may

lead to optimistic estimates of prediction error.
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Unfortunately, with scarce data and overlapping observations there is no perfect solu-

tion.

6.7.8 Block versus Group Sampling

Here we compare cross-validation results between the group sampling and hv-block sam-

pling methods described above, with the aim of selecting the appropriate number of

neighbours (k) for a kNN regression model. Ten cross-validation folds were used for the

hv-block sampling and five folds were used for the group sampling. This keeps the num-

ber of observations in the training set comparable between the two methods (due to the

unusable data in each hv-block fold).
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Figure 6.22: Comparison of cross-validation curves for kNN regression model using
group and hv-block sampling approaches.

.

Figure 6.22 shows the CV curve for the two different sampling methods. The two ap-

proaches paint the same picture regarding model complexity and expected prediction

error, with both models suggesting a high-bias, low-variance fit.

The block sampling procedure results in a slightly more pessimistic estimate of the pre-

diction error, and more closely represents the data stratification we would encounter in

practice. Unlike group sampling, block sampling also allows us to have temporally dis-

tinct in-sample and out-of-sample results.
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7.1 Summary of Research

This thesis provides new evidence on the utility of news analytics in quantitative equity

portfolio management. In particular, the research examines three broad approaches to

extracting the potential informational edge provided by news information in the context

of momentum-style equity strategies. That is, factor portfolios with holding periods on

the order of 6 to 12 months.

All studies employ a proprietary Thomson-Reuters dataset of 5.3 million news items re-

lating to historical constituents of the S&P 500 stock index from 2003 to 2018. The focus on

historical constituents of the S&P 500 and use of an institutional-grade data source places

our results in an empirical context relevant to the liquidity and mandate constraints often

faced by practitioners while reflecting an economically relevant market strata of interest

to academics.

The first study investigates the longitudinal predictive capacity of news sentiment and

news coverage through a series of firm-level predictive regressions. Firm-level pre-

dictability is an important mechanism through which news content could potentially

add value to portfolio construction, that may be missed in typical cross-sectional condi-

tioning procedures. We find no supporting evidence that either news content or news

volume are useful predictors of future return at the firm-level. Rates of statistical signif-

icance for predictive model coefficients were comparable to those of random covariates,

and the majority of effect sizes were economically irrelevant. In relaxing the assumption

of exogeneity of news, the only persistent relationships observed in the data were en-

dogenous. The most important contribution of this study is that it is the first (to the best

of my knowledge) to examine firm-level predictability at horizons of one-month or more

with plausible news-based regressors.

The second study examines the performance of investment strategies employing non-

parametric conditioning on news history and stock price momentum using single, dou-

ble, and triple-sorted decile portfolios. The primary analysis technique for this study

is the calendar-time overlapping portfolio approach of Jegadeesh and Titman (1993).

Tests focus on strategies motivated by the prior literature on news-informed momentum-

style portfolios that have not been tested within a stringent investment universe such as

the S&P 500, or subject to practical rebalancing constraints. The results of this analy-

sis offer little evidential support for the utility of news analytics in momentum-style or

momentum-enhanced portfolios. Plausibly ex-ante-identifiable strategies, such as those

motivated by the literature, failed to generate risk-adjusted excess returns, even after con-

trolling for the GFC. Additional tests revealed that removing positive-sentiment stocks

from the short leg of a traditional momentum strategy leads to significant risk-adjusted
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returns over the ex-GFC period. This is potentially a practical and economically relevant

use-case for news sentiment in momentum portfolios, though its generalisability requires

further support. The main contribution of this study is the benchmarking of numer-

ous news-informed factor portfolios in an experimentally-consistent and practitioner-

relevant setting.

The third study considers model-driven approaches to portfolio formation with news

and price momentum inputs. Unlike the second study in this thesis and the major papers

in the field, which condition on inputs using “naive” sorting procedures, the focus here

is on using statistical models to learn in-sample relationships which are then deployed

over out-of-sample horizons. We begin with linear and nonlinear implementations of the

sliding window approach employed by Haugen and Baker (1996) before moving onto

the fixed-sample train/validation/test approach to out-of-sample forecasting common in

the machine-learning literature. We find that the combined use of news-derived features

and flexible statistical learning algorithms offers only a modest increase in performance

beyond a traditional momentum implementation. Measures of variable importance sug-

gest that news is secondary to size, analyst following, and momentum in relevance for

predicting future return.

7.2 Limitations and Future Research

This work scrutinises the economic relevance of news analytics for quantitative equity

portfolios operating under momentum-style investment constraints. I believe the ap-

proaches we have taken to do this are statistically sound, conceptually defensible, and

represent a genuine advancement of the literature. However, this is by no means an ex-

haustive attempt at extracting an informational edge from news media in the context of

portfolio management, and there are a number of avenues left to explore.

A caveat to the findings of this thesis is the fact that the smallest firms within the S&P

500 still have large market capitalisations, and so the selected asset universe neglects

small firms. While this was largely a deliberate decision so as to ensure large-capacity

investability and economic relevance for any profitable strategies reported, it does mean-

ingfully limit the applicability of this thesis for investment managers who are able to

invest in smaller capitalisation firms. Indeed, previous findings suggest that small, less

liquid stocks are more sensitive to news flow than larger stocks, so further research across

different stock samples may still yield practical low-frequency trading opportunities not

present in the S&P 500.
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Additionally, our analysis ultimately sticks to a relatively small number of predictors,

even when using statistical learning algorithms that could handle many more. It is plau-

sible that a purely data-driven approach, in which a large set of news features are filtered

and ensembled using advanced feature construction and selection techniques, could pro-

duce results with economic gains meaningfully larger than those presented in the current

work.

For example, researchers who find this a compelling avenue to investigate may begin by

constructing permutations of common of technical signals over a range of plausible for-

mation periods using sentiment, coverage, and other news-based features, in addition to

the traditional variants based on prices. As many of these features will be highly corre-

lated, and therefore redundant, a model capable of regularization and selection, such as

lasso, could be used to filter the predictor set. To avoid overfitting what is likely to be a

time-varying and largely random structure of relative variable importance, a grouped se-

lection procedure (e.g. grouped lasso) could be employed to identify the types of features

that were important in the training set.

Comparing the stability of this supervised feature set across markets of the same asset

class may identify an expanded set of predictors to be deployed in the validation set.

Subsequent model selection and testing basically in line with the methodology used in

this thesis would suffice for finalising and evaluating such an approach. There are many

different ways to come at a more purely data-orientated style of investigation, but we

hope this conveys the flavour of analysis being suggested.

It is also possible that a move in the other direction, that of greater human judgment,

could capitalise on aspects of news analytics missed by our work. For example, an expe-

rienced equity analyst, being a consumer of financial news and actively involved in eq-

uity markets at the firm level, could plausibly identify components of news analytics and

construct an associated mental model of news-market interaction that is not subsumed

by the dominating behavioural theories in the literature or be likely to be identified by

data-driven approaches (due to enormity of the hypothesis space for feature construc-

tion).

Based on personal discussions with equity analysts and portfolio managers, they are of-

ten acutely aware of news cycles and market responses, particularly around earnings

announcements. This includes an awareness of the (approximate) impact of quantitative

funds operating in the same market that trade on information such as analyst upgrades

and corporate announcements. While most of the market response to news appears,

both anecdotally and empirically, to be short lived (1 day or less), there may be lower fre-

quency dynamics that active market participants are aware of that are yet to be rigorously
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tested and documented in the literature.

Those interested in this avenue of research might begin with “foundational” exploration

using granular features of firm and news data to identify pockets of predictability. This

may include studying the response of different industries, to different categorisations

of news, from different outlets, and at different distances from reporting season. While

some of these have been investigated in a piecemeal way across the literature, there is

plenty of scope for a patient, foundational analysis of modern news analytics data tied to

causal hypotheses of the relevant market mechanics.

Another way in which this thesis leaves room for future research is in its focus on mo-

mentum strategies. In the case of the current work, momentum was at the intersection

of empirical plausibility (due to existing empirical work), conceptual plausibility (due

to the role of public information in major behavioural theories of momentum), and sug-

gested formation and holding periods that could be adequately incorporated into the

available dataset (contrary to the value factor, which appears to operate at a much lower

frequency). These facts do not suggest that focus on other factors would not have been

worthwhile. To the best of my knowledge, there are no published attempts to enhance

value, quality, or low-volatility strategies using news analytics. As such, incorporation

of news features into an expanded set of factor portfolios appears to be fertile ground for

research.

A further strand of research that has received very little academic attention, but seems to

be a realistic use-case for news analytics in quantitative portfolio management, is tactical

asset allocation—i.e. dynamic allocations across markets, often via indexed exposures.

The current literature suggests aggregate news sentiment is useful for market timing

within a given market, but to the best of my knowledge there are no studies aimed at

practical implementations of cross-market allocations.

One could test an implementation of a tactical asset allocation strategy such as risk par-

ity, that holds a basket of markets within each asset class. Rather than holding an equal-

weighted, cap-weighted or risk-weighted exposure within each asset class, the strategy

could invest only in the subset of markets with the highest sentiment trend (or other

news-based signal). Comparing this to analogous strategies using price trend and mo-

mentum would be a relatively straight-forward analysis highly relevant to asset alloca-

tors. Many extensions to this idea are also possible, such as augmentation with statistical

models and expansion of the factor universe used to tilt exposures. Since news analyt-

ics can be stratified by asset class, its efficacy for tilts across asset classes is also ripe for

investigation.
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Finally, a number of studies report a stronger relationship between news and volatility

than news and returns, and there are lots of examples in the literature of news-informed

volatility models. However, the research on news data and comovement is scarce. From

conversations with fund managers, it is apparent that network effects through shared

supply lines, customer bases, and other economic sensitivities, are increasingly being

used in lieu of formal industry groupings for purposes of risk monitoring and position

sizing. It is plausible that the role of news media in these types of network identification

and risk-forecasting problems is under-documented in the literature, and may warrant

further investigation.
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